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 Traversing   the design and construction process, even for an experienced hand, is 
sometimes daunting. When dealing with unfamiliar terminology and professionals 
in the fi eld of architecture, engineering, and construction, project owners may need 
some guidance along the way and, at times, wish they had a relative in the building 
business to provide them with some helpful tips. 

 That   is the purpose of this book: to offer project owners who are new to the 
design and construction process some fi rsthand experience from someone who has 
been in this business for 40 years, and, for owners who have been involved with 
many projects, perhaps shed some new light on problems they may have encoun-
tered previously and wish to avoid in the future. 

 Of   fundamental importance in this process is the establishment of a good 
working relationship with the architect’s team and the contractor. In the heat of 
a stressful moment during either design or construction, these strong relationships 
will prevail, resulting in a reasonable approach to a reasonable solution. Being able 
to view that diffi cult situation from the perspective of others is another trait that 
takes on added importance when hundreds or tens of thousands of dollars are at 
stake. 

 An   owner has a right to expect professional performance from the architect 
and contractor. After all, they have committed or will shortly be committing signifi -
cant funds to each of these professionals. The architect and engineers will in turn 
be committing their staff and their reputation to the design of your building, and 
in today’s complex building systems, incorporating compliance with a multitude of 
local, state, and federal rules and regulations, and that is a mighty task. 

 Selecting   an architectural fi rm specializing in the type of project being con-
sidered and interviewing their past clients are two ways to move toward a well-
designed project. Visiting some of those recently completed projects can give an 
owner an opportunity to look at the architect’s work and talk to those former clients 
to learn a little bit more about their experience working with that architect. Because 
the relationship between architect and owner is a close one, the client must feel 
comfortable with the design team. 

 A   contractor can be selected fi rst by offering bid documents to a selected group 
of builders, and, second, upon selection, negotiating the fi nal terms, conditions, 
and contract sum. Contractors work on slim profi t margins, and most try to control 
their project by monitoring their costs closely. And most reputable contractors will 
assume some responsibility for minor contract obligation interpretations. Owners 
driving a particularly hard bargain with the contractor may fi nd that there is little 
 “ wiggle ”  room left for the builder. 

   Preface 



x Preface

 An   owner should consider selecting a contractor on the basis of reputation and 
not solely on the bottom line. Integrity and excellent past client relationships are 
the hallmarks of a successful, competitive contractor. A good working relationship 
between the design team and the contractor can be promoted and encouraged by 
the owner, since this is an essential element in a successful project. 

 Owners   must be as fair in their dealings with their design and construction team, 
as they expect those members to be fair to them. The three tenets of a well-executed 
construction project can be summed up in three words: fair, responsible, and rea-
sonable. An engaged and knowledgeable owner is a prime requisite for a successful con-
struction project, and hopefully this book will make those tasks somewhat easier. 

 Sidney   M. Levy    
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  The   design and construction industry represents a huge chunk of the American 
economy. There are 2.53 million construction companies in the United States, and 
the total value of construction in place in 2007 was $1.137 trillion. Of this total, 
about $499 billion was residential housing and $637 billion was nonresidential con-
struction: commercial buildings, schools, factories, roads, and bridges. Architectural 
and related engineering services included 107,386 establishments employing 1,266 
million people and generating revenue of $161 billion. 

    ARCHITECTURAL INDUSTRY SNAPSHOT 
 The   practice of architecture is centuries old, but in this country the profession did 
not become recognized until the mid-1800s as the Industrial Revolution unfolded. 
Before that time, and in the decades that followed, carpenters and masons not only 
built structures for their clients but served as quasi-designers as well. The era of the 
Master Builder fl ourished in the early twentieth century; skilled contractors employ-
ing crews of laborers, carpenters, bricklayers, plumbers, and other trades offered 
clients the benefi t of not only their construction experience but their ability to cus-
tomize past projects to fi t the new owner’s requirements. 

 The   American Institute of Architects (AIA) was founded in 1857; at that time, any-
one could claim to be an architect. The AIA was responsible for establishing schools 
of architecture — the fi rst at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, in 1865. The fi rst graduate from an architectural program was Nathan C. 
Ricker, who graduated from the University of Illinois architecture program in 1873. This 
school also had the distinction of conferring the fi rst architect’s degree on a woman. 

 One   of the driving forces behind the use of an architect was the proliferation 
of government regulations and the resultant increase in the complexity of building 
structures and the types of equipment being offered by various manufacturers. The 
legal system also began to weigh in on liability issues and to pursue the principle of 
due diligence with respect to the adequacy of a structure’s design. 

       The genesis of a 
construction project    1 

CHAPTER
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  The   practice of architecture has changed dramatically since those early days. 
Seventy-fi ve years ago, a visit to an architect’s offi ce would reveal rows of aspir-
ing architects hunched over their drawing boards preparing hand-drawn designs, 
erasers at hand, moving T-squares and plastic triangles to form the shape of their 
structure. Today, the pens and pencils, T-squares, triangles, and erasers have been 
replaced by powerful computers and specialized software programs. The only noise 
emanating from those work stations are the mouse clicks and printers from which 
these intricate designs fl ow. 

 Increasingly   advanced software allows an architect to produce a complete list 
of all of the materials required for the project simultaneously with the progression 
of the design itself. If you design a 30-foot-long, 10-foot-high drywall partition, the 
computer automatically generates a materials list: 15      �      10 steel studs and 14 sheets 
of gypsum drywall. If the architect has a database of costs, an estimate for both labor 
and materials will also be created. 

 Architects   using other types of computer software can produce three-dimensional 
images to be viewed by their engineers and clients. By adding a time sequence — the 
fourth dimension — the client can actually see the virtual building being constructed 
from the ground up before the fi rst shovel of earth is uncovered. This innovation, 
called building information modeling (BIM), which is now offered by large architec-
tural fi rms, will undoubtedly become mainstream, and new innovations will continue 
to amaze potential clients.  

    THE ARCHITECT AND THE CLIENT 
  The   Architect’s Handbook of Professional Practice  defi nes the term  client  as  “ at 
least one person with whom one architect will deal with on what is most often a 
remarkably intimate basis. ”  There is an intimacy between owner and architect simi-
lar to that of contractor and owner, as these professionals consume so much of the 
owner’s time and money to produce a product with a potential 100-year lifespan. 
The structure that results will either please or displease its owner-occupant for years 
to come, so it had better be done right. The owner places those responsibilities on 
the architect and the builder. 

 In   the  Architect’s Handbook , Gordon Chong states,  “ Unlike architects, who view 
the design and construction of a building as  ‘ an end, ’  the majority of our clients see 
buildings as  ‘ a means ’  to satisfying a wider set of requirements … . One of the most 
important challenges facing us as architects is to ensure that we fully understand 
our clients and their motivations. ”   

    THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 
 The   three basic segments of the construction industry are building contractors, also 
known as general contractors, who construct residential, commercial, industrial, 
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 and institutional buildings; heavy and civil-engineering contractors, who build roads, 
highways, bridges, tunnels, and other similar projects; and specialty contractors, 
more familiarly known as subcontractors, who perform specifi c trade work such as 
carpentry, roofi ng, electrical, plumbing, heating-ventilating-air-conditioning (HVAC) 
work, and a host of other tasks, The 2002 U.S. Census Bureau statistics revealed that 
the construction industry had a total of 8.9 million wage and salary employees. 

 Technology   in the construction industry has not proceeded at the pace enjoyed by 
the manufacturing sector. Today there are some robot-driven, software-guided bull-
dozers, but the full impact of technological advances has not reached down to the 
average general contractor. Although most contractors have computers with sophisti-
cated scheduling, estimating, and cost-control software programs, they still lay up one 
brick after another to build a wall and nail studs and sheetrock to construct partitions.  

    AN OWNER’S MAJOR COMMITMENT 
 To   some businesspeople, their company’s new construction project may represent 
one of the largest corporate investments they will ever make, and it is one in which it 
is wise to proceed carefully and systematically. The process of design and construction 
is not that complex for professionals in that fi eld, but it is an environment that requires 
expanding an owner’s knowledge and experience. It requires a well-thought-out plan 
of what the company hopes to achieve in the design and construction of their new or 
renovated offi ce building, corporate headquarters, or manufacturing facility. 

 Lessons   learned from problems with operations in the old building and pitfalls to 
avoid in the new design should be carefully annotated when a new project is being 
considered. Without a careful plan of what you as an owner wish to achieve, it may 
be diffi cult to convey those needs and requirements to an architect whose respon-
sibility it is to convert them into a plan that a builder can follow. But before we get 
ahead of ourselves, as an owner there are some strategic decisions that you must 
consider as the plan for the new building begins to take form. 

    Project delivery 
 The    “ project delivery system ”  — the method by which an owner gets from point A 
to point B — has several different options. Selecting an architect is usually the fi rst 
step in this process but not necessarily an absolute. There are several ways to pro-
ceed with the design and construction of the project. Each of these project-delivery 
systems is discussed in much detail in the following chapters in this book, but 
for now let’s look at the basics. The project’s genesis can take several forms: design-
bid-build, design-build, construction management, and program management. 

    Design-bid-build 
 The   most prevalent project-delivery system in the public sector, also employed by 
a large number of private-sector clients, is the design-bid-build process. It is a rather 

An owner’s major commitment
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 straightforward approach: An owner engages an architectural or engineering fi rm to 
produce a complete set of plans, specifi cations, and specifi c project requirements. 
These documents, referred to as bid documents, are distributed to a selected list 
of general contractors, who are prequalifi ed as far as construction experience and 
fi nancial strength is concerned. These contractors will submit their price to com-
plete the work as outlined in the bid documents. It seems like a simple approach, 
but, as we shall see later, there can be a lot of twists and turns in the process. Since 
the contractor bidders will be estimating the costs for all of the work stated in the 
bid documents — the plans and specifi cations — the quality of the bids will depend 
on the quality of the plans and specifi cations. If something is missing from the plans, 
the bidders may not include that missing item in their price because they are con-
cerned that their competition will not. 

 Some   refer to design-bid-build as design-bid-redesign-rebid. An owner’s budget 
may not refl ect the actual cost of the construction project, and upon receiving bids, 
the lowest bidder may have submitted a price in excess of that budget. The owner 
must go back to the drawing board to redesign (at additional cost) and rebid, some-
times in a time frame of rapidly increasing costs, with the result that the project 
requirements may have diminished but the cost of work increased. 

 In   many instances, the bids received by an owner during the conventional 
design-bid-build process exceed the owner’s budget, as just noted. This can occur 
for one of many reasons. The delay between the completion of the plans and speci-
fi cations and the date when bids are solicited may be subjected to infl ationary forces 
in the marketplace. Historically, infl ation in the construction industry has outpaced 
the Consumer Price Index (CPI), and a time lag of 12 months, for example, may gen-
erate increased labor and material costs of 5 percent or more. Some owners may not 
have allowed for that adjustment. Alternatively, the owner’s budget may have been 
assembled with unrealistic prices to begin with, and the market will return the more 
realistic costs. 

 For   whatever reason, when the design-bid-build process results in bids that 
exceed the owner’s budget, an architect and owner may decide to work with the 
lowest qualifi ed bidder, review costs, and make changes that are acceptable to all 
parties to reduce the price of the work to fi t the owner’s budget. This may require 
some design changes, and an owner and his or her design consultants must carefully 
consider all of those costs and also ascertain that neither the program nor the qual-
ity will be impacted by the changes. The negotiated scope of work and resultant 
price can then be incorporated into the negotiated construction contract. 

 Another   approach to a negotiated contract is to select a general contractor with 
whom the owner and/or architect has had previous successful dealings and ask that 
builder to work with the architect to develop a cost-effective design that meets the 
owner’s program. In this process, the contractor can share current estimating expe-
rience with the architect and advise on constructability issues, material and labor 
costs, and availability. The architect can then review these comments and incorpo-
rate the accepted changes in the design, and the owner can negotiate a contract 
agreement with the general contractor.  
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     Design-build 
 Engaging   an architect at the conceptual stage of a project is not the only way to 
proceed down the path to design and construction. An increasingly popular process 
called design-build is being employed in both private- and public-sector work. The 
essence of design-build is to place both activities in the hands of one fi rm: a design-
builder. Some design-build fi rms were created when a general contractor employed 
architects and/or engineers on staff to provide a full-service organization. Other 
general contractors offering design-build services form a joint venture with an archi-
tectural fi rm or hire an architect much as they hire subcontractors to perform the 
design work. 

 Architects   can also be the lead team member in a design-build situation, invit-
ing a contractor with whom they have worked successfully on previous projects to 
join with them. This process of placing design and construction in the hands of one 
entity has the advantage of being able to monitor real-time costs as the design pro-
gresses to keep the owner’s budget on track. The contractor employs the current 
database of costs in parallel with the progression of design so if changes need to be 
made to remain on budget, these changes can be reviewed quickly by the owner, 
who may elect other cost-saving options or increase their budget. At least there are 
fewer surprises. 

 According   to advocates of design-build, the entire schedule for the project 
is signifi cantly shortened because the  “ build ”  side of the team can begin to order 
materials and equipment, engage subcontractors more quickly, and get a jump 
on construction. A reduced schedule means less construction fi nancing, which is 
more expensive than permanent fi nancing. Owners using design-build report fewer 
change orders — another plus to this project-delivery system. 

 But   design-build is not for everyone; it requires an owner to have a specifi c 
detailed plan in place and experienced staff on hand to manage the process from 
the owner’s standpoint; in some instances, state laws do not permit design-build 
projects. There are a number of fi rms that specialize in design-build support, and the 
Design Build Association of America (DBIA) is a source for more information and a 
list of design-build fi rms.  

    The construction management approach 
 The   Construction Management Association of America (CMAA) considers construction 
management a  service  as opposed to the hiring of a contractor who delivers a  product:  
the building designed by the architect. But the construction-management approach is 
also a project-delivery system. Unlike the arm’s-length contract transaction between an 
owner and a general contractor in a design-bid-build or design-build system, the con-
struction manager (CM) is the owner’s agent and acts, as such, on his or her behalf. 

 The   construction manager provides the owner with suffi cient professional offi ce 
and fi eld staff to complete the construction project. These services can be provided 
during the design stage, the construction stage, or both. Construction management can 
be viewed in much the same way as a situation in which an owner has experienced 
construction professionals on staff to handle the upcoming construction project. 

An owner’s major commitment
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  As   an owner’s agent, the CM will serve as a representative of the owner when 
engaged to assist in the design, the construction, or both, stages of the project. 
Some consider the hiring of a CM during the design stage to be most important 
because this is where these professionals can bring their knowledge of costs and 
means and methods of construction to bear as they work with the designers to pro-
duce the most cost-effective project. 

 CM   services are divided into two basic phases: design and construction. An 
owner employing a CM during design is able to tap that professional’s knowledge 
of local labor pools, material and equipment vendors, and a current estimating data-
base and then advise on scheduling and value-engineering procedures. A CM dur-
ing construction will provide the owner with a seasoned project manager, project 
superintendent, and other professional staff to meet the owner’s needs and inter-
ests throughout the project. A list of CM fi rms is available through the Construction 
Management Association of America website:   www.cmaanet.org  .  

    The program manager 
 Taking   the role of construction manager a little further, a program manager’s responsibil-
ities are wider and more varied. The CMAA defi nes the role of program manager as one 
that includes not only assistance in the design and construction process but also devel-
opment, planning, environmental study, and interaction with local, state, and federal 
government regulatory agencies. The program manager can also be engaged to oversee 
multiple owner projects, each of which may be in various stages of development.  

    The construction consultant 
 If   an owner does not have experienced staff in either discipline, another approach 
to design and construction is possible. In this case, an owner can hire a consultant 
to represent him or her. These consulting fi rms have experience in all phases of the 
construction process and can be hired for specifi c phases. They can work with the 
architect during design development to comment on costs versus design, and they 
can work with the owner during the bidding process to interview prospective bid-
ders. These consultants will review bids, offer advice on contractor selection, and 
work with the owner’s attorney during the preparation of the contract for construc-
tion to ensure that ample protection is included in that contract. The consultant can 
be engaged to review change orders and assist in resolving disputes and claims from 
the contractor. These consultants generally work on an hourly rate and are available 
on an as-needed basis. 

 There   are a number of different types of consultants that an owner may consider 
as he or she begins to fi rm up the project plans. Estimating consultants can provide 
cost information of a general or detailed nature. This could prove helpful in the proj-
ect’s planning stage to establish a budget and determine whether available fi nancing 
sources are adequate. 

 Cost   manuals, such as those published by R.S. Means or McGraw-Hill’s Sweets 
Division, provide component, unit-cost, and square-foot pricing for many different 
types of construction and can be ordered over the Internet. 
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  Building  -code consultants are available to discuss compliance with local building 
offi cials or federal regulators when signifi cant renovations are being considered 
and where upgrades may result in the need to comply with such regulations as the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). 

   Scheduling consultants can be hired to produce a detailed construction schedule 
and update that schedule as construction proceeds. They can also review a project 
in crisis to establish responsibility for delays that may have occurred along the way.  

    The fast-track approach 
 We   often hear about  “ fast-track ”  projects, but what exactly does this mean? A con-
ventional project-delivery system can be expedited via the  “ fast-track ”  method. 
It involves assigning priority to the development of specifi c design drawings and 
accompanying specifi cations that will allow for ordering those essential components 
early on instead of waiting for the normal progression of design development. All 
of this is done with an eye to either accelerating the start of the project or certain 
phases of construction. 

 Using   a building’s structural-steel framework as an example, this is how the 
fast-track process works. In the normal process of design, the structural drawings 
for both foundation and superstructure will be the fi rst ones produced. They will 
be followed by the production of the architectural drawings and the design of the 
building’s electrical and mechanical systems. Upon the production of a complete 
set of drawings (with the exception of the design-build process), a contractor will 
be selected and a contract awarded, allowing the builder to begin ordering materials 
and equipment. 

 Under   a conventional schedule, it is not until a general contractor is brought on 
board that a structural steel subcontractor is engaged. And only after detailed draw-
ings have been approved by the subcontractor will an order for steel be placed. This 
process will produce structural steel on the job site about 12 to 16 weeks  after  the 
contract for construction is signed. 

 Utilizing   the fast-track method, the owner can award the structural steel job to 
a subcontractor as soon as the steel design has been completed. If a contractor has 
been selected but a contract sum has not been negotiated because all of the other 
drawings necessary for a complete estimate have not been produced, the owner can 
authorize that contractor to place an order for the structural steel immediately. On 
the advice of the architect and engineer, the owner can award a contract to a struc-
tural steel subcontractor and  “ assign ”  this contract to the selected general contrac-
tor, who will fold the scope and cost of that work into the contract for construction. 

 By   either means, the fast-track approach allows the entire steel production cycle 
to be triggered and delivered to those waiting foundations much sooner. The fast-
track process can also be used when other long-lead-time equipment is required —
 for example, a specialized piece of machinery from an overseas manufacturer or a 
complex HVAC component. The engineer can complete the design for this equip-
ment out of sequence with the normal progression of design documents so an 
advance order can be placed. 

An owner’s major commitment
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  Fast   tracking is more complicated than this brief explanation indicates, but it is a 
concept that can be pursued by an owner as the design phase progresses when it is 
advisable to accelerate a project’s completion date.  

    Considerations in selecting a project-delivery system 
 Some   practitioners refer to design-bid-build more accurately as design-bid-redesign-
rebid, which is a costly process. Tracking design development with a realistic data-
base of costs from either an architect who is well versed in that type of construction, 
a builder, or an estimating service is key to avoiding that recycling process of rede-
signing and rebidding. 

 The   design-build delivery system appears to be best suited to an owner with past 
experience in similar projects that can be accurately conveyed to the design-builder. 
But this does not rule out the fi rst-time owner who has a very clear picture of the 
company’s requirements. Discussions with a construction-management fi rm as a 
new project is under consideration may either enforce an owner’s opinion that CM 
is the way to go or direct him or her to look for other options. 

 Many   problems that arise with all delivery systems can be traced back to whether 
a realistic budget has been established in the fi rst place. Consultation with an archi-
tect, builder, or estimator early on is an important step to take.   

    Green and sustainable building 
 Green   building is based on designs that are more environmentally sensitive — those 
that tend to lessen the impact on our environment. Commercial and institutional 
buildings (schools, hospitals, public buildings) have an enormous impact on our 
environment. Studies have shown that buildings in the United States consume about 
65 percent of all electrical consumption; they generate about 30 percent of all 
greenhouse-gas emissions; and they consume 30 percent of our raw materials. And 
buildings produce one-third of our total waste output, which amounts to nearly 136 
million tons per year. These statistics have driven the green and sustainable build-
ing movement. The green-building concept attempts to reduce our dependence on 
energy and make those buildings more energy-effi cient. 

    Considering going green? 
 If   an owner is considering  “ green, ”  he or she should investigate all aspects of this 
approach and consult with architects, engineers, and contractors who have some 
experience in this process. Since the green-building concept is relatively new, there 
may be a dearth of experienced professionals in certain geographic areas. Such 
professional organizations as the American Institute of Architects (AIA) and the 
Associated General Contractors of America (AGC) may be able to provide some assis-
tance. And, of course, the United States Green Building Council (USBGC) should be 
contacted. It has developed a rating system known as LEED (Leadership in Energy 
and Environmental Design) to certify new and renovation design based on compli-
ance with the achievement of certain goals. 
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  The   green-building movement involves not only environmentally friendly compo-
nents but a whole-building design process that takes into account the site on which 
the structure is to be built. This whole-building approach focuses on the following 
features: 

      ■      Reducing energy costs  
      ■      Reducing maintenance costs  
      ■      Reducing the impact of the structure on the environment  
      ■      Providing building occupants with a healthier and safer environment  
      ■      Creating a more productive environment     

    Sustainability 
 The   defi nition of  sustainability  can best be explained by Paul Hawkins in his book 
 The Ecology of Commerce: A Declaration of Sustainability :  “ Sustainability is an 
economic state where the demands placed upon the environment by people and 
commerce can be met without reducing the capacity of the environment to provide 
for future generations. ”  

 The   sustainable-building movement tries to encourage the use of renewable 
resources instead of depleting the ones we have been consuming in our construc-
tion components. We are all familiar with a material known called Masonite, which 
is made from waste and recycled-wood products and classifi ed as a medium-density 
fi berboard (MDF), a sustainable material. That plywood-like panel with visible fl akes 
embedded in it that we see fastened to the exterior of residential projects is a sus-
tainable material, since it is made of reconstituted wood chips. These products and 
many more are referred to as engineered-wood products. Hay is another sustainable 
product and can be used as an insulating material; there are many more examples.    

    CONTRACTS AND THE CONTRACTOR 
 A   construction project is basically a continuum of contracts: contracts between an 
owner and the architect, between an owner and a contractor, and between the gen-
eral contractor and the subcontractors. The owner-general contractor agreement is 
a trickle-down contract. The term  general contract  refers to the contract between 
the owner and the general contractor. Just read the standard clause in a general con-
tractor’s subcontract agreement, which goes something like this: 

 The   foregoing incorporation of the General Contract, by reference, shall pose 
upon the SUBCONTRACTOR, the same obligations and responsibilities with respect 
to the work to be performed by it under this subcontract as are imposed upon the 
CONTRACTOR under said general Contract. The General Contract shall be made 
available to the SUBCONTRACTOR at his request for inspection at CONTRACTOR’S 
offi ce at any mutually agreed upon reasonable time. 

 An   owner should be aware that any terms and conditions in the agreement with 
the general contractor may be shared with any subcontractor engaged by that GC. 

Contracts and the contractor
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  Contractors   deal with contracts on a daily basis and are much more familiar with 
their content than the average owner. They are acutely aware of the terms and con-
ditions of a contract that may be favorable to them and are very much aware of 
those provisions they must avoid. An attorney with a general practice may not be 
as experienced as one whose fi rm deals primarily in construction law, not only to 
assist in the preparation of a construction contract but to offer guidance and advice 
if a dispute or claim arises. In all fi elds of endeavor, there are honest businesspeople 
and those who try to push the limits of creditability — and beyond.  

    ETHICS IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 
 In   2004, FMI, the nation’s largest management-consulting fi rm for the construction 
industry, teamed up with CMAA to survey project owners, architects, engineers, 
construction managers, and contractors to gauge their concerns about ethics in the 
industry. The results, culled from 270 responses, might be kept in mind as we tra-
verse the design and construction industries in the chapters that follow. 

 The   key concerns expressed by the respondents to the survey were fourfold: 

    1.     There appeared to be a breakdown in trust and integrity.  
    2.     There was a perceived loss of reputation for the industry.  
    3.     There was a need to provide a code of ethics and standards.  
    4.     There was a need to create a more equitable bidding process.    

 Concerns   were voiced by owners, architects, engineers, and contractors; they 
all seem to point to a need for fairness on the part of each party to the construction 
process. 

 Concerns   about architects and engineers included the following: 

      ■      Owners stated that architects and engineers do whatever makes the owner 
happy, often at the expense of the contractor.  

      ■      Architects and engineers need to express fairness when dealing with contrac-
tors or making decisions that affect the owner.  

      ■      Design professionals knowingly issue plans and specifi cations that are 
defi cient.    

 Concerns   about contractors included the following: 

      ■      Bid shopping, a practice where contractors use one subcontractor’s price to 
drive down the price of another to achieve the lowest cost, often an unrealis-
tically low price  

      ■      Change-order games, played by a general contractor who knowingly submits 
a low bid in the hope of gaining more profi t by issuing questionable change 
orders as construction proceeds  
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      ■       Payment games, the receipt of payment from one owner, which should be 
used to pay for labor, materials, and equipment for that project, commingled 
with funds to pay for other projects  

      ■      Instituting claims that are vague or specious  

      ■      Engaging subcontractors whose past performance has been unreliable    

 Concerns   about owners included the following: 

      ■      Owners who authorize work but argue about paying for it  

      ■      Owners who are very late in their payment of contractor requisitions  

      ■      Owners who pass off responsibility to others when they are the party that 
should assume responsibility and resolve problems promptly and equitably  

      ■      Owners who lack ethical behavior, such as advertising bogus low bids to drive 
down the price of bidding contractors  

      ■      Little dialogue between owners and contractors about the expectations of 
both parties    

 It   appears from this study that there is plenty of blame to go around, indicating 
the need to maintain and enforce ethical business practices by owner, architect, and 
contractor alike. So with that in mind, we will now begin the design and construc-
tion process.         

Ethics in the construction industry
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  The   architectural and related engineering services industry occupies a signifi cant posi-
tion in the U.S. economy. According to the U.S. Census Bureau 2002 Economic Census, 
there are 107,386 architectural and engineering establishments in this country, with a 
total annual payroll of $68 billion and a total annual sales revenue of $161.8 billion. 

 PSMJ   Resources, headquartered in Newton, Massachusetts, with branch offi ces 
in Great Britain and Australia, conducts more that 200 architecture/engineering/
construction seminars and conferences annually. It produces the industry’s premier 
annual survey, which includes a review of the architecture/engineering/construction 
community’s management salary, fi nancial performance, and fees and pricing status. 

 The   Big Picture Results of the  PSMJ 2008 Benchmark Survey’s Executive 
Summary  sums up the key overall indicators for this group of design professionals: 

      ■      Financial performance of project activities remained excellent.  

      ■      Operating profi ts before incentive bonuses and taxes as a percentage of net 
revenue leveled off at 15.2 percent, the same as the 2007 survey.  

      ■      Operating profi t margins remain high but appeared to be poised for a 
downturn.  

      ■      Gross revenues increased by only 9 percent as compared with a 14 percent 
increase in 2007 — a decrease of 36 percent.  

      ■      Backlog of work continued to build but at a 25 percent lower rate than the 
12 percent growth rate in the 2007 survey.  

      ■      Staff growth was 5.5 percent, a 23 percent reduction from the 7.1 percent 
growth reported in 2007.  

      ■      Overhead rates increased 3 percent, a reversal of previous trends of declining 
overhead rates.  

      ■      Direct labor costs increased by 4 percent.    

               Selecting and working with 
an architect    2 

CHAPTER
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     THE CHANGING WORLD OF THE ARCHITECT 
 Today   the process of turning a building concept into a reality is a rather complex 
procedure; the architect must deal with code compliance with any number of local, 
state, and federal public agencies; rising costs; and the quest to fi nd experienced 
personnel. The list of building codes and regulatory agencies that are part of the 
design and construction process is an alphabet soup: BOCA (Building Offi cial and 
Code Administration); ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act); ASHRAE (American 
Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning Engineers); ASTM (American 
Society of Testing and Materials); NFPA (National Fire Protection Association); and 
EPA (Environmental Protection Agency), to name just a few. When public funds are 
involved, the Davis-Bacon Act establishes minimum labor rates for construction 
workers. 

 The   practice of architecture and the tools of its trade have changed dramatically 
over the last half-century. A visit to an architect’s offi ce in the 1950s would reveal 
designers working at drafting tables with pens, pencils, T-squares, and plastic tri-
angles, creating their designs by hand. Computer-assisted design replaced many of 
those drafting tables as computer hardware became more readily accessible and 
more affordable and software programs for architects and engineers proliferated. 
Nowadays, you see architects and engineers staring at a computer screen.  

    THE ARCHITECT AND ENGINEER SELECTION PROCESS 
 For   those who have had no prior dealings with an architect, selecting the right 
one for your project has been made somewhat easier by the American Institute of 
Architects (AIA) headquartered in Washington, D.C., with branches throughout the 
country. The AIA website —   http://architectfi nder.aia.org   — is a good place to start. 
There is a pulldown menu from which one can select the type of building under con-
sideration and a list of architects experienced in that particular type within a specifi c 
geographic area. After one or more architectural fi rms have been selected, a request-
for-qualifi cations form can be purchased from the AIA and sent to the selected archi-
tect or architects. Coupled with an interview or two and a look at some of the fi rms ’  
recent projects, an owner can quickly fi nd a suitable architect for the project. 

    The architect’s qualifi cation statement 
 The   relationship between owner and prospective architect will be a close one, and 
compatibility with concepts and personnel assigned to the design process is impor-
tant. By issuing a request for qualifi cations, an owner can start the process of becom-
ing familiar with the fi rm that will occupy a great deal of time, money, and energy 
when the fi nal selection is made. 

 The   qualifi cation statement will include some basic business information from 
the architectural fi rm, qualifi cations for the project, the types of services provided, 
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 a list of references, and information about the team that will be working with the 
owner. 

 The   following basic information is included: 

    1.     Name and address of the fi rm and any branch offi ces  

    2.     The type of organization: sole proprietorship, partnership, corporation, limited-
liability corporation (LLC); if the project is a joint venture with another fi rm or 
other design consultants; a description of the full nature of the collaboration  

    3.     Prime contact at the architect’s fi rm    

 The   general statement of qualifi cations can be as simple as a brochure of the 
company’s history, years in business, types of projects completed, and photographs 
of the interiors and exteriors of recent work. General information typically includes 
the following: 

    1.     Names of organization’s principals  
    2.     Professional history  
    3.     Registration status; most states require licensing, and some fi rms have multistate 

licenses  
    4.     Professional affi liations  
    5.     Key personnel  
    6.     Total number of staff  
    7.     Number of registered architects  
    8.     Honors and awards received  
    9.     Professional and civic involvement    

 Some   fi rms employ the types of engineers required to complete the design, 
whereas other architectural fi rms may subcontract one or more of these consultants: 

    1.     Civil engineers  
    2.     Structural engineers  
    3.     Mechanical engineers  
    4.     Electrical engineers  
    5.     Interior designers  
    6.     Landscape architects  
    7.     Others    

 A   list of projects representative of the architect’s recent work (past fi ve years) 
with a brief description of each and accompanying photographs are usually pro-
vided. If the fi rm has been associated with other architectural fi rms in the design of 
other buildings, a list of those projects should be included along with the nature of 
that participation. This list should include the following information: 

    1.     Project name and location  
    2.     Project size in square feet and number of fl oors if a multistoried building  
    3.     Cost  

The architect and engineer selection process
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    4.      Project owner  
    5.     Completion date  
    6.     Contractor or construction manager  
    7.     Brief description    

 The   references section should include a representative sample from recent past 
projects and possibly current projects. A resume of key personnel who will par-
ticipate in the project will be provided. Each person’s educational background, 
licensing, or registration information; number of years with the fi rm; previous 
employment if applicable; and any experience, awards, and particular expertise 
should be included. 

 Upon   receipt of these qualifi cation statements, the next step is to interview the 
fi rm and those individuals from both the owner’s and the architect’s fi rms who will 
be working together. This is important because often a fi rm’s principal(s) will be 
present during the initial interview with the owner, but you as an owner will be 
devoting considerable time to the particular architect or architects assigned to the 
project throughout the design and possibly construction period, and you need to 
feel comfortable with those designers.  

    Interviewing an architect 
 When   interviewing an architect to determine whether he or she is the one for 
your project, an owner must be prepared to discuss the nature, scope, and special 
requirements of the proposed project. Of course, a timetable for construction, avail-
ability of the proposed site, and fi nancing arrangements should also be addressed. 
To assist in helping prospective clients to better understand the role of client and 
architect during this initial interview, the AIA prepared a list of 20 questions to ask 
during the interview process: 

    1.     What are the important issues the architect sees in the program you have 
described, and what challenges does it present?  

    2.     How will the architect approach this project?  

    3.     How will the architect extract enough information from the owner’s team to 
meet the requirements and their goals?  

    4.     How will the architect establish priorities and make decisions, particularly 
when it comes to the owner’s budget?  

    5.     Who from the architect’s fi rm will be dealing with the owner directly, and 
will this person remain during design and into construction?  

    6.     Does the architect appear to be very interested in this project, or does the 
owner detect an attitude of indifference?  

    7.     How busy is the architect? If he or she is too busy at the time the owner wishes 
to commence design, will this impact the quality and/or delivery of the design?  
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       8.      If prior interviews have been conducted with other fi rms, what sets this fi rm 
apart from the others?  

       9.     How does the architect establish fees, and what method does he or she sug-
gest for this project?  

    10.     What would the architect expect the actual fee could be by using one or 
more of the preceding methods?  

    11.     Has the architect explained the steps in the design process?  

    12.     How would the architect organize this process?  

    13.     What does the architect expect you, the owner, to provide?  

    14.     What is the architect’s design philosophy? Can you see some projects for a 
similar use that they recently completed?  

    15.     What is the architect’s experience and track record of cost estimating? Have 
previous estimates previously followed the results of the contractor’s bids?  

    16.     What will the architect provide in the way of sketches, drawings, models, 
and renderings along the way to defi ne the project?  

    17.     If the scope of the projects changes, will there be additional fees? What con-
stitutes a change requiring additional fees, and what would these fees be?  

    18.     What services can the architect provide during construction?  

    19.     How long does the architect expect the design and construction phases 
to take?  

    20.     Can the architect provide a list of past clients with projects similar in func-
tion to the one now being proposed?    

 Once   the selection of an architectural fi rm has been made, the owner must now 
decide what services will be required of the design team, and this depends on a 
number of variables, such as the number and types of other design consultants on 
the fi rm’s staff.   

    THE ARCHITECT’S TEAM 
 In   most projects, the architect is the team captain; he or she requires the services 
of other design consultants, each one of whom will work together in a coordinated 
design effort: 

      ■      The structural engineer’s job is to design the building’s foundation and super-
structure after consultation with the architect, whose visual scheme for the 
building’s exterior may impact the structural design.  

The architect’s team
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      ■       The civil engineer’s responsibility is to investigate soil conditions for founda-
tions; design driveways, roadways, and parking areas; and, working with other 
engineers, provide the size and location of all underground utilities (gas, water, 
electric power, storm sewer) required for the project.  

      ■      The electrical engineer will establish the building’s total power requirements 
and design the circuitry within the building proper. The electrical engineer 
may also consult with a lighting designer to provide the most effi cient and cost-
effective interior and exterior (site) lighting for the building. A  “ low-voltage ”  
consultant may also be employed to design the building’s security and data and 
telecommunications systems. The electrical engineer will consult with the civil 
engineer on the design of the underground incoming electrical conduits and 
cables.  

      ■      The mechanical engineer has the responsibility of designing the plumbing; 
heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC); and fi re-protection systems 
within the building, and also consults with the civil engineer to design all 
incoming underground utilities: water, sanitary sewer, storm sewer, and fi re-
protection mains.  

      ■      The landscape architect will work with the civil engineer to design the con-
tours of the property for both practical and aesthetic purposes. The landscape 
architect will set aside grass and planting areas and select regional plantings 
for beauty and sturdiness.  

      ■      The interior designer can interface with the architect to select materials and 
colors for various fi nishes — fl oors, ceilings, walls — and can assist in the selec-
tion of artwork within the structure.    

    Building information modeling 
 The   latest application of computer imagery in the design process is referred to as 
building information modeling (BIM), the creation of 3D and 4D models of the own-
er’s building, sometimes referred to as virtual design. By creating a 3D image of the 
proposed project and passing it by all of the related consulting engineers for their 
reviews and comments, the end product avoids some of the problems associated 
with the more conventional method of computer-assisted design (CAD) and ensures 
that everything fi ts in its allotted space. 

 One   of the major problems that can occur in a complex, multistoried design is 
when all of the various design consultants — the structural engineer, the electrical 
engineer, the mechanical engineer, and other involved in the design development —
 work independently and are not thoroughly coordinating their work with other 
members of the team. This is essential in ensuring that all work is being reviewed by 
other designers so electrical and mechanical elements, for example, can fi t within 
the confi nes allotted for them by the architect, who, in turn, is working within the 
confi nes dictated by the structural engineer. 
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  With   BIM, the structural  “ skeleton ”  is transmitted to all other consultants elec-
tronically; they must fi t their work into the system. This 3D image can be rotated on 
its axis, and when the mechanical engineer designs a 3-foot by 2-foot heating and 
air conditioning duct for the third fl oor and fi nds that there is not enough room to 
pass under a steel beam, he or she can reduce the depth and increase the width so a 
4-foot by 18-inch duct can fi t. When such confl icts occur and items of work don’t fi t 
in their allotted space, all parties are aware of these confl icts and adjust their systems 
accordingly. 

 By   adding the fourth dimension — time — BIM can create a virtual construc-
tion schedule that diagrammatically shows the building evolving from foundation 
through superstructure to completion. This  “ virtual, ”  visual construction schedule 
is very effective when used as a tool to review actual progress during the weekly 
or biweekly project construction meetings. While standing outside the construc-
tion fi eld offi ce, the status of construction can be compared to the contract sched-
ule as represented by the BIM imagery to dramatically reveal the actual progress as 
opposed to the planned schedule. 

 Today  , the cost of BIM is such that it is cost-effective only on very large projects, 
but just like the computer that replaced the T-square and pencil, as software and 
hardware costs decline, this system will become mainstream and prove to be a valu-
able tool for owners, design consultants, and builders.   

    DEFINING THE SERVICES OF THE DESIGN TEAM 
 Selecting   an architect is the fi rst of many decisions an owner must make. The archi-
tect’s team can provide a number of services beyond the basic preparation of the 
project plans and specifi cations, and as the owner begins to discuss the project 
requirements, he or she should review in-house capabilities to determine if the basic 
 “ plans and specs ”  scope of work should be expanded to include other services that 
extend through construction. Although not all architectural fi rms can furnish all of 
these services, they may be able to provide sources for an owner to tap into. The 
AIA defi nes architect services in six basic categories: 

      ■      Design services — architectural, civil (sitework), structural, mechanical, electri-
cal — the basics  

      ■      Landscape and interior-design services  

      ■      Evaluation and planning services such as surveying an owner’s existing facili-
ties to provide spatial comparisons with the new facility  

      ■      Project fi nancing assistance, site analysis, and development planning  

      ■      Bidding or negotiation services — furnishing bid documents, addenda, and 
responses to contractor questions  

      ■      Analysis of alternates and value-engineering proposals submitted by bidders, 
bid evaluations, and contract selection and award  

Defi ning the services of the design team
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      ■       Contract administration services, including periodic onsite visits during con-
struction, full-time onsite project representation, contractor payment requests, 
testing and inspection services, quotation requests, and change order reviews  

      ■      Contract cost-accounting services  

      ■      Furniture and equipment purchases and installation administration  

      ■      Interpretation and assistance in contractor disputes and claims  

      ■      Facility administration services, including monitoring equipment startup pro-
cedures, maintenance, and operations program assistance.  

      ■      Warranty issues, postconstruction review and analysis, preparation of record 
drawings —  “ as-builts ”     

 During   the design stage, it may be advisable to have the architect prepare the 
bid documents, receive the bids, and advise the owner on contractor selection. This 
process starts with the detailed preparation of the necessary documents, forms, and 
other instructions, which will be sent to the prospective contractor bidders. Other 
architectural services may be selected after a contractor award is imminent, and 
these are referred to as  “ construction services ”  or  “ contract administration ”  services. 

    Contract administration 
 Contract   administration, also referred to as construction services, affords the owner 
the assurance that what is being built is what has been designed. The architect will 
act as a go-between for owner and contractor in the administration of the construc-
tion contract throughout the entire construction process and even into postcon-
struction activities. The following are some typical contract administration services: 

      ■      Evaluating work in place to ensure compliance with the plans and specifi cations  

      ■      Ensuring that all applicable building codes are being observed  

      ■      Reviewing and approving shop drawings — those detailed material and equip-
ment specifi cation sheets submitted by the general contractor — to indicate 
compliance with the requirements of the plans and specifi cations  

      ■      Approving samples required by the contract documents  

      ■      Reviewing and commenting on the results of the various testing and inspec-
tion procedures required by the project  

      ■      Reviewing and approving or amending the contractor’s monthly requisition 
for payment  

      ■      Reviewing and approving or rejecting claims for work-change orders  

      ■      Conducting periodic progress meetings with the contractor, vendors, and 
subcontractors  
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      ■       Reviewing and commenting on contractor-proposed changes to the contract 
documents, which may increase or decrease the contract sum  

      ■      Supervising the project’s completion to include a review of as-built drawings; 
preparation, inspection, and sign-off on all punch list items; and all other con-
tract closeout requirements  

      ■      Ensuring compliance with all warranty and guarantee requirements  

      ■      Serving as an initial arbiter if and when contract disputes arise    

 Architects   view contract-administration services as spending a dollar to save a 
hundred dollars. And without experienced staff in the owner’s organization, these 
added costs are generally well worth the money spent. 

 An   owner may also engage a construction consultant to assist not only in the 
design process but all through the construction phase, acting as the owner’s repre-
sentation with the design team and the contractor. These consultants often work on 
an hourly rate basis and can be brought on board as needed.  

    Owner’s responsibility for services 
 One   of the fi rst services required of an owner embarking on a construction project 
and a new building site will be a civil engineer, who will act as a consultant to the 
architect in the preparation of the project’s various site plans and conduct the fol-
lowing tests required by the structural engineer: 

      ■      Performing a series of test borings with an auguring machine at selected areas 
throughout the site to determine the capacity of the soil so foundations of the 
proper type and size can be sent to the structural engineer (Typically for a 
multistoried commercial building, one boring for every 50 to 100 lineal feet 
of structure is required; one boring for every 100 to 150 lineal feet is required 
for other commercial buildings.)  

      ■      Determine the classifi cation of the soils to determine if they are suitable as a 
subgrade for use by the contractor as a base for paved areas, both asphalt and 
concrete  

      ■      Test the permeability of the soil  

      ■      Determine the presence of any underground water or springs (Depending on 
the time of year these tests are performed, these tests may not be so reliable. 
The absence of springs in summer may not be typical of conditions during the 
early spring season in the same location.)  

      ■      Determine the presence of rock (another imperfect observation, since no rock 
may be present in the exact location of one test boring but may exist in sig-
nifi cant amounts in areas between borings)  

      ■      Determine if other underground obstructions exist, such as an old foundation 
from a previously abandoned building  

Defi ning the services of the design team
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      ■       In addition to test borings, which are typically 6 inches in diameter or slightly 
smaller, a test pit can be dug with an excavator or backhoe to uncover a wide 
area — say, 10 feet deep and 10 feet wide — if some underground obstruction is 
suspected.     

    Inspection services 
 These   types of investigations are usually included in the architect’s fee, but other 
tests and inspections may be required. Certain inspections and tests are contracted 
for directly by the owner to ensure that the testing and inspection fi rm is impar-
tial and is working solely in the owner’s interest. Both the civil engineer and the 
architect can be helpful in providing a list of companies that offer these inspection 
and testing services. The following are some of the types of inspections and testing 
required during the course of construction: 

      ■      Inspect soils prior to placement of foundations, inspect any soil requiring 
compaction, or, in the case of special foundations like pilings, provide load 
tests to verify the load-bearing capacity of the piles  

      ■      Concrete sampling and testing, including inspecting the concrete as deliv-
ered by the transit mix company to ensure compliance with a slump test; 
provide concrete compression testing to ensure that the concrete meets the 
specifi cations  

      ■      Posttensioning of concrete slabs if required  

      ■      Vibration monitoring of equipment if required  

      ■      Permeability of soil testing  

      ■      Steel inspections at the site and at the steel subcontractor’s shop  

      ■      Moisture testing to determine if certain fl ooring materials can be installed over 
concrete slabs  

      ■      Masonry inspections  

      ■      Air infi ltration testing    

 Using   the same basic procedure for selecting an architect and a contractor, the 
request for qualifi cation can be used to solicit bids from testing and inspection 
companies. 

 After   an architect has been selected, he or she may have had previous experi-
ence with a testing and inspection service or be able to provide a list of these types 
of companies that may be contacted. In the event that a request for qualifi cation for 
testing and inspections is to be prepared, the format of the RFQ will include those 
inspections and tests dictated by the project’s design; for example, a cast-in-place 
concrete structure will require signifi cant concrete testing but possibly little or no 
structural-steel testing. 
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  For   concrete foundations, buildings, or sites, testing will include the following: 

      ■      Verifi cation of mix designs and certifi cate of compliance  

      ■      Compaction of aggregate base course under concrete or other paved areas  

      ■      Material samples, including aggregate-base materials  

      ■      Concrete batch plant inspections  

      ■      Verifi cation of size, type, and placement of reinforcement in cast-in-place con-
crete, including splicing inspection if required  

      ■      Concrete cylinder and slump tests, including handling, delivery, and testing of 
cylinders  

      ■      Verifi cation of concrete-slab fl atness and fi nish tolerance. (This is important 
when an automated warehouse is being built and extremely fl at fl oors are 
required for the operation of the robotic or automated equipment.)  

      ■      If posttensioned slabs are designed, recording and verifying stressing opera-
tions and sampling and inspection of posttensioning strands    

 For   structural steel and miscellaneous metals, tests will include the following: 

      ■      Steel-fabrication plant inspections  

      ■      Field inspections — qualifying welders, inspecting all steel erection and connec-
tions, including magnetic-particle testing and ultrasonic testing of fi eld welds  

      ■      Metal decking when used as the structural form for concrete fl oors; welding 
procedures for decking and shear studs  

      ■      Shop and fi eld welds for metal fabrications such as steel railings and stairs  

      ■      Visual inspections and torque tests for some structural-steel bolt connections  

      ■      Pull-test to assure that hangers and rods encased in concrete are secure. 
(Remember those connections that failed to hold the concrete slabs above the 
travel lanes in Boston’s Big Dig?)  

      ■      Measure the thickness, density, and bond strength of sprayed-on fi reproofi ng 
applied to structural-steel members.    

 Other   forms of testing and inspection that may be required include the 
following: 

      ■      Hydrostatic or air testing of pipes and fi ttings  

      ■      Inspection of formwork and shoring operations  

      ■      Roofi ng and waterproofi ng inspections  

      ■      Inspection of sheet metal fl ashings and trim  

Defi ning the services of the design team
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      ■       Inspection of fi re-stopping (material used to plug openings to prevent the 
spread of fi re)  

      ■      Fa ç ade mock-up testing  

      ■      Concrete moisture testing (needed when fl ooring materials are to be installed 
over freshly poured concrete fl oors)  

      ■      Testing of acoustical ceilings for compliance with sound ratings  

      ■      Elevator testing  

      ■      Vibration isolation testing (large HVAC equipment is often mounted in a vibra-
tion-isolating device to minimize vibration caused during the machine’s oper-
ating cycle)  

      ■      Testing of fuel storage tanks    

 A   testing and inspection request for qualifi cations would follow this format: 

     Project notice:  Owner (state name) seeks statements of qualifi cations to perform 
special testing and inspection services as described below for the (name the 
project and its location). The project delivery system is a (type of construc-
tion contract).  

     General description of work:  The architect can provide a general description of 
the project; its size, function, type of structure, and other identifying informa-
tion that will provide the testing and inspection company with a basic descrip-
tion of the scope of work required; and the anticipated construction schedule.  

     Schedule:  A statement such as  “ The project is currently in the preparatory stage 
of construction. Expected start of construction is (date) with an anticipated 
completion date of (date).  

     Proposed scope of services:  In consultation with the architect, the owner will 
include a list of services incorporating some of the items listed above.  

     Proposed cost:  The architect may supply an estimated range of services so the 
testing and inspection company can discern an order of magnitude of work 
that will impact pricing. A large project with many repetitive types of testing 
and inspection requirements, for example, will general receive better rates. In 
this section of the RFQ, some form of rate schedule should be furnished by 
the testing and inspection company: hourly or daily rate, lump sum based on a 
certain quantity, and so on. This can be spelled out as follows: 

    1.      Hourly rate schedule: Submit a summary of hourly rates for each staff member 
who would or could be billed to the project. Include regular and overtime 
rates. If subcontractors are to be hired, include their hourly rates. Travel time 
will not be included; only actual hours spent on the site will be reimbursed.  

    2.      Testing/inspection: Submit proposed unit costs based on estimated quantities 
to perform testing and inspection services for the description of scope pro-
vided in the RFQ, including associated drawings and specifi cations.  
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    3.       Travel costs and other costs if required outside the general metropolitan area 
of the proposed project.  

    4.      Identify and offer any potential savings associated with the required testing 
and inspection services stated to be provided.       

 The   proposal includes the following: 

    1.     Provide a cover letter (two-page limit) that should address the manner in 
which the testing and inspections company will perform these services, ded-
icated personnel anticipated for this project, daily reports to be generated, 
and other communication requirements.  

    2.     Document the proposal with the following: statement of qualifi cations, resumes 
of proposed personnel, and samples of project testing and inspection forms.      

    PREPARATION OF THE BID DOCUMENTS 
 The   process of selecting a contractor begins with the preparation of the bid docu-
ments, which is more involved than just the preparation of the project’s plans and 
specifi cations. The architect can provide valuable assistance in the preparation of 
these documents, which will include the following: 

      ■      Advertising for bids if a list of potential bidders is not available; assistance in 
preparing the advertisement and offering advice on which publications will 
be most effective  

      ■      Preparing instructions to bidders to include the location where copies of 
plans and specs are available, how much they cost (generally a refundable fee; 
if the contractor is not selected, upon return of the documents in good condi-
tion, the fee is refunded), when the bid is due, special requirements such as 
payment and performance bonds, insurance requirements, where bids are to 
be submitted, and the deadline for the submission  

      ■      Preparation of a bid form so all bids can be adequately evaluated  

      ■      Type of construction contract to be awarded to the successful bidder (i.e., 
lump sum, cost-plus, construction manager, etc.)  

      ■      A complete list of each drawing in the set and any addenda (changes to the 
initial set of drawings)  

      ■      The complete specifi cation manual, or manuals if more than one has been 
prepared  

      ■      Notifi cation of a prebid conference if advisable    

 Chapter   5 discusses the preparation of a bid document in more detail. 

Preparation of the bid documents
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     The prebid conference 
 The   architect can play a signifi cant role in a prebid conference. Depending on the 
size and complexity of the project and the resultant plans and specifi cations, a pre-
bid conference with all prospective bidders may be called, and the architect will 
assume a meaningful role in this process. An explanation of the process will point 
out the positive effects of such a meeting. 

 Questions   about the plans and specifi cations may require further explanation by 
the architect and engineer, particularly specifi c owner requirements, as well as general 
familiarization with the project. Just meeting with the bidding contractors and engag-
ing in idle talk can reveal much to both owner and contractor. An owner who seems 
to be reasonable will appeal to a contractor and make him or her possibly  “ sharpen 
the pencil ”  when preparing a bid; conversely, an owner who comes on too strong will 
have a negative effect. And the same can be said of an owner’s opinion of a contractor 
or two. But that aside, the prebid conference will accomplish the following: 

      ■      Provide background information on the project, its nature, and the architect’s 
and owner’s expectations  

      ■      A question and answer opportunity for the bidders to discuss confl icts, incon-
sistencies, omissions, and unclear items in the plans and specifi cations so the 
architect/engineer can respond and clarify. (The A/E will usually respond after 
the meeting in writing to all attendees.)  

      ■      Discussion of any alternates, allowances, or unit pricing included in the bid 
package  

      ■      Indication that the architect and owner are open to any cost savings proposed 
by the bidders    

 If   the prebid conference or meeting includes a question and answer session, as 
most do, some of the questions will be answered with a clarifi cation or the issuance 
of a small 8½      �      11 drawing referred to as an  “ SK ”  (sketch). Other questions may 
require a revision to the plans and/or specifi cations. When changes are required to 
be made to the drawings before a contract is awarded, these changes are referred 
to as  “ addenda, ”  and the date of the change to a specifi c drawing is made in the 
title box of the drawing(s) affected ( Figure 2-1   ). When several different addenda are 
issued, they will be numerically dated — for example, Add#1 — 09/09/09, Add#2 —
 10/10/09, and so on. 

 Changes   made to the plans and specifi cations after a contract for construction 
has been awarded to the builder are referred to as  “ bulletins. ”  Multiple bulletins are 
also numbered sequentially and dated in the title box of the drawing(s) affected by 
that change. When looking at a set of plans, one can determine when the changes 
occurred: addenda before contract award, bulletin after a construction contract has 
been issued. 

 Once   bids are received after the prebid conference, they may require some anal-
ysis by the A/E team and the owner. The comparison of bids can be made much 
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 easier if the bid documents are explicit in how the contractors are to prepare their 
bids. Chapter 5 presents an in-depth discussion of bid document preparation and 
analysis. 

 At   the owner’s direction, the architect will gather, evaluate, and analyze the bids 
and, in conjunction with the owner, select the most qualifi ed bidder, or bidders. If 
two bidders with similar scopes, prices, and qualifi cations participate, another inter-
view with both may be required prior to the fi nal selection. 

 Some   owners may decide to select the best-qualifi ed bidder, arrange a meeting 
with the architect, and negotiate a fi nal price with the contractor after reviewing 

Preparation of the bid documents

 FIGURE 2-1     

    Title block from an architectural drawing showing revisions and addendas.    
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 some cost-saving ideas set forth by the contractor that, when approved by the archi-
tect, do not diminish the project’s scope or quality levels. The result of this review, in 
a process called value engineering, provides the owner with some savings and allows 
the contractor to make some modifi cations to the initial plans and specifi cations. 

 One   important point to discuss with the architect before accepting these con-
tractor-offered changes is whether any design costs will be added to those changes 
to the plans and/or specifi cations.   

    CONTRACT-ADMINISTRATION SERVICES 
 Although   the architect will still serve in an advisory capacity once construction 
begins, by employing the team for contract administration services the fi rm’s role 
will be expanded. By adding additional construction service administration to the 
basic contract for design, the architect and engineer, in addition to those responsi-
bilities previously mentioned, will also do the following: 

      ■      Respond to questions on interpretation of the plans and/or specifi cations that 
may arise from the general contractor or the subcontractors throughout the 
entire construction cycle  

      ■      Provide full-time or as required representation on the site  

      ■      Provide testing and inspection services administration (usually an owner’s 
responsibility to provide but the A/E’s responsibility to approve)  

      ■      Work with and coordinate the services provided by the owner’s consul-
tants, such as furniture, security systems, artwork, and commercial kitchen 
contractors    

    The preconstruction conference 
 Somewhat   similar to the prebid conference that all prospective bidders attend, once 
a contractor selection has been made, a preconstruction conference will be con-
ducted to establish several ground rules during construction and highlight some of 
the owner’s requirements and procedures to establish a working relationship among 
the owner, architect, engineer team, and contractor. Although many of the items 
discussed at the preconstruction conference have been included in the bid docu-
ments, a rundown of key items will act as a checklist for all parties. The architect 
should take the lead in addressing many of the issues included in the contract docu-
ments that require amplifi cation or defi nition. A typical preconstruction conference 
checklist includes the following: 

     1.     Some projects include an offi cial notice to proceed, which establishes the 
date of the start of construction and will be used to determine the  “ contract ”  
time for completion of the project. If a notice to proceed is not indicated, 
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 the offi cial date of the start of the project should be established at the pre-
construction conference.  

     2.     An explanation and introduction to the architect, engineer, and owner’s 
team and the members who will be involved in the day-to-day operations.  

     3.     Channels of communication between all parties will be established: mailing 
addresses, e-mail addresses, telephone numbers.  

     4.     Establish a schedule and protocol for all future job meetings, and assign 
responsibility to prepare minutes of those meetings. Some architects prefer 
to have the general contractor conduct those meetings, while other archi-
tects would rather take the lead.  

     5.     Verifi cation that insurance certifi cates meeting contract requirements have 
been submitted and have been accepted by the owner prior to the start 
of construction. The same holds for verifi cation of insurance certifi cates 
for all subcontractors as the general contractor awards such subcontract 
agreements.  

     6.     Procedures for the submission of questions to the architect, the submittal of 
proposed change orders (PCO), number of copies required, and when addi-
tional copies are to be sent to the various design engineers.  

     7.     The method for submission and approval of the contractor’s progress pay-
ment will be reviewed. Will a  “ pencil copy ”  (draft) be required for architect 
review prior to submission of fi nal copy? If so, when is this to be submitted 
to the architect? When will fi nal requisition submission be required, and how 
long will it take to review prior to issuance of payment to the contractor?  

     8.     If a list of proposed vendors and subcontractors is required by contract, 
it should be submitted at this time, with a date for review and approval/
comment established and updated as more vendors and subcontractors are 
added. The contractor must also include any sub-subcontractors, known as 
second- and third-tier subcontractors.  

     9.     Establish responsibility to apply for temporary utilities, which in some cases 
are the owner’s responsibility and in other cases the contractor’s.  

    10.     State the required time for a baseline construction schedule to be submitted 
and procedures for updating the schedule at specifi ed intervals.  

    11.     Advise the owner of contractor-provided job site security procedures to be 
taken to protect the owner’s site and work.  

    12.     Review parking requirements, particularly if this is an urban site with 
restricted onsite parking available.  

    13.     Advise the contractor of acceptable storage requirements for materials 
stored on- and offsite.  

Contract-administration services
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    14.      Request the contractor to post all required permits in the fi eld offi ce for 
review by the architect.  

    15.     Defi ne the extent of the owner’s testing responsibilities and the contrac-
tor’s obligations; also establish notifi cation procedures for the contractor to 
advise the A/E of the need for testing in suffi cient time to bring the testing 
company to the site.  

    16.     Explain the nature and extent of any owner-furnished equipment, proposed 
dates of delivery, and owner’s responsibility to unload, store, and install.  

    17.     Review with the contractor the responsibility for job site safety and cleaning 
to ensure that the owner’s site is safe and clean at all times.  

    18.     Advise the contractor of the nature of any separate contracts anticipated 
by the owner and how the general contractor is expected to interface with 
them.  

    19.     Review all closeout documents, including the preparation, updating, and 
fi nal submission of as-built drawings so all parties are aware early on of their 
responsibilities.  

    20.     Review the warranty, guarantee requirements, and extra materials to be fur-
nished by the subcontractors prior to project closeout.      

    THE OWNER-ARCHITECT CONTRACT FOR SERVICES 
 Several   considerations should be kept in mind when negotiating the cost of architec-
tural services. As we already discussed, the extent of services required is one thing 
to consider:  “ Do I want to contract for design only, or do I want to include some 
or all construction-related services? ”  The standard AIA Architect-Owner contract for 
design is AIA Document B141 Standard Form of Agreement Between Owner and 
Architect with Standard Form of Architect’s Services, and the standard contract for 
construction services is AIA Document B163 Standard Form of Agreement Between 
Owner and Architect with Description of Designated Services.  

    THE DESIGN PROCESS 
 The   design process consists of many phases, beginning with the initial meeting 
between the project owner and the architect where concepts were exchanged and 
continuing on to the production of what is often referred to as  “ working drawings. ”  
Drawings at this point represent the fi nal stage of design and are required to obtain 
a building permit and thereby commence construction. The documents produced at 
each of these stages are referred to as  “ deliverables. ”  
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  A   project owner may not always want to proceed directly to  “ working drawings ”  
for a number of reasons: 

    1.     Full funding for the project many not yet be in hand, but some design docu-
ments may be necessary to obtain the funding required.  

    2.     Conceptual drawings may be necessary to start the budgeting process, not 
only for construction purposes but for the interior fi t-up of the building and 
costs associated with the relocation from an existing facility.  

    3.     Approval of the project by the owner’s board of directors.  

    4.     The client’s spatial needs may not be fully defi ned, and a preliminary set of 
basic fl oor plans may be required to do so.    

 There   are a number of options open to an owner to obtain less-than-complete 
drawings, and the architect can be helpful in selecting the proper phase or stage of 
design to meet the owner’s needs. The architect may also be able to provide a cost 
associated with each stage of design. 

 The   initial schematic phase of design will require the architect to obtain some 
basic information from the owner: What is the function of the building — commer-
cial, retail, corporate offi ce? What square footage will be required, and how many 
people will occupy the space? Are there any special needs that must be addressed? 
What does the  owner  consider the project’s goal? The architect will then begin to 
produce a  “ schematic design, ”  which will generally include the following drawings: 

      ■      A site plan locating the building on the owner’s construction site  

      ■      A fl oor plan, dimensioned, possibly with a lobby fl oor if multistoried  

      ■      A section through the building (as though one took a knife and sliced the 
building in half, much like a layer cake); this allows an owner to see the spa-
tial dimensions of a typical fl oor and ceiling heights.  

      ■      An elevation — the view one would see standing outside and looking at the 
completed building, with fl oor to fl oor and overall height dimensions  

      ■      Possibly a computer image of the building in 3D, a colored rendering, or a 
model    

 At   the schematic level, the architect will also include an estimate based on this 
design, a proposed construction start, and the length of both design and construc-
tion. Unlike the Consumer Price Index (CPI), infl ation in the construction industry 
tends to be higher. As an example, in the September 2008 issue of  Engineering 
News Record,  it was reported that construction costs were up 6.3 percent as of the 
third quarter. An anticipated start of construction would take any infl ationary forces 
into account. 

 The   design-development stage picks up where schematic design leaves off and 
includes some structural, MEP (mechanical-electrical-plumbing), and architectural 

The design process
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 details. Windows will be sized and located accurately in the building’s exterior eleva-
tion, and partitions and rooms will be defi ned, along with some descriptions of basic 
materials. 

 The   owner will receive more detailed fl oor plans, sections, and elevations with 
full dimensions. Components such as door types, sizes, and materials will be indi-
cated. The architect will also provide  “ outline specifi cations, ”  a descriptive narrative 
of basic building components. 

 It   is important for both the architect and the owner to review each phase of 
design as it is produced to be assured that they have included the essential program 
requirements. This is no easy task for an owner who is not versed in design and con-
struction terminology or has little experience in reading and interpreting construc-
tion drawings. An architect will welcome questions, no matter how basic, because 
the designers will need to explain what they have created and confi rm that their 
design meets the needs of the owner’s program. 

 The   drawings produced at this stage, known as construction documents, will 
include suffi cient information and detail for the contractor to estimate the cost of 
the project. They will also include a complete specifi cation manual. These are also 
the drawings and specifi cations that will be presented to the local building depart-
ment to obtain a building permit, so they are also referred to as  “ the permitting set. ”  

 The   specifi cation book or manual contains detailed information about each mate-
rial, piece of equipment, and component of construction to be installed in the proj-
ect. The Construction Specifi cations Institute (CSI) developed a numbering system 
for specifi cation manuals in which each section is divided into  “ divisions. ”  This 
40-year-old system is known as MasterFormat  ®  ; it was upgraded in 2004 and now 
contains 49 divisions, starting with Division 1 — General Requirements on through 
Division 04 — Masonry, Division 05 — Metals, Division 22 — Plumbing, and so forth. 
 Figure 2-2    shows a two-page portion of a typical specifi cation manual. 

 The   specifi cations manual is assembled according to the MasterFormat  ®   number-
ing system, so when the architect says,  “ Would you please go to Division 5?, ”  he or 
she may want to review some structural steel requirements or inspection procedures. 

 The   specifi cations manual also includes installation instructions, quality-control 
measures, and product warranty information. Although it may be diffi cult to under-
stand all of the information contained in this spec manual, the owner’s representa-
tive assigned to the project should read various sections of the manual, preferably 
with the architect, and highlight or fl ag the important sections. Don’t be afraid to 
ask the architect lots of questions about what’s inside this thick book. 

 Architects   use a standard lettering and numbering system for the construction 
drawings they produce, primarily to act as an index to separate the various design 
disciplines: civil, architectural, structural, mechanical, electrical, plumbing, and so 
forth. Each series of drawings is numbered sequentially: 

      ■      C drawings designate civil drawings — sitework, underground utilities.  

      ■      D drawings refer to partial or complete demolition of existing structures on 
the site if required.  
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 FIGURE 2-2     

    Partial table of contents from a specifi cations manual showing the contents of Division 
1 — General Requirements to Division 9 — Finishes.      



 FIGURE 2-2    Continued
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      ■         A drawings are architectural.  

      ■      S drawings are structural.  

      ■      M drawings are mechanical (HVAC).  

      ■      P drawings are plumbing.  

      ■      E drawings are electrical.  

      ■      FP drawings are for fi re protection.  

      ■      Other designations to fi t a particular project, such as GI (general information), 
FS (food service), and AV (audiovisual), may be added.    

 As   the drawings pass through their various stages from schematic to construc-
tion, each revision and its date are shown in a title block ( Figure 2-3   ), which also 
includes the drawing’s title, the architect’s project number, and the scale to be used 
to measure any portions of the work portrayed on that drawing. 

 There   are two scales (similar to the rulers we used in school) required to extrap-
olate drawing dimensions into actual construction dimensions: the architect’s scale 
and the engineer’s scale. The architect’s scale is used to measure all plans except 
the civil C drawings, for which an engineer’s scale is required. 

 Each   scale usually takes the form of a triangular-shaped ruler. The architect’s 
scale uses divisions within the standard inch. There is a 1/8-inch scale, which means 
that 1/8 inch as measured on the drawing equals one foot; another side of the trian-
gle will have a 1/4-inch scale, where 1/4 inch equals one foot. Other scales used are 
1/2 inch to the foot, 1/8 inch to the foot, and 3/4 inch to the foot. 

 The   engineer’s scale is divided into decimal fractions of an inch, so a scale of 10 
means that one increment equals 1 foot; a 20 scale means that one increment on 
this scale equals one foot. Engineers ’  scales usually come in 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 
60 increments. The civil drawings will indicate a scale, such as 1:10 or 1:50, mean-
ing one increment in the scale is equal to one foot.  

    NEGOTIATING THE ARCHITECT’S FEE AND OTHER FORMS OF 
COMPENSATION 
 After   determining the scope of work to be performed by the architect, there are 
various accepted practices for compensation: 

      ■      In time-based compensation, the architect will bill for hours spent working 
on the project and will request reimbursement based on salaries of staff plus 
expenses, which are usually listed separately. The fi rm then uses a  “ multi-
plier ”  that includes personnel fringe benefi ts and the company’s overhead and 
profi t. If this method is employed, it is best to have the architect prepare a list 
of billable hourly rates and anticipated expenses so there is no disagreement 
when the invoices begin to arrive in the mail.  

Negotiating the architect’s fee and other forms of compensation
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      ■       A stipulated sum is a total dollar amount for all provided services.  

      ■      A percentage of the cost of work is based on a percentage of the estimated or 
actual cost of the work (generally between 4 and 12 percent, depending on 
the scope of services under contract).  

 FIGURE 2-3     

    Title block from an architectural drawing with dates of various development stages: permit 
application, a continuing progress set, and a pricing (GMP) set.    
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      ■       In the square footage of the structure being designed method, the owner 
needs to know how the square footage is determined. Is it the inside dimen-
sion or the outside dimension of the structure? Is it measured from the center-
line of the exterior wall to the centerline of the opposite wall(s)?  

      ■      The unit cost method is often used in structures with repetitive designs, such 
as a hotel, motel, or apartment house, where a unit cost is determined based on 
the number of rooms or similarities of space. However, an owner needs clarifi ca-
tion as to whether these  “ unit prices ”  include elements other than room designs, 
such as the lobby, mechanical storage rooms, meeting rooms, and so forth.  

      ■      The royalty method is based on a share of the income or profi t created by the 
project.    

 Some   of these means of compensation may require some clarifi cation: 

      ■      The hourly rate approach may be appropriate during the period when the 
project scope is being investigated, after which a lump sum or percentage-of-
cost method may be more practical.  

      ■      A stipulated sum contract may be considered. Generally, this approach includes 
all personnel costs, including overhead and profi t, but it may not cover some 
reimbursable expenses, so a list of inclusions and exclusions will be needed.  

      ■      The question of a payment schedule should be addressed. Does the archi-
tect intend to submit invoices on a time-based schedule, or will billings be 
submitted when certain design milestones have been achieved? If the latter 
is selected, what percentages will apply to each milestone — for example, 10 
percent at schematic design, 30 percent at design development, and the bal-
ance when construction documents are produced?    

 Other   methods often employed are based on the services required and the nature 
and the complexity of the project. If a schematic design is all that is required, at the 
present time, an owner may wish to reimburse the design team on an hourly basis 
plus any costs to reproduce the schematic design, provide a rendering of the proj-
ect, and so forth. Although these hourly rates usually include the salaries, benefi ts, 
overhead, and profi t for those designated to perform the work, clarifi cation of the 
architectural fi rm’s billing rates beforehand is strongly advised. 

 Most   architectural fi rms include services for other design professions, such as 
structural design, mechanical-electrical-plumbing (MEP), and civil engineering, 
which might include in-house staff or subcontracted work. If these fi rms are  “ sub-
contracted ”  to the architect, each bill will include not only the cost of the work but 
their respective overhead and profi t as well. 

 Some   design fi rms directly employ all engineering services under one roof, but 
they are the exception rather than the rule. As we discussed previously, an archi-
tect’s fee, based on the cost of construction, can vary from 4 to 12 percent, depend-
ing on the nature and extent of services to be provided. Gone are the days when 
all architects employed the same fee structure. Nowadays the fee structure is estab-
lished by negotiations between the owner and the architect. 

Negotiating the architect’s fee and other forms of compensation
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  An   architect who employs other design consultants will assemble costs for the 
project, and the work sheets may look like this:

   Architect’s fee, which includes design work  $ 

   Civil engineering  $ 

   Structural engineering, substructure  $ 

   Structural engineering, superstructure  $ 

   Mechanical engineering  $ 

   Electrical engineering  $ 

 Depending   on the nature and scope of the project, other consultants may be 
required to meet specifi c owner needs: 

      ■      Waterproofi ng consultant — frequently used on high-rise curtain walls or build-
ings with intricate window designs or stone or masonry veneer  

      ■      Green building consultant — if the project is expected to meet certain U.S. 
Green Building Council (USGBC) LEED ratings, some special materials and 
equipment may require additional research  

      ■      Low-voltage electrical or building systems management consultants for auto-
mated building systems and data and voice communication systems  

      ■      Interior design — offi ce furniture, fi xtures, and equipment (FF & E) layout; color 
coordination; artwork consultation    

 Each   one of these consultants will incorporate the cost of his or her services, 
during and possibly after construction, to which an architect will add administration 
fees. Quite often an architect will include a  “ contingency ”  in the cost estimate that 
would be tapped if he or she encounters extra work required to satisfy the contract 
with the owner — in other words, if something was left out or the architect had to 
redesign a minor element of construction. 

 PSMJ   Resources, Inc., headquartered in Newton, Massachusetts, is the architec-
tural and engineering consulting fi rm that conducts annual surveys for those indus-
tries. Their 2008 PSMJ A/E CEO Benchmarks Survey included a comparative staff 
billing rate chart for the years 2007 – 2008 ( Table 2-1   ). This listing of billing rates for 
various architect and engineering personnel employed on a project can be used as a 
guideline when analyzing an architect’s compensation. Note the add-ons on the bot-
tom of the chart for other consultant fees and reimbursable costs.  Table 2-2    contains 
additional material taken from this PSMJ study, revealing management compensation 
results, including base salary, bonus, and total direct compensation fi gures for man-
agement positions for the years 2007 and 2008. 

 Other   information gathered by PSMJ indicates that as of the time of this survey 
the design community was in fairly good economic health. A comparison of key 
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 indicators for the years 2007 and 2008 ( Table 2-3   ) refl ects increases in revenue but 
also increases in direct labor costs. Reductions in the backlog of work have also 
resulted in staff cuts. For the year 2008, fi nancial indicators varied according to the 
size of the A/E fi rm: 

      ■      Small fi rms with a staff size of 21 to 50 reported the highest operating profi t 
margin.  

      ■      Firms reporting the lowest overhead rates were those of mid- to large size, 
with staffs between 101 to 750 members.  

Negotiating the architect’s fee and other forms of compensation

 Table 2-1          Architect Comparative Staff Billing Rates for 2007 and 2008  

   Hourly Billing Rates   2007    2008  

     Median  Mean  Median  Mean 

   Principal  $170  $173  $170  $171 

   Associate  140  141  135  139 

   Project Manager  125  124  125  124 

   Project Architect  110  114  115  115 

   Project Engineer  110  114  110  111 

   Architect  100  102  99  102 

   Senior Engineer  120  126  125  122 

   Intern Architect  79  76  80  78 

   Engineer  95  100  96  98 

   Junior Engineer  81  86  82  80 

   Designer  88  90  90  90 

   Senior Drafter/CAD  84  83  81  84 

   Drafter/CAD  70  71  70  69 

   Spec Writer  100  103  86  93 

   Estimator  100  104  85  95 

   Job Site Inspector  75  81  85  89 

   Clerical  55  57  55  55 

   Markups 

   Outside Consultants  10%  12%  10%  9% 

   Reimbursables  10  9  10  9 

   Source:  By permission of PSMJ Resources, Inc., Newton, MA.  
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      ■       The largest fi rms, with 500 or more employees, reported the largest increase 
in gross revenue.  

      ■      Firms with the largest backlog were the very largest ones, with staff size in 
excess of 750.    

 Table 2-2          Architect Management Compensation Results for 2007 and 2008  

   Position   Base Salary    Bonus   Total Direct 

          Compensation  

     2007  2008  2007  2008  2007  2008 

   Chairman of the Board  $172,989  $194,045  $100,000  $69,383  $247,219  $290,338 

   Chief Executive Offi cer  167,111  175,000  63,045  66,000  250,000  250,000 

   Executive Vice 
President 

 148,900  171,571  90,703  50,000  241,000  238,664 

   Senior Vice President  137,280  145,000  55,000  44,000  195,242  195,000 

   Other Principals  109,000  130,000  28,253  23,486  146,000  161,962 

   Director of Finance  126,535  147,500  30,970  40,952  165,000  204,800 

   Controller  80,266  84,772  6,000  10,000  88,033  99,000 

   Business Manager  69,123  68,798  5,239  4,000  72,651  76,500 

   Director of 
Administration 

 67,000  94,126  6,465  13,016  73,465  101,101 

   Director of Operations  110,000  144,858  11,500  29,264  125,000  173,310 

   Director of Quality 
Control 

 108,200  125,800  15,302  17,500  162,000  152,000 

   Director of Business 
Development 

 92,853  104,202  6,000  10,000  100,900  121,732 

   Director of Human 
Resources 

 84,889  82,000  5,000  5,940  89,616  88,158 

   Director of Computer 
Operations 

 87,907  91,520  6,000  6,750  95,802  98,043 

   Branch Offi ce Manager  109,200  114,400  15,000  12,000  125,000  128,049 

   Department Head  97,219  103,333  7,581  8,650  106,000  116,076 

   Senior Project Manager  85,000  90,000  7,250  7,392  95,000  101,245 

   Junior Project Manager  66,500  70,030  4,965  4,250  71,271  77,500 

   Source:  By permission of PSMJ Resources, Inc., Newton, MA.  
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     The case for reimbursable expenses 
 No   matter which form of architect compensation is fi nally decided, to avoid any 
misunderstanding, the architect should address the issue of reimbursable expenses, 
such as travel, cost of producing plans and specifi cations, telephone, e-mail, and so 
forth. For example, in a stipulated sum contract, this sum does not usually include 
reimbursable expenses, which can be signifi cant. A single set of  “ contract ”  plans 
can be as much as $300 to $500, so it is best to have an understanding of what 
anticipated reimbursables will be billed and an estimate of their cost.  

    The standard architect agreement 
 The   AIA Documents Committee considered certain basic concepts when they 
prepared the various standard agreements for design and construction services, 
and it is important for owners to understand the basic tenets that permeate these 
documents: 

      ■      These documents address  “ reasonable expectations ”  and include customs and 
services that prevail in the industry on a national basis. An interpretation of  “ rea-
sonable ”  seems to imply that, due to the complexity of today’s design and con-
struction process, these documents will not reach the level of being error-free.  

Negotiating the architect’s fee and other forms of compensation

 Table 2-3          Comparison of Key Indicators for 2007 and 2008  

    Medians   2007  2008  % Change 

   Net Revenues per Total Staff  $113,745  $118,126  4% 

   Net Revenues per Direct Labor Hour  $81.35  $84.95  4% 

   Direct Labor Costs per Direct Labor Hour  $27.97  $29.11  4% 

   Total Costs per Direct Labor Hour  $72.78  $78.86  8% 

   Equity per Total Staff  $19,013  $21,205  12% 

   Operating Profi t (Net Revenues)  15.24%  15.19  0% 

   Overhead Rate (before Incentive/Bonus)  154.47%  159.71  3% 

   Chargeability (Payroll Dollars)  60.8%  59.72   � 2% 

   Backlog Change  12.0%  9.0%   � 25% 

   Gross Revenues Change  14.0%  9.0%   � 36% 

   Staff Size Change  7.1%  5.5%   � 23% 

   Net Multiplier  3.03  3.09  2% 

   Average Work-in-Process Days  21.58  22.81  6% 

   Average Collection Days  66.72  70.44  6% 

   Source:  By permission of PSMJ Resources, Inc., Newton, MA.  
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      ■       Risks are shared with those parties who have the most direct control over that 
portion of the process. Where no party has been identifi ed, risks are directed 
to the party best suited to protect against an anticipated loss. This seems to be 
another form of sharing risk, and it shields the architect from some liability in 
the design process.  

      ■      Risks are also allocated along the lines that have evolved from case law — for 
example, when an assignment of risk has been established by the courts, this 
precedent may apply to other similar cases.  

      ■      Most AIA contracts are standard forms, and most completed contracts con-
tain  “ exhibits ”  and  “ schedules ”  added by the owner to customize the scope of 
work and the party responsible for that work.    

 Most   contract negotiations, whether they be with the design consultants or the 
contractor, revolve around risk allocation. Neither owner, architect, nor contractor 
wishes to assume what is perceived as too much risk, and when level heads prevail, 
assignment of risk can be fairly distributed by the process of give-and-take.   

    THE OWNER’S ROLE IN THE DESIGN PROCESS 
 An   owner should take an active role in the design process to provide the design 
professionals with the information they require to develop the project design. Some 
owners may not have experience in interpreting two-dimensional designs and all 
those lines on the drawing, and if that is the case, it is best to ask the architect to 
explain those arcane symbols and lines. 

 While   avoiding the temptation to micromanage, an owner needs to provide con-
tinuity of oversight so each stage of design development is familiar to that owner 
group or owner-assigned individual from start to fi nish. An owner’s senior staff 
should assume the responsibility to not only assist the design team in understanding 
the owner’s requirements but also to review the design and either change or accept 
it as it evolves. If suffi ciently knowledgeable staff is not available to fulfi ll this func-
tion, the owner has several options: 

      ■      Engage a construction consultant to monitor the design to ensure that it meets 
the owner’s program  

      ■      Engage a construction manager (CM) as the project-delivery system of choice  

      ■      Select an experienced general contractor to work with the architect during 
design to assist in estimating, material selection, and constructability issues; 
negotiate some form of construction contract with the contractor to cover 
these services    
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     Constructability and coordination 
 The   defi nition of  constructability  may vary from design professional to design pro-
fessional, but it can be as simple as providing the knowledge and experience to plan, 
design, procure, and execute the most cost-effective, highest-quality overall project 
objective. 

 It   may be as simple as determining the type of structural system based on the 
anticipated start of construction. If it appears that a project in a geographic area 
where harsh winter weather is the norm and the start of the project puts the struc-
tural framework right in the dead of winter, it might be wise to consider a steel 
structure rather than cast-in-place concrete, which could require costly  “ winter pro-
tection. ”  The design of a structure located in an area far from a precast concrete 
manufacturer and where transportation costs from factory to job site can be sub-
stantial should also be considered when selecting a structure or fa ç ade. 

 As   structural and architectural drawings are transmitted to the various engineer-
ing disciplines, the complex problem of designing the plumbing, heating-cooling-air-
conditioning systems, electrical work, and sprinkler systems to fi t in their allotted 
space is a challenging task. Some back-and-forth coordination is required to allow 
ductwork to fi t above the ceilings and not confl ict with plumbing, sprinkler piping, 
HVAC equipment, or electrical components. And as these systems rise from fl oor 
to fl oor in a midrise or high-rise building, space must be provided in partitions and 
other vertical areas to encapsulate these  “ risers. ”  

 This   is just another of those daunting tasks facing an architect. The project speci-
fi cations manual usually includes a provision requiring the contractor to perform a 
series of coordination efforts by producing a  “ coordination drawing ”  that is passed 
among those subcontractors required to install the various components just listed. 
During this process, hopefully all confl icts or disparities will be uncovered and 
everything will fi t — but that doesn’t always happen. 

 Lack   of adequate coordination during the design stage can have serious conse-
quences if problems are brought to light by the general contractor as they and their 
subcontractors work through the coordination-drawing process. There have been 
instances where the length and width of the dimensions of a fl oor designed by the 
structural engineer for a multistoried building are inconsistent with the dimensions 
established by the architect because they have not communicated with each other ade-
quately. Now suppose that an electrical engineer has followed the structural drawings 
and the mechanical engineer has followed the dimensions on the architectural fl oor 
plans. It is rather easy to discern the problems — and added costs — awaiting an owner. 

 When   owners force the architect to ready the drawings for bid purposes before 
they have been fully reviewed and coordinated, they are looking for trouble. Owners 
should avoid making that mistake. Surveys of general contractors have highlighted 
some concerns that cause strained relationships between owner and builder: 

      ■      Specifi cations that are either incomplete or are ill-suited for the job at hand. 
(I remember a school project that required wall-mounted TV brackets in each 
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 classroom; the specifi cations said that the brackets should be able to swivel so 
the  “ patients can view the television screen. ” )  

      ■      Unrealistic schedules set by the owner, architect, or contractor. When an 
owner demands a schedule for completion of a design that leaves no time for 
review and coordination, he or she is asking for trouble. An architect who 
provides an unrealistic schedule may impact the start of construction, hence 
completion, hence the length of time the owner must carry that more costly 
construction fi nancing. A contractor who agrees to a unrealistically short con-
struction schedule just to please an owner does everyone a disservice.  

      ■      Enough cannot be written about the need for a fi nal review of the design 
documents by each member of the design team. Floor openings designed to 
carry ductwork, waste and water mains, and electrical conduits from fl oor 
to fl oor in a multistory building must show the same openings on the struc-
tural, architectural, plumbing, HVAC, and electrical drawings. This may sound 
elementary, but many projects have soared in costs because these  “ elemen-
tary ”  reviews were not performed during design but were exposed during 
construction.  

      ■      Then there are weather-related problems. As we just mentioned, building a 
cast-in-place structure during winter months in the northern part of the coun-
try needs to take into account the costs to protect the building when freezing 
temperatures occur. And these costs can be in the high six fi gures for large 
buildings.    

 Now   that we have presented the architectural process, it is time to review gen-
eral contracting and then move on to the construction process.        
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     THE ARCHITECTURAL PROFESSION 
 An   architect is a licensed individual tasked with the responsibility to plan and design 
a wide range of structures from single-family houses to factories, schools, hospitals, 
and commercial buildings that reach ever skyward. 

 In   the United States, aspiring architects must meet three requirements relating to 
education, experience, and licensing. More than 25 states require a bachelor or mas-
ter’s degree in architecture from a college or university accredited by the National 
Architectural Accrediting Board (NAAB) in order to attain the requisite educational 
requirement. As far as experience is concerned, the intern architect must earn 700 
training units, which are divided into 16 categories. Two of these categories involve 
immersion in design and construction documents and management skills along with 
their design training. 

 Design   and construction training involves the following activities: 

      ■      Site and environmental analysis  
      ■      Schematic design  
      ■      Engineering-systems coordination  
      ■      Building cost analysis  
      ■      Code research  
      ■      Design development  
      ■      Construction documents  
      ■      Specifi cations and material research  
      ■      Document checking and coordination    

 Management   training covers project-management techniques along with offi ce-
management skills. 

             The architectural, 
engineering, and 
contracting industries    3 

CHAPTER
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     The architect’s intern program 
 The   National Council of Architectural Registration Boards (NCARB), in conjunction 
with the American Institute of Architects, created the Intern Development Program, 
which requires participants to work under the direct supervision of a registered, 
licensed architect so they can put their  “ book learning ”  to work in a real-time situation. 

 For   each eight hours of experience gained by working with a licensed archi-
tect, the intern receives one training unit (TU). Training can be pursued outside the 
United States or Canada as long as the trainee is working with a foreign fi rm under 
the supervision of a licensed architect.  

    State licensing requirements 
 Although   a formal degree in architecture can be waived by some states, those can-
didates seeking licensing may be required to have ten years of experience work-
ing in the fi eld of architecture and intensive knowledge gained from the Intern 
Development Program. 

 All   state architect-licensing jurisdictions require certifi cation after the intern 
passes a series of nine computerized exams administered by the NCARB. Each of 
the 50 states and 5 U.S. territories have NCARB registration boards to ensure parity 
among individual state rules and regulation, which may vary to some degree. 

 Licensing   requirements, as reported by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, include a 
professional degree in architecture, with the preceding exceptions; at least three 
years of practical training; and a passing grade in all divisions of the Architect 
Registration Examination. 

    Scope of design fi rms 
 As   reported by the Labor Department in the latest (2006) statistics, there were 
132,000 architects in the United States. Most of these professionals work in archi-
tectural fi rms with fewer than fi ve employees. The federal government, using a 
National Employment Matrix, projected that by 2016, more than 155,000 architects 
will be practicing, representing an increase of about 18 percent. About one in fi ve is 
self-employed, more than twice the proportion for all occupations, according to the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

 There   are several giant international architectural and engineering design fi rms. In 
2007, the top 500 design fi rms, as reported by McGraw-Hill’s periodical  Engineering 
News-Record , generated total revenues exceeding $80 billion, an increase of 15.8 percent 
from the previous year. The largest design fi rm in the United States was URS Corporation, 
based in San Francisco, with revenues in 2007 exceeding $4.8 billion. It generated 
most of its income from power plant design. In second place was Jacobs of Pasadena, 
California, with an annual revenue of $4.3 billion, mainly derived from the industrial and 
petrochemical fi elds. The general building design category, based on 2007 revenue, was 
led by AECOM Technology Corporation in Los Angeles, California, with $1.127 billion. 
The leading commercial offi ce building design fi rm was Gensler, headquartered in San 
Francisco, with $652 million in 2007 revenue. The smallest architectural design fi rm in 
terms of revenue among  ENR ’s top 500 for 2007 had an annual revenue of $24 million.    
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     LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS 
 Landscape   architects specialize in landscape design for residential areas, public 
parks and public buildings, college campuses, shopping centers, and recreational 
facilities such as golf courses. When working with public works agencies, architects, 
and engineers, landscape architects assist in the planning, location, and develop-
ment of new highways and the upgrading of existing ones. They have become inti-
mately involved in environmental issues, working with scientists and government 
agencies to determine the optimal method of dealing with conservation and restora-
tion of natural resources, particularly in the construction of infrastructure including 
highways, tunnels, and bridges. 

 Landscape   architects work closely with building architects and civil engineers 
in private construction projects. Their knowledge of plant and tree species for each 
particular geographic area is essential in developing aesthetic and cost-effective land-
scape plans for building owners. Landscape architects are often employed by devel-
opers of large residential projects as they work with development planners. 

    Education, training, and certifi cation 
 A   bachelor’s degree, as a minimum, or preferably a master’s degree in landscape archi-
tecture is held by most landscape architects. The undergraduate degree can be either 
a BLA (bachelor of landscape architecture) or a BSLA (bachelor of science in land-
scape architecture). Courses in landscape architecture are offered by 61 colleges and 
universities in the United States. They include surveying, landscape design, plant and 
soil science, geology, professional practices, and general management techniques. 

 As   of January 2008, 49 states required landscape architects to be licensed, a 
procedure based on the Landscape Architect Registration Examination (LARE), 
sponsored by the Council of Landscape Architectural Registration Boards and admin-
istered in two parts: graphic and multiple-choice. Fifteen states require passing 
grades on an examination in addition to the LARE. There are currently 28,000 land-
scape architects, and the Bureau of Labor Statistics projects a 16 percent increase to 
32,000 by the year 2016.   

    THE CONSTRUCTION-RELATED ENGINEERING PROFESSION 
 The   range of engineering specializations ranges across a wide spectrum of activities 
from mining engineering to outer-space engineering, but in the design and construc-
tion industries, six categories prevail: civil, structural, mechanical, electrical, envi-
ronmental, and materials engineering. These various engineering disciplines, each 
contributing to specifi c components of the building, interact with one another and 
the architect throughout the design and into the construction phase of the project. 

 Aspiring   engineers pursue bachelor of science degrees, which are almost man-
datory to obtain an entry-level job, and specialize in a specifi c type of engineering, 
with a strong emphasis on mathematics. The United States has 1,830 accredited col-
leges offering degrees in various engineering disciplines. To become a professional 
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 engineer (PE), a candidate generally is required to have a BS degree, four years of 
experience in relevant work, and a passing grade on a state examination. All 50 
states and the District of Columbia offer state engineering licensing exams. The U.S. 
Department of Labor categorized engineers as those professionals who  “ apply the 
principles of science and mathematics to develop solutions to technical problems. 
Their work is the link between scientifi c discovery and the economic solution to 
commercial applications that meet societal needs. ”  

 As   of 2006, the United States has 256,000 civil engineers, 227,000 mechanical 
engineers, and 153,000 electrical engineers. Thirty-one percent are employed in the 
manufacturing sector, 28 percent are in the building-trades sector, 5 percent are self-
employed, and the rest are in various government agencies and other types of business. 

    Civil engineers 
 Civil   engineering is the second oldest engineering discipline, the fi rst being military 
engineering. Civil engineers deal with site and soils analysis and are engaged by the 
structural engineer to design a building’s foundation and underground utilities such 
as storm, water, sewer, and electrical services from their existing location to the 
structure and any paved areas on the building site. 

 This   profession has subdisciplines, such as environmental engineering, geotech-
nical engineering, water resources engineering, coastal engineering, materials engi-
neering, and surveying. An owner will have occasions to require the services of at 
least one and possibly two or more of these engineering specialists on her project. 

 The   geotechnical engineer will be engaged for most new construction projects. 
Through a series of site investigations and extrapolation from those investigations, he 
or she will develop an analysis of a building site’s underground soil conditions and the 
conditions most likely to be encountered as construction gets underway. The geotech-
nical investigations provide the structural engineer with soil-conditions data required 
for building foundation design. And these geotechnical investigations and observa-
tions will become part of the bid documents and subsequently a part of the contract 
for construction, aiding the contractor in the preparation of the site work estimate. 
Geotechnical reports are often couched in a degree of vague language, which is 
understandable, since the soil samples taken by the civil engineer are limited in nature 
to the specifi c area or areas from which they are taken and are meant to be represen-
tative of conditions rather than a guarantee of existing underground conditions. 

 In   consultation with the mechanical and electrical engineers, the civil engineer 
will design the size, location, and composition of all incoming underground utili-
ties: water, storm sewer, sanitary sewer, and gas and electric and their connections to 
existing offsite mains.  

    Structural engineers 
 The   structural engineer is responsible for the design of the building’s foundation 
after reviewing the soil analysis supplied by the civil engineer. The type and size of 
foundation will be determined by this engineer. Will conventional concrete footings 
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 suffi ce, or are soil conditions of such a nature that special foundations such as 
piles or caisson will be required? After foundation design has been completed, the 
engineer will design the superstructure in collaboration with the architect and the 
engineers assigned to design other specifi c components. Aesthetic as well as struc-
tural considerations may at times dictate the design of the building’s structure, 
requiring the structural engineer to work very closely with the architect.  

    Mechanical engineers 
 The   mechanical engineer designs the building’s heating, ventilating, and air-
conditioning systems as well as the plumbing and fi re-protection systems. He or she 
furnishes the civil engineer with pipe sizes and types for the layout of underground 
incoming utilities. The mechanical engineer confers with the structural engineer to 
ensure that the building, site, or roof will have suffi cient structural integrity to sup-
port the weight and size of the equipment being designed. The mechanical engineer 
will confer with the architect to ensure that suffi cient space is allotted for equip-
ment installation and access for the routine maintenance that will occur after the 
building becomes operational. 

 In   a multistory building design, the mechanical engineer will provide the structural 
engineer with the size and location of all fl oor penetrations required for HVAC, plumb-
ing and electrical ductwork, piping, and conduit that extends from fl oor to fl oor. The 
structural engineer will then ensure that all such openings are structurally sound.  

    Electrical engineers 
 The   electrical engineer also works very closely with the other engineering disciplines. 
Power requirements are generated in large part by the type and size of mechanical 
equipment being designed by the mechanical engineer. When these power require-
ments, such as cable and conduit sizing, have been established, this information is 
passed to the civil engineer so he or she can design the location, size, and type of 
underground conduits coming into the building. Lighting electrical loads are coordi-
nated with the architect, who will be strongly infl uenced by the owner’s requirements. 

 Site   lighting and parking lot lighting are selected by the electrical engineer and 
coordinated with the civil engineer, who will design any foundations required for 
these site lights. These four types of engineers — civil, structural, mechanical, and 
electrical — who cooperate on overall building designs, operate under the supervi-
sion of the architect, who will orchestrate the process of reviewing, commenting 
on, and incorporating all of these seemingly diverse activities into one harmonious 
design. This coordination process is one of the more important aspects and respon-
sibilities of the team captain: the architect. 

    The environmental engineer 
 The   environmental engineer has come to play a bigger part in the planning, design, 
and construction process due to the increasing public awareness of the impact these 
activities can have on the community in which the structures are to be built. These 
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 concerns have manifested themselves in the many types of environmental impact 
studies required in both public and large private projects. Environmental engineers 
have the responsibility to prevent damage to the environment and alert designers 
to potential community health hazards on sites being considered for construction. 
These engineers investigate waste treatment issues, remediation of toxic sites, and 
potential sources of air and water pollution. 

 As   of 2006, 54,000 environmental engineers are in this country. The projected 
25 percent growth of this engineering discipline during the period 2007 – 2016 sur-
passes the second highest growth category of engineers — biomedical — which is 
expected to grow by 21 percent, followed by industrial engineers (20 percent) and 
civil engineers (18 percent).   

    The materials engineer 
 And   last we have the little-publicized but very important materials engineers, who 
works behind the scenes testing and verifying the integrity of a wide array of mate-
rials. Turn the pages of any construction specifi cation manual, and one can fi nd 
numerous references to ASTM, the American Society for Testing and Materials, an 
international organization devoted to developing a source for technical standards for 
materials, products, systems, and services. 

 This   organization had its beginnings in the early 1800s when a group of scientists 
and engineers came together to investigate the cause of frequent breaks in the steel 
rails on the nation’s growing railroad system. Their efforts led to the development 
of a new type of steel for rail tracks, and today this organization has grown by leaps 
and bounds and has embarked on developing material and product standards on a 
worldwide basis. Today, ASTM provides the following services: 

      ■      Standard material specifi cations  
      ■      Standard testing methods  
      ■      Standard practices  
      ■      Standard reference guides  
      ■      Standardized classifi cation of materials, products, and systems      

    THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 
 The   construction industry, with 7 million wage and salary jobs and 1.9 million self-
employed workers as of the 2004 Census, is one of the nation’s largest industries. Nearly 
two out of three of those jobs represented employment by what is called specialty 
contractors — carpenters, plumbers, electricians, masons, and HVAC contractors —
 known to most as subcontractors. 

 Construction   accounts for nearly 5 percent of the country’s total nonfarm labor 
market, and it represents about 9 percent of America’s total gross domestic product 
(GDP). This makes it a big business, and as the homebuilding meltdown revealed in 
2007 and 2008, the impact of construction, whether high or low, affects many other 
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 related industries such as paint and fl ooring manufacturers, furniture and lighting 
fi xture companies, and major appliance manufacturers. 

    Size and revenue of contractors 
 The   construction industry is composed of about 710,000 businesses, mostly small 
companies, 91 percent of which have fewer than 20 employees. While the largest 
U.S.-based contractor had revenues of $22 billion in 2007, the overwhelming major-
ity of builders had an annual volume of less than $10 million. 

 To   provide a snapshot of the construction industry, it can be categorized as one 
in which building contractors range in size from a small family-owned business oper-
ating in a narrow geographic area to giant multinational fi rms. Finding the right one 
for your project is sometimes a confusing task but can be made somewhat easier by 
understanding how the industry works. 

 This   is a business of high risk and relatively low profi t margins. The Construction 
Financial Management Association (CFMA) of Princeton, New Jersey, is a nonprofi t 
organization serving the construction fi nancial community; every year it surveys the 
7,000 members in chapters across the country to obtain fi nancial data and the major 
concerns of the industry. The members include residential, nonresidential, industrial 
highway, and specialty contractors. The 2007 fi nancial survey presented the follow-
ing national overview as reported by the respondents: 

      ■      The year’s hot topic was fi eld personnel recruitment and the ability to retain 
qualifi ed workers, a concern that will continue for the immediate future. (This 
can impact owners, who may see a decrease in quality levels of workers.)  

      ■      Construction jobs are good jobs, with the seasonally adjusted hourly rate 
of $21.08 per hour as of September 2007, a rate that refl ects a 4.5 percent 
increase over the previous year for the same period. (Owners may fi nd that 
labor increases in the construction industry exceed the overall infl ation fi g-
ures reported in the media.)  

      ■      Material costs are a major problem. From December 2003 to September 2007, 
construction material producer prices indices increased 30 percent, more than 
double the 13 percent rise in the Consumer Price Index (CPI). Steel, cement, 
diesel fuel, and other petroleum-based products were at the top of the price 
increase column. The construction slowdown in 2008 in the United States has 
had a dampening effect on price increases of some materials, while worldwide 
demand has increased the prices of others. The projected building cost index 
for 2009, as reported by McGraw-Hill in December of 2008, refl ected a decrease 
of 0.5 percent, as opposed to an increase of 5.5 percent for the year 2007 – 2008.  

      ■      In 2006, shipments of construction materials exceeded $500 billion, approxi-
mately 11 percent of the total shipments by U.S. manufacturers, and ship-
ments of construction machinery topped $36 billion, 11 percent of all U.S. 
machinery manufacturers. Due to the value of the dollar in relation to other 
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 world currencies, heavy equipment manufacturers like Caterpillar saw export 
sales rise during that period.  

      ■      The typical construction establishment is a small company with an average 
employment of fewer than nine individuals.  

      ■      Internal Revenue Service fi gures for 2004 show that the 700,000 �  corporations 
in construction had a net income of $47 billion, or 3.7 percent of total receipts 
of $1.3 trillion, considerably below the all-industry average margin of 4.9 percent.  

      ■      Construction is a high-turnover industry. The Small Business Administration 
(SBA) showed that in 2004, 77,000 companies closed shop.    

 CFMA   reviews the member responses and prepares a Best-in-Class composite for 
nonresidential and industrial building contractors.  Table 3-1    shows that net earnings 
before taxes for these Best-in-Class contractors was 8.1 percent, and net earnings 
were 7.5 percent, as compared to all participants, who refl ected net earnings before 
taxes of 2.7 percent and net earnings after taxes of 2.3 percent.  Table 3-2    shows a 
composite fi nancial analysis of all nonresidential and industrial contractors.  Table 3-3    
shows a composite of Best-in-Class subcontractors.  

    Risky business 
 Construction   has often been likened to an outdoor factory producing a one-off prod-
uct. Subject to the vagaries of the weather, the uncertainty of price protection for long-
term labor and material commitments, and the shortage of skilled laborers from time 
to time, the risks in the industry are fairly self-evident. As we have seen in the CFMA 
fi gures, most members reported net income before taxes and net earnings below 3 
percent. It does not take much to turn these low earnings fi gures into a net loss and 
resultant fi nancial failure. One bad project has sunk more than one construction fi rm. 

 A   2002 Dun  &  Bradstreet survey revealed the following failure rates for various 
industries in the United States:

   Industry  Failure Rate 

   National Average  1.40% 

   Agriculture, forestry, fi shing  0.77% 

   Finance, insurance, real estate  0.84% (not so in 2008!) 

   Mining  0.92% 

   Services  1.27% 

   Retail trade  1.36% 

   Wholesale trade  1.36% 

   Manufacturing  1.49% 

    Construction    1.52%  

   Transportation, communications  2.75% 
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 Table 3-1          Composite of Best-in-Class Financial Results from All Companies Participating in the Construction 
Management Financial Association’s 2007 Survey  

   

            

   Source:  By permission of the Construction Financial Management Association, Princeton, NJ.  
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     Figure 3-1    tracks the failure rate for all companies for the period 1989 through 
2002 and graphically displays construction company failures  . 

 The   Surety Industry Organization (SIO), the trade group for providers of construction 
bonds, published a study entitled  “ Why Do Contractors Fail? ”  in which it tracked failures 
by different types of construction companies and the reasons for business failure:

   Failure Rates  2002 – 2004  2004 – 2006 

   Specialty trade contractors  29.0%  24.4% 

   Heavy and highway contractors  27.4%  21.6% 

   Nonresidential building contractors  25.0%  17.5% 

   Industrial contractors  24.6%  14.6% 

 Failure   Rates by Age of Business

   Five years or less  32% 

   Six to ten years  29% 

   Over ten years  39% 

 Table 3-2          Selected Financial Data from Industrial and Nonresidential Contractors 
Responding to the CFMA 2007 Survey  

   All Companies    All Industrial  &  Nonresidential 

   Number of Companies  756  269 

   Assets ($)  55,809  84,571 

   Liabilities ($)  39,399  66,205 

   Net Worth ($)  16,342  18,308 

   Net Worth to Assets  29.3 %  21.6 % 

   Revenue ($)  157,871  257,068 

   Gross Profi t ($)  16,103  16,186 

   Gross Profi t Margin  10.2 %  6.3 % 

   SG & A Expense ($)  12,022  11,670 

   SG & A Expense Margin  7.6 %  4.5 % 

   Net Earnings ($)  *    4,288  5,201 

   Net Earnings Margin  *    2.7 %  2.0 % 

   Current Ratio  1.3  1.2 

   Return on Assets  7.7 %  6.1 % 

   Return on Equity  26.2 %  28.4 % 

   Source:  By permission of the Construction Financial Management Association, Princeton, NJ. 
  Note: All dollar amounts are in thousands.   
   *    Before Taxes   
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  Contractor   Failure Risks 

     1.     Low profi t margins  
     2.     Slow collection of accounts receivables  
     3.     Insuffi cient working capital  
     4.     High material prices  
     5.     Shortage of qualifi ed, skilled workers  
     6.     Subcontractor failure  
     7.     Inadequate cost-tracking systems  
     8.     Estimating problems  
     9.     Overexpansion  
    10.     Onerous contracts  
    11.     Unreasonable owners    

The construction industry

 Table 3-3          Selected Financial Data from Best-in-Class Specialty Contractors Responding to 
the CFMA 2007 Survey  

         ANNUAL REVENUE 

   All Specialty Trade    Best in 
Class 

 All 
$0 – 50       M 

 Best in 
Class 
$0 – 50       M 

 All  > $50       M  Best in 
Class 
 > $50       M 

   Number of Companies  290  99  199  70  91  29 

   Assets ($)  34,375  19,321  6,338  5,777  95,688  52,016 

   Liabilities ($)  21,095  11,452  3,728  2,785  59,073  32,371 

   Net Worth ($)  13,252  7,816  2,607  2,990  36,530  19,465 

   Net Worth to Assets  38.6 %  40.5 %  41.1 %  51.8 %  38.2 %  37.4 % 

   Revenue ($)  98,307  55,920  16,331  16,604  277,574  150,819 

   Gross Profi t ($)  18,564  10,541  2,990  3,744  52,621  26,947 

   Gross Profi t Margin  18.9 %  18.9 %  18.3 %  22.6 %  19.0 %  17.9 % 

   SG & A Expense ($)  15,550  6,258  2,186  2,224  44,775  15,994 

   SG & A Expense Margin  15.8 %  11.2 %  13.4 %  13.4 %  16.1 %  10.6 % 

   Net Earnings ($)  *    2,884  4,224  753  1,513  7,545  10,767 

   Net Earnings Margin  *    2.9 %  7.6 %  4.6 %  9.1 %  2.7 %  7.1 % 

   Current Ratio  1.6  1.6  1.6  2.0  1.6  1.6 

   Return on Assets  8.4 %  21.9 %  11.9 %  26.2 %  7.9 %  20.7 % 

   Return on Equity  21.8 %  54.0 %  28.9 %  50.6 %  20.7 %  55.3 % 

   Source:  By permission of the Construction Financial Management Association, Princeton, NJ. 
  Note: All dollar amounts are in thousands.   
   *    Before Taxes   
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  A   bankruptcy law fi rm listed the number one reason for contractor failure as a 
signifi cantly underbid project; one large project improperly bid can hit the contrac-
tor so hard that he or she can never recover. The healthy builder today may not be 
so healthy next year. Steps taken by an owner to explore the fi nancial health of a 
proposed contractor and requiring some fi nancial security by requesting payment 
and performance bonds will provide less exposure in the event of contractor fi nan-
cial failure. 

 We   can see by the business failure rates and the reasons for those failures that 
owners may fi nd it a little easier to understand situations in which a contractor may 
become overly aggressive in trying to defend and protect his or her costs when 
interpretation of a contract provision seems to weigh heavily against the contractor 
with little chance for rebuttal.  

    The age of the master builder   
 In   the early part of the last century, there was a class of contractors known as  “ mas-
ter builders ”  who could provide the services that in today’s market are provided by 
 “ design-builders. ”  They offered a potential client their services to design and con-
struct a project primarily using their experienced staff of managers and carpenters, 
laborers, plumbers, and electricians, all on staff. As a more competitive environment 
entered the economy, particularly after World War II, general contractors began to 
question their decision to maintain large crews of workers, some of whom would 
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    Failure rate comparison of all industries and the construction industry.  
  Source:  U.S. Census, 1989 – 2002 Business Information Tracking Series.   
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 be idle between jobs. These large crews of skilled workers required the contractor 
to continually seek work, even though some jobs might not be profi table but were 
needed to meet a large weekly payroll. So general contractors began to divest them-
selves of this large weekly labor cost burden and subcontracted much of this work 
to specialty contractors; excavators, plumbers, electricians, drywall companies — in 
other words, subcontractors. 

 As   this transition took place, those general contractors who subcontracted much 
of the work previously performed by their own forces became known as  “ brokers, ”  
a derisive term at that time. Nowadays, it is the rare general contractor who main-
tains a sizeable crew of skilled workers beyond a few laborers and carpenters.  

    A typical general contracting company organization 
 Although   the size of the staff will vary considerably from the small, local general 
contractor to the international construction giant, the basic functions are the same. 
Project management, site supervision, estimating, purchasing, and accounting are 
the lifeblood of any contractor. 

 Control   of costs, scheduling, and quality of work are the hallmarks of a success-
ful contracting fi rm, and experienced staff are essential to achieving these goals. 
These functions are fi lled by the following types of staff positions. 

    Project management 
 The   function of a project manager is to ensure that the requirements of the con-
struction contract with the owner are fulfi lled. The project manager is the primary 
interface between owner and contractor. The PM must pay attention to quality, 
costs, and schedule. The PM is greatly assisted in this task by the project superinten-
dent, who is stationed at the project site and responsible for the day-to-day activity 
and operations on that site. Project managers are generally offi ce based but spend 
considerable time at the project to confer with their project superintendent and 
observe fi rsthand how work is progressing. They deal with schedule issues, subcon-
tractor relations, and quality issues. It is not unusual for a project manager to work 
on several projects at the same time, but, depending on the size and complexity of a 
project, they may be assigned solely to that project and work out of the fi eld offi ce 
instead of the corporate or branch offi ce. 

 Project   management responsibilities in each company can vary widely. Some 
companies rely on the project manager to purchase all materials and equipment and 
negotiate subcontract agreements, while other companies leave these tasks to other 
staff members or a purchasing department. Large and complex projects may require 
a project manager, a project engineer or two, a project superintendent and a few 
assistants, and even several foremen to oversee the operations of specifi c trades. 

 One   of the key functions of project management, along with quality control and 
adherence to schedule, is cost control. Successful contractors have a method of 
updating their costs to date on a project to compare with their estimated costs; when 
the former exceeds the latter, the project manager must determine the reason why 
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 those costs have exceeded the estimate and take measures to control that particular 
cost item if possible. Not all excessive costs can be controlled, and while some costs 
will exceed a particular budget item, others may come in below budget and there-
fore provide a leveling effect. This is particularly true when any form of cost-plus-fee 
contract or a cost-plus with a guaranteed maximum price contract is being adminis-
tered. Both of these contract formats are reviewed in detail in Chapter 4.  

    Project executive 
 In   very large construction companies with multiple project managers, this expanded 
group of employees require close supervision. The project executive, usually an offi -
cer in the company, will assume responsibility to oversee multiple projects and the 
multiple project managers assigned to those projects. 

 The   project executive is the person generally called upon when serious claims or 
disputes arise between contractor and owner. His or her experience is these matters 
will come into play in an attempt to resolve the issues quickly and amicably.  

    Estimator(s) 
 How   does a general contractor prepare an estimate for the work required by the 
owner’s plans and specifi cations? General contractors retain a database of costs 
culled from previous projects, creating a detailed unit cost for hundreds or thousands 
of work tasks. These costs are updated periodically for material and equipment price 
fl uctuations and changing labor costs. General contractors also rely heavily on esti-
mating data from specialty contractors, who maintain their own databases of costs 
for their particular trade. These costs are also incorporated into the general contrac-
tor’s database and are updated and revised as more current costs are made available. 

 Many   of these cost-reporting systems emanate from the fi eld. If the contractor is 
performing certain tasks with her own staff, she will assign cost codes to each part 
of the tasks, and daily labor hours will be tracked against a particular task.  

    Cost-reporting techniques 
 As   an example, let’s look at a fairly simple operation: pouring a concrete footing. 
This task is divided into several parts: excavation, installation of wood or steel forms 
to defi ne the width and length of the footing, placing concrete in those footings, 
and, after it cures (hardens), removing the forms. Although the excavating contrac-
tor will dig the trench for the footing, some hand labor is required; that labor may 
be supplied by the concrete contractor or possibly the excavating contractor or the 
general contractor. Each task is assigned a separate cost code within a general cat-
egory assigned for concrete work:

   Code  0330  Hand-trim trench prior to installing forms 

   Code  0340  Install footing forms 

   Code  0350  Place concrete 

   Code  0360  Strip and clean concrete forms 
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  As   laborers and carpenters complete these tasks, the hours spent daily on each 
task will be apportioned to the appropriate cost code. When the total length of foot-
ing is poured and the total labor expanded for that task is recorded and cost-coded 
tasks and other components of that operation are completed and reported, the esti-
mator can determine unit cost: the cost per lineal foot of footing. After repetitive 
operations of the same task performed on many other jobs, a range of unit costs 
can be consolidated into an  “ average ”  cost to be used in the preparation of future 
estimates. 

 The   contractor’s in-house estimating department will undoubtedly have a com-
puter software program that allows access to this database so it can prepare the 
estimate. Once again, large contractors will have an expanded estimating staff: chief 
estimator, estimator, and junior estimator. There are also a number of online esti-
mating services, cost-estimating manuals such as those prepared by the R.S. Means 
Company, and local estimating services. 

 It   is fairly evident that the quality of a contractor’s estimate is one of the lifelines 
for survival; poorly assembled estimates representing either excessive or defi cient 
costs will ensure that this contractor’s survival rate is short term.  

    Purchasing 
 As   just mentioned, some companies prefer that their project managers perform all 
of the purchasing functions, since this procedure also affords them an intimate look 
at the intricacies of the services, materials, and equipment required for their project 
from that particular vendor or subcontractor. Other companies prefer to have cen-
tralized purchasing department so one source can be kept current on costs, reliable 
suppliers, new products, and economies of scale in the purchasing function.  

    Accounting 
 The   contractor’s accounting department will prepare the monthly progress payment 
requests to the owner and perform normal accounting functions relating to accounts 
payable and accounts receivable. The periodic cost reports that refl ect costs to date 
compared to estimated costs, when requested by the project manager or project 
executive, will be prepared by the accounting department. 

 The   accounting department, as it prepares weekly hourly wage and salary pay-
rolls, accumulates information that will feed into a specifi c project’s cost report and 
serve as the basis for cost updating. For example, the weekly wages of both project 
superintendent and project manager will be tracked against the estimated cost for 
those functions in the project’s cost estimate. If the general contractor has supplied 
labor from the company’s own workforce, such as laborers or carpenters, the payroll 
of each type of worker will be cost-coded against the corresponding work task as 
explained previously. 

 Other   staff members may be part of the large general contractor’s workforce: a 
general superintendent, who oversees the activities of all project superintendents, 
and a director of safety, who also has multiproject responsibility.   

The construction industry
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     Salary levels 
 Based   on a few construction personnel salary surveys for the year 2007, the annual 
salaries of selected manager/supervisor positions are listed here. They vary depend-
ing on geographic location and the size of the company. Projects in large metropol-
itan areas command qualifi ed and therefore highly compensated managers. These 
ranges can be viewed as guidelines.

   Project manager  $89,500 – $125,000 

   Project superintendent  $81,000 – $128,000 

   Assistant superintendent  $35,000 – $56,000 

   Estimator  $67,500 – $88,500 

   Scheduler  $42,000 – $81,000 

 Year  -end bonuses also fi gure into some of these salaries, particularly when a suc-
cessful project has been wrested from a failing one or higher than expected profi ts 
were attained by exceptional diligence by the management team. Other fringe ben-
efi ts such as company cars must also be factored into management  “ costs. ”   

    The shift to subcontracted work 
 The   shift from the full-service contractor with crews of laborers, carpenters, masons, 
and excavation crews to the  “ broker ” -type contractor, one who subcontracted most 
of the work and only provided management services, has been a recurrent theme 
in today’s economy. Specialty contractors, better known as subcontractors, provide 
the general contractor with an experienced group of workers when needed for a 
specifi c project. Some general contractors continue to maintain a small or even siz-
able crew of selected tradespeople, primarily carpenters and laborers, and advertise 
themselves as full-service builders who do not have to rely on subcontractors except 
for specialized trades such as plumbing, heating, and electrical work. 

 When   a contractor performed work with the company’s own forces, the costs 
would be marked up by the overhead and profi t fi gures as stated in the contract. When 
work tasks are subcontracted, the subcontractor’s costs will include the overhead and 
profi t percentage, and the general contractor will add on this overhead and profi t. 

    Union, nonunion, and merit-shop contractors 
 Not   all general contractors are alike in the makeup of their workforce and construc-
tion crews. Some contractors hire only union-affi liated workers and subcontractors 
and are  “ union shop contractors, ”  while some hire only nonunion workers, and sub-
contractors are referred to as  “ open shop ”  contractors. Others do not discriminate 
between union and nonunion workers but hire the most competitive qualifi ed trades-
people; they are know as  “ merit shop ”  contractors. 

 Generally  , large construction projects in major metropolitan areas are domi-
nated by union contractors for good reason. Large projects require large numbers 
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 of skilled workers, and the various union trade associations can fi ll those needs. But 
in other parts of the country, large construction projects are manned by merit shop 
contractors and in some cases even by open shop contractors. 

 Union   membership has been declining since from its high in 1948 when 30 per-
cent of the labor force had collective bargaining agreements to just about 8 percent 
in recent years. In the construction industry there was a slight increase in the per-
centage of union workers between 2005 and 2006, but these fi gures can be mislead-
ing because the overall number of union workers increased from 8,053 in 2005 to 
8,444 in 2006, primarily due to the overall expansion of construction volume from 
8,053,000 to 8,444,000 workers during that period  .   

    The double-breasted contractor 
 There   are opportunities for union, merit, and nonunion contractors operating in the 
same geographic venue, and some contractors embrace all concepts. When large 
crews of skilled workers are required, the union can be called upon to provide them, 
since most unions have comprehensive craft training programs for beginning and 
apprentice workers; as these apprentices pass through their training programs and 
become skilled  “ journeymen, ”  they begin to enjoy good wage rates and fringe benefi ts. 

 When   contractors operate in all three jurisdictions — union, merit, and nonunion —
 maintaining both union and merit or nonunion contracting businesses, they are 
referred to as being  “ double-breasted. ”  Although there may be common ownership of 
both entities, there are two different offi ce locations, a separate management staff, and 
separate accounting departments — in effect two separate companies. 

    Contractor trade organizations 
 Two   organizations represent each segment of union and nonunion contractors. The 
Associated Builders and Contractors (ABC;   www.abc.org  ) is the national organiza-
tion representing about 24,000 merit shop and nonunion contractors across the 
country. The Associated General Contractors of America (AGC;   www.agc.org  ) repre-
sents about 33,000 fi rms, including 7,500 of the nation’s largest general contractors, 
and is generally considered an organization of union contractors and subcontractors. 
Each organization has chapters throughout the country. Specialty contractors have 
two trade organizations: the American Subcontractor Association (  www.asa.online.
org  ) and the Association of Specialty Contractors (  www.assoc-spec-con.org  ).   

    Differences between union and nonunion 
 There   are some unique distinctions between classes of contractors in their trade 
practices and in their wage rates. Work restrictions abound in collective bargain-
ing agreements: plumbers don’t usually dig ditches for underground pipes; either 
laborers or operating engineers manning excavating equipment do so. Carpenters 
can’t clean up their debris at the end of the day; laborers are designated for that 
work. From a cost standpoint, this makes sense because a laborer’s hourly rate is 
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 less than the more skilled plumber or equipment operator. But in some cases this 
distinction can be a little frustrating. Unloading air-conditioning units from a deliv-
ery truck was once done by three laborers, but because the unit has an electrical 
connection, shouldn’t union electricians also be involved in the unloading process? 
But wait a minute! This particular air-conditioning equipment has a compressor in 
it, so doesn’t that require an HVAC mechanic? This practice has now stopped. Once 
again, the term  reasonableness  comes into play, and, depending on what the col-
lective bargaining agreement includes, both union representative and contractor 
should be able to work out their problems. The collective bargaining agreements 
of union workers contain many of their work practices, wages, and fringe benefi ts, 
including the following: 

      ■      Wages and period through which current rate applies  
      ■      Pension  
      ■      Health and welfare  
      ■      Annuity  
      ■      Industry improvements  
      ■      Education  
      ■      Labor-management trust fund  
      ■      Travel and parking allowances  
      ■      Provision for vacation pay    

 The   standard contract between owner and general contractor generally includes 
a provision that the owner may, at his or her discretion, award separate contracts 
for other work. 

 An   owner must be aware of a situation that can arise when he hires a nonunion 
contractor who is expected to work alongside the general contractor’s union work-
ers. Jurisdictional disputes may arise, and the union representative may refuse to 
work when there is a nonunion worker of a similar trade working on the job site. 

 This   can occur when a nonunion low-voltage electrical contractor, such as a pri-
vate telephone and data communication installer, is hired by the owner and must 
work in close proximity to a union electrician on the job or when a furniture installer 
employing nonunion carpenters is working on the same fl oor as union carpenters. It 
is best to discuss those separate contracts with the general contractor beforehand so 
he can advise the appropriate union trade and avoid any potential work slowdowns. 

 Hourly   wage rates for union workers are generally higher than those for work-
ers without union affi liations. Union workers have collective bargaining agreements 
negotiated between contractor groups and local union representatives, and they 
usually include much higher employee benefi t costs than merit or open shop organi-
zations. As an example, a union carpenter’s hourly rate exclusive of the contractor’s 
overhead and profi t but including fringe benefi ts (also referred to as  “ labor burden ” ) 
in the Boston area for the year 2007 would look something like this:

   Base hourly rate  $36.88 

   Health and welfare fund  7.78 
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   Pension fund  4.65 

   Annuity fund  7.26 

   Education fund  1.18 

   Holidays  1.37 

   Travel  12.25 

   Total  $71.37 per hour 

 That   same carpenter working for a nonunion general contractor in Baltimore, 
Maryland, where many nonunion and merit shop contractors fl ourish, would be 
approximately $20.00 – $25.00 base hourly wage rate plus a labor  “ burden ”  of 40 
percent for a total of $28.00 to $35.00 per hour.   

    THE CONSTRUCTION MANAGER 
 When   a contract is executed between an owner and a general contractor, this is 
an  “ arm’s-length ”  transaction, in effect an agreement between a buyer and a seller. 
A construction manager is actually the owner’s agent, acting in his or her behalf 
during the design and/or construction process. It is as if the owner has an experi-
enced construction professional on staff and assigned to the project. The construc-
tion management process can be employed on a project of any size and complexity 
but is mostly found on high-value and complex projects. 

 The   methodology behind construction management can be seen in the provi-
sions of the contract format. Construction Management Association of America 
Document A-1 is an agreement between an owner and a construction manager; var-
ious segments of this contract illustrate the relationship and services provided by 
the CM. A complete Document A-1 is included in Appendix A, but here are some 
highlights: 

     Working relationship:   
     “ In providing the CM’s services described in this Agreement, the CM shall endeavor 
to maintain, on behalf of the owner, a working relationship with the Contractor and 
Designer.  

     Basic services:  

     1.       Prepare a construction management plan to include the owner’s sched-
ule, budget, and general design requirements for the project.   

     2.       Assist the owner in the selection of a designer by developing lists of 
potential fi rms, developing criteria for selection, and transmitting requests for 
proposals.   

     3.       Prepare preliminary budgets and budget analysis for the owner and the 
designers.   

The construction manager
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      4.       Establish a Management Information System (MIS) to facilitate commu-
nication between owner, CM, designer, contractor, and other parties involved 
in the project.   

     5.       Assist in soliciting bids from contractors, conducting prebid and postbid 
conferences, and assisting in the selection of a contractor and the preparation 
of the contract for construction.   

     6.       Review the contract documents and make recommendation to the owner 
with respect to constructability issues and scheduling. During construction pro-
vide project management services.   

     7.       Provide time and cost management services during construction.   
     8.       Review and recommend approval of progress payments and change 

orders.   
     9.       Assist in an orderly and conclusive project closeout process.        

 Construction  -manager contracts are discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.  

    THE DESIGN-BUILDER 
 Design  -build, as discussed earlier, is simply a situation where an architect and a 
builder combine services to provide an owner with a one-source contact and con-
tract for the design and construction of the owner’s project. This is different from 
the conventional project approach, known as design-bid-build. The design-build 
team can be structured as follows: 

      ■      A fi rm that employs architects, engineers, and construction professionals  

      ■      An architect who forms a joint venture with a contractor to create a design-
build team  

      ■      A contractor who forms a joint venture with an architectural/engineering fi rm 
to create a design-build team  

      ■      Either an architect or a contractor who employs the other as a  “ subcontrac-
tor ”  for a specifi c project    

 Design  -build has gained considerable favor in the past decade or so because of 
its cost-effective approach and more rapid completion of the construction cycle. 
Whichever form the design and construction team takes, its objective is the same: 
to provide a collaborative effort to transform an owner’s building program into an 
aesthetic and cost-effective reality.  

    PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 
 As   owners reduce staff and tighten their fi nancial belts, they will rely on more 
and varied professional assistance in planning for the most cost-effective project. 
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 Nowhere is this professional assistance more valuable than in the planning and con-
ceptual stages of the project. The program manager is a function whereby an owner 
can hire a team of professionals to deal with the concept-to-completion process, 
beginning with the coordination of public offi cials and agencies in the project’s 
planning stage through selection of a project-delivery system, architect/contractor 
selection, construction, and closeout. A program manager is important when an 
owner has embarked on multiple construction projects and does not have the staff 
to control and monitor them.      
   

Program management
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  The   three prime sources for standard construction contracts are the American 
Institute of Architects (  www.AIA.org  ), the Associated General Contractors of 
America (  www.AGC.org  ), and the Construction Management Association of America 
(  www.CMAAnet.org  ). Each of these organizations has listings of the various types 
of standard construction contracts they offer for construction projects. The Design 
Build Institute of America (  www.dbia.org  ) can provide design-build contracts. 

 Most   of these  “ standard form ”  contracts are modifi ed to meet the specifi c needs 
of the owner and the individual project, and the advice of an attorney specializing 
in construction law will provide assistance in the inclusion of those specifi c needs. 
Another form of contract, one with a very limited scope of work, is often employed 
as a precursor to the more formal contract for construction: the letter of intent. 

    THE LETTER OF INTENT 
 A   letter of intent (LOI) is a contract of restricted scope that can authorize the start 
of construction to perform a limited amount of work; it is generally meant to be fol-
lowed by a formal contract for construction. Limits are not only placed on the scope 
of work to be performed but also the dollar value of the work, often expressed as a 
cost  “ not to exceed ”  or a specifi c sum, as well as the time frame in which this lim-
ited work is to be completed. This is a legal document and should be prepared in 
consultation with an attorney. A letter of intent has six components: 

    1.     A stated scope of work, either in the form of an architect/engineer-prepared 
sketch, plan, and/or specifi cations, or a complete narrative description of the 
work  

    2.     A lump-sum cost, a cost  “ not to exceed, ”  or a cost plus a fee with no set limit 
as the method of payment  

             Construction contracts 
pros and cons    4 
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    3.      Payment terms, either one payment at completion of the job or according to 
a payment schedule  

    4.     A date when the work is to commence and when the work is to be completed  

    5.     A statement that the scope of work and related costs will be credited if its 
scope is included in a formal construction contract for the larger project that 
usually follows  

    6.     The event that triggers termination, such as the issuance of a contract for an 
expanded project, completion of the described work, or expiration of the 
time frame in which the work was to be performed    

 Like   all other contracts, the letter of intent is to be executed and signed by all 
parties. There are a number of reasons why an owner may elect to issue a letter of 
intent. An owner of a commercial building may wish to begin demolition of the space 
recently vacated by a tenant while negotiations are proceeding with the new tenant. 
If the new lease calls for either the landlord or the new tenant to reconfi gure the new 
space, the existing workspace may have to be partially or totally demolished. The let-
ter of intent would allow the building owner to engage a contractor to proceed with 
demolition and, when the new space is designed, to have the option of continuing to 
work with the owner or the tenant for the fi t-up work. 

 Prior   to completion of fi nancing but after a verbal commitment has been issued by a 
lending institution, the owner may wish to proceed with a limited amount of construc-
tion work pending receipt of fi nal loan approval before committing to the full construction 
contract. In that case the owner could issue a letter of intent to the contractor to, for 
example, cut down the trees on the site where the building is to be built. 

 When   a project is  “ fast tracked, ”  and certain materials or equipment must be pre-
ordered before the fi nal plans and specifi cations can be incorporated into a fully exe-
cuted contract, a letter of intent will allow the builder to order the various pieces of 
long-lead-time materials or equipment such as structural steel, precast concrete com-
ponents, electrical switch gear, or boilers to speed up the construction process once 
the fi nal contract for construction has been executed. 

 A   clear understanding of costs in a letter of intent is necessary to avoid any dis-
agreements as invoices are submitted by the contractor. An owner should have 
the contractor present a list of the costs anticipated for the work so they can be 
reviewed and approved and attached to the LOI as an exhibit. 

 A   list of hourly wage rates for all trades anticipated to work on the project can 
be submitted, reviewed, and modifi ed if necessary and accepted by all parties. As an 
example of the details necessary to allow for review of an hourly wage rate,  Figure 4-1    
refl ects a  “ straight time ”  and  “ premium time ”  (time and a half and double time) hourly 
rate for a laborer. This rate includes not only the worker’s hourly pay but the addition 
of all fringe benefi ts and the agreed-upon markup for the general contractor — in this 
case, 10 percent overhead and 5 percent profi t. 

 The   letter of intent should include a provision that either sets a time limit 
or expires when triggered by some event. The termination may be as simple as 
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  “ for convenience, ”  which allows either party the right to terminate upon written 
notifi cation and a formula for establishing the cost of the work up to the date of 
termination. Termination can also occur upon the issuance of the formal contract 
for construction. Termination can also occur when the scope of work has been 
achieved — for example, using our previous example, when all of the trees in the 
building area have been cut down. 

The letter of intent

 FIGURE 4-1 

        A breakdown of labor rates for straight time, time and a half, and double time.    
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  A   typical letter of intent with a termination clause would look something like this: 

  Pursuant   to the issuance of a formal contract for construction, the ABC Corporation 
(owner) hereby authorizes DEF Construction (contractor) to proceed with the tree 
removal in the areas designated on Drawing C-1, C-2, dated June 15, 2009, pre-
pared by D & B Architects and including Specifi cation Section 2 of the Project 
Specifi cations manual. DEF Construction to remove all debris, including tree stumps 
from the site. Prior to commencement of work, all erosion controls as shown on Drawing 
C-3, June 15, 2009, prepared by D & B Architects is to be installed, maintained, and 
left in good condition after this work has been completed. All of the above work to be 
performed on the basis of cost plus a contractor’s fee for overhead and profi t of 15%. 
All costs to be documented by daily work tickets and a copy of all subcontractor con-
tracts and/or purchase orders (or in accordance with the attached labor rates, mate-
rial costs, and equipment rates)    .  

  This   letter of intent will terminate on September 15, 2009, or when the work has 
been completed prior to that date.  

  Signed  : ____________________     Signed: __________________  

  Owner       Contractor   

    TYPES OF CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS 
 Most   construction contracts in use today follow one of these formats: 

      ■      Stipulated or lump-sum contract  
      ■      Cost of work plus fee contract  
      ■      Cost of work plus fee with guaranteed maximum price (GMP) contract  
      ■      Construction management (CM) contract  
      ■      Design-build contract    

    Stipulated or lump-sum contract 
 A   lump-sum contract is a rather straightforward contract approach that simply states, 
 “ You, the contractor, will build this building per the plans and specifi cations pre-
pared by the architect/engineer for the sum of $__________. ”  This type of contract, 
however, is a little more complicated than that. 

 A   complete set of documents, plans, and specifi cations prepared and reviewed 
by the design consultants — the architect and consulting engineers — before being 
issued for bidding purposes is a critical component of the lump-sum contract 
approach. If there are missing details, inconsistencies, or lack of clarity in a portion 
or portions of these plans and specifi cations, the resultant prices would, most likely, 
refl ect those missing details. 
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  So   when using the lump-sum contract approach, it is important to ensure that 
those plans and specifi cations are as complete and error-free as possible. And the 
owner shares in this responsibility if he does not allow the design team enough time 
(or money) for a thorough review. 

 The   lump-sum or stipulated-sum format requires contractors who are submitting 
bids to include costs for all work accurately presented in the plans and specifi cations —
 no more, no less. It is basically a case of what you see is what you get. 

 Lump  -sum contracts predominate in competitive bidding situations, particularly 
in the public sector, where all but blacklisted contractors can submit bids advertised 
by the public agency. Many government offi cials have sad tales about the low bidder 
who, after receiving a contract for construction, exploits some of the bid document 
shortcomings, having failed to advise the owner of any perceived errors and omis-
sions beforehand, and begins to issue change order after change order. 

 And   this may not necessarily refl ect on the integrity of the contractor. Faced with 
a competitive bid situation, the bidder may not be willing to include costs to cover 
some obvious shortcomings in the plans and specifi cations because she is concerned 
that competitors may not include added costs. A high-quality set of bid documents is 
important when the lump-sum or stipulated-sum contract approach is contemplated. In 
the private sector, no such restraints on limiting bidding contractors are present, and a 
bidder’s list composed of experienced, qualifi ed builders with excellent reputations can 
reduce an owner’s exposure to added costs due to vague or missing minor details. 

 For   projects that are rather straightforward, the lump-sum contract format is 
an acceptable approach — again, with the caveat that the plans and specifi cations 
have been reviewed for quality purposes before issuance. When only experienced, 
prequalifi ed contractors are invited to submit proposals, the nature of the competi-
tive bid process makes it likely that the  “ forces of the marketplace ”  will produce a 
fair price, especially when there is a slowdown in construction activity. 

 The   problem for the owner is how to determine whether the quality of the plans 
and specifi cations is suffi cient to successfully apply the lump-sum approach. Perhaps 
hiring a consultant to review the bid documents prior to release may be one answer. 
Peer review on very complex projects is also an option. 

 As   we mentioned previously, owners are often at fault when they prod an archi-
tect and engineer to produce a set of bid documents before they have had an oppor-
tunity to thoroughly review and vet them. I remember working on a project where 
the owner was pressing the mechanical engineer to complete the HVAC drawings 
too quickly. This engineer said simply,  “ Do you want accuracy or expediency? You 
can’t have both at the same time. ”  The owner, of course, chose accuracy. 

 Allowing   suffi cient time for plan and specifi cation review is one of the most pro-
ductive steps an owner and design team can take to avoid or lessen problems associ-
ated with what the professionals call E & Os —  “ errors and omissions. ”  Any additional 
costs of this fi nal review may be compensated by a reduction in change orders as 
the construction progresses. 

 When   a lump-sum contract approach is being considered and competitive bids 
are to be pursued, it is a good idea to have a prebid conference conducted by the 

Types of construction contracts
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 design team where all bidders are invited to attend a meeting and questions can 
be raised after receiving and reviewing the bid documents, including the plans and 
specifi cations. Contractors will often raise questions regarding interpretation of the 
work required, ask the attending architect and engineer questions about specifi c 
items of work, and allow the A/E to respond to these questions. The architect may 
also inject the  “ intent ”  with respect to certain areas or items of work. 

 At   the conclusion of the prebid conference, minutes that include all discussions, 
questions, and answers will be prepared and distributed to all bidders. This creates 
a level playing fi eld and allows all contractors attending the prebid conference to 
receive the same responses and adjust their bids accordingly. 

 Upon   selection of the contractor, this prebid conference document can be 
appended to the construction contract as an exhibit, further amplifying and defi ning 
the scope of work of the project. Prior to awarding a lump-sum contract, a meeting 
with the architect and the contractor to review every drawing is another good idea. 
At that time the architect and engineers can ask the contractor specifi c questions, 
such as  “ Did you include all of this work? ”   “ Did you understand what is required 
here? ”   “ Are there any questions about the extent of this work? ”  Ask the contractor if 
any of the subcontractors or vendors raised any questions about the scope of work, 
and record the builder’s response. When this meeting is concluded, minutes of the 
meeting should be prepared and transmitted to the contractor, stating that the mem-
orandum of the meeting will also be included as an exhibit to the contract for con-
struction. Work that can be defi ned and not left to interpretation will result in fewer 
misunderstandings as the contract is being administered. 

 There   is another aspect to the lump-sum contract approach. An owner may, upon 
selection of the  “ best value ”  or lowest qualifi ed bidder or bidders, engage them in 
negotiations to arrive at a contract sum and contract scope. Quite often the competi-
tive bid produces a lowest responsible bid that exceeds the owner’s budget. What 
should you do? A meeting with the selected contractor or short-listed contractors and 
the design consultants can result in a process whereby a contractor offers cost-saving 
measures that are fully accepted or modifi ed by the design team, and the owner’s bud-
get requirements can be achieved. These changes in most cases can be documented 
by the architect/engineer with a few sketches (referred as to SKs) or a change in the 
specifi cations, either of which may result in little or no additional design change costs 
but will ultimately save the owner money.  

    Value engineering 
 Value   engineering can apply to all types of contracts, and perhaps here is a good 
place to discuss the process. By the process referred to as  “ value engineering, ”  the 
contractor can offer products, equipment, or construction techniques at some vari-
ance with the strict interpretation of the plans and specifi cations but acceptable to 
the architect and engineer. There are, however, some caveats to be aware of when 
value engineering suggestions are submitted by the contractor. What if the acceptance 
of what appears to be a savings in one component of construction actually results in 
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 increased costs to the owner in another related component? These possibilities should 
be explored when complex value engineering proposals are submitted. For example, 
replacing one large rooftop air-conditioning unit with two smaller ones may result in 
equipment cost savings and better interior climate control, but two smaller electrical 
circuits may be more expensive than one larger one, and two roof openings and roof 
frames may cost more than one large one. The cascading effect of a reduction in one 
area must be reviewed to determine how that change impacts other costs, possibly 
increasing operating costs while presenting a reduction in capital costs.  

    Cost of the work plus a fee contract 
 This   is a rather open-ended type contract that simply states that the contractor will be 
directed to perform the work as specifi ed by the owner and will be paid on the basis 
of the costs plus a preset fee, usually a percentage of the costs. This form of contract 
is often used for emergency work, such as fl ood repairs, fi re, or weather-related dam-
age where immediacy of work precludes assembling fi rm costs and when the actual 
cost to complete the work is diffi cult to determine. 

 The   comfort level of a cost plus a fee contract depends on the quality and integ-
rity of the contractor. A reputable one will perform the required work and accumu-
late costs representing the work accurately, while a not-so-reputable contractor may 
infl ate costs or perform work that was not necessary and bill accordingly. 

 While   contractor selection is a key ingredient in a successful cost-plus project, 
equally as important is defi ning the nature of the work as closely as possible. The 
other main ingredient is a mutual understanding of what constitutes reimbursable 
 “ costs. ”   The nature of the work can be broadly described in a cost plus a fee con-
tract, since rarely are there specifi c, concise plans or specifi cations to defi ne that 
work. If we are dealing with demolition of an existing offi ce space to make it ready 
for a new tenant’s improvements, the contract requirements can be similar to the fol-
lowing example: 

  Demolition   of all 2nd-fl oor existing drywall partitions in an area of approximately 
15,000 square feet, including removal of all power electrical wiring back to the 
respective distribution panel circuitry. All low-voltage wiring in those partitions to be 
terminated at the location of the demolished partition. All debris to be removed from 
site by the contractor.  

  All   suspended ceiling grids to be removed along with all ceiling tiles. All ceiling dif-
fusers    , lighting fi xtures are to be removed and stored in a location designed by the 
owner. After removal of lighting fi xtures, exposed wiring is to be taped with electrical 
tape, wire nuts applied, rolled up, and left in place. All fl exible HVAC distribution duc-
twork, upon removal of distribution devices, to be rolled up and left in place. All HVAC 
rigid distribution ductwork to be removed back to the main duct. All fl ooring materials 
in this area are to be removed and discarded. All debris to be removed from the demo-
lition area and taken offsite for disposal. All work areas to be left broom clean.  

Types of construction contracts
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  This   kind of description, while not exact in nature, provides both the contrac-
tor and the owner with some rather concise guidelines and can be used to expand 
and explain other  “ cost-plus ”  work elected by the owner while that contractor is still 
on site. 

 At   this point, the contractor should be able to assemble an order of magnitude of 
costs, but he or she may not agree to be held to those costs. If pressed by an owner 
for a guaranteed maximum price when the scope of the work is not fully defi ned 
and remains somewhat vague, the contractor, as a protective measure, will add a 
contingency amount to more than cover all unforeseen costs, defeating the purpose 
of a cost plus fee contract. We deal more fully with this subject in the following sec-
tion in this chapter. 

 Once   a more-or-less scope is defi ned, any additions or subtractions to that scope 
should be confi rmed by the owner to avoid any misunderstandings of what constitutes 
extra work over and above the initially defi ned work. A letter to the contractor could 
simply state,  “ In addition to the work outlined in our agreement dated (date of agree-
ment), you are directed to remove all fl ooring in the elevator lobby on the second 
fl oor and dispose of all materials offsite. ”   

 Instructions in the cost-plus contract should include a requirement for the contrac-
tor to submit daily work tickets ( Figure 4-2   ), outlining the general nature of work per-
formed each day. In addition to a description of the work performed, the names of 
the workers, the number of hours each worker expended on this task, and the signa-
ture of the contractor’s foreman should be included on the ticket. In the case of this 
example, the actual labor costs are included along with some materials and equipment 
required for the work. These tickets will be presented to the owner’s representative 
each day for review and acknowledgment or, at the owner’s option, submitted to the 
offi ce on a weekly basis. 

 Some   owners request the contractor to submit weekly costs of work performed 
if the project is expected to continue for several weeks. This is to the advantage of 
both contractor and owner so there are few surprises when the fi nal bill is submit-
ted. Having an owner’s representative stop at the work site each day to review that 
day’s activities and accept the daily ticket is a sure way to avoid any misunderstand-
ing of work performed and cost incurred upon completion of the work.  

 Particularly important in this type of contract is to defi ne which  “ costs ”  are to be 
reimbursed and which are not reimbursable. One way to get a better fi x on costs is 
to have the contractor submit the hourly billable rates for all trades that are antici-
pated to work on the project. The hourly rates shown in  Figure 4-3    include the actual 
hourly rate paid to the worker and also the  “ fringe benefi t ”  package and, in this case 
of an ironworker, an hourly rate for expendable supplies to be used during the weld-
ing operation. Some labor rates will include parking if the project is in an urban area 
where limited on-street parking is available and, in some instances, particularly when 
a foreman’s rate is listed, an hourly rate for the truck the company supplies for travel 
to and from the site and picking up supplies during the workday. If there are ques-
tions about any element of the hourly rate breakdown, now is the time to resolve 
those questions.  
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     Cost plus a fee with a guaranteed maximum price contract 
 Although   similar to the cost-plus contract, where the contractor will perform the 
work and be paid for the costs plus an agreed-upon fee, usually calculated as a 
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 FIGURE 4-2 

        A daily work ticket for extra work, including the worker’s name, hours worked, tasks performed, 
materials consumed, and pricing for all work.    
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 p ercentage of the costs, the GMP contract places a cap, or guarantee, on the maxi-
mum cost of the work. The GMP contract is often employed when an owner is desir-
ous of executing a contract with a general contractor or possibly a subcontractor 
and getting started to order materials or equipment prior to the fi nal completion of 
the plans and specifi cations. 

 In   this procedure, the architect will develop the plans and specifi cations to 
a point that a contractor experienced in this type of construction can prepare an 

 FIGURE 4-3 

        Labor wage breakdown for iron worker foreman and journeyman, including list of expendable 
supplies.    
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 e stimate for not only the work shown in the plans and specifi cations but the cost of 
work that has yet to be designed and produced in the 100 percent complete docu-
ments. An experienced contractor can produce a reliable estimate when the draw-
ings reach the 70 or 80 percent completion stage. The emphasis, however, is on the 
word  experienced.  

 A   contractor who is knowledgeable about mid- or high-rise commercial buildings 
has the background and database of costs to reasonably estimate the remaining 20 to 
30 percent design work, which will largely consist of building fi nishes. But a contrac-
tor not well versed in this type of construction may not have enough experience to 
defi ne and therefore include costs for, the work in those yet-to-be completed drawings. 
Although GMP contracts may be competitively bid, due to the nature of the unstated 
but assumed scope of work, the owner has an opportunity, after selecting the  “ best 
value ”  contractor, to negotiate the fi nal terms, conditions, scope of work, and the cost 
with the contractor. 

 Two   important components are also required for a successful GMP-type project, 
a qualifi cation or exclusion/inclusion list and a contractor’s contingency account. 
The contractor will have made certain assumptions as he or she prepared the total 
GMP estimate based on the incomplete drawings. The contractor may have assumed 
a certain quality of fi nish levels in specifi c areas of the building or added some items 
required by local building codes that had not yet appeared on the drawings. To quan-
tify these assumptions, the contractor will prepare a list of pricing qualifi cations, 
sometimes called an exclusion/inclusion list.  Figure 4-4    shows an example of such 
a list. It includes general conditions along with site work and demolition qualifi cations. 
The list will continue with qualifi cations for each division of work. Upon completion, the 
list should be reviewed by the owner and consultants, who can either agree with these 
assumptions or modify and negotiate other terms with the contractor. After this list is 
approved, it will become an exhibit to the construction contract, and all parties will 
have a clearer understanding of their mutual obligations. 

 The   contractor and design consultants should be given an opportunity to meet 
and discuss the fi nal drawing development as it progresses to ensure that the items 
on the qualifi cations list are being incorporated into the drawings. Upon fi nal review 
of the fully completed drawings, any signifi cant deviations from the qualifi cation list 
must be resolved either by revising the drawings or increasing or decreasing the 
scope of work and hence the guaranteed maximum price. 

 The   contractor will add a contingency, either stated, or unstated, to the estimate 
to cover items unforeseen but possibly to be included when the fi nal drawings are 
completed. This contingency will generally be for the contractor’s exclusive use, to 
be tapped in any limited fashion he or she may decide — for example, in cases when 
changing market conditions or infl ation requires the contractor to pay a slightly 
higher price for some materials. If the contractor inadvertently failed to include a 
minor item of work that should have been anticipated, he or she can tap the contin-
gency. As the contingency account is tapped, the contractor should be required to 
present the owner with the reasons for doing so and to create a running account of 
the balance remaining. 
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 FIGURE 4-4 

        A pricing qualifi cation statement, also called an exclusion/inclusion list.    
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   Contract   language can be prepared to defi ne those events and occasions when 
the contingency account can be tapped. Here is an example. 

    1.      Changes resulting from refi nement of details of design within the scope and 
quality standards indicated in the contract documents, or changes required 
because of concealed or unknown conditions encountered during the perfor-
mance of the work that do not constitute differing conditions, as defi ned in the 
contract.   

    2.      Additional costs due to unanticipated delays in the delivery of materials and/or 
equipment, unless those delays are attributable to the contractor.   

    3.      Cost overruns by contractor for subcontracted work or vendor purchases pro-
vided these cost overruns were not caused by gross negligence on the part of 
the contractor or the contractor’s willful misconduct or breach of contract by 
the contractor, their vendors, or their subcontractors.   

    4.      Expediting or acceleration costs necessary to meet the construction schedule 
provided that any delays requiring expediting or acceleration were caused by 
the contractor’s gross negligence, willful misconduct or breach of contract by 
either the contractor, their vendors or their subcontractors.   

    5.      Costs to correct nonconforming work, but only to the extent that the owner 
determines, in writing, that the nonconforming work was caused by condi-
tions so unclear that the responsibility for that work could not be reasonably 
placed with the owner, their design consultants, or the contractor, or any of 
their subcontractors.     

 Another   aspect of the contingency account that must be addressed is if a balance 
remains in the account at the conclusion of the job. Does the contractor receive the 
full amount of the remaining funds, or are they counted as a cost savings contribut-
ing to the overall project actual costs versus GMP, any savings of which are to be 
shared with the owner? Standard practice is that such savings are lumped into total 
savings. 

 The   GMP contract usually includes a savings clause so if actual fi nal costs are less 
than the GMP, some form of savings distribution between owner and contractor is 
included. There are arguments on both sides as to how any savings should be distrib-
uted; some argue that savings should be split 50-50; others are of the opinion that a 
greater percentage should accrue to the contractor to better motivate him or her to 
seek out savings. A typical savings clause would be stated as follows: 

  If   the actual total price of the work, as established by the contractor’s fi nal accounting 
and owner’s review and audit thereof, is less than the GMP, then (insert the savings 
percentage: 40%, 50%, or all) savings shall accrue to the owner. The owner will then 
be responsible for paying only the actual total price.  
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  As   we discussed in the case of a cost plus a fee contract, differing interpretations 
of what constitutes costs to be reimbursed and those not to be reimbursed must be 
included in the contract. The following can act as a guide, and other items can be 
added, subtracted, or modifi ed to fi t a particular project. 

    Costs that are reimbursed 
 Such   costs include the following: 

       1.     Labor costs: basic hourly rates; premium or overtime rates; labor  “ burden, ”  
which in the case of union workers will be union benefi ts plus employer 
contributions to Social Security; unemployment taxes (federal and state); 
worker-compensation costs; and collective-bargaining-agreement benefi ts  

       2.     Wages for the project superintendent, onsite project engineer, project man-
ager, and other personnel as submitted and approved by the owner; generally 
these costs include only fi eld-based personnel, not offi ce-based employees 
(with the exception of an offi ce-based project manager).  

       3.     Taxes, employee contributions, sales or use taxes, assessments  

       4.     Costs for all subcontracted work  

       5.     Costs of materials and equipment, temporary facilities (fi eld offi ce, storage 
trailers), and other items fully consumed in the performance of the work  

       6.     Rental costs for machinery, equipment, and tools  not customarily owned by 
construction workers,  whether rented from the contractor or from a rental 
company (does not tools such as hammers, screwdrivers, and so forth that 
would normally be in a worker’s toolbox; power tools, saws, heavy-duty 
drills, welding machines, and so forth are acceptable reimbursable costs).  

       7.     Cost of debris removal from the site, including disposal of same, not includ-
ing hazardous materials unless so stated elsewhere in the contract  

       8.     Costs of documentation reproduction, faxes, postage, expedited delivery 
service, other shipping costs  

       9.     Reasonable petty-cash disbursements such as parking meter fees, minor pur-
chases from a lumberyard, bottled water, travel expenses by the contractor 
in the course of performing and discharging duties connected with the work  

    10.     Cost of materials and equipment suitably stored offsite,  only if approved in 
advance by the owner   

    11.     A portion of insurance and bond premiums, if applicable  

    12.     Fees, assessments for building permits, and other project-related permits 
required by the governing authorities  

    13.     Royalties and license fees for use of a particular design, process, or product  
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    14.      Data-processing costs related to the work, including any wireless network 
installation, operation, and maintenance costs at the construction site  

    15.     Deposits lost for causes other than by the contractor’s negligence  

    16.     Expenses incurred by the contractor for temporary living expenses or 
allowances  

    17.     Costs to repair or correct damaged work, provided that such work was not 
damaged due to negligence of the contractor or was deemed nonconform-
ing work by the architect    

 On   projects requiring large pieces of excavating or hoisting equipment, hourly 
rental costs can range from $150 and up per hour, exclusive of the equipment oper-
ator’s wages, and some restrictive language can be inserted in the  “ costs to be reim-
bursed ”  category to control these costs. 

 Two   conditions must be considered: when the contractor will be furnishing his 
or her own equipment and renting it to the owner on an hourly basis and when the 
equipment will be employed for extended periods of time and warrant an adjust-
ment in hourly rental costs. Contractor-furnished and owned equipment should 
have hourly rates lower than the rates posted by an equipment-rental company; the 
following contract language will help in that regard: 

  The   rental rates charged for any piece of equipment from contractor’s own stock or 
from an affi liated contractor entity should not exceed 75% of the published Associated 
Equipment Distributors (AED) published rate, or the rental tares for similar equipment, 
whichever is lower, for the geographic area in which the project is located.  

   ( Note:  This AED publication is also known as the  Green Book .) 
 Rental   rates can vary depending on the length of the rental period. There are 

hourly, daily, weekly, and monthly rental rates for most pieces of equipment, and each 
extended period of time yields lower rates. By inserting a time frame in which each 
rate will be in effect, an owner will be able to take advantage of those lower rates. The 
following will be helpful in that regard: 

  The   rates charged for equipment rental shall conform to the following periods of 
rental:  

    1.      If on any date a piece of equipment is used for more than three (3) hours, the 
daily rate of rental shall apply instead of the hourly rate.   

    2.      If in any week any piece of equipment is used for three (3) days or more, the 
weekly rental rate shall apply instead of the daily rate.   

    3.      If in any month, a piece of equipment is used for three (3) weeks or more, the 
monthly rental rate shall apply instead of the weekly rate.      
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     Costs that are not reimbursed 
 The   following are nonreimbursable costs: 

    1.     Salaries and other compensation of the contractor’s personnel stationed at the 
contractor’s principal offi ce,  except as specifi cally agreed upon and provided 
for in the contract;  an exception would be a project manager assigned to the 
project who is generally based in the home offi ce and may be responsible for 
managing multiple projects. In such a case, the project manager should maintain 
a daily log showing time spent on each of the projects he or she is managing.  

    2.     Expenses of the contractor’s principal offi ce or satellite offi ces  

    3.     Overhead and general corporate expenses  except as specifi cally provided for 
in the contract   

    4.     The contractor’s capital expenses  

    5.     Rental costs for machinery or equipment  except as specifi cally called for in 
the contract   

    6.     Costs due to the negligence of the contractor  

    7.     Any costs  not specifi cally included in the costs to be reimbursed;  this transfers 
to the contractor the responsibility to be specifi c about costs to be included 
and is meant to defray any arguments later that the contractor  “ forgot ”  to 
include one cost or another  

    8.     Premium pay for salaried employees of the contractor, sick pay, or vacation 
or holiday pay  

    9.     Costs that would cause the guaranteed maximum price to be exceeded 
(not including any approved change orders, which by their very nature 
change the GMP)    

 The   exclusion of reimbursable costs for contractor’s negligence and noncon-
forming work can also be included in the body of the contract, as this typical state-
ment indicates: 

  Costs   due to negligence or breach of contract by the contractor, or any subcontrac-
tor, or anyone directly or indirectly employed by any of them, or for whose acts any 
of them may be liable, including costs to correct damaged or nonconforming work; 
costs for disposing of or replacing materials and equipment incorrectly ordered or 
supplied, costs or losses resulting from lost, damaged, or stolen tools and equipment; 
costs for repairing damage to property not forming a part of the work; penalties, fi nes, 
or similar costs imposed by government agencies in connection with violation or non-
compliance with applicable laws, ordinances, or regulations by the contractor or their 
subcontractors or employees thereof.  

 These   lists of costs are not meant to be all-inclusive, but they can serve as a guide to 
the most accepted costs — both reimbursed and nonreimbursed — in the GMP contract 
format. 
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  A   construction contract cannot include and anticipate all potential problems; 
only the goodwill and integrity of the architect, contractor, and owner working 
together to establish a harmonious relationship can minimize those unforeseen 
events, Here are some pitfalls to avoid when considering a GMP contract: 

      ■      The scope of the work must be as clearly defi ned as possible. The design-
development drawings and the specifi cation manual will provide one such 
defi nition; the qualifi cations and/or exclusion/inclusion list is another.  

      ■      A complete statement of reimbursable and nonreimbursable costs is important 
to avoid misinterpretation of what is or is not reimbursable.  

      ■      The contract should include a provision allowing the owner to audit the con-
tractor’s book to ascertain fi nal project costs.  

      ■      The contractor should present his or her procedures for documenting project 
costs to ensure that all costs are appropriate and apply to the specifi c proj-
ect. The project superintendent and project manager should explain how 
they intend to segregate costs associated with the project to avoid comingling 
costs of another project.  

      ■      A periodic accounting method to track  “ costs to date ”  versus budget and pro-
jected  “ cost to complete ”  should be established by the contractor for review 
with the owner. This can be done on a monthly basis or some other agreeable 
time frame, but these periodic cost reviews will allow all parties to discern 
how actual costs compare with projected costs and whether the potential for 
any cost savings is realistic.    

 The   procedure for the documentation of costs to be included in the contractor’s 
monthly request for payment should be established. Receipted bills, delivery receipts, 
copies of subcontractor requisitions, the contractor’s payroll register refl ecting the 
individual, function, and corresponding labor costs, purchase orders, and the like are 
to be attached. A simple statement in the contract such as  “ Suffi cient detailed docu-
mentation of costs to allow for a reasonable approval of such costs shall be provided 
with the contractor’s monthly (or whatever period) request for payment ”  will suffi ce.   

    Construction-management contract 
 A   construction-management contract is often referred to as an  “ agency ”  contract, 
since the construction manager acts as the owner’s agent, performing work on the 
owner’s behalf on construction-related matters. This differs from the other contracts 
we have discussed, where the relationship between contractor and owner is at arm’s 
length and the contractor acts as an independent operator hired to build a project 
for an owner. In that scenario, the general contractor will negotiate and award sub-
contract agreements in the name of the  general contractor , whereas the construc-
tion manager will negotiate subcontract agreements and, after consultation with the 
owner, issue agreements in the  owner’s  name. CMs essentially provide a professional 
service; a contractor delivers a product — the construction project. 
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  There   are two basic types of construction managers (CM): a CM for a fee, who 
provides all services included in the contract and receives a fee based on a per-
centage of the fi nal project costs (which are not, however, guaranteed by the CM), 
and a CM at risk, who provides all services included in the contract and receives 
a fee, generally based on a percentage of costs, with the fi nal cost of the project 
guaranteed. 

 CM   fees are lower than those of general contractors because their risk is greatly 
reduced, particularly in the case of the CM for fee contract; in both cases, more of 
the CM’s costs are reimbursed by the owner instead of being absorbed into the fi xed 
estimate and included by the general contractor in the general conditions category 
of costs. 

 The   CM offers a wide range of services for the preconstruction phase, the con-
struction phase, and even the postconstruction phase of a project. In the precon-
struction phase, which some consider the most important phase, the CM will work 
with the architect and engineers to monitor costs as design progresses, offer informa-
tion about local costs and materials availability, draw on their experience with cer-
tain building systems and components, and assist in developing progress schedules 
for both design documents and construction activities. 

 During   construction, the CM will negotiate purchase orders for materials and 
equipment and will subcontract agreements, all of which will be issued in the own-
er’s name after consultation with the owner. The CM will provide supervisory staff 
such as project managers, project superintendents, and project engineers to manage 
the project in the fi eld and from the offi ce. He or she will scrutinize change orders for 
validity of scope and costs and advise the owner accordingly, assist in dealing with 
disputes and claims, and supervise all project closeout procedures. He or she can also 
coordinate and supervise separate contracts issued by the owner, such as those for 
furniture, voice and data equipment installation, interior decoration, and the like. The 
full range of construction-management services can be found in CMAA Document A-1, 
Standard Form of Agreement Between Owner and Construction Manager, which is 
included in Appendix A. 

 An   expansion of construction-management services is often referred to as program 
management (PM), which is basically the management of multiple ongoing, inter-
dependent projects for the owner. The PM will coordinate and prioritize all of the 
owner’s interrelated requirements relating to the construction project, such as those 
just mentioned, but also including installation of equipment, demountable offi ce par-
titions and furniture, artwork, relocation activities, permitting, environmental issues, 
and other regulatory agency matters. 

 The   CM approach has grown considerably in the past several decades for two 
basic reasons: It allows the owner to hire a construction professional to work with 
the architect during the crucial design phase when the CM’s up-to-date pricing and 
construction component information and means and methods of construction can 
assist the architect/engineers in producing a more inclusive set of plans and speci-
fi cations that more closely meet the owner’s budget. The CM can be hired solely 
for this purpose with an option to extend the contract for services during the 
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 c onstruction phase and beyond into postconstruction activities such as establishing 
and monitoring equipment maintenance schedules. 

 The   services of a CM during construction allow the owner to maintain a profes-
sional management team whose goal and allegiance are to look after the owner’s 
interests in those instances when an owner lacks such professional staff. The gen-
eral contractor, by contrast, actually serves two masters, the owner and his or her 
own construction company. 

 The   Construction Management Association of America (CMAA) defi nes CM work 
as follows: 

      ■      A project-delivery system comprised of a program of management services  

      ■      A project-delivery system that defi nes the specifi c needs of the project and the 
owner  

      ■      A project-delivery system to control time, cost, and quality, applied to a proj-
ect from conception to completion  

      ■      Professional services, under contract, provided to an owner  

      ■      A professional selected on the basis of experience and qualifi cations in the 
type of project under consideration  

      ■      A professional compensated on the basis of a negotiated fee for the scope of 
services provided    

 As   just mentioned, the services of a CM can be obtained for each phase of the 
project’s development.  In  predesign, the CM will work with the owner to develop 
a project-management plan, assist in the selection of an architect, develop a master 
plan for the entire project, develop a budget and estimate based upon the owner’s 
program, and develop a management-information system if required. 

 In   the design phase the CM will monitor the design consultant’s compliance 
with the owner’s program, review the design documents, revise the master sched-
ule if required, prepare estimates as needed, perform any value engineering required, 
prequalify bidders, advise on contract awards, conduct any pre- or postbid confer-
ences, and develop management-information services (MIS) programs for schedules, 
cost reporting, and cash fl ow. 

 In   the construction phase, the CM will provide project management, conduct 
cost-administration procedures, monitor safety on site, review and comment on 
change orders, supervise the project’s closeout and occupancy procedures, and stay 
involved through the entire warranty period. In the postconstruction phase, the 
CM can provide life-cycle analysis of major pieces of HVAC equipment along with a 
recommended maintenance schedule and assist in the preparation of those mainte-
nance agreements. 

 In   the beginning of our discussion on CMs, we mentioned that fees are lower 
than those for general contractors because of their limited exposure to risk in some 
instances and the reimbursement of many expenses that the general contractor 
includes as part of the lump-sum or GMP contract. 
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  The   CM fee does not represent the total cost to an owner. Other costs, called  “ reim-
bursable expenses, ”  are billed at a cost-plus add-on known as a  “ multiplier. ”  Multipliers 
can ranged from 1 to 2 or higher and relate to the increase of a basic cost to a billable 
one that includes the CM’s overhead and profi t. A multiplier of 1.5 means that the CM 
will bill the actual cost multiplied by 1.5, so a $100 cost will be billed at $150, which 
ostensibly includes the cost of processing those costs plus a small profi t. So it is neces-
sary to ask the CM what multiplier she uses for reimbursable costs and which reimburs-
able costs will be incurred on this project. 

 These   added costs can be considerable and should be identifi ed during the con-
tract negotiation stage. These costs are related to the fi eld offi ce, site expenses, and 
maintenance services and can include the following: 

      ■      The fi eld offi ce complex, trailers, delivery to the site, removal from the site, 
security fencing  

      ■      Field offi ce equipment: duplicating machines, computers, printers, miscella-
neous items such as hole punchers, staplers, telephones, scanners  

      ■      Utility connections for telephone, data communication, water, sewer, 
electricity  

      ■      Signage at the site entrance and for interior directions  
      ■      Offi ce furniture: desks, chairs, fi le cabinets, conference tables, whiteboards  
      ■      All IT-related costs, Internet connections, monthly charges, wireless costs, 

miscellaneous like batteries, memory cards  
      ■      Supplies for all offi ce equipment, periodic maintenance costs  
      ■      Copier, printer, and fax supplies — paper, cartridges  
      ■      Monthly utility costs: power, telephone, sanitary, water, gas (if applicable)  
      ■      Reproductions: copies of plans, specifi cations, sketches  
      ■      Automobile and trucking expenses and repairs attributable to the project  
      ■      Travel expenses  
      ■      Security required for offi ce trailers: installation and monthly costs  
      ■      Offi ce maintenance and cleaning services, debris removal  
      ■      Engineering, site surveys if requested/required  
      ■      Initial site-layout survey, interim surveys, fi nal site survey (as-built)  
      ■      Testing and inspection services as required  
      ■      Shop drawings: receipt, review, processing to architect/engineer, return to 

appropriate subcontractor/vendor, and follow-up action as required  
      ■      As-built drawings (either preparation or review and coordination with architect/

engineer and appropriate subcontractors)  
      ■      Safety and fi rst aid  
      ■      Photographs, videos as required  
      ■      Site security, fencing and security patrols, security lighting installation, main-

tenance, and monthly electrical costs  
      ■      Erosion control: installation, maintenance, and removal  
      ■      Access roads: installation and maintenance, snow removal  
      ■      Fire extinguishers: purchase, replacement, and maintenance  
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      ■       Personal safety equipment for CM staff: hard hats, ear and eye protection, 
shoes, boots, raingear  

      ■      Portable toilets in number suffi cient to accommodate number of workers, on 
site: delivery, maintenance, removal  

      ■      Site cleanup, debris removal, dust control  
      ■      Dumpster services if not provided by appropriate subcontractors  
      ■      Trash chutes to allow removal of trash from multistoried buildings to central 

point  
      ■      Pest control    

 These   general conditions costs are included as a lump sum in a general contrac-
tor’s stipulated-sum contract and in the cost-plus and GMP contracts, but unless 
these costs are capped in the CM contract, they will be accumulated and billed as 
they occur at the multiplier rate. It is important to discuss and possibly negotiate the 
terms of the multiplier and even ask for a lump sum for some other costs.  

    Design-build contract 
 Owners  , contractors, architects, and engineers have always explored project deliv-
ery systems that may prove to be more equitable to all parties. The lump-sum, com-
petitively bid project was seen as fraught with dangers when unqualifi ed contractors 
were allowed to participate in the bidding process. Risk aversion, sought by each 
party to the construction process, in many cases shifted too much risk from one party 
to another, resulting in claims, disputes, and litigation. The GMP contract approach 
provided a more equitable solution, since it is based on documented actual costs, 
and it caps the fi nal cost of the project (exclusive of any change orders). The CM 
approach gained favor, in part, because it was more owner-oriented. 

 Design  -build carries this search for the perfect project delivery system a little 
further, allowing owner, architect, and contractor to work in a team environment 
rather than as adversaries. As the name implies, this form of contract includes both 
the design and the construction components, and owners will fi nd themselves deal-
ing with one entity, a design-build fi rm, instead of contracting separately with an 
architect and engineer for design and a builder for construction. The design-build 
team can be created in a number of ways: 

      ■      A contractor who has architect(s) on staff or, conversely, an architect who has 
a staff of construction professionals can form the design-build team. In either 
case, both design and construction will be performed  “ in-house. ”   

      ■      A contractor who has a relationship with a design fi rm may decide to team 
up with an architectural fi rm and offer an owner services as a design-build 
team, generally as a joint-venture or limited-liability corporation (LLC) with the 
design consultants hired as a subcontractor.  

      ■      An architect may form the joint venture or LLC and hire a contractor as the 
participant.    
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  The   design-build process has many advantages that have been reinforced by 
results in both the private and public sectors. Design-build was virtually unknown 
in public works projects several decades ago, but it has now become an accepted 
option. 

 A   survey conducted by Pennsylvania State University’s College of Engineering 
reached the following conclusions: 

    1.     Design-build project unit costs were 4.5 percent lower that those using a CM 
at risk and 6 percent lower than conventional design-bid-build projects. This 
may be due to the provision of real-time cost estimates as the design-build 
project unfolds.  

    2.     Design-build projects increased construction progress 7 percent faster than a 
CM at risk and 12 percent faster than design-bid-build projects. As the design 
progresses, the design-builder can order long lead items; equipment such as 
elevators, heating, and air-conditioning equipment; and even the building’s 
structural system instead of having to wait until the design is completed and 
a contractor selection and contract award have been made. This results in a 
just-in-time delivery of key construction components, thereby substantially 
decreasing the length of construction.  

    3.     When the speed of design is factored into the more rapid construction cycle, 
design-build was 24 percent faster than a CM at risk system and 33 percent faster 
than the design-bid-build process. Under a design-build process, changes in 
design due to budget restraints are mainly held in check, and because design 
and construction planning and preordering of key materials track along with 
design, the entire cycle is foreshortened.    

 Other   professed claims of design-builders include additional control over costs 
impacted by infl ation because of the shortened time of the design and construc-
tion cycle. The higher cost of construction funding is reduced, since construction 
time is shortened, and, just as important, the facility is available for occupancy more 
quickly. And if the project is a rentable commercial project, this shortened time 
frame allows more rapid occupancy, representing real dollar value. 

 But   before everyone rushes to the door to call a design-builder, you must be 
aware that not all projects are appropriate for design-build. The following conditions 
need to be reviewed by an owner before deciding to make that phone call: 

      ■      Does the owner have the staff available to adequately extract the building 
program, defi ne those needs, and present them clearly and precisely to the 
design-build team?  

      ■      Will this team be able to dedicate all of its time to a lengthy, intense process 
beginning with program development and carrying through to design and 
construction?  

      ■      The design-build process will bypass any type of competitive bidding, and the 
owner may not be realizing the lowest price in the marketplace.  
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      ■       Unless the owner has staff experienced in both the design and construction 
process, he or she may have to hire consultants to perform these functions at 
added costs, which could be more than inconsequential.  

      ■      Not all states have legislation or licensing laws that permit combining archi-
tectural services and construction in one fi rm.    

 Probably   the most important component of the design-build process is the abil-
ity to succinctly convey the owner’s program to the design-build team. An owner 
embarking on a new project similar to a previous one is a good candidate for design-
build. The selection of the design-build team is another key component. 

 In   most design-build teams, the contractor is the lead team member, but many 
architect-led design-build teams exist as well. The design-build team must have con-
siderable experience in similar projects; for example, a fi rm that has successfully 
completed a half-dozen midrise commercial buildings would be a candidate for your 
midrise offi ce building, whereas a design-build fi rm experienced in distribution 
warehouses would not be.  

    Bridging contract 
 Another   form of what could be called a  “ contract ”  that approaches a construc-
tion project obliquely is bridging. Bridging is an option open to owners primarily 
involved in the design-build process, but it is equally adapted to other forms of proj-
ect delivery systems. Bridging is a process whereby an owner hires a design fi rm to 
produce a set of partially complete design documents (schematics) or design devel-
opment drawings that can be used to test the market for pricing or when a less than 
100 percent commitment has been made to proceed with a new project. With these 
schematic documents, an owner can control the fi nancial exposure to the project 
under consideration if he or she is unsure of the economic viability or is uncertain 
as to the extent of fi nancing available. 

 By   inviting contractors to submit proposals based on these bridging documents, an 
owner can also elicit suggestions from the contractors to possibly improve or change 
the design or effect cost savings. Once again, only those contractors who exhibit expe-
rience in the type of project under consideration should be invited to submit bids. 

 The   bridging bidding process can be divided into two phases: 

      ■      The request for proposal, which includes the bridging documents; bidders 
submit their qualifi cations in similar projects and other design-build projects.  

      ■      A short list of bidders will be requested to submit proposals to expand the 
project concept and to provide approximate costs and other pertinent infor-
mation to show that they understand the owner’s program.    

 Upon   receipt of the bids, an owner has several choices: abandon the project, 
direct the architect to complete the design in anticipation of proceeding to con-
struction via design-build, continue to complete the design with a design-build fi rm, 
or hire another architect to develop a modifi ed or entirely new design. 
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  Bridging   includes some legal issues. If another architect is engaged, the ques-
tion of who owns the design will be raised: Who is the architect of record and who 
assumes liability for the design? These issues should be addressed with the archi-
tect employed for the preliminary design and, if the project goes forward, should be 
reviewed with the design-builder. 

 The   Design-Build Institute of America (DBIA), the Associated General Contractors 
of America (AGC), and the American Institute of Architects (AIA) are all good sources 
for a list of design-builders in your area. Owners will generally look for the following 
qualifi cations when interviewing design-build fi rms: 

      ■      The fi rm’s fi nancial and bonding capabilities  

      ■      The fi rm’s experience in the type of construction being considered  

      ■      A track record of successful projects and technical engineering competence  

      ■      The experience of key design and construction personnel and support staff  

      ■      The fi rm’s overall experience in the design-build process  

      ■      The fi rm’s quality control program and administration  

      ■      The fi rm’s record of on-budget performance and on-time delivery performance    

 A   design-build selection process can be done in several ways: 

      ■      Direct selection: An owner can select a design-build fi rm after interviewing 
and vetting the qualifi cations.  

      ■      A negotiated contract can follow one of the standard design-build contract for-
mats available from AIA, AGC, or DBIA.  

      ■      Competitive negotiation: A short list of design-build fi rms will be requested 
to comply with the owner’s program and submit preliminary design criteria, 
cost, time frame for design and construction, and accomplishments regarding 
similar projects.  

      ■      Weighted criteria: An owner will establish a point system for evaluating pro-
posals, assigning points for various criteria. How well does the design meet my 
program? How well do the project systems (electrical, HVAC, etc.) fi t into my 
program? How does the cost enter into my selection decision? How is the bid-
der’s conformance to schedule? An owner may establish that design is worth 
25 points, systems 15, price 40, schedule 15, and other considerations 5. 
Evaluating proposals with this point system can provide a rationale for design-
builder selection.      

    THE GENERAL CONDITIONS TO THE CONTRACT FOR 
CONSTRUCTION 
 Another   standard contract usually attached to the construction contract is known 
as the general conditions. This document is actually like a  “ rules and regulations, ”  
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 game plan statement. It defi nes the roles of the owner, the architect, and the con-
tractor through construction, listing each one’s obligations and responsibilities and 
elaborating on certain events that take place during the process. The AIA Document 
is known as A201 General Conditions of the Contract for Construction; the AGC 
includes the general conditions in each type of contract form. 

    The AIA general conditions document 
 The   AIA document is the most prevalent form of general conditions contract. AIA 
A201 is divided into 14 parts, called articles, and we will examine each one, pointing 
out those sections that contain information of importance to an owner. However, it is 
suggested that an owner read this general conditions document from cover to cover. 

  Article   1.1,  general provisions, discusses the roles of the owner, the contractor, 
and the architect in administering the contract. This article should be read thor-
oughly because it contains some important safeguards for owners. 

  Article   1.2,  the  “ intent ”  of the plans and specifi cations, lists all of the items nec-
essary for the completion of the work and what can be  “ reasonably inferable from 
them as being necessary to produce the indicated results. ”  An owner may argue that 
if something is missing from the plans and specs but was  “ reasonable inferable, ”  the 
contractor may have to provide that work at no cost. 

  Article   1.5.2  requires the contractor to visit the site and become familiar with 
local conditions under which he or she will be operating. For example, there may 
not be enough room to store all materials on the site, so the contractor must make 
provisions accordingly. Tight access to the site may preclude deliveries by tractor-
trailer, or there may be noise-abatement provisions to follow in an adjoining site(s), 
precluding work late at night or on weekends. 

  Article   2.3  notes that the owner has the right to stop the work if the contractor 
fails to correct faulty work;  Article 2.4  notes that if the contractor fails to correct 
that work after receiving proper notifi cation, the owner can proceed with correc-
tive action and deduct those costs from any payments due the contractor. 

  Article   3.2.2  states that the contractor is required to review the plans and speci-
fi cations and to take fi eld measurements of any existing conditions relating to new 
work. If he or she discovers any inconsistencies with the plans and specs, he or she 
must notify the architect promptly. This is particularly important when the project 
at hand is an addition to an existing building or involves renovation or remodeling 
of an existing structure. 

  Article   3.8,  which covers allowances is important because it deals with those 
costs that must be included in an allowance item (See Glossary)  . Other parts of this 
article deal with construction schedules, shop drawing submissions, and permits 
and fees, all important issues. 

  Article   4.2.1  states that the architect will visit the site at various times and for var-
ious purposes, including the right to reject work and conduct routine inspections. 

  Article   4.3,  which covers claims and disputes, should be read in its entirety by 
an owner to become familiar with steps to take if a contractor raises an issue that 

The general conditions to the contract for construction
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 may result in a dispute or claim.  Article 4.4  deals with the resolution of a dispute or 
claim. The fi rst step is mediation, the second is arbitration, and the third is litigation, 
which should be avoided if at all possible. 

  Articles   5.1 through 5.4  relate to subcontractor relations, in particular Article 
5.4 — contingent assignment of subcontractors. If a general contractor defaults and 
the subcontract agreements are not assigned to an owner, the subcontractors may 
have no obligation to continue to fulfi ll their contract with the general contractor 
on that construction site for work required by their trade. If the contract does not 
have a subcontractor assignment clause, and if a general contractor default occurs, 
the owner or the replacement general contractor may need to acquire a new crew 
of subcontractors if the current group decides to quit work. If this were to occur, 
the cost of completing the remaining work will most likely increase greatly. But if 
assignment has been affected, these original subcontractors have cause to fulfi ll their 
original contract obligations, with the likelihood that some costs will be controlled. 
This is not to say that when a contractor defaults, even with existing subcontrac-
tors who are willing to assume their contractual relationship with a new contractor, 
additional costs will not be incurred but will only be a matter of degree. 

  Article   6.1.1  allows an owner to engage other contractors for other portions of 
work not under contract with the general contractor. However, a note of caution: 
If the general contractor is a union contractor, he or she may object to the hiring of 
a nonunion contractor to work alongside the union crews. It is best to check it out 
 before  bringing the other contractor on board. 

  Article   7 , which covers changes in the work, should be read all the way through. 
The method by which a change order is prepared, processed, and resolved is 
something that most owners will encounter more than once. I have devoted an 
entire chapter to change orders because of their nearly universal occurrence and 
complexity. 

  Article   8  includes progress and completion time defi nitions, as well as delays and 
extensions, another important section to read and understand in case the contractor 
has made the intention known to claim a delay in the project. 

  Article   9  outlines the procedures for submission and payment of the contractor’s 
requests for payment. It also defi nes  “ substantial completion ”  in Article 9.8, a term 
often misunderstood by both owner and contractor. Basically, when a project has 
reached the completion stage where it can be utilized for the purpose for which it 
was intended, it has reached substantial completion, and this will trigger a payment 
request by the contractor. Not all of the work must be completed in order to claim 
substantial completion; not all painting must be completed or some fl ooring may be 
missing, but if these items do not impact the occupancy of the building, the project 
has reached substantial completion. 

  Article   9.9  also includes the conditions under which an owner may occupy a 
portion of the building even though it may not have achieved substantial comple-
tion. For example, an owner may wish to install kitchen equipment in the employ-
ees ’  lounge while that area is under construction or begin to install low-voltage data 
communications wiring before areas are painted, ceilings installed, and so forth. 
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 This section establishes the rules for such partial occupancy. Final completion and 
fi nal payment are also included in this section. 

  Article   10  contains information regarding protection of persons and property 
and safety concerns. Hazardous material discovery, handling, responsibility (usually 
excluded from a general contractor’s scope of work), and procedures are included 
in this article. 

  Article   11  covers insurance and bond matters, which are generally spelled out 
more specifi cally in the contract for construction or included in the specifi cation 
manual. 

  Article   12  discusses correction of work deemed unsatisfactory by the architect 
and should be required reading for the owner. 

  Article   13  includes a miscellaneous provisions section relating to legal issues, 
rights and remedies, successors and assigns, tests and inspections, and statutory 
limitations. 

  Article   14  describes the ways in which the contract can be suspended or termi-
nated; if an owner gets to that point, however, surely an attorney will take over and 
review this section.   

    STANDARD CONTRACT FORMS 
 The   American Institute of Architects, the Associated General Contractors of America, 
the Design-Build Institute of America, and the Construction Management Association 
of America offer many different forms of standard contracts. Although an owner’s 
architect or engineer will provide them to the client, an owner may also wish to pur-
chase a copy beforehand to become more familiar with its contents. You can fi nd all 
of the standard forms on the organization’s website. The next sections discuss the 
most frequently used forms. 

    American Institute of Architects contracts 
 By   far the most widely employed contracts are those issued by the American Institute 
of Architects. The A series contains owner-contractor contracts, and the B series con-
sists of owner-architect contracts. A listing and synopsis of these two types of AIA 
contracts are included at the end of this chapter.  

    Associated General Contractors of America contracts 
 In   September 2007, the AGC issued a series of construction documents that included 
comments from 23 industry organizations representing, owners, contractors, sub-
contractors, sureties, and designers. These documents were identifi ed by AGC as 
ConsensusDOCs  . Here are some of them: 

    No. 200, Owner/Contractor Agreement and General Conditions (Lump Sum), a 
stipulated or lump-sum contract that includes general conditions  

Standard contract forms
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     No. 205, Owner/Contractor Agreement, Short Form (Lump Sum), similar to the 
preceding but for small, limited-scope projects  

    No. 22, Contractor’s State of Qualifi cations for Specifi c Project, similar to AIA 
Contractor Qualifi cation Statement  

    No. 222, Architect/Engineers Statement of Qualifi cations, similar to AIA’s archi-
tect qualifi cations statement but includes the engineers qualifi cation statement  

    No. 230, Owner/CM Agreement and General Conditions (Cost of Work), a contract 
between an owner and a CM where work is to be performed on a cost plus a 
CM fee basis  

    No. 250, Owner/Contractor Agreement and General Conditions for a GMP, a con-
tract at cost plus a fee with a guaranteed maximum price, with general condi-
tions included  

    No. 260, Performance Bond  
    No. 261, Payment Bond  
    No. 262, Bid Bond  
    No. 270, Instructions to Bidders on Private Work, lists items to be addressed 

when contractors are to submit bid proposals  
    No. 291, Application for Payment for GMP project  
    No. 292, Application for Payment for Lump Sum  
    No. 293, Schedule of Values, similar to AIA G703 Continuation Sheet     

    Construction Management Association of America contracts 
 These   are the relevant forms: 

    A-1, Standard Form of Agreement Between Owner and CM with CM as Owner’s 
Agent  

    A-2, Standard Form of Agreement Between Owner and Contractor  
    A-3, General Conditions Between Owner and Contractor  
    A-4, Standard Form of Agreement Between Owner and Designer     

    Design-Build Institute of America contracts 
 These   are the most commonly used DBIA contracts: 

    Document 501, Contract for Design-Build Consultant Services  
    Document 520, Standard Form of Preliminary Agreement Between Owner and 

Design-Builder  
    Document 525, Standard Form of Agreement Between Owner and Design-

Builder, payment is lump-sum  
    Document 530, Standard Form of Agreement Between Owner and Design-

Builder, payment is cost plus a fee with option for GMP  
    Document 535, Standard Form of General Conditions of Contract Between 

Owner and Design-Builder.  
    Documents 540, 550, 555, 560, 565, and 570 pertain to contracts between a 

Design-Builder and either a general contractor or a subcontractor      
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     DOCUMENTS SYNOPSES BY SERIES 
 The   documents listed in these synopses are organized according to their letter series, 
a system of classifi cation that refers to the specifi c purpose of each document. 

 Reproduced   with permission of The American Institute of Architects, 1735 New 
York Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20006

     A series 
    A101 – 2007 (formerly A101 – 1997) Standard form of agreement 
between owner and contractor where the basis of payment is 
a stipulated sum 
 AIA   Document A101 – 2007 is a standard form of agreement between owner and con-
tractor for use where the basis of payment is a stipulated sum (fi xed price). A101 
adopts by reference, and is designed for use with, AIA Document A201 – 2007, General 
Conditions of the Contract for Construction. A101 is suitable for large or complex 
projects. For projects of a more limited scope, use of AIA Document A107 – 2007, 
Agreement Between Owner and Contractor for a Project of Limited Scope, should be 
considered. For even smaller projects, consider AIA Document A105 – 2007, Agreement 
Between Owner and Contractor for a Residential or Small Commercial Project.  

    A101CMa – 1992 Standard form of agreement between owner and 
contractor where the basis of payment is a stipulated sum, 
construction manager-adviser edition 
 AIA   Document A101CMa – 1992 is a standard form of agreement between owner and 
contractor for use on projects where the basis of payment is a stipulated sum (fi xed 
price), and where, in addition to the contractor and the architect, a construction man-
ager assists the owner in an advisory capacity during design and construction. The 
document has been prepared for use with AIA Document A201CMa – 1992, General 
Conditions of the Contract for Construction, Construction Manager-Adviser Edition. 
This integrated set of documents is appropriate for use on projects where the con-
struction manager only serves in the capacity of an adviser to the owner, rather than 
as constructor (the latter relationship being represented in AIA Documents A121CMc –
 1991 and A131CMc – 1991). A101CMa – 1992 is suitable for projects where the cost of 
construction has been predetermined, either by bidding or by negotiation.  

    A102 – 2007 (formerly A111 ™  – 1997) Standard form of agreement 
between owner and contractor where the basis of payment is the 
cost of the work plus a fee with a guaranteed maximum price 
 This   standard form of agreement between owner and contractor is appropriate for 
use on large projects requiring a guaranteed maximum price, when the basis of pay-
ment to the contractor is the cost of the work plus a fee. AIA Document A102 –
 2007 is not intended for use in competitive bidding. A102 – 2007 adopts by reference 
and is intended for use with AIA Document A201 – 2007, General Conditions of the 
Contract for Construction.  

Documents synopses by series
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     A103 – 2007 (formerly A114 ™  – 2001) Standard form of agreement 
between owner and contractor where the basis of payment is the 
cost of the work plus a fee without a guaranteed maximum price 
 AIA   Document A103 – 2007 is appropriate for use on large projects when the basis of 
payment to the contractor is the cost of the work plus a fee, and the cost is not fully 
known at the commencement of construction. A103 – 2007 is not intended for use in 
competitive bidding. A103 – 2007 adopts by reference, and is intended for use with, 
AIA Document A201 – 2007, General Conditions of the Contract for Construction.  

    A105 – 2007 (formerly A105 – 1993 and A205 – 1993) Standard form of 
agreement between owner and contractor for a residential or small 
commercial project 
 AIA   Document A105 – 2007 is a stand-alone agreement with its own general condi-
tions; it replaces A105 – 1993 and A205 – 1993. A105 – 2007 is for use on a project 
that is modest in size and brief in duration, and where payment to the contrac-
tor is based on a stipulated sum (fi xed price). For larger and more complex proj-
ects, other AIA agreements are more suitable, such as AIA Document A107 – 2007, 
Agreement Between Owner and Contractor for a Project of Limited Scope. A105 –
 2007 and B105 – 2007, Standard Form of Agreement Between Owner and Architect 
for a Residential or Small Commercial Project, comprise the Small Projects family of 
documents. Although A105 – 2007 and B105 – 2007 share some similarities with other 
agreements, the Small Projects family should  not  be used in tandem with agreements 
in other document families without careful side-by-side comparison of contents.  

    A107 – 2007 (formerly A107 – 1997) Standard form of agreement 
between owner and contractor for a project of limited scope 
 AIA   Document A107 – 2007 is a stand-alone agreement with its own internal gen-
eral conditions and is intended for use on construction projects of limited scope. 
It is intended for use on medium-to-large sized projects where payment is based on 
either a stipulated sum or the cost of the work plus a fee, with or without a guar-
anteed maximum price. Parties using A107 – 2007 will also use A107 Exhibit A, if 
using a cost-plus payment method. AIA Document B104 – 2007, Standard Form of 
Agreement Between Owner and Architect for a Project of Limited Scope, coordi-
nates with A107 – 2007 and incorporates it by reference. 

 For   more complex projects, parties should consider using one of the following other 
owner/contractor agreements: AIA Document A101 – 2007, A102 – 2007, or A103 ™  – 2007.
These agreements are written for a stipulated sum, cost of the work with a guaran-
teed maximum price, and cost of the work without a guaranteed maximum price, 
respectively. Each of them incorporates by reference AIA Document A201 – 2007, 
General Conditions of the Contract for Construction. For single-family residential 
projects or smaller and less complex commercial projects, parties may wish to con-
sider AIA Document A105 – 2007, Agreement Between Owner and Contractor for a 
Residential or Small Commercial Project.  
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     A121CMc – 2003 Standard form of agreement between owner and 
construction manager where the construction manager is also the 
constructor (agc document 565) 
 AIA   Document A121CMc – 2003 is intended for use on projects where a construction 
manager, in addition to serving as adviser to the owner, assumes fi nancial responsi-
bility for construction of the project. The construction manager provides the owner 
with a guaranteed maximum price proposal, which the owner may accept, reject, or 
negotiate. Upon the owner’s acceptance of the proposal by execution of an amend-
ment, the construction manager becomes contractually bound to provide labor and 
materials for the project. The document divides the construction manager’s services 
into two phases: the preconstruction phase and the construction phase, portions of 
which may proceed concurrently in order to fast track the process. A121CMc – 2003 
is coordinated for use with AIA Documents A201 – 1997, General Conditions of the 
Contract for Construction, and B151 – 1997, Standard Form of Agreement Between 
Owner and Architect. 

  Caution  :  To avoid confusion and ambiguity, do not use this construction manage-
ment document with any other AIA or AGC construction management document.  

    A131CMc – 2003 Standard form of agreement between owner and 
construction manager, where the construction manager is also the 
constructor and where the basis of payment is the cost of the work 
plus a fee and there is no guarantee of cost (agc document 566) 
 Similar   to AIA Document A121CMc – 1991, this construction manager as construc-
tor agreement is intended for use when the owner seeks a construction manager 
who will take on responsibility for providing the means and methods of construc-
tion. However, in AIA Document A131CMc – 2003, the construction manager does 
not provide a Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP). A131CMc – 2003 employs the cost-
plus-a-fee method, wherein the owner can monitor costs through periodic review 
of a control estimate that is revised as the project proceeds. The agreement divides 
the construction manager’s services into two phases: the preconstruction phase and 
the construction phase, portions of which may proceed concurrently in order to 
fast track the process. A131CMc – 2003 is coordinated for use with AIA Documents 
A201 – 1997, General Conditions of the Contract for Construction, and B151 – 1997, 
Standard Form of Agreement Between Owner and Architect. 

  Caution  :  To avoid confusion and ambiguity, do not use this construction manage-
ment document with any other AIA or AGC construction management document.  

    A141 – 2004 Agreement between owner and design-builder 
 AIA   Document A141 – 2004 replaces A191 – 1996 and consists of the agreement and 
three exhibit: Exhibit A, Terms and Conditions; Exhibit B, Determination of the 
Cost of the Work; and Exhibit C, Insurance and Bonds. Exhibit B is not applicable 
if the parties select to use a stipulated sum. A141 – 2004 obligates the design-builder 
to execute fully the work required by the design-build documents, which include 
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 A141 – 2004 with its attached exhibits, the project criteria, and the design-builder’s 
proposal, including any revisions to those documents accepted by the owner, supple-
mentary and other conditions, addenda and modifi cations. The Agreement requires 
the parties to select the payment type from three choices: (1) Stipulated Sum, 
(2) Cost of the Work Plus Design-Builder’s Fee, and (3) Cost of the Work Plus Design-
Builder’s Fee with a Guaranteed Maximum Price. A141 – 2004 with its attached exhib-
its forms the nucleus of the design-build contract. Because A141 – 2004 includes its 
own terms and conditions, it does not use A201 – 1997.  

    A142 – 2004 Agreement between design-builder and contractor 
 AIA   Document A142 – 2004 replaces A491 – 1996 and consists of the agreement and 
fi ve exhibits: Exhibit A, Terms and Conditions; Exhibit B, Preconstruction Services; 
Exhibit C, Contractor’s Scope of Work; Exhibit D, Determination of the Cost of the 
Work; and Exhibit E, Insurance and Bonds. Unlike B491 – 1996, A142 – 2004 does 
not rely on AIA Document A201 for its general conditions of the contract. A142 –
 2004 contains its own terms and conditions. A142 – 2004 obligates the contractor 
to perform the work in accordance with the contract documents, which include 
A142 – 2004 with its attached exhibits, supplementary and other conditions, draw-
ings, specifi cations, addenda, and modifi cations. Like AIA Document A141 – 2004, 
A142 – 2004 requires the parties to select the payment type from three choices: 
(1) Stipulated Sum, (2) Cost of the Work Plus Design-Builder’s Fee, and (3) Cost of 
the Work Plus Design-Builder’s Fee with a Guaranteed Maximum Price.  

    A151 – 2007 (formerly A175ID – 2003) Standard form of agreement 
between owner and vendor for furniture, furnishings, and equipment, 
where the basis of payment is a stipulated sum 
 AIA   Document A151 – 2007 is intended for use as the contract between Owner and 
Vendor for Furniture, Furnishings, and Equipment (FF & E), where the basis of pay-
ment is a stipulated sum (fi xed price) agreed to at the time of contracting. A151 –
 2007 adopts by reference and is intended for use with AIA Document A251 – 2007, 
General Conditions of the Contract for Furniture, Furnishings, and Equipment. 
It may be used in any arrangement between the owner and the contractor where 
the cost of FF & E has been determined in advance, either through bidding or 
negotiation.  

    A195 – 2008 Standard form of agreement between owner and 
contractor for integrated project delivery 
 AIA   Document A195 – 2008 is a standard form of agreement between owner and con-
tractor for a project that utilizes Integrated Project Delivery. A195 – 2008 primarily 
provides only the business terms and conditions unique to the agreement between 
the owner and contractor, such as compensation details and licensing of instru-
ments of service. A195 – 2008 does not include the specifi c scope of the contrac-
tor’s work; rather, it incorporates by reference AIA Document A295 – 2008, General 
Conditions of the Contract for Integrated Project Delivery, which sets forth the 
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 contractor’s duties and obligations for each of the six phases of the project, along 
with the duties and obligations of the owner and architect. Under A195 – 2008 the 
contractor provides a guaranteed maximum price. For that purpose, the agreement 
includes a guaranteed maximum price amendment at Exhibit A.  

    A201 – 2007 (formerly A201 – 1997) General conditions of the 
contract for construction 
 The   General Conditions are an integral part of the contract for construction for a 
large project and they are incorporated by reference into the owner/contractor agree-
ment. They set forth the rights, responsibilities, and relationships of the owner, con-
tractor, and architect. Though not a party to the contract for construction between 
owner and contractor, the architect participates in the preparation of the contract 
documents and performs construction phase duties and responsibilities described in 
detail in the general conditions. AIA Document A201 – 2007 is adopted by reference 
in owner/architect, owner/contractor, and contractor/subcontractor agreements in 
the A201 family of documents; thus, it is often called the  “ keystone ”  document.  

    A201CMa – 1992 General conditions of the contract for construction, 
construction manager-adviser edition 
 AIA   Document A201CMa – 1992 sets forth the rights, responsibilities, and relation-
ships of the owner, contractor, construction manager, and architect. A201CMa – 1992 
is adopted by reference in owner/architect, owner/contractor, and owner/construc-
tion manager agreements in the CMa family of documents. Under A201CMa – 1992, 
the construction manager serves as an independent adviser to the owner, who 
enters into multiple contracts with prime trade contractors. 

  Caution  :  Do not use A201CMa – 1992 in combination with agreements where the 
construction manager takes on the role of constructor, gives the owner a guaranteed 
maximum price, or contracts directly with those who supply labor and materials for 
the project, such as AIA Document A121CMc – 2003 or A131CMc – 2003.  

    A201SC – 1999 Federal supplementary conditions of the contract for 
construction 
 AIA   Document A201SC – 1999 is intended for use on certain federally assisted construc-
tion projects. For such projects, A201SC – 1999 adapts AIA Document A201 – 1997 by 
providing (1) necessary modifi cations of the General Conditions, (2) additional con-
ditions, and (3) insurance requirements for federally assisted construction projects.  

    A251 – 2007 (formerly A275ID – 2003) General conditions of the contract 
for furniture, furnishings, and equipment 
 AIA   Document A251 – 2007 provides general conditions for the AIA Document A151 –
 2007, Standard Form Agreement between Owner and Vendor for Furniture, Furnishings, 
and Equipment, where the basis of payment is a stipulated sum. A251 – 2007 sets forth 
the duties of the owner, architect, and vendor, just as AIA Document A201 – 2007, 
General Conditions of the Contract for Construction, does for building construction 
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 projects. Because the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) governs the sale of goods 
and has been adopted in nearly every jurisdiction, A251 – 2007 recognizes the com-
mercial standards set forth in Article 2 of the UCC, and uses certain standard UCC 
terms and defi nitions. A251 – 2007 was renumbered in 2007 and modifi ed, as appli-
cable, to coordinate with A201 – 2007.  

    A295 – 2008 General conditions of the contract for integrated project delivery 
 AIA   Document A295 – 2008, provides the terms and conditions for AIA Documents 
B195 – 2008, Standard Form of Agreement Between Owner and Architect for Integrated 
Project Delivery, and A195 – 2008 Standard Form of Agreement Between Owner and 
Contractor for Integrated Project Delivery, both of which incorporate A295 – 2008 by 
reference. Those agreements provide primarily only business terms and rely upon 
A295 – 2008 for the architect’s services, the contractor’s preconstruction services, 
and the conditions of construction. A295 – 2008 not only establishes the duties of 
the owner, architect, and contractor, but also sets forth in detail how they will work 
together through each phase of the project: Conceptualization, Criteria Design, 
Detailed Design, Implementation Documents, Construction, and Closeout. A295 – 2008 
requires that the parties utilize building information modeling.  

    A305 – 1986 Contractor’s qualifi cation statement 
 An   owner preparing to request bids or to award a contract for a construction proj-
ect often requires a means of verifying the background, references, and fi nancial sta-
bility of any contractor being considered. These factors, along with the time frame 
for construction, are important for an owner to investigate. Using AIA Document 
A305 – 1986, the contractor may provide a sworn, notarized statement and appropri-
ate attachments to elaborate on important aspects of the contractor’s qualifi cations.  

    A310 – 1970 Bid bond 
 This   simple, one-page form establishes the maximum penal amount that may be due 
to the owner if the selected bidder fails to execute the contract and/or fails to pro-
vide any required performance and payment bonds.  

    A312 – 1984 Performance bond and payment bond 
 This   form incorporates two bonds: one covering the contractor’s performance and 
one covering the contractor’s obligations to pay subcontractors and others for mate-
rial and labor. In addition, AIA Document A312 – 1984 obligates the surety to act 
responsively to the owner’s requests for discussions aimed at anticipating or pre-
venting a contractor’s default.  

    A401 – 2007 (formerly A401 – 1997) Standard form of agreement between 
contractor and subcontractor 
 This   agreement establishes the contractual relationship between the contractor 
and subcontractor. It sets forth the responsibilities of both parties and lists their 
r espective obligations, which are written to parallel AIA Document A201 – 2007, 
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 General Conditions of the Contract for Construction, which A401 – 2007 incorporates by 
reference. A401 – 2007 may be modifi ed for use as an agreement between the subcon-
tractor and a sub-subcontractor, and must be modifi ed if used where AIA Document 
A107 – 2007 or A105 – 2007 serves as the owner/contractor agreement.  

    A441 – 2008 Standard form of agreement between contractor and 
subcontractor for a design-build project 
 AIA   Document A441 – 2008 is a fi xed-price agreement that establishes the contrac-
tual relationship between the contractor and subcontractor in a design-build project. 
A441 – 2008 incorporates by reference the terms and conditions of AIA Document 
A142 – 2004, Standard Form of Agreement Between Design-Builder and Contractor, 
and was written to ensure consistency with the AIA 2004 Design-Build family of doc-
uments. Because subcontractors are often required to provide professional services 
on a design-build project, A441 – 2008 provides for that possibility.  

    A503 – 2007 (formerly A511 ™  – 1999) Guide for supplementary conditions 
  AIA   Document A503 – 2007 is not an agreement, but is a guide containing model 
provisions for modifying and supplementing AIA Document A201 – 2007, General 
Conditions of the Contract for Construction. It provides model language with 
explanatory notes to assist users in adapting A201 – 2007 to specifi c circumstances. 
A201 – 2007, as a standard form document, cannot cover all the particulars of a proj-
ect. Thus, A503 – 2007 is provided to assist A201 – 2007 users either in modifying it, 
or developing a separate supplementary conditions document to attach to it.   

    A511CMa – 1993 Guide for supplementary conditions, construction 
manager-adviser edition 
 Similar   to A503 – 2007, AIA Document A511CMa – 1993 is a guide for amending or 
supplementing the general conditions document A201CMa – 1992. A511CMa – 1993 
should only be employed, as should A201CMa – 1992, on projects where the con-
struction manager is serving in the capacity of adviser to the owner (as represented 
by the CMa document designation), and not in situations where the construction man-
ager is also the constructor (CMc document-based relationships). Like A503 – 2007, this 
document contains suggested language for supplementary conditions, along with 
notes on appropriate usage.  

    A701 – 1997 Instructions to bidders 
 This   document is used when competitive bids are to be solicited for construction 
of the project. Coordinated with AIA Document A201, General Conditions of the 
Contract for Construction, and its related documents, A701 – 1997 provides instruc-
tions on procedures, including bonding requirements, for bidders to follow in 
preparing and submitting their bids. Specifi c instructions or special requirements, 
such as the amount and type of bonding, are to be attached to, or inserted into, 
A701 – 1997.  
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     A751 – 2007 (formerly A775ID – 2003) Invitation and instructions for 
quotation for furniture, furnishings, and equipment 
 AIA   Document A751 – 2007 provides (1) the Invitation for Quotation for Furniture, 
Furnishings, and Equipment (FF & E) and (2) Instructions for Quotation for Furniture, 
Furnishings, and Equipment. These two documents defi ne the owner’s requirements 
for a vendor to provide a complete quotation for the Work. The purchase of FF & E is 
governed by the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC), and A751 – 2007 has been devel-
oped to coordinate with the provisions of the UCC.   

    B Series 
    B101 – 2007 (formerly B151 – 1997) Standard form of agreement 
between owner and architect 
 AIA   Document B101 – 2007 is a one-part standard form of agreement between owner 
and architect for building design and construction contract administration. B101 – 2007 
was developed to replace AIA Documents B141 – 1997, Parts 1 and 2, and B151 – 1997, 
but it more closely follows the format of B151 – 1997. Services are divided tradi-
tionally into Basic and Additional Services. Basic Services are performed in fi ve 
phases: Schematic Design, Design Development, Construction Documents, Bidding 
and Negotiation, and Construction. This agreement may be used with a variety of 
compensation methods, including percentage of construction cost and stipulated 
sum. B101 – 2007 is intended to be used in conjunction with A201 – 2007, General 
Conditions of the Contract for Construction, which it incorporates by reference.  

    B102 – 2007 (formerly B141 – 1997 Part 1) Standard form of 
agreement between owner and architect without a predefi ned 
scope of architect’s services 
 AIA   Document B102 – 2007 replaces and serves the same purpose as B141 – 1997 Part 1. 
B102 – 2007 is a standard form of agreement between owner and architect that contains 
terms and conditions and compensation details. B102 – 2007 does not include a scope 
of Architect’s services, which must be inserted in Article 1 or attached as an exhibit. 
The separation of the scope of services from the owner/architect agreement allows 
users the freedom to append alternative scopes of services. AIA standard form scopes 
of services documents that may be paired with B102 – 2007 include AIA Documents 
B203 – 2007, Site Evaluation and Planning; B204 – 2007, Value Analysis; B205 – 2007, 
Historic Preservation; B206 – 2007, Security Evaluation and Planning; B209 – 2007, 
Construction Contract Administration; B210 – 2007, Facility Support Services; B211 –
 2007, Commissioning; B214 – 2007, LEED  ®   Certifi cation; B252 – 2007, Architectural 
Interior Design; and B253 – 2007, Furniture, Furnishings, and Equipment Design.  

    B103 – 2007 Standard form of agreement between owner and 
architect for a large or complex project 
 AIA   Document B103 – 2007 is a standard form of agreement between owner and 
architect intended for use on large or complex projects. B103 – 2007 was developed 
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 to replace AIA Documents B141 – 1997, Parts 1 and 2, and B151 – 2007 specifi cally 
with respect to large or complex projects. B103 – 2007 assumes that the owner will 
retain third parties to provide cost estimates and project schedules, and may imple-
ment fast-track, phased, or accelerated scheduling. Services are divided along the 
traditional lines of Basic and Additional Services. Basic Services are based on fi ve 
phases: Schematic Design, Design Development, Construction Documents, Bidding 
and Negotiation, and Construction. The architect does not prepare cost estimates, 
but designs the project to meet the owner’s budget for the cost of the work at the 
conclusion of the Design Development Phase Services. This document may be used 
with a variety of compensation methods. B103 – 2007 is intended to be used in con-
junction with AIA Document A201 – 2007, General Conditions of the Contract for 
Construction, which it incorporates by reference.  

    B104 – 2007 Standard form of agreement between owner and 
architect for a project of limited scope 
 AIA   Document B104 – 2007 is a standard form of agreement between owner and archi-
tect intended for use on medium-sized projects. B104 – 2007 is an abbreviated ver-
sion of AIA Document B101 – 2007. B104 – 2007 contains a compressed form of Basic 
Services with three phases: Design, Construction Documents, and Construction. 
This document may be used with a variety of compensation methods. B104 – 2007 is 
intended to be used in conjunction with AIA Document A107 – 2007, Standard Form 
of Agreement Between Owner and Contractor for a Project of Limited Scope, which 
it incorporates by reference.  

    B105 – 2007 (formerly B155 – 1993) Standard form of agreement 
between owner and architect for a residential or small commercial project 
 AIA   Document B105 – 2007 is a standard form of agreement between owner and archi-
tect intended for use on a residential or small commercial project that is modest in 
size and brief in duration. B105 – 2007 and AIA Document A105 – 2007, Standard Form 
of Agreement Between Owner and Contractor for a Residential or Small Commercial 
Project, comprise the Small Projects family of documents. B105 – 2007 is intended for 
use with A105 – 2007, which it incorporates by reference. B105 – 2007 is extremely 
abbreviated and is formatted more informally than other AIA agreements. Although 
A105 – 2007 and B105 – 2007 share some similarities with other AIA agreements, the 
Small Projects family should NOT be used with other AIA document families without 
careful side-by-side comparison of contents.  

    B141CMa – 1992 Standard form of agreement between owner 
and architect, construction manager-adviser edition 
 AIA   Document B141CMa – 1992 is a standard form of agreement between owner and 
architect for use on building projects where construction management services are 
to be provided under a separate contract with the owner. It is coordinated with 
AIA Document B801CMa – 1992, an owner/construction manager-adviser agreement 
where the construction manager is an independent, professional adviser to the 
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 owner throughout the course of the project. Both B141CMa – 1992 and B801CMa –
 1992 are based on the premise that one or more separate construction contrac-
tors will also contract with the owner. The owner/contractor agreement is jointly 
administered by the architect and the construction manager under AIA Document 
A201CMa – 1992, General Conditions of the Contract for Construction, Construction 
Manager-Adviser Edition.  

    B142 – 2004 Agreement between owner and consultant where the owner 
contemplates using the design-build method of project delivery 
 AIA   Document B142 – 2004 provides a standard form for the upfront services an 
owner may require when considering design-build delivery. The consultant, who may 
or may not be an architect or other design professional, may perform a wide ranging 
array of services for the owner, including programming and planning, budgeting and 
cost estimating, project criteria development services, and many others, commenc-
ing with initial data gathering and continuing through to post occupancy. B142 – 2004 
consists of the agreement portion and two exhibits, Exhibit A, Initial Information, 
and Exhibit B, Standard Form of Consultant’s Services. Exhibit B provides a menu of 
briefl y described services that the parties can select and augment to suit the needs of 
the project.  

    B143 – 2004 Agreement between design-builder and architect 
 AIA   Document B143 – 2004 replaces AIA Document B901 – 1996 and establishes the 
contractual relationship between the design-builder and its architect. B143 – 2004 
consists of the Agreement, Exhibit A, Initial Information and Exhibit B, Standard 
Form of Architect’s Services. Exhibit B provides a menu of briefl y described services 
that the parties can select and augment to suit the needs of the project.  

    B144ARCH-CM – 1993 Standard form of amendment to the agreement 
between owner and architect where the architect provides construction 
management services as an adviser to the owner 
 AIA   Document B144ARCH-CM – 1993 is an amendment to AIA Document B141 – 1997 
for use in circumstances where the architect, already under contract to perform 
architectural services for the owner, agrees to provide the owner with a package 
of construction management services to expand upon, blend with, and supplement 
the architect’s design and construction contract administration services described in 
B141 – 1997.  

    B152 – 2007 (formerly B171ID – 2003) Standard form of agreement between 
owner and architect for architectural interior design services 
 AIA   Document B152 – 2007 is a standard form of agreement between the owner and 
architect for design services related to Furniture, Furnishings, and Equipment (FF & E) 
as well as to architectural interior design. B152 – 2007 divides the architect’s services 
into eight phases: Programming, Pre-lease Analysis and Feasibility, Schematic Design, 
Design Development, Contract Documents, Bidding and Quotation, Construction 
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 Phase Services, and FF & E Contract Administration. B152 – 2007 was re-numbered in 
2007 and modifi ed to align, as applicable, with AIA Documents B101 – 2007 and A201 –
 2007. B152 – 2007 is intended for use in conjunction with AIA Documents A251 – 2007, 
General Conditions of the Contract for Furniture, Furnishings, and Equipment, and 
A201 – 2007, General Conditions of the Contract for Construction, both of which it 
incorporates by reference.  

    B153 – 2007 (formerly B175ID – 2003) Standard form of agreement 
between owner and architect for furniture, furnishings, and equipment 
design services 
 AIA   Document B153 – 2007 is a standard form of agreement between the owner and 
architect for design services related solely to Furniture, Furnishings, and Equipment 
(FF & E). B153 – 2007 divides the architect’s services into six phases: Programming, 
Schematic Design, Design Development, Contract Documents, Quotation, and FF & E 
Contract Administration. B153 – 2007 was renumbered in 2007 and modifi ed to align, 
as applicable, with AIA Document B101 – 2007. B153 – 2007 is intended for use in 
conjunction with AIA Document A251 – 2007, General Conditions of the Contract for 
Furniture, Furnishings, and Equipment, which it incorporates by reference.  

    B161 – 2002 (formerly B611INT – 2002) Standard form of agreement 
between client and consultant for use where the project is located 
outside the united states 
 AIA   Document B161 – 2002 is designed to assist U.S. architects involved in projects 
based in foreign countries, where the U.S. architect is hired on a consulting basis for 
design services and the owner will retain a local architect in the foreign country. The 
document is intended to clarify the assumptions, roles, responsibilities, and obliga-
tions of the parties; to provide a clear, narrative description of services; and to facili-
tate, strengthen, and maintain the working and contractual relationship between the 
parties. Because of foreign practices, the term Owner has been replaced with Client 
throughout the document. Also, since it is assumed that the U.S. architect is not 
licensed to practice architecture in the foreign country where the project is located, 
the term Consultant is used throughout the document to refer to the U.S. architect. 
B161 – 2002 was re-numbered only in 2007; its content remains the same as in AIA 
Document B611INT – 2002.  

    B162 – 2002 (formerly B621INT – 2002) Abbreviated standard form 
of agreement between client and consultant for use where the project 
is located outside the united states 
 AIA   Document B162 – 2002 is an abbreviated version of AIA Document B161 – 2002, 
Standard Form of Agreement between Client and Consultant. The document is 
designed to assist U.S. architects involved in projects based in foreign countries 
where the U.S. architect is hired on a consulting basis for design services and a local 
architect will be retained. The document is intended to clarify the assumptions, 
roles, responsibilities, and obligations of the parties; to provide a clear, narrative 
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 description of services; and to facilitate, strengthen, and maintain the working and 
contractual relationship between the parties. Because of foreign practices, the term 
Owner has been replaced with Client throughout the document. Also, since it is 
assumed that the U.S. architect is not licensed to practice architecture in the foreign 
country where the project is located, the term Consultant is used throughout the 
document to refer to the U.S. architect. B162 – 2002 was renumbered only in 2007; 
its content remains the same as in AIA Document B621INT – 2002.  

    B163 – 1993 Standard form of agreement between owner and architect 
with descriptions for designated services and terms and conditions 
 AIA   Document B163 – 1993 is discontinued and will be available only until May 31, 
2009. This three-part document contains a thorough list of 83 possible services 
divided among nine phases, covering predesign through supplemental services. 
This detailed classifi cation allows the architect to estimate more accurately the time 
and personnel costs required for a particular project. Owner and architect benefi t 
from the ability to establish clearly the scope of services required for the project as 
responsibilities and compensation issues are negotiated and defi ned. The architect’s 
compensation may be calculated on a time/cost basis through use of the worksheet 
provided in the instructions to B163 – 1993.  

    B181 – 1994 Standard form of agreement between owner and architect 
for housing services 
 This   document, developed with the assistance of the U.S. Department of Housing 
and Urban Development and other federal housing agencies, is primarily intended 
for use in multiunit housing design. AIA Document B181 – 1994 requires that the 
owner (and not the architect) furnish cost-estimating services. B181 – 1994 is coordi-
nated with and adopts by reference AIA Document A201 – 1997, General Conditions 
of the Contract for Construction.  

    B188 – 1996 Standard form of agreement between owner and architect for 
limited architectural services for housing projects 
 AIA   Document B188 – 1996 is intended for use in situations where the architect will 
provide limited architectural services for a development housing project. It antici-
pates that the owner will have extensive control over the management of the proj-
ect, acting in the capacity of a developer or speculative builder of a housing project. 
As a result, the owner or consultants retained by the owner will likely provide the 
engineering services, specify the brand names of materials and equipment, and 
administer payments to contractors, among other project responsibilities. B188 –
 1996 is not coordinated for use with any other AIA standard form documents.  

    B195 – 2008 Standard form of agreement between owner and architect for 
integrated project delivery 
 AIA   Document B195 – 2008 is a standard form of agreement between owner and 
architect for a project that utilizes Integrated Project Delivery. B195 – 2008 p rimarily 
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 provides only the business terms unique to the agreement between the owner and 
architect, such as compensation details and licensing of instruments of service. 
B195 – 2008 does not include the specifi c scope of the architect’s services, but rather 
it incorporates by reference AIA Document A295 – 2008, General Conditions of the 
Contract for Integrated Project Delivery, which sets forth the architect’s duties and 
scope of services for each of the six phases of the project, along with the duties and 
obligations of the owner and contractor.  

    B201 – 2007 (formerly B141 – 1997 Part 2) Standard form of architect’s 
services: design and construction contract administration 
 AIA   Document B201 – 2007 replaces AIA Document B141 – 1997 Part 2. B201 – 2007 
defi nes the architect’s traditional scope of services for design and construction contract 
administration in a standard form that the owner and architect can modify to suit the 
needs of the project. The services set forth in B201 – 2007 parallel those set forth in AIA 
Document B101 – 2007: The traditional division of services into Basic and Additional 
Services, with fi ve phases of Basic Services. B201 – 2007 may be used in two ways: 
(1) incorporated into the owner/architect agreement as the architect’s sole scope of ser-
vices or in conjunction with other scope of services documents, or (2) attached to AIA 
Document G802 – 2007, Amendment to the Professional Services Agreement, to create 
a modifi cation to an existing owner/architect agreement. B201 – 2007 is a scope of ser-
vices document only and may not be used as a stand-alone owner/architect agreement.  

    B203 – 2007 (formerly B203 – 2005) Standard form of architect’s 
services: site evaluation and planning 
 AIA   Document B203 – 2007 is intended for use where the architect provides the 
owner with services to assist in site selection for a project. Under this scope, the 
architect’s services may include analysis of the owner’s program and alternative sites, 
site utilization studies, and other analysis, such as planning and zoning requirements, 
site context, historic resources, utilities, environmental impact, and parking and 
circulation. B203 – 2007 may be used in two ways: (1) incorporated into the owner/
architect agreement as the architect’s sole scope of services or in conjunction with 
other scope of services documents, or (2) attached to AIA Document G802 – 2007, 
Amendment to the Professional Services Agreement, to create a modifi cation to an 
existing owner/architect agreement. B203 – 2007 is a scope of services document 
only and may not be used as a stand-alone owner/architect agreement. B203 – 2007 
was revised in 2007 to align, as applicable, with B101 – 2007.  

    B204 – 2007 (formerly B204 – 2004) Standard form of architect’s 
services: value analysis 
 AIA   Document B204 – 2007 establishes duties and responsibilities when the owner 
has employed a Value Analysis Consultant. This document provides the architect’s 
services in three categories: Pre-Workshop Services, Workshop Services and Post-
Workshop Services. The services include presenting the project’s goals and design 
rationale at the Value Analysis Workshop, reviewing and evaluating each Value 
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 Analysis Proposal, and preparing a Value Analysis Report for the owner that, among 
other things, advises the owner of the estimate of the cost of the work resulting 
from the implementation of the accepted Value Analysis Proposals. B204 – 2007 
may be used in two ways: (1) incorporated into the owner/architect agreement 
as the architect’s sole scope of services or in conjunction with other scope of ser-
vices documents, or (2) attached to AIA Document G802 – 2007, Amendment to the 
Professional Services Agreement, to create a modifi cation to an existing owner/
architect agreement. B204 – 2007 is a scope of services document only and may not 
be used as a stand-alone owner/architect agreement. B204 – 2007 was revised in 2007 
to align, as applicable, with AIA Document B101 – 2007.  

    B205 – 2007 (formerly B205 – 2004) Standard form of architect’s 
services: historic preservation 
 AIA   Document B205 – 2007 establishes duties and responsibilities where the archi-
tect provides services for projects that are historically sensitive. The range of ser-
vices the architect provides under this scope spans the life of the project and may 
require the architect to be responsible for preliminary surveys, applications for tax 
incentives, nominations for landmark status, analysis of historic fi nishes, and other 
services specifi c to historic preservation projects. B205 – 2007 may be used in two 
ways: (1) incorporated into the owner/architect agreement as the architect’s sole 
scope of services or in conjunction with other scope of services documents, or (2) 
attached to AIA Document G802 – 2007, Amendment to the Professional Services 
Agreement, to create a modifi cation to an existing owner/architect agreement. 
B205 – 2007 is a scope of services document only and may not be used as a stand-
alone owner/architect agreement. B205 – 2007 was revised in 2007 to align, as appli-
cable, with B101 – 2007.  

    B206 – 2007 (formerly B206 – 2004) Standard form of architect’s 
services: security evaluation and planning 
 AIA   Document B206 – 2007 establishes duties and responsibilities where the architect 
provides services for projects that require greater security features and protection 
than would normally be incorporated into a building design. This scope requires 
the architect to identify and analyze the threats to a facility, survey the facility with 
respect to those threats, and prepare a Risk Assessment Report. Following the own-
er’s approval of the Report, the architect prepares design documents and a Security 
Report. B206 – 2007 may be used in two ways: (1) incorporated into the owner/
architect agreement as the architect’s sole scope of services or in conjunction with 
other scope of services documents, or (2) attached to AIA Document G802 – 2007, 
Amendment to the Professional Services Agreement, to create a modifi cation to an 
existing owner/architect agreement. B206 – 2007 is a scope of services document 
only and may not be used as a stand-alone owner/architect agreement. B206 – 2007 
was revised in 2007 to align, as applicable, with AIA Document B101 – 2007.  
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     B207 – 2008 (formerly B352 – 2000) Standard form of architect’s 
services: on-site project representation 
 AIA   Document B207 – 2008 establishes the architect’s scope of services when the 
architect provides an onsite project representative during the construction phase. 
B207 – 2008 provides for agreement on the number of architect’s representatives to 
be stationed at the project site, a schedule for the onsite representation, and the 
services that the onsite representative will perform. The onsite representative’s ser-
vices include attending job-site meetings, monitoring the contractor’s construction 
schedule, observing systems and equipment testing, preparing a log of activities at 
the site, and maintaining onsite records. The owner will provide an onsite offi ce 
for the architect’s onsite representative. B207 – 2008 is a scope of services document 
only and may not be used as a stand-alone owner/architect agreement. B207 – 2008 
replaces AIA Document B352 – 2000.  

    B209 – 2007 (formerly B209 – 2005) Standard form of architect’s 
services: construction phase administration 
 AIA   Document B209 – 2007 establishes duties and responsibilities when an archi-
tect provides only Construction Phase services and the owner has retained another 
architect for design services. This scope requires the architect to perform the tradi-
tional contract administration services while design services are provided by another 
architect. B209 – 2007 may be used in two ways: (1) incorporated into the owner/
architect agreement as the architect’s sole scope of services or in conjunction with 
other scope of services documents, or (2) attached to AIA Document G802 – 2007, 
Amendment to the Professional Services Agreement, to create a modifi cation to an 
existing owner/architect agreement. B209 – 2007 is a scope of services document 
only and may not be used as a stand-alone owner/architect agreement. B209 – 2007 
was revised in 2007 to align, as applicable, with AIA Document B101 – 2007.  

    B210 – 2007 (formerly B210 – 2004) Standard form of architect’s 
services: facility support service 
 AIA   Document B210 – 2007 focuses attention on providing the owner with means 
and measures to ensure the proper function and maintenance of the building and 
site after fi nal completion. This scope provides a menu of choices of services, 
including initial existing condition surveys of the building and its systems, evalua-
tion of operating costs, and code compliance reviews. B210 – 2007 may be used in 
two ways: (1) incorporated into the owner/architect agreement as the architect’s 
sole scope of services or in conjunction with other scopes of services documents, 
or (2) attached to AIA Document G802 – 2007, Amendment to the Professional 
Services Agreement, to create a modifi cation to an existing owner/architect agree-
ment. B210 – 2007 is a scope of services document only and may not be used as a 
stand-alone owner/architect agreement. B210 – 2007 was revised in 2007 to align, as 
applicable, with AIA Document B101 – 2007.  
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     B211 – 2007 (formerly B211 – 2004) Standard form of architect’s 
services: commissioning 
 AIA   Document B211 – 2007 requires that the architect, based on the owner’s identi-
fi cation of systems to be commissioned, develop a Commissioning Plan, a Design 
Intent Document, and Commissioning Specifi cations. It also requires that the archi-
tect review the contractor’s submittals and other documentation related to the sys-
tems to be commissioned, observe and document performance tests, train operators, 
and prepare a Final Commissioning Report. B211 – 2007 may be used in two ways: 
(1) incorporated into the owner/architect agreement as the architect’s sole scope of 
services or in conjunction with other scope of services documents, or (2) attached to 
AIA Document G802 – 2007, Amendment to the Professional Services Agreement, to 
create a modifi cation to an existing owner/architect agreement. B211 – 2007 is a scope 
of services document only and may not be used as a stand-alone owner/architect 
agreement. B211 – 2007 was revised in 2007 to align, as applicable, with B101 – 2007.  

    B214 – 2007 (formerly B214 – 2004) Standard form of architect’s 
services: leed® certifi cation 
 AIA   Document B214 – 2007 establishes duties and responsibilities when the owner 
seeks certifi cation from the U.S. Green Building Council’s Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design (LEED ® ). Among other things, the architect’s services include 
conducting a predesign workshop where the LEED rating system will be reviewed 
and LEED points will be targeted, preparing a LEED Certifi cation Plan, monitoring 
the LEED Certifi cation process, providing LEED specifi cations for inclusion in the 
contract documents and preparing a LEED Certifi cation Report detailing the LEED rat-
ing the project achieved. B214 – 2007 may be used in two ways: (1) incorporated into 
the owner/architect agreement as the architect’s sole scope of services or in con-
junction with other scope of services documents, or (2) attached to AIA Document 
G802 – 2007,  Amendment to the Professional Services Agreement, to create a 
modifi cation to an existing owner/architect agreement. B214 – 2007 is a scope of 
services document only and may not be used as a stand-alone owner/architect agree-
ment. B214 – 2007 was revised in 2007 to align, as applicable, with AIA Document 
B101 – 2007.  

    B252 – 2007 (formerly B252 – 2005) Standard form of architect’s services: 
architectural interior design 
 AIA   Document B252 – 2007 establishes duties and responsibilities where the archi-
tect provides both architectural interior design services and design services for 
Furniture, Furnishings, and Equipment (FF & E). The scope of services in B252 – 2007 
is substantially similar to the services described in AIA Document B152 – 2007. Unlike 
B152 – 2007, B252 – 2007 is a scope of services document only and may not be used 
as a stand-alone owner/architect agreement. B252 – 2007 may be used in two ways: 
(1) incorporated into the owner/architect agreement as the architect’s sole scope of 
services or in conjunction with other scope of services documents, or (2) attached 
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 to AIA Document G802 – 2007, Amendment to the Professional Services Agreement, 
to create a modifi cation to an existing owner/architect agreement. B252 – 2007 was 
revised in 2007 to align, as applicable, with AIA Document B101 – 2007.  

    B253 – 2007 (formerly B253 – 2005) Standard form of architect’s 
services: furniture, furnishings, and equipment design 
 AIA   Document B253 – 2007 establishes duties and responsibilities where the archi-
tect provides design services for Furniture, Furnishings, and Equipment (FF & E).  The 
scope of services in B253 – 2007 is substantially similar to the services described in 
AIA Document B153 – 2007. Unlike B153 – 2007, B253 – 2007 is a scope of services 
document only and may not be used as a stand-alone owner/architect agreement. 
B253 – 2007 may be used in two ways: (1) incorporated into the owner/architect 
agreement as the architect’s sole scope of services or in conjunction with other 
scope of services documents, or (2) attached to AIA Document G802 – 2007, Amendment 
to the Professional Services Agreement, to create a modifi cation to an existing owner/
architect agreement. B253 – 2007 was revised in 2007 to align, as applicable, with AIA 
Document B101 – 2007.  

    B305 – 1993 (formerly B431 – 1993) Architect’s qualifi cation statement 
 AIA   Document B305 – 1993 is a standardized outline form on which the architect 
may enter information that a client may wish to review before selecting the archi-
tect. The owner may use B305 – 1993 as part of a Request for Proposal or as a fi nal 
check on the architect’s credentials. Under some circumstances, B305 – 1993 may be 
attached to the owner-architect agreement to show — for example, the team of pro-
fessionals and consultants expected to be employed on the project. B305 – 1993 was 
renumbered only in 2007; its content remains the same as in B431 – 1993.  

    B352 – 2000 Duties, responsibilities and limitations of authority of the 
architect’s project representative 
 When   and if the owner wants additional project representation at the construction 
site on a full- or part-time basis, AIA Document B352 – 2000 establishes the project 
representative’s duties, responsibilities, and limitations of authority. The project rep-
resentative is employed and supervised by the architect.  

    B503 – 2007 (formerly B511 – 2001) Guide for amendments to aia owner-
architect agreements 
 AIA   Document B503 – 2007 is not an agreement but is a guide containing model 
provisions for amending owner/architect agreements. Some provisions, such as a 
limitation of liability clause, further defi ne or limit the scope of services and respon-
sibilities. Other provisions introduce a different approach to a project, such as fast-
track construction. In all cases, these provisions are provided because they deal with 
circumstances that are not typically included in other AIA standard form owner/
architect agreements.  
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     B727 – 1988 Standard form of agreement between owner and 
architect for special services 
 AIA   Document B727 – 1988 provides only the terms and conditions of the agreement 
between the owner and architect — the description of services is left entirely to the 
parties, and must be inserted in the agreement or attached in an exhibit. Otherwise, 
the terms and conditions are similar to those found in AIA Document B151 – 1997. 
B727 – 1988 is often used for planning, feasibility studies, and other services that do 
not follow the phasing sequence of services set forth in B151 – 1997 and other AIA 
documents. If construction administration services are to be provided using B727 –
 1988, which is not recommended, care must be taken to coordinate it with the 
appropriate general conditions of the contract for construction.  

    B801CMa – 1992 Standard form of agreement between owner and 
construction manager 
 AIA   Document B801CMa – 1992 provides the agreement between the owner and 
the construction manager, a single entity who is separate and independent from the 
architect and the contractor, and who acts solely as an adviser (CMa) to the owner 
throughout the course of the project. B801CMa – 1992 is coordinated for use with 
AIA Document B141CMa – 1992, Standard Form of Agreement Between Owner 
and Architect, Construction Manager-Adviser Edition. Both B801CMa – 1992 and 
B141CMa – 1992 are based on the premise that there will be a separate, and possibly 
multiple, construction contractor(s) whose contracts with the owner will be jointly 
administered by the architect and the construction manager under AIA Document 
A201CMa – 1992. B801CMa – 1992 is not coordinated with, and should not be used 
with, documents where the construction manager acts as the constructor for the 
project, such as AIA Document A121CMc – 1991 or A131CMc – 1991.             
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  Contractors   can obtain bids by several methods, including by advertising in a local pub-
lication, which will elicit responses from a wide variety of contractors, or by selecting 
a small group of reliable contractors from business associates or local architects and 
engineers. Some companies prepare weekly bidding information to alert contractors 
that a particular project is in the bidding stages. The  Dodge Report  is probably the best 
known. This McGraw-Hill subsidiary distributes a weekly report in print as well as elec-
tronically to its subscribers, in which the project type, location, architect, and owner 
are listed along with the bid date, availability of plans and specifi cations, and a brief 
description of the project. Both public agencies and private owners use this source. 

 Most   private-sector owners want a more restricted list of potential bidders, with 
desirable and qualifi ed contractors sought out to submit bids. One way to achieve 
that goal is to prepare a contractor’s qualifi cation document and develop a concise 
and structured set of documents to establish the ground rules for the bidding pro-
cess. This requires preparing bid documents. 

 Depending   on the type of contract to be awarded, a slightly different set of bid docu-
ments will be required: one for a lump-sum contract award, one for a cost-plus contract, 
one for a construction-manager contract, and one for design-build. In any case, the fi rst 
step in the bidding process involves selecting a group of qualifi ed contractors, and that 
is accomplished by creating and issuing a request for qualifi cation (RFQ) form. 

 Some   owners side-step the bidding process by selecting a qualifi ed contractor 
whom they have worked with before, providing them with a complete set of plans 
and specifi cations and negotiating a contract sum after a series of give-and-take ses-
sions to resolve both the scope of work and the contractor’s fee. 

    THE CONTRACTOR QUALIFICATION PROCESS 
 When   preparing an open invitation to bid to the local construction community at 
large or to a selected group of contractors, a form called a Contractor’s Request for 

             Preparing the bid 
documents    5 

CHAPTER
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 Qualifi cation (RFQ) can be obtained from the American Institute of Architects or the 
Associated General Contractors of America. This form lists the information that the 
contractor submitting the bid on the project must provide. Whether the standard 
form or a modifi ed version for a specifi c type of project is used, the RFQ should 
contain requests for at least the following information: 

       1.     The contractor’s company name and mailing address, if it is a branch offi ce; 
the address of the main offi ce; and the phone numbers and e-mail addresses 
for both offi ces  

       2.     The legal structure of the organization: sole proprietor, partnership, corpora-
tion, limited-liability corporation  

       3.     Length of time in business; if it is a branch offi ce, the length of time the 
branch has been operational  

       4.     If the company has conducted business under any other name, the former 
name and the reason for the name change  

       5.     The name of the senior executive at the main offi ce or branch offi ce, which-
ever is applicable  

       6.     Current backlog: type of project, approximate dollar value, and dates of 
potential start  

       7.     Annual revenue for the past three years  

       8.     Three largest projects completed within the last fi ve years  

       9.     Names of corporate offi cers and experience  

    10.     Number of employees, both offi ce- and site-based  

    11.     Type of work, if any, performed by employees  

    12.     Names of the company’s primary bank and the executive in charge of that 
account  

    13.     Ability to provide a payment and performance bond and the limits of the 
company’s bonding capacity  

    14.     Limits of the company’s general, personal, and property insurance coverage  

    15.     List of any projects not completed and description of circumstances  

    16.     Notifi cation of whether the company has been blacklisted from any govern-
ment bidders lists  

    17.     Existence of a quality control program, and if so, attach to document  

    18.     Existence of a safety program, and if so, attach to document  

    19.     List of reportable accidents within the last year, and a copy of any OSHA vio-
lations within that period  

    20.     Indication of whether the company operates primarily as a union or merit 
shop or both    
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     Safety and quality issues 
 More   owners are expressing concern about quality control and safety issues. The 
two seem to be intertwined: A company with an outstanding safety record quite 
often devotes more attention to the quality of the work. 

 Safety   becomes an issue for several reasons. Serious accidents can impact the 
contractor’s performance, such as when a key member of a work crew is injured 
and must be replaced by an assistant. Quality can suffer, and schedule delays can 
occur during this transition period. No owner wants to see his or her name and new 
construction project on the front page of the local newspaper announcing an acci-
dent or fatality at that construction site. 

 The   bid documents should include a provision requiring the contractor to fur-
nish his or her past fi ve-year safety record and workers ’  compensation experience 
modifi cation rate (EMR), which is the  “ multiplier ”  used in establishing the workers ’  
compensation insurance rates based on previous accident rates. A modifi cation rate 
that is lower than 1.0 would be deemed acceptable. 

 Contractors   with a poor safety record will incur high EMRs, which in turn will 
increase their overhead; it takes three years of a good safety record to lower the 
EMR. The company’s safety program, to be submitted along with its safety record, 
should include the following: 

      ■      A statement of company policy  
      ■      The objectives of the accident-prevention program  
      ■      The duties and responsibilities of the safety director or safety coordinator  
      ■      The relationship of the fi eld supervisors administering the plan to the safety 

director or safety coordinator  
      ■      Procedures for reporting job-related injuries and illnesses  
      ■      Working rules of the safety program  
      ■      A hazard communications program (Hazmat), as required by OSHA  
      ■      Procedures for dealing with safety violations and safety violators    

 The   contactor must also report any state or federal OSHA violations for the past 
fi ve-year period. 

 The   ten most frequently cited OSHA violations are as follows: 

       1.     Scaffolding and construction falls  
       2.     Nonprotection of employees during construction  
       3.     Hazard communication  
       4.     Lockout/tagout (tags on defective equipment have been ignored)  
       5.     Machine guards (missing or removed at the site)  
       6.     Respiratory equipment (not being used when required)  
       7.     Electrical wiring  
       8.     Powered industrial trucks (hitting workers)  
       9.     Mechanical power transmission (failures)  
    10.     Ladders (inappropriately secured and poorly made)    

The contractor qualifi cation process
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  A   company with a formal quality control/quality assurance program has recog-
nized the need to maintain control over the quality levels of its work and the work 
of its subcontractors. 

 High  -quality work results in the elimination or substantial reduction of rejected 
work and less intense scrutiny by the architect and engineer, which may have the 
effect of reducing the owner’s inspection costs. A high-quality structure will result 
in reduced maintenance costs over the life of the building. 

 More   owners are recognizing the need for contractors to submit a quality control/
quality assurance program with their bid to inform the owner of the programs they 
have in place to monitor the quality of construction. The terms  quality control  (QC) 
and  quality assurance  are not synonymous. Quality control (QC) is the standard to 
which the construction material, equipment, or component has been designed to 
be incorporated into the project. Quality assurance (QA) is the process that verifi es 
that these quality standards have been met. 

 A   typical quality control and quality assurance program that appears in several 
project specifi cation manuals is shown in  Figure 5-1   . Each section in the specifi ca-
tions manual will usually include a section on quality control for the work included 
in that section.  Figure 5-2    is a part of the Division 4 Masonry specifi cations for this 
project and includes quality control standards for construction tolerances. 

 The   bid documents may simply state that each bidder is to submit a QC/QA pro-
gram that will be implemented if he or she is the successful bidder. The architect/
engineer can rule on the value of each bidder’s program and use this as a measure 
in the evaluation of each bid, along with the contractor’s other qualifi cations, safety 
record, and, of course, cost to determine  “ best value. ”   

    References 
 Have   you ever known anyone who provided a reference, either personal or business, 
that did  not  give the candidate a good report? A better approach is to call those listed 
references and ask them if they know of any other owners for whom the contractor 
worked, and then contact them. After their response, ask if they are aware of any 
other owners who hired the contractor. If any subcontractors who have previously 
worked with the general contractors can be located, they can also be a valuable 
source of information. Your architect and engineer can also make telephone calls to 
obtain information about the bidders. 

 It   is a good idea to prepare a matrix to be used when contacting contractor refer-
ences so the same questions are asked of all respondents. This list can include the 
following: 

    1.      How would you rate the contractor’s overall performance on your project?  
    2.     Did the contractor impact the project schedule negatively or fail to complete 

it on time?  
    3.     Did the contractor have a negative impact on your construction budget?  
    4.     Did contractor’s management and supervisory teams have continuity?  
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 FIGURE 5-1 

        A quality control general specifi cation.      
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    5.      Would you hire the contractor for your next project?  
    6.     Did the contractor work collaboratively with your architect and engineer?    

 When   more than three contractors have submitted bids, the selection process 
becomes a little more diffi cult. After reviewing and analyzing all requests for quali-
fi cations, an owner, in consultation with the architect, should consider creating a 
shortlist of bidders, generally confi ned to three qualifi ed builders. These shortlisted 
contractors will then be invited to submit their bids.  

FIGURE 5-1

Continued.
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 FIGURE 5-2 

        A quality control section in each specifi cation division. This one is in Division 4: masonry.      
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FIGURE 5-2

Continued.
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       The invitation to bid 
 The   invitation to bid process is also known as a request for proposal (RFP) and is 
accompanied by a number of instructions, which the AIA incorporates in the form 
A701 Instructions to Bidders. Specifi c instructions or requirements, such as bond 
requirements, specifi c levels of insurance to be met, and any unique requirements of 
the project at hand, will be included. 

 An   urban construction site with residential buildings close by may require the 
contractor to start and stop work within prescribed time limits. The construction site 
may have limited parking areas available, so contractors are alerted to the fact that 
offsite parking many be required and that parking may be restricted to certain desig-
nated areas offsite (to appease neighbors). 

 The   invitation to bid will include the location and costs to obtain copies of the 
bid documents and the plans and specifi cations, which are available at the architect’s 
offi ce or at the printing company designated by the architect. Reproduction of a 
set of plans and specifi cations can be expensive: for large, complex projects, a cost 
of $500 is not unusual. Most RFPs state that the contractor must pay a deposit for 
the bid documents; if he or she is not the successful bidder, the documents may be 
returned to the architect for a full refund. This statement must include a notice that 
the plans and specifi cations must be returned in good condition with no notations or 
comments on them. 

 While   owners usually provide the successful contractor with a certain number of 
copies of the plans and specifi cations, documents returned in good condition by the 
unsuccessful bidders can be given to the successful contractor. The architect will 
make the decision as to whether any returned drawings fail to meet acceptable con-
ditions and whether a deposit should be returned or denied. 

 Elements   of an invitation to bid include the following: 

    1.     The name and location of the project  

    2.     A brief description of the project  

    3.     The time and place where bids are to be returned with the bid form  

    4.     A statement as to whether the bid opening will be private or public (public 
works projects are always public bid openings, where each bidder’s price is 
announced along with any bid qualifi cations; most bids for private work are 
opened in private)  

    5.     Where a copy of the plans and specifi cations can be obtained, as well as the 
cost, indicated as either nonrefundable or refundable if in good condition  

    6.     A statement as to whether a bid bond and/or payment and performance bonds 
are required (generally, public works projects require a bid bond and payment 
and performance bonds; private-sector work does not require bid bonds)  

    7.     A statement that the owner may reject any or all bids at his or her discretion  

    8.     The specifi c requirements that the project demands    

The contractor qualifi cation process
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  Other   elements in a bid document include the following: 

      ■      Notifi cation of a prebid meeting (if applicable), where it will be held, and who 
will attend from the owner’s team (architect/engineer/owner’s representative)  

      ■      The bid format to be distributed at the prebid meeting or included in the 
package if no meeting is held, usually in the form of a schedule of values 
breakdown  

      ■      Bid-submission information: number of copies required, whether it is to be in 
an Excel or PDF format, and the time and place of submission of the bid  

      ■      The form of contract anticipated — for example, lump-sum or GMP  

      ■      Schedule of interviews, if applicable, with either shortlisted contractors or 
presumed  “ best value ”  contractor  

      ■      Date of proposed contract award to the successful contractor  

      ■      Requirement for the contractors to submit a staffi ng plan with names, posi-
tions, and job experience  

      ■      A preliminary milestone schedule to be provided by the owner, setting the 
anticipated date of the start of construction  

      ■      A request for bidders to submit a proposed list of subcontractors, which may 
alert the owner or the designer to acceptable subcontractors  

      ■      A list of preferred subcontractors and vendors with whom they have worked 
successfully in the past and wish to have the bidders consider if awarded the 
job; in some cases, the owner will actually direct bidders to select a subcon-
tractor or subcontractors as a condition of contract  

      ■      Whether MBE (minority business enterprises) or WBE (women-owned busi-
ness enterprises) are intended to participate or are required (if government 
funding is involved); this can be included, as well as the percentage the owner 
would like to see participate in the project  

      ■      A statement as to whether value-engineering suggestions will be accepted and 
evaluated as part of the selection process  

      ■      If any items are going to be prepurchased by the owner, a list of those items and 
anticipated purchase and delivery dates, along with a statement that the contrac-
tor will be required to accept and incorporate these items into the project    

 One   important provision in the invitation to bid is a  “ site visit ”  requirement to 
ensure that all existing site conditions have been observed by each bidder, whether or 
not they have been accurately shown in the bid documents (the plans). This is impor-
tant for a number of reasons. Let’s say there was an abandoned well in the location of 
the proposed building and it was not shown on the plans (for whatever reason) but 
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 was clearly visible if the contractor toured the site. The contractor, by virtue of the 
site visit, will have the responsibility to query the architect about this missing detail 
or be responsible for all work associated with dealing with this condition if awarded 
the job. 

 A   typical site-visit statement in an invitation to bid would look something like this: 

  By executing and submitting this proposal, the contractor represents that he 
has visited the site, familiarized himself with the local conditions under which 
the work is to be performed and correlated his observations with the require-
ments of the bid documents.    

 Without   this statement, the contractor could have a strong argument for an  “ extra ”  
claim to remove and fi ll that abandoned well, because it was not indicated on the draw-
ings and it represented additional work. Also, using this well situation as an example, 
if the well was clearly visible on a site visit and was not included in the drawings, the 
contractor would be obligated to request clarifi cation from the architect. The architect 
in turn would advise all bidders of this change and request them to include all work to 
remove the well in their bid or to note all such work as an exclusion. 

 When   the project requires extensive renovation and/or rehabilitation of an exist-
ing building, this site-visit statement or disclaimer takes on added signifi cance, and 
the requirement can be expanded to add the following: 

  Prior to bidding on the scope of the work, the contractor is to become familiar with 
the existing facility in order to fully understand the project. Special attention should 
be paid to (name and point out the areas of concern). Bidders are to notify (name 
of project architect) of any discrepancies, omissions, or variations noted on the 
drawings or in the specifi cations that are discovered during the bidding process.    

 When   rehab or renovation projects are being considered, a mandatory prebid con-
ference, preferably conducted at the site, will give all bidders the opportunity to ask 
questions of the architect and engineer to further defi ne the scope of work. There 
are usually signifi cant unknowns in rehab and renovation work, and most of these 
 “ unknowns ”  can be addressed at a walk-through at the site: 

      ■      What is the extent of removal of existing fi nishes back to a  “ sound substrate ” ? 
In other words, at what point does the contractor stop when he or she uncov-
ers more unstable fi nishes than indicated on the bid documents?  

      ■      Areas on the plans or in the specifi cations where a particular portion stipu-
lates that  “ any loose or unstable wall fi nishes are to be removed, whether indi-
cated in the plans and/or specifi cations or not ”  should require close attention 
by the inspecting bidder.  

      ■      Can the existing utilities be used by the contractor, and if so, how are the charges 
for power and water to be paid? If the contractor determines that new electrical 
or water service is required during demolition and prior to installation of perma-
nent power, whose responsibility is it to supply that  “ temporary power ” ?  

The contractor qualifi cation process
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      ■       Do the bid documents correctly indicate the items of work that will remain 
and the items of work that will be removed during the demolition process? 
Should the architect/engineer be more specifi c, possibly by spray-painting 
with a dab of fl uorescent paint the questionable areas?  

      ■      Is it possible to apply a new surface over an existing one in some areas where 
the existing surface appears to be unsound? If not, what is the contractor’s 
responsibility?  

      ■      Do any of the items have scrap value, and if so, who will retains ownership of 
the scrapped items?  

      ■      Have any bidders observed hazardous materials in the building other than 
those indicated on the drawings? Is the contractor’s responsibility after 
encountering hazardous materials clear? Generally, the architect requires the 
contractor to cease work immediately in areas where hazardous materials are 
suspected, notify the owner, and await instruction before proceeding.    

 As   questions are raised at the prebid meeting, the architect will take careful note of 
those questions, after which he or she will respond, in writing, to all attendees. The 
results of this walk-through, with any cost or time implications, will be added to the 
project’s scope and become an attachment to the contract for construction.   

    INSURANCE AND BONDS 
 The   architect, the lender, and the owner’s insurance agent all have a hand in deter-
mining the amount of insurance needed for a project. The types of insurance required 
for a construction project are as follows: 

      ■      Commercial general liability (CGL) provides the contractor with bodily injury 
and property damage liability coverage while contractors are working on the 
owner’s construction project. Generally an owner will require a minimum of 
$1 million in CGL insurance from a contractor.  

      ■      Contractor’s professional liability (CPL) protects contractors from claims of 
negligent acts and errors and omissions incurred in the course of their profes-
sional business. It includes loss of client data, software and related system fail-
ures, and claims of fraud. Owners generally require a minimum $1 million CPL 
policy from a contractor.  

      ■      Umbrella coverage provides coverage in excess of that included in the basic 
liability insurance policy.  

      ■      Builder’s risk, also known as course of construction insurance, provides cover-
age for loss or damage to any part of the project under construction that has 
already been paid for via the normal monthly requisitions submitted by the 
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 contractor. In effect, as the owner pays for a portion of construction, he or she 
actually  “ owns ”  that portion. There are two basic types of builder’s risk insur-
ance: all-risk, which covers all risks except those specifi cally excluded, and 
name-peril, which covers only those risks identifi ed in the policy. Generally, 
owners either exclude the builder’s risk policy or have the bidding contrac-
tors include the cost as an option or alternate.    

 Traditionally   an owner and a general contractor execute a construction contract with 
insurance limits established in the bid documents and the specifi cations. Included 
in the notifi cation of insurance limits, the contractor is also given notice that he or 
she cannot commence work at the site until the insurance certifi cates have been 
received and reviewed to ensure compliance with the contract documents. 

 Contractors   are to include coverage for workers ’  compensation, employer’s 
liability, and general liability. In addition, the contractor must name the owner as 
an  “ additional insured ”  on the contractor’s liability policies, which ensures that the 
contractor will defend the owner in the event of a third-party action. 

 The   construction contract includes an indemnifi cation clause that requires the 
contractor to hold the owner blameless for any loss arising out of the execution of 
the contract for which the contractor may be held liable. 

    Owner- and contractor-controlled insurance programs 
 For   large construction projects in the tens or hundreds of millions, an owner-controlled 
insurance program (OCIP) may be a cost saver. In most construction contracts, the 
general contractor is required to furnish all insurance coverage as required by that 
contract, and in turn he or she requires the subcontractors to comply with specifi c 
insurance requirements, so there are several layers of often repetitive coverage and 
associated costs. 

 The   OCIP process basically states,  “ General contractor and your subcontractors 
provide me (the owner) with the cost of insurance premiums for all of the required 
coverage on my project, and I will provide a blanket policy to cover everyone. ”  
The owner can then expect a credit to the construction contract sum, since both 
the general contractor and the subcontractors will have reduced their costs to exclude 
insurance coverage. A variation on this scheme is one in which the general contractor 
provides coverage for all of the subcontractors, which is called a contractor-controlled 
insurance program (CCIP). In both cases, these insurance products are meant to 
provide adequate coverage at a reduced cost. 

 Here   are some of the advantages of OCIP: 

      ■      Potentially lower insurance costs because of volume discounts  

      ■      Insurance requirements fi lled by the owner, allowing some contractors who 
couldn’t furnish policies with high limits to fulfi ll the job requirements  

      ■      Improved management of claims and loss control due to centralization  

      ■      Broader coverage with higher limits  

Insurance and bonds
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      ■       Faster provision of insurance certifi cates and more precise monitoring of expi-
ration dates    

 And   here some of the disadvantages: 

      ■      Additional administrative burden placed upon the owner  

      ■      Additional time and effort required to extract, analyze, and approve the cost 
of insurance from the general contractor and all subcontractors to ensure that 
the proper credit has been provided  

      ■      Signifi cant owner’s responsibility to monitor on-site safety because a con-
tractor’s inadequate safety program will cause more accidents and therefore 
increase premiums    

 For   certain projects, however, an OCIP or CCIP program may be benefi cial and, 
if considered, should be made a part of the bid documents.  

    Construction surety bonds 
 If   the contractor can provide a payment and performance bond, even when it may 
not be a specifi c requirement, this is an indication that the contractor has fi nancial 
strength, since the bonding company requires certain minimum fi nancial, manage-
ment, and cost-control standards. Bonds are not the same as insurance. Insurance is a 
loss-sharing mechanism that protects the policy holder from damages that may occur 
in the future, whereas bonds provide guarantees of contract performance, payment, 
and project completion. High bonding limits or capacities are prized by contractors, 
since they exhibit the three C’s of bonding: character, capital, and capacity. 

    “ Character ”  denotes the reputation of the contractor in the community where he 
or she operates. This requires a track record of successful projects with satisfi ed own-
ers and participation in community activities.  “ Capital ”  refers to strong fi nancial state-
ments and evidence of acceptable accounting practices.  “ Capacity ”  indicates strong 
management, a history of completing profi table projects, a strong estimating depart-
ment, and the presence of strong cost-control procedures. Capacity refl ects the abil-
ity of the contractor to successfully complete new projects. 

 The   Surety Association of America has developed a series of qualities that they 
attribute to a solid contractor organization: 

      ■      Contractors who have formal and on-the-job training for all levels of employees  
      ■      Logical, incentive-based compensation programs  
      ■      Tenure for proven fi eld supervisors and internal promotion wherever possible  
      ■      Depth at all levels of the organization  
      ■      Succession planning (since many small to midsize construction fi rms are fam-

ily businesses)  
      ■      An up-to-date distributed organization chart  
      ■      A culture of loyalty, ownership, and urgency  
      ■      Visionary, inspirational leadership  
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      ■       Low turnover  
      ■      Solid management of cash fl ow and overhead  
      ■      Profi t-focused company  
      ■      Timely payment of bills  
      ■      Reasonable growth without overextending resources  
      ■      Superior estimating skills and systems to manage costs  
      ■      Satisfi ed customers  
      ■      A well-defi ned market niche and a 12- to 36-month growth plan  
      ■      Closely managed projects with early warning systems to catch potential problems  
      ■      Litigation avoidance  
      ■      Only qualifi ed and interested family members in management  
      ■      A continuity plan with adequate life insurance    

 How   does  your  contractor fi t in this profi le? 
 A   bond involves three parties: the contractor, the owner of the construction proj-

ect, and the issuer of the bond.  When two interested parties are involved, such as the 
bank or lending institution that is fi nancing the project, these two interested parties 
are known as  “ dual obliges. ”   The following are the main types of construction bonds: 

      ■      A  bid bond  is a bond that guarantees that the principal (the contractor) will 
honor the bid if selected by the owner. If the contractor declines a contract 
when offered, the bid bond is forfeited and will be used to reimburse the owner 
for any additional costs required to select another contractor. This bond type 
is frequently used in public project bidding but rarely in bidding in the private 
sector. Bid bonds are usually required to cover 10 percent of the contract price.
A proposed $10 million project would in effect require a bid bond of $1 million.  

      ■      A  payment bond  guarantees that the contractor will pay all monies received 
from the owner to all subcontractors and for all material and equipment used 
to construct the project. Subcontractors and vendors are referred to as  “ ben-
efi ciaries ”  of the bond.  

      ■      A  performance bond  guarantees that the contractor will complete the project 
in accordance with the contract documents, including completion on the date 
included in the contract, adjusted by mutual agreement — for example, by the 
addition of  “ extra work ”  change orders or deletion of work.    

 Bonds   contain certain terms: 

      ■       Calling the bond  occurs when the owner notifi es the bonding company (the 
guarantor) that the contractor (the principal) has failed to live up to the terms 
of the contract by either failing to pay all subcontractors and vendors or fail-
ing to  “ perform ”  as required by the performance bond.  

      ■       Consent of surety  occurs upon successful completion of the project, with 
all debts paid and all contract obligations fulfi lled; the contractor will request the 
bonding company (surety) to acknowledge same, sign off, and cancel the bond.  

Insurance and bonds
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      ■       A  penal sum  is the amount of the bond, which is generally the amount of the 
contract. It is the amount of money the bonding company will pay in the event 
that the contractor fails to complete the terms and conditions of the contract.  

      ■       Dual obligee  denotes parties other than the contractor and owner that have 
an interest in the project, such as the bank or fi nancing institution. They will 
be added to the bond as another party having an interest in whether the con-
tractor succeeds or fails.  

      ■      The  guarantor  is the underwriter or surety company  

      ■      The  obligee  is the project owner and/or others if there is a dual obligee  

      ■      The  premium  is cost of the bond.  

      ■      The  principal  is the entity requesting the bond: the contractor, subcontractor, 
architect, or engineer.     

    Subguard 
 Subguard   is an alternative to a bond — actually an insurance policy provided by gen-
eral contractors to guard against default by subcontractors. This form of insurance 
protects contractors and owners against a defaulting subcontractor. While subguard 
does not cover the subcontractor’s losses, it does cover the losses incurred by an 
owner or general contractor in case of subcontractor failure. If failure occurs, the owner 
and general contractor will receive funds to pay for a successor subcontractor. 

 Developed   by Zurich U.S. Construction in 1995, subguard is less expensive thant 
a bond but generally carries a large deductible — as big as six fi gures — making it eco-
nomically feasible only on very large projects.  

    Letter of credit 
 A   further instrument for owner protection is the letter of credit. A bank-issued letter of 
credit is a cash guarantee that would freeze a portion of all of the contractor’s assets to 
pay an owner in case of contractor default. The letter of credit (LOC) is sometimes used 
as a substitute for a bond when a subcontractor or general contractor, for some reason, 
may not be able to obtain a bond or has reached the limits of bonding capacity and 
cannot obtain another one until he or she successfully completes a project, thereby 
freeing up the bond capacity.  A new contractor who doesn’t have a lot of experience 
may not meet certain bond qualifi cations and need a letter of credit.   

    GENERAL CONDITIONS 
 A   contractor’s estimate will be broken down into several basic components: 

      ■      General conditions: costs associated with the administration of the construction 
project  
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      ■       Costs of work to be performed by the contractor’s own forces, including 
labor, materials, and equipment  

      ■      Materials and other components purchased by the general contractor to be 
installed by a subcontractor, including items such as doors, hardware, and windows  

      ■      Subcontracted work  

      ■      Bonds, if required, insurance, and building permits (which may be listed as 
separate line items or included in the general conditions)  

      ■      The contractor’s overhead and profi t, generally indicated as separate items    

 The   general conditions categories are often displayed in different ways by differ-
ent contractors. But fi rst let’s look at a typical listing that most contractors use in the 
formulation of that portion of their estimate. Project administration costs include 
the following: 

    1.     Project management salaries  
    2.     Project superintendent salaries  
    3.     Field engineer(s), basically a project superintendent assistant who is employed 

for large, complex projects  
    4.     Field offi ce clerical personnel    

 Field   offi ce equipment and supplies include the following: 

    1.     Temporary offi ce trailer rentals, including costs to transport to and from site 
and to set in place  

    2.     Temporary offi ce utilities, including light, heat, power, water, and portable toi-
lets, and the cost of installing and monthly charges for connecting fi eld offi ce 
utilities to existing sources such as water mains and offsite electric lines      

    3.     Telephone services, including service connections, monthly charges, and data- 
communication services  

    4.     Offi ce cleaning and debris removal  

    5.     Offi ce furniture: desks, chairs, tables, fi ling cabinets  

    6.     Offi ce equipment, owned or rented: copy machines and supplies, plotters, 
     fax machines, computers, PDAs, shredders     

    7.     Offi ce supplies: envelopes, stationery, pads, pens and pencils, expedited 
     delivery services, postage       

 Security   services include the following: 

    1.     Alarm systems for the fi eld offi ce(s)  
    2.     Site alarm and fl oodlights  
    3.     Security fencing: installation, maintenance, and removal  
    4.     Security guard services    

General conditions
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  Safety   and fi rst-aid equipment and supplies include the following: 

    1.     Safety manager, either full- or part-time  

    2.     First-aid supplies  

    3.     Drug-testing supplies if required  

    4.     Fire extinguishers in the building under construction and in the fi eld offi ce(s)  

    5.     Barricades in the building or on the site to block off hazardous areas; labor and 
     materials to install and remove     

    6.     Safety materials such as personal protection equipment, hard hats, goggles, 
     hearing protection, safety vests, raincoats, and foot gear     

    7.     Pest control    

 Other   items include the following: 

    1.     Progress photographs or videos  
    2.     Preparation of record (as-built) drawings  
    3.     Schedule updates  
    4.     Electronic data-processing costs not associated with the contractor’s general 
     offi ce accounting work       

 A   listing of general conditions is important when analyzing and evaluating the 
contractor’s bid proposal. Some contractors include such general conditions items 
as project management costs in their overhead percentage, along with some related 
project administration costs. This will tend to increase overhead percentages but 
decrease the general conditions costs. Project management costs can range from 
$85,000 per annum to $150,000 and even higher for some very experienced manag-
ers, plus fringe benefi ts and possibly year-end bonuses as well. 

 When   evaluating bid proposals, you must look, of course, at not only the total 
project cost but the percentage of overhead and profi t that applies to both the con-
tract sum and future change orders, unless contract language dictates otherwise. 
How does the value of the general conditions compare with the competition? 

 Different   contractors may apply their overhead and profi t fi gures separately, 
while others will merely apply them together as one percentage. The two methods 
produce the same bottom line; if we assume the total is 15 percent, a single applica-
tion is slightly lower:

     $4,000,000    $4,000,000  $4,000,000 

   10% OH & P   400,000   5% OH & P   200,000   (applied as one) 

     $4,400,000    $4,200,000  $4,000,000 

   5% profi t  220,000  10% profi t  $20,000  $4,000,000 

   Total  $4,620,000    $4,620,000  $4,600,000 
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  We   discussed the need for a prebid conference when renovation and/or rehabili-
tation projects are concerned, but this important event is not limited to only those 
types of projects. Many other topics may come up at this meeting of all potential 
bidders, the design consultants, and the owner’s representative. 

 The   process for bid assembly will be discussed at the prebid conference. Bidders 
may need clarifi cation of some details or procedures that appear vague. This ques-
tioning period will be followed up with responses from the architect and engineer 
and possibly sketches to clarify the unclear details. This document will not only 
become a part of the offi cial bid documents but will also be included as an attach-
ment to the contract for construction. 

 One   important aspect of the prebid conference is to provide an opportunity for 
the builders to meet the architect and owner’s representatives for what may be the 
fi rst time and for the A/E team and the owner to meet the group of contractors. 

 From   experience, I can tell you that the tone of the architect and/or owner’s 
presentation is important because if it appears to be one of cooperation and reason-
ableness, contractors will be more interested in working with the design and owner 
team. But if they sense that the design team or owners will be too demanding or 
arrogant, some contractors will walk away. A tone of fairness and reasonableness 
exhibited by the architect and owner can defi nitely impact the way in which these 
contractors prepare their estimate. And the same would be true of the architect/
engineer and owner if a contractor appears to be argumentative or strongly opinion-
ated. Exhibiting an air of professionalism is required by both contractor and owner 
team at the prebid conference.  

    EVALUATION OF THE BID 
 The   bid documents are the place where instructions can be included that will 
allow the owner to better evaluate each contractor’s bid. It is not enough to merely 
require the contractors to include a bottom-line price. They should be directed to 
provide suffi cient details to allow for proper comparison with their competition. 

 Bids   do not normally fall within a very narrow price range — several may be 2 to 5 
percent apart — but one bid may be exceptionally low and another exceedingly high. 
When a bid is very high, the contractor for one reason or another may have made an 
estimating mistake simply by transposing numbers. Instead of punching in $30,000 for 
a particular component, the estimator may have inserted $300,000 by mistake. When 
a builder is very busy and does not need too much new work, he or she may submit a 
high bid with the thought that if they get the job, great, but if not, it is no big deal. 

 In   either case, when a very low or a very high bid is submitted, a call to the con-
tractor drawing attention to the seemingly excessive variation between the bid and 
other bidders may be necessary to review the estimate, uncover and correct any 
errors, resubmit, and thank you for the call. 

 The   architect may include a preprinted form on which the cost of each compo-
nent of construction is listed separately or simply ask each bidder to break down all 

Evaluation of the bid
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 components and price separately. A precise list of component breakdowns required 
is preferable because this will allow comparison of the total bid price and compari-
son of each element within the schedule of values from all bidders. 

 A   schedule of values may include these elements: 

      ■      General requirements  
      ■      Site work  
      ■      Concrete  
      ■      Masonry  
      ■      Structural steel and miscellaneous metals  
      ■      Carpentry  
      ■      Thermal and moisture protection  
      ■      Doors and windows  
      ■      Finishes (painting, fl ooring, ceilings), either listed together or by each type of fi nish  
      ■      Specialties (toilet partitions, louvers, lockers)  
      ■      Elevators  
      ■      Mechanical (HVAC)  
      ■      Plumbing  
      ■      Fire protection  
      ■      Electrical    

 Each   of these components can be expanded to further allow for comparison of bids, 
and this is the opportunity to do so. Concrete work, for example, if a major compo-
nent in the project, can be further broken down into these categories: 

      ■      Footings and foundations  
      ■      Concrete slab on grade  
      ■      Suspended concrete slabs (those above the fi rst fl oor)  
      ■      Equipment pads (for transformers and other equipment)  
      ■      Concrete walks and curbs ( if not included in the site work scope)    

 When   bids are returned, comparison can be more effectively analyzed when an 
extensive schedule of values is required for each major and even some minor com-
ponents of construction. This analysis would be similar to  Table 5-1   . 

 Two   bidders have general requirements in the same general range, but Bidder C’s 
general conditions are 10 percent higher than Bidder B and about 19 percent higher 
than Bidder A. But set this aside for the moment. Bidder C has signifi cantly higher 
plumbing and HVAC prices — $1.09 million versus $890 for Bidder A and $974 for 
Bidder B. The architect and engineer can query all three bidders to ensure that they 
understood the mechanical plans and specifi cations and, depending on their answers, 
a  “ best value ”  contractor can be selected. 

 In   the case where the apparent low bidder may have had some components priced 
signifi cantly lower than the other competitors, the reliability of the bid is in question. 
This scenario, with an abbreviated schedule of values, might look like  Table 5-2   . 

 It   would appear that Bidder D’s steel price and plumbing price are too high, so 
the $2.75 million bid is questionable. The bid price of $2.75 million is low, but why 
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 are the plumbing and steel prices so high? Is the contractor unable to attract com-
petitive subcontractors? In spite of the high prices in two important components, 
has the contractor underestimated some other items? If awarded the contract for 
construction, will the bidder suddenly fi nd himself in fi nancial trouble, which means 
that the owner will be in trouble? 

 In   this case, it would be advisable to have the architect meet with Bidder A and 
review in detail each element of the proposal to determine if it is proper, complete, 
and priced accordingly. Based on that review, the contractor will either remain in 
consideration or be eliminated. There may well be valid reasons for the seeming dis-
parity in the value of some of the line items, but without some exploration, the bid 
should be suspect. 

 Depending   on which form of contract is being considered, including a line item 
for the contractor’s overhead and profi t is advisable. If a lump-sum contract format 
is the one selected, the need for the contractor to list the overhead and profi t sepa-
rately may not be so important except that an owner should have the contractor 
state his or her overhead and profi t percentages for any change order work. When 
a lump-sum or stipulated-sum contract is being administered, the contractor’s actual 
overhead and profi t will be determined by the fi nal tally of actual costs versus the esti-
mate. If fi nal costs are higher than the estimated costs, obviously the profi t percent-
age will be reduced; on the other hand, if through effi ciencies or market conditions 
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 Table 5-1          Comparing Bids  

   Schedule of Value  Bidder A  Bidder B  Bidder C 

   General Requirements  $150,000  $165,000  $185,000 

   Site Work  $85,000  $92,000  $87,000 

   Concrete  $125,000  $115,000  $110,000 

   HVAC  $650,000  $685,000  $750,000 

   Plumbing  $240,000  $289,000  $340,000 

   Electrical  $260,000  $265,000  $272,000 

   Total Bid  $2.5 million  $2.7 million  $2.8 million 

 Table 5-2          Comparing Bids  

   Schedule of Value  Bidder D  Bidder E  Bidder F 

   Structural Steel  $275,000  $240,000  $238,000 

   Plumbing  $295,000  $245,000  $252,000 

   Total  $2.75 million  $2.95 million  $3.05 million 
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 the contractor is able to better the costs and therefore the profi t, he or she will keep 
that higher sum. However, in a cost-plus or GMP contract, stipulating the percent-
age of overhead and profi t is essential and will be incorporated into the winning 
bidder’s contract. 

 The   overhead costs are the costs to run the contractor’s business and are not par-
ticularly associated with the cost to perform and administer the contract work; the 
billable general conditions will reimburse the contract for project operational costs 
in the fi eld and some offi ce expenses such as accounting and legal. It is really the 
total of both that is important. 

 A   higher overhead percentage and a lower profi t percentage will generally vary 
slightly. There is a slight difference for contractors applying one percentage for both 
instead of separately. Let’s look at the following, assuming the cost of work is $2.5 million:

     $2,500,000    $2,500,000 

   7% OH  175,000  8%  200,000 

   Subtotal  $2,675,000    $2,700,000 

   5% profi t  133,750  4%  108,000 

   Total  $2,808,750    $2,808,000 

 Take   the same project  “ cost ”  of $2,500,000; by applying a combined 12 percent 
overhead and profi t, the bottom line becomes $2,800,000. 

 If   the project is a cost plus a fee or cost plus a fee with a GMP and any high-value 
items were purchased specifi cally for the project, they may have some residual value 
at the end of the project. The owner should be given the option to either take pos-
session of those items or have the contractor establish a residual value and offer a 
credit to the owner. This is nothing more or less than the concept of the cost-plus 
contract, in which the contractor is to invoice costs. If a desk, chairs, or computer 
has been purchased, the cost is the initial cost less residual value at project closeout. 

 Certain   items of equipment purchased by the general contractor in the course of 
construction will also have some residual value. For example, a $450 radial saw pur-
chased new for a 12-month project will certainly have some residual value at the end of 
the project, and the contractor will use that saw on other future projects. The residual 
value should accrue to the owner when a cost-plus or GMP project is in effect.  

    CONTRACTOR SELECTION 
 Assuming   that a contractor qualifi cation process has taken place, the bids have been 
evaluated, and the  “ low, responsible ”  bidder has been selected, a few more steps 
must be taken before issuing the contract. The architect and owner should meet 
with the builder’s team even if they met during a prebid conference. 
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  From   experience as a consultant to an owner, I can state that evaluating the team 
assigned to the project is as important as the initial contractor evaluation process. 
The construction company, in the eyes of the owner and architect, is only as good as 
the project manager and project superintendent assigned to the job. Using an inexpe-
rienced builder’s team on a complex project will create a great deal of problems, and 
the managers may fail to recognize and alert the architect or owner to any impending 
delays or mounting problems on the site. They may lose control over subcontractor 
operations and, in general, just be in over their heads. 

 The   architect/owner should request that the company’s project executive bring 
the proposed team members to a meeting, and they should bring their resumes. The 
architect and the owner should lead the discussion and question the project execu-
tive, the project manager, and the project superintendent: 

      ■      How do they plan to organize the project? Are they planning to have an assis-
tant super on site? Does the scope of work require one?  

      ■      Who will staff the fi eld offi ce?  

      ■      How can the architect contact the project superintendent and project man-
ager: land line, cell phone, e-mail?  

      ■      What additional supervisory staff will be on site?  

      ■      Can the superintendent provide a sample of the daily log? (The log documents 
job activity on a daily basis and should be fairly detailed.)  

      ■      How do they inspect the project for proper manpower requirements?  

      ■      How do they inspect the work to ensure conformance with the contract 
documents?  

      ■      What is the project superintendent’s daily schedule of work? When does he or 
she start and when does he or she leave the job? (This is not an eight-hour job!)  

      ■      How do they work with subcontractors? (The answer to that question should 
be  “ fairly and offering assistance whenever needed. ” )  

      ■      Do they prepare a one- or two-week look-ahead schedule that projects short-
term work-in-place goals?    

 These   are the people whom the owner and the architect will be working with 
over the next year or two, and if a comfort level is not established during these ini-
tial meetings, it is not out of the question to request another contractor team.          

Contractor selection
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 Although   one of the standard AIA, AGC, or CMAA contract forms may be used, the 
owner should consider a number of clarifying statements, attachments, and  additions 
when discussing the preparation of the contract for construction with an attorney. 
Few construction contracts are limited to  “ boilerplate ”  provisions, and they can be 
customized to fi t the project at hand. 

 A   standard contract format contains the following broad categories: 

      ■      The Work (capitalized) of the contract is the description of the work as set 
forth in the plans, specifi cations, and other documents that defi ne or expand 
them, as well as addenda, revisions, and so on.  

      ■      The date of commencement of Work and the date of completion  

      ■      The contract sum  

      ■      Contractor payment schedules  

      ■      Final payment requirements  

      ■      Procedures for contract modifi cations, increasing or decreasing the scope of 
work, and associated cost- and time-related implications    

 Each   one of these broad segments can be expanded with the insertion of  specifi c 
contract language regarding the owner, architect, and contractor obligations and 
responsibilities, contract administration processes, safety and insurance issues, and 
specifi c project-management requirements. 

 An   attorney who is well versed in construction contracts will guide the owner 
through the complicated process of developing a contract that is not only fair to all par-
ties but includes provisions to protect the owner from unforeseen events, contractor and 
subcontractor defaults, and assorted claims presented during the course of construction. 

 Many   of the provisions in the contract between owner and general contractor are 
passed on to the subcontractor via the general contractor’s subcontract agreement, so 

              The construction contract    6 
CHAPTER
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many of the articles in that owner-contractor agreement may also apply to subcon-
tractors and vendors engaged by the general contractor. As previously discussed, the 
terms and conditions in the owner-contractor agreement are made available by the 
general contractor for inspection by any subcontractor or supplier wishing to do so. 

 All   of the special conditions customizing the project at hand can be inserted 
within the contract by the use of attachments referred to as  “ exhibits. ”  One of 
the fi rst exhibits to be presented by the contractor for review and approval by the 
owner and subsequent inclusion in the contract will be the schedule of values. 

    SCHEDULE-OF-VALUES EXHIBIT 
 After   execution of the contract and prior to commencement of work, the architect 
will request the contractor to submit what is called a schedule of values for the 
 project. This schedule will list the assigned value the contractor places on each com-
ponent of construction.  Figure 6-1    is a sample schedule of values where each item 
is identifi ed by its CSI specifi cation number: Section 1 — General conditions; Section 
2 — Sitework; Section 3 — Concrete; and so forth, each listed with a brief description. 

 When   discussing proposed contract requirements with the general contractor, 
he or she should be asked to submit a schedule of values for review and approval 
by the architect and owner; upon approval, it will be included as a contract exhibit. 
If a value is in question, the general contractor should provide suffi cient supporting 
documents to justify it. 

 The   designation of component costs is important because, once approved by the 
architect and owner, it becomes the basis for establishing values used to calculate 
progress payments. If suffi cient detail is not provided or more detailed breakdowns 
are required, the contractor should be advised to produce them. 

 Quite   often when a few construction components are of signifi cant cost,  further 
detail may be required in order to analyze their value properly. And since the approved 
schedule of values will be used as the basis of the contractor’s application for payment, 
more information may be required so the architect and owner can review the status of 
work-in-place and compare against the total value of a particular line item. 

 For   example, giving a value of $125,000 for doors and windows may be insuf-
fi cient to discern that 35 percent of that item has been completed as of the date of 
the application for payment, but if the schedule of values was broken down  further 
into $75,000 for windows and $50,000 for doors, the analysis is easier. An even 
 further breakdown of labor and materials would make it simpler still:

   Windows: Labor $30,000  Materials $45,000  Total $75,000 

   Doors and Hardware: $50,000     
   Labor $12,000  Materials $30,000  Total $50,000 

   Hardware $8,000     
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 FIGURE 6-1  

       A Schedule of Values with each Item No. listed according to the Construction Specifi cations 
Institute (CSI) numbering classifi cation.    
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 Since   the owner will be submitting payment to the contractor based on the 
 percentage of work completed as represented by the schedule of values, paying 
more than the actual value of the work may create a problem if the general contrac-
tor defaults on the project; the owner will have paid more than the work is worth, 
leaving less funds to complete the project. 

 The   cutoff date for the value of work in place for requisition purposes is another 
topic to be addressed. A standard contract provision regarding progress payments is 
as follows: 

  The Contractor shall submit the Application for Payment to the Architect on 
the 7th day (or whatever early date is determined) of each month for the cost 
of work performed during the preceding month.    

 Quite   often a contractor will  “ project ”  the amount of work he or she expects 
to complete by that day or whatever date is indicated, and in many instances, he 
or she will be close to that projected value — but not always. If the project is in 
the site work stage and the contractor has projected the amount to be  completed 
for payment purposes but it rains for fi ve days, he or she will not have put in 
place the value of the work initially committed. In countering a claim like this, 
the contractor will state that the 10 percent retainage withheld from each pay-
ment request will compensate for any shortfalls in the estimate of completed 
work. In some ways that explanation offers some security to the owner (but not 
really). 

 Retainage   and completed work are two different issues: Retainage is money 
withheld to ensure satisfactory completion of the project. The amount approved for 
 payment is the value of work in place at the time of the payment request, verifi ed 
by the architect. 

 There   is another way to address the percentage. The contract can stipulate 
that the contractor is to request payment for all work completed as of the date of 
the application for payment. If that is the case, the architect and owner have the 
responsibility to promptly process the contractor’s request for payment, because, 
by continuing to work while the payment request is being processed, the builder 
will actually be placing much more value in place. The practice of  “ projecting ”  costs 
should be discouraged for the reasons just mentioned. 

 The   other concern when reviewing the contractor’s proposed schedule of values 
is determining whether there is any evidence of  “ front-end loading. ”  Owners may 
hear this term when a discussion of the schedule of values takes place. Certain work 
tasks take place early in the construction process: Site work, underground site utility 
installation, and concrete foundations are all early activities. 

 When   a contractor  “ front-end loads ”  her schedule of values, she assigns more 
value (cost) to those early activities than their true value. If the progress payment 
is approved on that front-end-loaded basis, the contractor will have received more 
money than the value of the work put in place at that time. This affects an owner 
in several ways. The owner will have borrowed more construction fi nancing funds 
for a longer period of time than necessary, thereby incurring more interest costs. 
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But just as important, if the contractor had front-end-loaded the project and subse-
quently defaulted on the contract, the owner may have paid out more money than 
the actual value of work in place at the time of the default. The remaining funds 
may not be suffi cient to pick up the pieces and negotiate a contract with another 
contractor. Reviewing the contractor’s proposed schedule of values with the 
front-end-loading concept in mind is another task for the architect and owner to 
consider.  

    EXHIBITS 
 Standard   contracts are frequently expanded by adding specifi c terms and con-
ditions to standard provisions by the use of exhibits to elaborate on the unique 
requirements of the current project. Exhibits list many of the modifi cations, ampli-
fi cations, and additions to the basic contract form. One or more exhibits, labeled 
either Exhibit 1, 2, 3, or A, B, C, become integral parts of the standard contract 
and  elaborate and expand on qualifi cations, inclusions and exclusions, approved 
 management hourly rates, contract alternates and allowance items, milestone com-
pletion  schedules, the detailed schedule of values, unit prices, special insurance 
requirements, and lien waiver requirements. 

 From   the general contractor’s viewpoint, the need to explain and clarify various 
portions of a contract and lessen or avoid disputes and disagreements is welcomed. 
 Figure 6-2    shows Exhibit J, an exclusion and clarifi cation list.  Figure 6-3    shows a 
more detailed clarifi cation and exclusion list developed according to each specifi ca-
tion section — in this case, for Division 1: General Conditions. 

 An   alternate exhibit can be created to serve many purposes. In a cost-plus-fee 
GMP contract, an owner may wish to have the option to add work if it looks as 
if there may be some savings accruing from the contractor or if added funding 
becomes available as the project progresses. This can also apply to lump-sum and 
construction-management (CM) contracts when there are no savings provisions but 
an owner would like the option to add work at predetermined costs at certain times 
during the project. 

    Alternate exhibits 
 Alternates   can be included in the bid documents where contractors ’  proposals are 
requested to include costs for potential added work, or these items can be negoti-
ated with the selected contractor as a value assigned to each alternate and incorpo-
rated in the contract for construction. In fact, if the alternates have been included 
in the bid documents, the owner will receive several prices on each alternate, 
which might help determine the true value for that work when negotiating the con-
tract with the successful bidder. A slightly higher contract price but a lower price 
for one or more alternates that the owner expects to accept might actually result in 
a better deal. 

Exhibits
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 The   use of alternates allows the owner to consider adding work while not 
 committing to the work in the contract. It gives an owner a little breathing room to 
 consider adding more scope and more money to the project as work progresses or 
as funds become available. A simple alternate clause would be similar to this: 

 Alternate   No.1 — $28,000 — Add a kitchenette to the Employee’s Lounge (Room 
244) to include cabinets, sink, dishwasher, disposal, laminate countertop, 

 FIGURE 6-2  

       A contract Exhibit. This one an Exclusion and Clarifi cations listing for an urban renovation project.    
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 FIGURE 6-3  

       Another Exclusions and Clarifi cations Exhibit, this one was more detailed and began with CSI 
Specifi cation Section 1-General Conditions.    
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plumbing, exhaust fan and lighting, fi ve 120/240-volt outlets, including all 
related mechanical, plumbing, and electrical rough-ins per Plainfi eld Architect 
drawing SK-25, dated June 15, 2009. 

 Note   that some work can be added via a narrative and a small a sketch, but other 
alternates require an architect/engineering drawing to fully defi ne the work. 

 The   time frame in which an alternate can be accepted or rejected should be 
included somewhere in the contract or directly after the description of the work. 
The owner may be required to accept or decline the alternate work in a time frame 
where it can be incorporated in the normal fl ow of contract work. In the preced-
ing kitchenette example, the contractor prepared the estimate for this alternate 
based on having the authority to proceed before the walls in the lounge were 
completed in order to install the necessary plumbing and electrical rough-in work 
required before those walls were sheetrocked. 

 Also   in the case of this kitchenette work, the contractor might qualify the alter-
nate by stating that the work must be accepted before the date indicated in the 
progress schedule when this area is to be sheetrocked, or the contractor can include 
a specifi c date when it must be accepted or rejected. If the alternate is accepted 
after this date or when the work in that area has been completed, the owner 
should be prepared to incur extra costs if this window of acceptability was not met 
and work in place must be removed to accommodate the alternate.  

    Allowance exhibits 
 Another   method of creating a delay in deciding to add or change an item of work 
can be accomplished with a separate allowance exhibit or combined in an alternate-
allowance exhibit. Let’s say that an owner had not made a decision on the quality 
level and type of carpet to be installed in a conference room because she needed 
to coordinate this material with the interior designer or needs a decision delay for 
some other reason. The scope of work to carpet that room would have been estab-
lished and represented on the contract drawings, and the contractor would have 
included a cost based on a quality level included in the specifi cations and the time 
frame for installation in the project schedule. The value of the  “ contract ”  carpet 
materials and labor to install, upon review and approval by the architect, will be 
the basis for inclusion in an exhibit as an  “ allowance ”  item. This simply means that 
the contractor will include that amount in the contract schedule of values for the 
 material and installation of conference room carpet as shown on the plans and to a 
quality level included in the specifi cations. 

 When   the owner’s interior designer makes the fi nal selection, the contractor 
will submit the specifi cations to the fl ooring contractor for pricing. If the fi nal price 
for the material is less than the allowance, the owner will be due a credit. If the 
actual cost is higher than the allowance, the contractor is entitled to an  “ extra ”  if 
the owner decides to use the more expensive carpet. Unless this accepted carpet 
change requires more or less installation labor, demonstrated to the architect’s satis-
faction, the installation costs will not change. 
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 Reconciling   an allowance item is a little more complicated than this description. 
What did that allowance actually include? Did the  “ allowance ”  include labor, mate-
rial, and related taxes and the contractor’s overhead and profi t percentage? This 
should have been spelled out when the architect specifi ed the allowance item in the 
bid documents or when the contractor responded to the request. 

 If   the full terms and conditions of the allowance item are unclear, all parties can 
refer to AIA 201 Document — General Conditions if that document was made a part 
of the construction contract or, if not, use those parameters to resolve the matter. 
Article 3 addresses allowances along with other issues. Article 3.8 states that unless 
otherwise provided in the contract, an allowance includes the following: 

      ■      Cost of material, equipment, and all associated taxes  

      ■      Cost to unload, distribute, and install the work  

      ■      The contractor’s overhead and profi t and other contemplated expenses for 
that allowance item  

      ■      Whenever costs are more or less than the allowance, the contract sum is 
adjusted by change order to refl ect the difference between actual costs and 
the allowance    

 Selection   of an allowance item is time-sensitive, much like the election to accept 
an alternate, and this article in the General Conditions document recognizes that 
fact. Article 3.8.3 requires the architect or owner to select the material or equip-
ment  in time to avoid any delay in the work.   

    Unit prices 
 Another   exhibit regarding unit prices can be prepared and attached to the construc-
tion contract if the work presents an opportunity to use unit prices. A unit price 
is a price established to install a unit of some item of work. It can be a cubic yard 
of topsoil, a square foot of drywall, a light fi xture, or some other readily defi nable 
item. When it is anticipated that some items of work may be added as construction 
proceeds but the number of units have not been fi rmly established at the time the 
construction contract was executed, the inclusion of unit prices, one for each item 
listed, can be included in an exhibit. 

 For   example, the owner’s data-communications consultant may suggest that more 
120-volt receptacles should be added in the information technology area if new 
equipment is purchased, or the owner may decide to add another small offi ce or two; 
these items of work can be defi ned, unit-priced, and included in a unit-price exhibit. 

 Unless   stated otherwise, a unit price will include all labor, materials, equipment, 
and contractor’s overhead and profi t. The items for which unit prices are requested 
can either be included in the bid documents or negotiated with the successful gen-
eral contractor as the terms and conditions of the construction contract are being 
prepared. But there is another consideration when unit prices are developed: the 

Exhibits
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approximate quantity of the items that could be installed. Many general contrac-
tors provide just one unit price without including any limitations on the quantity. 
As quantities of unit prices increase, the unit price should change somewhat; more 
units should be less expensive, and conversely fewer items should be priced higher. 
For example, a unit price for one 120-volt electrical receptacle may be worth $275 
per outlet, but if 20 are added, that unit price should be substantially reduced. By 
establishing a sliding scale for unit prices, both contractor and the owner will have 
been treated fairly. Using those electrical receptacles as an example, the sliding-scale 
unit price may look like this:

   120 volt electrical receptacles:   
   1 – 5  $300 

   6 – 10  $265 

   11 – 20  $225 

   21 and over $200   

 The   same can be applied to other work: excavation and/or backfi ll as cubic-yard 
unit prices; painting, drywall, and partitions as square-foot unit prices; and doors, 
frames, and hardware as  “ each ”  unit prices. 

 Once   again, the architect’s General Conditions A201 document weighs in on 
unit prices. Article 4.3.9 of that document states that although unit prices have been 
established in the contract, when they are incorporated in a change order or a con-
tract change directive (CCD) and result in a substantial inequity to the contractor or 
owner,  “ The applicable unit prices shall be equitably adjusted. ”  This problem can be 
averted when a sliding scale of unit prices is proposed and accepted by all parties.   

    GUARANTEED MAXIMUM PRICE (GMP) CONTRACT 
 The   estimate in a GMP contract is generally prepared by the general contractor on 
incomplete drawings and is based on projecting or anticipating what those fi nal 
plans and specifi cations will contain and what their associated costs will be. This 
estimating process often occurs when the plans reach the 70 to 80 percent com-
pletion stage. At that point, the specifi cation manual will have been completely 
 assembled, even though the plans are not. 

 The   contractor has some fi nancial exposure for that unknown but reason-
ably anticipated fi nal scope of the project’s plans, and it is not unreasonable for 
the  contractor to include a contingency clause in the estimate. The amount of the 
 contingency will be held separate in the estimate — often calculated at 5 to 10 percent 
of the estimate — and will appear as a separate line in the schedule of values and the 
application for payment. 

 Even   though this is an accepted practice, an owner would be prudent to include 
contract provisions that place limits on the use of this contingency, whose purpose 
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is to cover unanticipated circumstances encountered by the contractor. Some con-
tractors, in the absence of restrictive language, will tap the contingency account to 
correct work deemed substandard or nonconforming by the architect or include 
costs for work inadvertently omitted from the estimate but required by the plans 
and specifi cations. An owner needs to construct contract language defi ning how 
and under what circumstances the contingency can be used by the contractor. 

 The   following clause(s) inserted into the owner-contractor agreement may be 
helpful in defi ning the purpose of the contingency. The contingency can be tapped 
for any of the following reasons: 

    1.     Changes resulting from refi nement to the contract documents that could not 
have been reasonably anticipated  

    2.     Changes required due to an encounter with unknown or concealed 
conditions  

    3.     Added costs due to delays in receipt of materials caused by strikes or other 
unforeseen events, unless directly attributable to the contractor  

    4.     Cost overruns for procurement or purchase of materials as a result of a 
defaulting trade contractor (or subcontractor), provided that the default was 
not caused by the gross negligence of the contractor or subcontractors or by 
willful misconduct or breach of contract on either the part of the contractor 
or the subcontractors  

    5.     Deductible amounts a contractor is required to pay for claims under  insurance 
policies obtained by either the owner or contractor, except in cases where 
these claims are a result of the contractor’s or subcontractor’s negligence, 
willful misconduct, or any breach of contract  

    6.     Costs to expedite or accelerate the progress of work to meet the contract 
 schedule, provided that these costs were not due to gross negligence, willful mis-
conduct, or by breach of contract among owner, contractor, or subcontractors  

    7.     Any unforeseen events and/or conditions stated elsewhere in the contract for 
construction as reimbursable costs    

 The   contractor should notify the owner, in writing prior to incurring any cost, 
that he or she proposes to charge against the contingency account. Before such 
costs can be charged against this account, written permission from the owner is 
required, indicating that the nature of the costs are reasonable and proper and meet 
the requirements of whatever paragraph or section appears in the contract. 

 Under   the terms and conditions of the GMP contract, contingency costs are not 
reimbursable as the cost of work once the contingency account has been exhausted. 
In the event that the contingency account has not been exhausted, any residual 
monies are to be treated as a credit to the GMP and cannot be applied to overages in 
other line items. The contingency is not to be used if overruns are experienced in a 
line item of work that is indicated in the approved schedule of values. It is standard 

Guaranteed maximum price (GMP) contract
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procedure to allow the contractor to apply a cost overrun in one line item in the 
schedule of values to a line item that refl ects a savings, as long as the contract sum is 
unaffected. 

    Limiting an owner’s exposure to fi nal plan development costs 
 A   contract provision can limit to some extent one of the disagreements that often 
occurs in GMP contract administration. The contractor may argue that the fi nal 
plans and specifi cations exceeded expectations or required additional work. The 
contractor will claim that the limits of work or quality of materials as represented 
in the completed plans and specifi cation were in excess of what a standard project 
design would have included. 

 One   way to avoid this kind of situation is to have the general contractor review 
the plans and specifi cations as they develop and either accept them or resolve any 
 “ scope ”  and cost issues with the architect as they occur. The contract language, 
which the contractor reviews and approves, can be used to limit any such claims. 
Here is an example of a clause: 

  The Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP) for the complete performance of the 
Work set forth in the Contract Documents, including the Contractor’s fee shall 
be _ % _. The GMP shall be decreased or increased, as provided in accordance 
with this Agreement. To the extent the Cost of Work plus the Contractor’s fee 
exceeds the GMP, the Contractor shall be responsible for all excess Cost of Work.  

  To the extent that the Contractor has based the GMP on any qualifi ca-
tions, exclusion and assumptions, they have been set forth in Exhibit _ X _. 
Notwithstanding anything herein, Contractor shall have no claim for an 
increase in the GMP arising out of the further refi nement and detailing of the 
drawings and Specifi cations listed in this Agreement, if such drawing and spec-
ifi cation is incomplete. Such further development does not include such items 
as changes in scope, systems, kinds and quality of materials, fi nishes or equip-
ment, all of which, if required, will be incorporated by Change orders.    

 A   cost plus a fee with a guaranteed maximum price is an  “ open book ”  contract. A 
common provision in a GMP contract is one that gives the owner the option to audit 
the contractor’s books to verify that all reimbursable costs are justifi ed. Although rarely 
enforced, this provision does reinforce the concept of having the contractor reveal all 
costs to the owner. This requirement extends to the review of all subcontract propos-
als submitted to the general contractor and to purchases of major pieces of equipment 
to ensure that the most competitive, competent source has been tapped. This proce-
dure can be memorialized in the contract for construction as follows: 

  The Contractor shall obtain bids from at least three (3) qualifi ed subcontrac-
tors for each phase of subcontracted work. The Contractor shall furnish the 
Owner with a list of all such subcontractors to whom they plan to award a sub-
contract agreement prior to that award. The Owner will notify the Contractor 
of an objection to any Subcontractor proposed by the Contractor.  
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  The Owner may elect to participate in any subcontractor negotiation 
meetings, buyout meetings or other such meetings between Contractor and 
Subcontractors after being given at least three (3) days ’  prior notice.  

  Copies of all bids received by the Contractor from the subcontractors are to 
be delivered to the Owner, within 48 hours of receipt, with a proposed selected 
award and the reason for recommending that Subcontractor.  

  If the Owner directs the Contractor to accept a Subcontractor’s bid pro-
posal that is in excess of that bid recommended by the Contractor, any such 
excess will be treated as cause for a Change Order that will, in effect, increase 
the GMP.     

    Documenting general conditions costs 
 General   conditions costs can amount to anywhere from 5 to 12 percent of the actual 
cost of construction or even higher, depending on the nature of the work. In a GMP 
contract, the extent of the reimbursable costs should be clearly enumerated in the 
contract. These costs vary from contractor to contractor; some include a few of 
these items in their overhead.  Figure 6-4    is a sample of a typical listing of general 
conditions items. 

 Some   of the equipment in the general conditions category may be purchased by 
the contractor instead of rented or leased. Laptop or desktop computers, scanners, 
printers, fax machines, and other equipment may be purchased because it is more 
cost effective than leasing for the extended period of time of construction. It is good 
to remember that the GMP is a  “ cost plus ”  contract, and some of these purchased 
items may have residual value at the end of the project. A laptop or desktop com-
puter will probably have considerable remaining life after an 18-month or two-year 
project. 

 As   these types of items are purchased, the general contractor should begin to 
develop a list of all such products so it is easy to effect a fi nal settlement at the end 
of the project.  Figure 6-5    is an example of a small tools list included in a GMP con-
tract. At the conclusion of the project, a residual value for each item retaining value 
will be established. 

 The   contractor can present the owner with two options: turn over that 
 equipment to the owner at no cost or, when they mutually arrive at the equipment’s 
residual value, provide the owner with the appropriate credit and keep the equip-
ment for the contractor’s use on another project.   

    CHANGE ORDERS 
 Change   orders, which we discuss in more detail in Chapter 8, can occur for many 
reasons: a change in scope as directed by the owner, a request from the general 
contractor for added costs due to a recognized and an accepted omission in the 
contract documents or some unforeseen condition arising generally in the site 

Change orders
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 FIGURE 6-4  

       A Typical listing of each item in this contractor’s General Conditions Schedule of Values, attached 
to the contract as an Exhibit.      
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FIGURE 6-4 Continued
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work phase of the project, or, in the case of a renovation or rehabilitation proj-
ect, concealed  conditions uncovered as work progresses. Although there is little 
the owner can do to handle some of these claims for extra work, specifi c language 

 FIGURE 6-5  

       A List of Small Tools purchased under a Cost plus or GMP contract to be used to establish 
residual value at the conclusion of the project.    
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can be inserted into the contract that will make those requests somewhat easier to 
resolve. 

 To   deal with some changes, an owner may request a contractor to perform some 
work on a time and material (T & M) basis, especially when it must be performed 
quickly to avoid creating a delay in the work progress or where it is diffi cult to fairly 
estimate the lump-sum cost of the work. The use of T & M work, if documented 
properly and supervised by the general contractor, is a fair way of proceeding with 
extra work, but some ground rules must be established to account for both the time 
expended and the materials used. 

 Procedures   for documenting all T & M work and specifi c percentages for allow-
able overhead and profi t will provide a degree of control over this work. There are 
occasions when an owner might authorize premium time work, and a clarifi cation 
statement in the contract will be helpful. Premium time work is defi ned as any work 
beyond the normal eight-hour workday and beyond the normal fi ve-day workweek. 
Premium time work is divided into two categories: Time and a half generally applies 
to all work extending beyond the normal eight-hour workday or the normal 40-hour 
workweek; double time usually applies to Sunday or holiday work. 

 Some   union collective bargaining agreements have specifi c requirements that 
defi ne both stages of premium time work, and it is best to inquire about those union 
rules beforehand. An owner can request a copy of the union agreement. 

 Another   area where additional costs are likely to be expended is a General 
Conditions item that refers to winter or weather conditions. When working in a 
geographic area where cold temperatures prevail in the fall and winter, a contractor 
will incur additional costs to enclose and heat portions of weather-sensitive work. 
The contractor must also include costs for ice and snow removal and other cold-
weather-related activities. Since the contractor has no control over the weather and 
cannot predict what costs to include in the estimate for these  “ winter conditions, ”  
he or she can approach them in a number of ways: 

      ■      Include winter conditions as an allowance item in the contract  

      ■      Exclude all winter conditions and request a change order to cover the actual 
costs incurred  

      ■      Include suffi cient money to cover all costs (and you can be sure that more 
than enough money will be added for that purpose)    

 Most   general contractors and owners will elect an allowance option to deal with 
winter conditions, and in some geographic locations, provisions for hot weather 
may be required as well. 

 When   change-order work is required in geographic areas where hot weather 
 prevails either most of the year or in typical summer months, the building may be air-
conditioned, and working premium time hours will require the general contractor to 
incur additional utility costs to operate the cooling equipment. Concrete placed in 
hot weather may require water misting during the curing cycle, and if this is extra 
work, these misting costs will be added to the cost of work. 

Change orders
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 If   winter or other weather conditions are specifi ed as an allowance item, the con-
tractor must set forth measures to fully document not only all labor, material, and 
equipment costs required but an accurate recording of daily temperatures to justify 
the need for these extra costs 

    Controlling overhead and profi t 
 General   contractors include an overhead and profi t percentage on all change-order 
work, and their subcontractors also include a percentage for overhead and profi t in 
their cost proposals to the GC for the change-order work they perform. These are 
known as second- and third-tier subcontractors: specialty contractors who work for 
either the prime subcontractor or a second-order sub. 

 This   frequently occurs in heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning work, where 
the prime subcontractor may purchase and install all of the HVAC equipment but 
contracts other portions of the work such as sheet-metal duct fabrication and test-
ing and balancing of fans, air-conditioning, and heating equipment to other fi rms. 
By adding specialty contractors to the prime subcontractor’s costs, which are subse-
quently folded into the general contractor’s change order, the amount of overhead 
and profi t can really add up. 

 Let  ’s use an example of a change-order request from the owner for the addition 
of a kitchenette in an employee lounge. This may require installation of an exhaust 
fan, ductwork, ceiling modifi cations, and electrical connections. Subcontractors cus-
tomarily add 15 to 20 percent to their cost of work. This change order will require 
work by the HVAC sub and the sheet metal duct subcontractor; the air-balancing 
contractor; and other subs, including the electrician — all of which, when included 
in the general contractor’s proposal, will add multiple overhead and profi t costs. 

    The HVAC contractor subcontracts ductwork to ABC sheet metal:  

    Cost: $200      �      15% OH & P ($30)      �      $230  

    The balancing subcontractor charges:  

    Cost: $50      �      20% OH & P ($10)      �      $60  

    The HVAC subcontractor’s total price, including ABC and the balancing sub:  

    Cost: $3,300      �      15% OH & P ($495)      �      $3,795  

    The electrical contractor’s total cost:  

    Cost: $750      �      15% OH & P ($112.50)      �      $862.50  

    The general contractor’s total price, including all of the above, the drywall and 
ceiling work, and buying and installing the kitchen cabinets and appliances:  

    Cost: $12,000      �      15% OH & P ($1,800)      �      $13,800    

 The   fi nal cost of $13,800 includes a total of $2,447.50 in various overhead and 
profi t add-ons, which represent 20 percent of the general contractors  “ cost. ”  These 
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multiple overheads and profi ts can be limited by inserting a clause in the contract 
agreement with the general contractor: 

  On Change Order work performed by the General Contractor’s own forces, that 
Contractor shall receive an amount not to exceed 5 percent of direct costs for 
overhead and an amount not to exceed 10 percent for profi t.  

  Contractor shall receive a fee including overhead and profi t to not exceed 5 
percent for all subcontracted work for which the Subcontractor shall not apply 
a amount for overhead and profi t to exceed 15 percent of that Subcontractor’s 
direct costs.  

  On Change Order work performed by one or more second- or third-tier 
subcontractors, the total allowable overhead and profi t for each of these sub-
subcontractors shall not exceed 15 percent, and the prime subcontractor shall 
apply an overhead and profi t allowance not to exceed 5 percent.  

  Notwithstanding the above, to the extent that Change Order in its aggre-
gate results in a net increase in the Cost of the Work that exceeds 5 percent of 
the original GMP specifi ed in (whatever section of the contract it is so stated), 
General Contractor shall be entitled to payment for Contractor’s fee in con-
nection with each subsequent Additive Change Order in the amounts specifi ed 
above.  

  In the case where a Change Order results in a decrease in costs, the same 
overhead and profi t allowances specifi ed above for additive Change Order will 
apply to those costs in the deduction.    

 Another   way to control the amount of overhead and profi t that a general con-
tractor applies to a change order is to specify a decreasing percentage as the value 
of the change-order work increases — in other words, an overhead and profi t per-
centage on a sliding scale. As an example, a contract provision can be added as 
follows:

   For the contractor for work performed by his own forces:   
   Up to an including $100,000  Allow 15% 

   $101,000 to and including $200,000  Allow 10% 

   $201,000 and over  Allow 5% 

 Of   course, these dollar-value limits can be adjusted to present other reasonable 
amounts of value based on the size of the total construction contract. And this same 
sliding scale can be applied to subcontracted work; however, traditionally subcon-
tractors add on 10 percent overhead and 10 percent profi t or 15 percent overhead 
and profi t and may well balk at a total of 5 percent, although a lower overhead and 
profi t percentage than initially proposed by them might be arranged. And the gen-
eral contractor’s fee on all subcontracted work can be stated as a sliding scale as 
indicated previously.   

Change orders
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    INCLUDING A  “ DEFINITIONS ”  SECTION IN THE CONTRACT 
 Some   attorneys will suggest including a list of defi nitions in the contract as a way 
to ensure that both contractor and owner have the same interpretation of a  specifi c 
terminology. The contract seems straightforward, but some terms may need explain-
ing, and a construction attorney usually has compiled such a list from previous 
contracts. 

 Consider   the term  contractor . Although we assume we know what this means, 
confusion may arise over whether it refers to a general contractor or a subcontrac-
tor. The term  contractor  in Specifi cation Division 16 — Electrical Work may refer to 
the electrical contractor, not the general contractor. When the contract states that 
the contractor is allowed a certain overhead and profi t, for example, and the term 
 contractor  is vague and may apply to either a general contractor or a subcontractor, 
the need for a defi nitions article becomes more apparent. 

 What   does  fi nal completion  mean? We know that  substantial completion  means 
that the building is suitable for the purpose for which it has been designed, but 
maybe we need to defi ne  fi nal completion,  which can mean, in addition to sub-
stantial completion, that the work is 100 percent complete, all closeout procedures 
 submitted and approved, all punch list items completed, all warranties and guaran-
tees submitted and accepted, consent of surety (if job was bonded) provided, fi nal 
lien release from the general contractor received, and the architect’s certifi cate of 
fi nal completion and acceptance executed. A comprehensive list of defi nitions is 
just another step to take to reduce any ambiguities that may occur between contrac-
tor and owner.  

    LIQUIDATED DAMAGES 
 When   the completion of a project per contract time is essential, many contracts 
include a provision known as liquidated damages. Owners of commercial or retail 
buildings who have signed leases with tenants must have their buildings and  tenant 
spaces completed per the contract schedule. College dormitories must be com-
pleted on time, or incoming students may have to be housed temporarily off-campus 
at considerable cost to the college or university. 

 A   liquidated damages clause reinforces the need of adherence to a schedule, but 
the contract schedule will include any increases in the original schedule if and when 
change orders have been approved, increasing both contract sum and contract 
completion dates. A typical liquidated damages (LD) clause, inserted in the contract 
 provision relating to  “ contract time, ”  will read something like this: 

  If the Work is not substantially completed in accordance with the drawings and 
specifi cations, including any authorized changes, by the date specifi ed above 
(the contract time is inserted here), or by such date to which the contract time 
may be extended, the contract sum stated in Article XX (whichever provisions 
contains the contract sum) shall be reduced by  $ ______ (the daily value of the 
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LD) as liquidated damages for each day of delay until the date of substantial 
completion.    

 When   the term  day  is used, the contract must be clear as to its meaning. Does it 
mean calendar day or workday? There is a difference. 

 The   daily value of the LD is meant to represent the costs the owner estimates he 
will incur each day the building is unable to be occupied for the purpose for which 
it is intended. This clause is not meant to be a penalty clause, and many courts will 
rule that if deemed so, an incentive clause must also be added to the contract for 
early completion or else the penalty clause is void. Even though the contract states 
that the liquidated damages clause is not a penalty clause, certain criteria must be 
met for it to be enforceable: 

      ■      The amount established as the daily dollar amount of damages must be a 
 reasonable assessment of the costs the owner will actual incur if delivery of 
the project is late.  

      ■      The breach of contract — the inability to fi nish on time — must have been 
 diffi cult to establish at the time the contract was executed.    

 A   contractor may still face damages for late delivery of a project even if a liqui-
dated damages clause is not included in the contract; the contractor may be subject 
to  “ actual damages. ”  When LDs are a part of the contract, the project owner calcu-
lates the reasonable amount of damages she will incur if the project is not delivered 
on time, which in some cases may be less than those actually incurred, since the for-
mer is an estimate and the latter an actual fi gure. Costs such as higher interest rates 
for construction loans, loss of revenue from leases, increased moving costs, and 
costs to remain in existing rented space will all be folded into the daily LD damages. 
But where  “ actual ”  costs are assessed to builder for late delivery, they represent an 
accounting of the actual costs, which may exceed the projected costs gathered prior 
to the start of construction. 

 When   a contract includes an LD clause, a contractor will begin to document 
every potential delay that he or she may have otherwise overlooked if no LD clause 
had been included in the contract. If a query to the architect is not responded 
to in a day or two, the contractor will fi re off a letter stating that the lack of a 
prompt response will cause a delay of a day or two or three. When a shop drawing 
 submitted to the architect or engineer has not been processed in the time allotted 
in the contract, another letter will be sent off to the A/E, stating that the delay in 
returning the shop drawing will delay delivery of the material or equipment by a 
week or so. Any decisions required of the owner will be watched closely, and if the 
response is not received by the contractor in a reasonable period of time, it will be 
cause for another claim for delay. 

 The   liquidated damages clause puts all parties to the process on notice that con-
tract responsibilities will be carefully noted and documented, and thereby it places 
another burden on the owner to be responsive to obligations and also monitor the 

Liquidated damages
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actions of the design team. Contracts with LDs usually end up with lots of paper 
fl owing back and forth and a negotiated settlement.  

    ADDITIONAL CONTRACT PROVISIONS 
 In   my experience working in the general contracting industry and later as a consul-
tant to owners, some contract provisions may be benefi cial to an owner and should 
be reviewed with the legal team. The following sections cover some of the more 
important ones. 

 Ensure   that the contractor fully understands the nature of the work, particularly 
when the project involves some renovation or addition work. This clause will help: 

  As of the execution of this Agreement, Contractor has reviewed the plans, speci-
fi cations, reports, and other information provided by the Owner, inspected the 
site, verifi ed fi eld conditions under which the work is to performed, familiar-
ized himself with all known and observable conditions in which the Work is 
to be performed. Based on that review and the Contractor’s experience and 
knowledge, and except as otherwise provided for in this Agreement, contractor 
acknowledges and agrees to the following conditions:  

  1. The time provided in the Schedule for the performance of the Work is 
suffi cient.  

  2. That subject to subsequent changes in the work the lump sum (or GMP) is 
reasonable compensation for the work, including all reasonably foreseen and 
foreseeable risks, hazards, and diffi culties in performing the work.    

 One   of a project manager’s prime responsibilities is to review the shop drawings 
submitted by the subcontractors and vendors to ensure that they are complete and 
comply with the requirements of the plans and specifi cations. This careful review, 
however, is not always performed, and if it isn’t, it places an added burden on the 
architect and engineer, who spend more time reviewing and rejecting these non-
conforming submittals. And these added reviews can create delays in ordering mate-
rials and equipment. 

 Project   managers are sometimes less than diligent in their review of these docu-
ments, and when obvious errors and discrepancies in the shop drawings are rou-
tinely overlooked or if the drawings don’t even meet the plans or specifi cations, an 
owner may incur added costs for multiple reviews by the architect/engineers. The 
following provision will encourage the contractor to review these drawings carefully 
instead of merely passing them through from subcontractor and vendor to the A/E: 

  The Contractor shall submit complete and accurate submittal data in their 
fi rst submission. If the submittal is returned requiring resubmittal, only one 
(1) additional submittal will be reviewed at the Owner’s cost. Any additional 
submittals will be reviewed at a cost to the Contractor.    
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 From   time to time, there will be unexpected delays in the construction process, 
and if these delays have not been created by the owner or their design consultants, 
the contractor will be held responsible for getting the project back on track. The fol-
lowing contract provisions may be helpful in advancing the owner’s concern about 
keeping on schedule: 

  A. If any of the work is not on schedule, the Contractor shall immediately 
advise the Owner, in writing, of the proposed action to bring the Work back 
on schedule. In such event, the Owner will require the Contractor to work 
such additional hours, including any premium time such as extended work 
days, Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays, at no additional cost to the Owner, to 
ensure that the work is back on schedule.  

  B. If the contractor fails to take prompt and adequate remedial action to get 
the project back on schedule to the satisfaction of the Owner and the design con-
sultants, the owner reserves the right to perform such work as it deems necessary 
to do so and will back-charge the cost thereof against payments to the Contractor.    

   (This may be a threat, but to actually carry it through may present a huge  quagmire 
for the owner.) 

 Occasionally   a contractor will be required to perform some time and material 
work (we examine this type of work in more detail in Chapter 8). Sometimes, the 
method of establishing costs and the documentation of  “ time ”  and  “ materials ”  can 
be murky and result in disagreements about what work was actually performed 
and how the costs were assembled. The following steps can be taken to clarify this 
 process by adding suitable contract language: 

  All time and material work will be subject to compliance with the following 
provisions:  

  Any work performed on a time and material basis (T & M) shall be subject to 
audit by the Owner. Approval of all labor rates, overtime, and equipment costs 
charged by the contractor and the subcontractors shall be subject to audit by 
the Owner. Reimbursable labor costs shall include federal payroll taxes and 
other taxes and fringe benefi ts only to the extent that they have actually been 
paid by the Contractor or the applicable Subcontractor.    

 This   is particularly important when it comes to fringe benefi ts, which may not 
apply in their entirety once certain worker salary levels have been reached and 
 premium time work is authorized. For example, state and federal unemployment 
taxes (SUTA and FUTA) no longer apply once a base salary level of between $7,500 
and $10,000 has been attained. Also, note that state unemployment tax limits vary 
from state to state. Contractors should be advised to alert their subcontractors to 
these limits and monitor their costs accordingly. 

 One   general contractor issued a memo to the subcontractors as follows after 
being alerted to these costs by the owner’s consultant: 

  Re: FUTA/SUTA taxes included in Hourly Rates  

Additional contract provisions
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  Please be advised that the consultant for (the Owner) has questioned the 
FUTA/SUTA hourly charges in the overtime billings submitted for October, 
November, and December.  

  The contention is that the limits for these taxes are reached within the fi rst 
payroll quarter of the year for most full-time employees and by the last quarter 
of the year, every employees ’  limits should have been met.  

  The consultants are correct in asking for this reduction and they have cut 
our requisition accordingly. We will be reviewing each requisition submitted 
to us for overtime and premium time and will calculate credits by each sub-
contractor for the FUTA/SUTA charges included in the rates.  

  In the coming months, the Owner will accept FUTA/SUTA charges as the new 
payroll year begins; however, we are very aware of the employee limits and 
the time frame in which those limits are reached. It is safe to anticipate that 
FUTA/SUTA rates will not be accepted after February, since these limits will be 
reached within an eight-week period.    

 This   general contractor was a union contractor in a large metropolitan area, 
addressing subcontractors whose average wage rates were $35 to $50 per hour 
exclusive of fringe benefi ts, and that is why the eight-week period was considered 
the limit for deduction for these costs. 

 When   collective bargaining agreements are in effect in the case of union workers, 
additional language can be added to the FUTA/SUTA limits: 

  Any benefi t contributions included as fringe benefi ts in the hourly reimburs-
able labor rates shall be limited to those required by the applicable collective 
bargain agreements. If requested by the Owner, the Contractor will provide 
copies of any collective bargaining agreement so requested to confi rm the base 
wage rates and applicable benefi t costs.    

 Equipment    “ costs ”  are not those arbitrarily assigned a value by the general 
 contractor or subcontractor without regard for standard rental equipment costs. The 
general contractor or subcontractor equipment costs must be documented in detail 
to support a claim. 

 Another   clause that is important, particularly when GMP contracts are in force, is 
one that segregates change-order costs from contract costs. To effect that condition, 
add the following: 

  Contractor shall maintain a separate account by job number or other suitable 
accounting practices, of all costs incurred under this T  &  M work and shall pre-
pare report sheets in duplicate to identify the T & M work performed each day 
and shall furnish these reports to the Owner or a designated representative on 
the second day following the work. This daily report shall itemize all elements 
of cost such as names and classifi cation of each worker, their corresponding 
hourly rate of pay, hours worked, and if equipment has been provided, the 
equipment type, size, and hours operated.  
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  Material charges are to be documented with a copy of the vendor’s invoice, 
and if not available at the time the daily ticket is presented, then the invoice is 
to be submitted within fi ve (5) calendar days. If the vendor’s invoice is not sub-
mitted within 60 days after delivery of said material or equipment, the Owner 
shall have the right to establish the cost according to the lowest wholesale price 
for the material or equipment based upon the quantities delivered to the con-
struction site less any trade discounts.  

  All daily reports are to be signed by the general contractor’s representative for 
work performed by that contractor’s own forces and for subcontracted work; 
the signature of the subcontractor’s supervisor as well as the general contrac-
tor’s supervisor is required to validate and certify the items contained therein.    

 Quite   often delays occur that are beyond the control of the contractor. Labor 
or transportation strikes and extended periods of inclement weather that vary sig-
nifi cantly from normal weather patterns are two such occurrences. The contractor 
may request an extension of the project’s completion date, and when the owner, 
A/E, and contractor agree on a reasonable extension of the schedule and it appears 
that no additional costs are involved, it is important to document that no additional 
costs will be presented to the owner. This can be covered by a no damages for delay 
clause in the contract similar to this one: 

  Any extension of time in which to complete the Work granted by the Owner 
for items beyond the Contractor’s control shall be the sole remedy for any such 
delay, loss of productivity, hindrance in performance, impact damages or simi-
lar claims.    

 For   weather delays, the following can be added: 

  The Contract time shall not be extended because of adverse weather conditions, 
nor shall the (lump sum or GMP) be increased due to adverse weather condi-
tions, unless the Contractor establishes to the Owner’s reasonable satisfaction 
that the experienced weather encountered was abnormal for the Contract time, 
exceeded those that have been encountered historically or may be reasonably 
expected to encounter at the project site and could not have been reasonably 
anticipated by the contractor.    

 Many   contract provisions offer some control over change-order work, but noth-
ing succeeds better than ensuring that an experienced, professional contractor and 
the A/E have established a fair and equitable relationship. But adding some contract 
language doesn’t hurt. It sometimes is benefi cial to sit in on the general contractor’s 
change-order meeting with the subcontractor or vendor to learn more about the 
process and the negotiating skills of the general contractor. When the cost of the 
change-order work is in question, there are ways to proceed with the work while 
the actual value is resolved. In Chapter 8, we discuss the construction change direc-
tive (CCD), which simply states that if both parties can’t agree on the cost of the 
changed work, a plan is put in place that is fair to all parties involved. A provision 
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added to the construction contract can make this solution a little clearer and allow 
the work to proceed as cost evaluation continues: 

  If the Owner and Contractor are unable to agree on the amount of any cost or 
credit to the Owner resulting from a change in the work, the Contractor shall 
promptly proceed with and diligently prosecute such change in the Work and 
the cost or credit to the owner shall be determined on the basis of reasonable 
expenditure and savings.    

 Another   provision may avoid some change-order work, specifi cally those details 
that may have been missed by the architect or engineer but claimed as  “ extras ”  by 
the general contractor. If and when this situation occurs, the following simple state-
ment in the contract may prove helpful in defusing claims for minor missing work 
items: 

  The Contractor has constructed several projects of this type and has knowledge 
of the construction and fi nished project.    

 When   change-order work involves estimates from subcontractors, participation 
in subcontractor negotiation meetings can be informative, and contract language 
can make provisions for such attendance: 

  The Owner at all times shall have the right to participate directly in the negoti-
ations of change order proposals with subcontractors and material and equip-
ment vendors.    

 Although   the defi nition of  substantial completion  is basically when the project 
has reached the stage of completion where it meets its intended use, some specifi c 
contract language may alert the contractor to additional obligations to fulfi ll. The 
defi nition of  fi nal payment,  although spelled out in the contract, may also need 
some added clarifi cation. Both of these terms come into play when items on the 
punch list remain incomplete. An unfi nished punch list is a frustrating event for the 
owner wants to wrap up the contract and get on with business. 

 One   way to ensure that punch list completion standards are made fi rm is to 
attach a provision such as this: 

  Unless otherwise agreed to in writing by the Owner, the project shall not be 
deemed substantially complete if the items on the Punch List would reasonably 
require more than two (2) calendar weeks to complete.    

 When   dealing with those nagging incomplete punch list items at the end of the 
project, there is another way to get the general contractor’s attention, and that is to 
assign a value to each incomplete item and withhold double or triple that amount 
from the contractor’s payment. For example, if some minor fl ooring repairs have not 
been made, obtain a fi rm, written quote from a reputable fl ooring contractor in the 
area and triple the amount. So if the repairs would normally cost $1,500, value them 
at $4,500, and advise the contractor that this amount will be withheld from the fi nal 
payment until such time as the repairs are made. Set a deadline, and indicate that if 
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the punch list work is not completed and approved by the architect by a given date, 
the other contractor will be notifi ed to complete that fl ooring work and the cost 
will be deducted from the amount due the general contractor. This requirement can 
be converted to contract language: 

  When punch list items remain incomplete 14 days after the offi cial fi nal punch 
list review has been made by the Architect, all incomplete items shall be inde-
pendently valued.  

  That value will be tripled and withheld from the Contractor’s Request for 
Payment.  

  If, after 10 days ’  written notice to the Contractor, for each unfi nished punch 
list item remaining incomplete or unacceptable, as deemed by the Architect, 
the Owner will engage another contractor to complete each item of said Work 
and deduct triple the actual cost of the work from any fi nal payments due the 
Contractor.    

 These   suggestions are provided with the thought that an owner will discuss them 
with an attorney so proper language can be prepared for incorporation into the con-
tract for construction.     
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 Now   that a construction contract has been fully executed and the start of the  project 
is imminent, an owner must ramp up for the responsibilities he or she will face dur-
ing construction. First and foremost, an owner’s representative must be selected, 
one who will assume the role of the offi cial owner contact for both contractor 
and architect. Although the architect’s responsibilities may have been extended to 
include construction services, a fully engaged owner is necessary for a successful 
project. There are a number of responsibilities facing the owner’s representative: 

      ■      Attendance at all project meetings  

      ■      The portal through which all contractor and architect/engineer correspon-
dence will pass  

      ■      A reviewer of proposed change-order requests by the contractor, in consultation 
with the architect, and the originator of contract changes initiated by the owner  

      ■      Recipient of copies of requests for information from the contractor, for which 
a prompt response from the architect/engineer may need to be obtained  

      ■      Recipient of  “ information ”  copies of all correspondence among contractor, 
architect, and engineer  

      ■      Knowledge of the pace of construction and any problems that may arise with 
respect to contract compliance  

      ■      Approval of the architect’s recommendation for progress payments to the 
contractor    

    ARCHITECTURAL FORMS 
 When   an architect’s role includes construction services, certain terms and forms are 
used as the job progresses, and an owner should be familiar with them. Here is a 
partial list of architect- and contractor-generated forms: 

      ■      Project meeting minutes  
      ■      Proposed change order (PCO)  

                         Organizing for the 
construction process    7 
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      ■       Change-order form  
      ■      Change-order log  
      ■      Application and certifi cate for payment and continuation sheet  
      ■      Waiver of liens upon receipt of a progress payment  
      ■      Request for offsite storage of materials or equipment  
      ■      Affi davit that all taxes have been paid  
      ■      Contract CPM schedule and look-ahead schedules  
      ■      Transmittal forms  
      ■      Request for information (RFI)  
      ■      Response to a contractor’s request for information  
      ■      Architect’s supplemental instructions (ASI)  
      ■      Contractor’s log of ASIs  
      ■      Architect’s fi eld report  
      ■      Contractor’s fi eld instruction log  
      ■      Shop drawing and sample log  
      ■      List of subcontractors  
      ■      Certifi cate of substantial completion  
      ■      Contractor’s surety to fi nal payment  
      ■      Waiver and release of lien upon receipt of fi nal payment     

    THE PROJECT MEETING 
 Periodic   project meetings on the construction site bring the architect/engineer, 
general contractor, subcontractors, and vendors together to discuss current and 
anticipated progress, manpower requirements, and any other project activities 
and concerns. Some architects prefer to conduct these meetings, while others may 
choose to have the general contractor take charge of the proceedings and prepare 
and distribute the meeting minutes. Either method is acceptable as long as the 
meeting is conducted in a professional manner and the meeting minutes accurately 
refl ect the contents of that meeting. 

 These   progress meetings provide a forum in which all parties associated with the 
project can raise questions, concerns, and interpretation of contract requirements and 
discuss all other matters of interest. These meetings are more than mere discussion 
sessions; policies and procedures are established and memorialized by minutes that 
become part of the project documentation. Meeting minutes can take on added impor-
tance when they are referenced as documentation during a dispute, claim, or litigation 
proceeding, so their accuracy is critical. 

    Figure 7-1    is a sample of two pages from the minutes of a project meeting. It 
exhibits a basic meeting format, which may vary slightly from contractor to contrac-
tor, but the basic elements are much the same: 

    1.     A record of each attendee name, affi liation, phone number, and e-mail address, 
and list of those not in attendance who are to receive information copies  
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 FIGURE 7-1  

       A typical meeting minutes format.      
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 FIGURE 7-1 (continued)   
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       2.      A review of previous  “ open ”  meeting minutes and actions required to 
resolve them  

       3.     Discussion of current concerns, problems, questions, and responses; each 
item is numbered, described, actions by responsible person indicated, date 
when response is required, and date when the item was resolved  

       4.     A review of outstanding requests for information, architect’s supplemental 
instructions, and proposed change orders  

       5.     A review of outstanding shop drawings are submitted to the architect for 
review and action.  

       6.     The construction CPM schedule, highlighting any major deviations or prob-
lems; some contractors prepare a detailed schedule analysis that includes 
the percentage complete for each major construction component, the per-
centage of contract time elapsed, overall percentage of work completed, 
and activities planned for the next two weeks.  

       7.     Site safety issues, if any, including accidents or safety violations that 
occurred during the period  

       8.     Housekeeping issues relating to the site or the building  

       9.     Contractor’s report on the status of permitting; certain trades such as plumb-
ing, HVAC, and electrical require the appropriate subcontractor to obtain 
 permits before work can commence.  

    10.     Review of all insurance certifi cates; each subcontractor has a specifi c insur-
ance requirement, and a current certifi cate is required prior to working on 
the site.  

    11.     Scheduling of the next progress payment to be submitted by the general 
 contractor so the design team and the owner can be alerted to receive and 
review it  

    12.     The date of the next meeting  

    13.     Closing statement requiring all recipients of the meeting minutes to respond to 
any item that was not accurately stated in the minutes; absent any responses, 
the minutes will stand as an accurate assessment of what transpired.    

 Open   items that remain  “ open ”  for an extended period of time may require an 
owner’s intervention to resolve. When these types of issues remain unresolved, the 
owner, acting much like a mediator, must use his or her authority to settle them so 
they don’t escalate into a delay claim or degenerate into other disputes or claims. 

 When   questions or concerns are raised at these meetings, it is important for 
the responsible party to be clearly identifi ed and the necessary response time 
to be noted. Some meeting minutes use the term BIC (ball in court) to iden-
tify the  requisite respondent. Delays in responding to requests for information or 
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  clarifi cation will be documented in the meeting minutes and can serve as confi rma-
tion if and when a delay-of-job claim is being considered by either party. 

 A   statement made by an individual at the meeting may have been recorded incor-
rectly and should not go uncorrected. For example, the minutes may have included 
a statement that the architect was requested to respond within one week to the 
contractor’s question regarding a structural steel shop drawing revision, when in 
fact the architect stated that she would review the contractor’s shop drawing with 
the structural engineer in one week and would have a response in ten days. The 
timely review of structural steel shop drawings can result in delays in fabrication, so 
it is important that the architect correct that statement in the minutes. 

 Minutes   are prepared after the meeting has concluded, and copies are sent out 
to not only all attendees but to other members of the construction team to keep 
everyone apprised of the items and events reviewed and discussed. An owner is 
well advised to read each meeting minute carefully and note any discrepancies. All 
too often we hear comments such as  “ Well, you never notifi ed us of any changes, so 
we assumed that you accepted that statement. ”  The last statement in most project 
meetings will include a clause similar to this: 

  These minutes are considered to be a fair and accurate account of this meet-
ing. They will become record unless notifi cation to the contrary is received 
within one week after the date of the meeting.    

    Shop drawings 
 The   term  shop drawing  can refer to a drawing, an equipment specifi cation sheet, a dia-
gram, or a material sample; these drawings are frequents topics of concern at  project 
meetings. Although the contract plans and specifi cations are specifi c as to material and 
equipment requirements, these requirements need to be expanded and more detailed, 
and this is accomplished by the issuance of shop drawings from subcontractors and 
vendors. For example, the engineer’s structural steel drawings and accompanying 
specifi cations don’t refl ect the exact length of each steel member, nor do they show a 
detailed diagram of the connection of one member to another. These details are devel-
oped by the steel subcontractor and submitted to the engineer for approval. 

 Although   the specifi c manufacturer and model number of an air-conditioning 
unit is clearly spelled out in the specifi cations, the access panels for maintenance, 
the location and type of electrical connections, and the confi guration of the equip-
ment necessary to design its structural support will all be detailed on the shop draw-
ing. The timely submission, review, and approval or rejection of shop drawings will 
take place via the project meetings, and the smooth fl ow of all required shop draw-
ings is primary to an effi ciently running project.  

    Material and equipment substitutions 
 As   the shop drawing process begins, some contractors may offer substitutes for 
 contract-specifi ed materials or equipment. At times these substitutions may be 
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  submitted because of availability issues or because a contractor’s prior experience 
with a product warrants consideration by the architect. Some architects are adamant 
that no substitutions will be permitted except in extenuating circumstances, while 
other architects are more open to product substitution as long as it meets certain 
criteria. 

 At   the fi rst project meeting, a statement regarding substitutions may be helpful in 
guiding the contractor as he or she prepares material or equipment shop drawings. 
The following guidelines can be established: 

      ■      For products where more than one manufacturer has been specifi ed, no 
 substitutions will be allowed.  

      ■      Where specifi cations require a matching of materials via a sample, the 
 architect will be the fi nal judge of acceptability.  

      ■      When a substitute product is submitted by the contractor, he or she must 
certify that it meets or exceeds the quality level of the originally specifi ed 
product.  

      ■      The same or a better warranty will apply to the substitute product.  

      ■      The contractor will coordinate the installation and make any other changes 
required to accommodate the product at no additional cost to the owner.  

      ■      The contractor waives any claim for additional costs or time extensions that 
may subsequently become apparent.  

      ■      The contractor will reimburse the owner for any additional time for the 
 architect/engineer to review and approve the product, including any redesign 
services.    

 To   accomplish these requirements, the contractor is to submit (1) three copies 
of the request for substitution and (2) three copies of the shop drawing, product 
data, certifi ed test results if applicable, and other documentation attesting to the 
proposed product’s equivalence.  

    Value engineering 
 The   U.S. General Services Administration (GSA) defi nes  value engineering  as 
 “ an organized effort at analyzing designed building features, systems, equipment, 
and material selections for the purpose of achieving essential functions at the lowest 
life-cycle cost consistent with required performance, quality, reliability, and safety. ”  
A contractor may offer value engineering suggestions based on past performance 
with a product he or she deems equal or superior to a product specifi ed in the 
 contract documents. And quite often an architect, being familiar with the product 
being offered, will accept this substitution. 

 A   contractor who is submitting value engineering proposals must thoroughly 
review the proposed change to ensure that quality, performance, and costs  associated 
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 with that suggested change are equal to the specifi ed product. When a contractor 
doesn’t closely examine all the consequences of the value engineering proposal, he is 
not serving the client well. Consider the following example of a VE proposal that was 
actually submitted but, fortunately, rejected. 

 A   contractor had proposed substituting two roof-mounted air-handling units for 
one large unit and offered the owner a credit to do so, claiming that the  purchase 
and installation of the two smaller units cost somewhat less than the one large 
unit and that the owner could apply the savings toward some hardware upgrades, 
thereby avoiding a change order. Although the contractor was correct in the 
assumption based on the cost to purchase and install the two smaller units, he failed 
to add the extra cost for the roofer to create an additional reinforced roof opening 
and to fl ash in the opening, as well as the added costs for the electrical contrac-
tor to install an additional conduit run, connection, and circuitry. Together with the 
additional energy costs for these smaller units as opposed to the more effi cient large 
one, the owner would have not fared well by accepting this VE proposal. 

 When   a VE proposal is submitted, the architect and engineer should review 
that proposal thoroughly with the contractor, and if accepted, accept it only on 
the condition that any added costs incurred by the owner will be borne by the 
contractor.  

    Project schedule 
 Another   important item for discussion at the project meeting is the construction 
schedule. Is the project on track for the completion date required by the contract? 
Are there any problems that may delay completion? Are materials, equipment, and 
manpower suffi cient to maintain an orderly fl ow of work? Most construction sched-
ules today are CPM (critical path method) schedules. 

 Bar   chart schedules are frequently used for short-term, small projects where 
there are relatively few activities and where each activity is expressed as a horizon-
tal bar with a start date and fi nish date. 

 A   CPM schedule is more complex, encompassing many activities, often in the 
hundreds, that will take place during the entire construction project and the order 
in which each will start and fi nish, commencing with site clearing and site work and 
ending with the punch list and the certifi cate of occupancy. 

 The   schedule is a dynamic document that will change as some construction 
activities occur sooner than anticipated and others occur later than scheduled. 
When this orderly fl ow of activities and work tasks is disrupted, the CPM schedule 
will be revised to record the changes that may or may not impact the overall project 
completion date. 

 Minor   changes to the CPM may also occur as additional tasks are added, as when 
a change order increases the project’s scope or when deleted items reduce the 
scope of work. Some changes in one trade’s activity can cascade onto others, creat-
ing a series of delays that may not be so minor. For example, a signifi cant delay in 
starting interior metal wall framing because the contractor did not have suffi cient 
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 materials or labor will push ahead the start and completion of drywall, painting, and 
even installation of other fi nish operations. 

 An   important ingredient in a CPM schedule is  “ fl oat ”  — the extra days that 
are added to the schedule to be used for unanticipated minor delays caused by 
inclement weather, slight delays in material or equipment deliveries, or tempo-
rary  manpower shortages. All of these minor delays, if and when they occur, will 
decrease the number of fl oat days available to the contractor. A CPM schedule 
 contains the following basic elements: 

      ■      Activity — specifi ed by an ID number and a brief description  

      ■      Activity duration — the number of days required to complete the activity  

      ■      Early start — the anticipated date when this activity will take place, expressed 
as an actual date, such as July 15, 2009  

      ■      Early fi nish — anticipated completion of this planned activity, also expressed as 
an actual date  

      ■      Graphic display of the start and completion of each activity, expressed in a 
solid horizontal bar    

 The   contractor should distribute a current, updated CPM schedule at each proj-
ect meeting and review the most salient points, including any changes from the last 
schedule, whether the project is still on track for contract completion, or any con-
cerns about potential delays. 

 Some   contractors will provide even more information regarding the schedule, 
as refl ected in  Figure 7-2   , which includes percentage of contract time elapsed and 
percentage of work complete and provides the actual percentage complete of 
some important components. This presentation also includes what is referred to as 
the two-week look-ahead, an announcement of the work scheduled to start or com-
plete within the following two weeks. 

 When   it appears that the project may be falling behind in the scheduled comple-
tion of certain events, an architect or owner may request the contractor to prepare a 
summary of manpower requirements for the coming week to project the number of 
workers in each trade that will be required to either maintain the schedule or accel-
erate the work. This summary can then be used to check actual versus projected 
work in the week that follows to verify that the contractor performs as planned. 
The summary of workforce ( Figure 7-3   ) was necessary to ensure that suffi cient man-
power was being employed to meet the project’s completion date because of a 
series of delays experienced by the contractor.  

    Importance of the owner’s role 
 The   owner will be deeply involved in all of the correspondence passing back and 
forth among contractor, architect, and engineer and should be copied on all such 
matters relating to contract cost and contract time. The degree of involvement for 
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 FIGURE 7-2  

       A narrative schedule presentation, including a two-week look-ahead attached to the meeting 
minutes.    
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 FIGURE 7-3  

       A summary of past weekly workforce activities.    
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   each owner will vary, but an owner who is apprised of the current status,  progress 
of the project, and any looming problems will be more apt to make the right 
 decision if and when the time comes. 

 Many   of the shop drawings, samples, specifi cations, and architectural and engi-
neering sketches that pass from subcontractor to general contractor, architect, 
and engineer do so via a form called a letter of transmittal ( Figure 7-4   ). This form 
not only documents what is being transmitted but establishes the date of the trans-
mission, to whom it was sent, a description of each document in the package, the 
 person sending the transmittal, what action is required, and a remarks section. 

 Nowadays   most A/E sketches (referred to as SKs) are transmitted electronically, 
and only bulk shop drawings, product samples, and multiple drawing reproductions 
use this transmittal form. When an owner is copied on any of these transmittals, she 
should take at least a cursory glance at the contents being transmitted, since the 
contractor or the design consultants are in effect telling the owner,  “ This is some-
thing you need to know. ”  

 The   owner is the fi nal approver of change orders. The process usually begins 
when the contractor submits a proposed change order (PCO) to the architect. 
The PCO can be generated by a request from the architect, as shown in  Figure 7-5   , 
where the contractor was requested to submit a price to add painting and wallpa-
per:  “ Add wall coverings per HRC Architect RFQ#54, dated January 5, 2009. ”  

 After   the proposed change order is reviewed by the owner and the architect and 
approved, a change order will be prepared that, in this case, will increase the con-
tract sum by $8,330. The formal change order will not only note the increase in the 
contract sum but the increase in contract time if applicable. Adding such items as 
painting or wall coverings rarely requires an increase in contract time. 

 Most   contractors prepare a change-order log, which is more accurately called 
a proposed-change-order log, to track the review process. The log will include all 
PCOs issued to date by PCO number, date of issuance, status, and, if approved, 
the change order in which they were included. When a PCO has been withdrawn 
or not accepted, it will be so noted. This PCO log is another document that 
will be reviewed at each project meeting so resolution of all open items can be 
obtained. 

 Contractors   become rightfully concerned when PCOs remain  “ open ”  for 
an extended period of time, since their costs are based on performing the work 
within a reasonable time after issuance and not having to do the work out of 
sequence. An owner’s review and prompt resolution of all  “ open ”  PCOs will be 
much appreciated by the contractor.  

    Requests for information 
 Requests   for information (RFI) are questions that are raised by either the general 
contractor, one of the subcontractors, or a vendor and are passed on to the archi-
tect’s team for a response. Each RFI is numbered sequentially so it can easily be 
tracked and monitored. 
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 FIGURE 7-4  

       A typical letter of transmittal format.    
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   While   some RFIs may not have a critical time frame for resolution, delays in 
 processing and responding to them are often cause for disagreements and disputes 
during the project. Most contractors will prepare a log of requests for informa-
tion to track the passage from originator to the architect and its return back to the 

 FIGURE 7-5  

       A proposed change order (PCO), also referred to as a change order request (COR). This one is in 
response to an architect’s Request for Quotation (RFQ).    
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  originator. This RFI log is usually reviewed at every project meeting, and response 
dates are discussed. These requests for information represent another document 
that should be responded to promptly by the architect or engineer. 

 Owners   should also take an active role in monitoring RFI responses; if the archi-
tect has taken an unreasonably long time in responding to the contractor’s query, 
this concern should be voiced (quietly) with the architect after the meeting is 
over.  

    Architect’s supplemental instructions and fi eld instructions 
 An   architect may issue an architect’s supplemental instruction (ASI) to clarify some 
part of a contract plan or specifi cation that does not result in a change in contract 
sum or contract time. An ASI document will usually contain the following caveat: 

  The work or instructions included in this document are issued in accordance 
with the contract documents and represent no change in either Contract Sum 
or Contract Time. By proceeding with this work or instructions, the contractor 
acknowledges that there will be no change in the contract sum or the contract 
time.    

 After   the contractor has responded to the content in the ASI, it will be closed 
and require no further action except if the contractor takes issue with the architect, 
claiming that the ASI did indeed impact the project’s cost or schedule. The architect 
and contractor need to quickly resolve these matters, and this is also a time when an 
owner could intercede to assist in the resolution. 

 An   architect’s fi eld instruction (FI) is very similar to an ASI and can be generated 
when the architect makes a tour of the project and responds to a question from the 
fi eld or makes a note of some item or issue that should be clarifi ed or corrected. The 
architect will generally follow up on this fi eld observation or directive with a writ-
ten response or a clarifi cation sketch via a fi eld instruction. A contractor may have 
also pointed out the need for a minor improvement or a suggestion that the archi-
tect will take under advisement, after which an FI will be issued. 

 To   monitor what may be a long list of either ASIs or FIs, the contractor will 
 prepare a log similar to the one shown in  Figure 7-6   .  Figure 7-7    is another method 
by which a contractor can track ASIs. And, once again, an owner can intercede if 
the ASI or FI process begins to break down so the information continues to fl ow.  

    The submittal log 
 The   prompt processing of shop drawings is critical to the smooth fl ow of con-
struction. Shop drawings and submittals refer to a multitude of items, from full-size 
drawings prepared by the fi re protection subcontractor to detailed manufacturer’s 
specifi cation sheets on plumbing fi xtures to a sample brick or paint color charts. 
Each one of these items may require a shop drawing to be submitted to the  architect 
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A Eloctial Value Engineering

Title/DescriptionField
lnstruction pro

Date issued

11/29/07 11/30/07
Sex Summary Steel dated

10/24/07

Date issued
Sp 

Dwg’s issued SK’s issued

N/A N/A Proceeding with work

1 Crutiose Revisous 11/12/07
C3 AI I. CI.A2. I, CI.A3,I

CI. A4 I
CLSK M1. CISK. M2. CLSK M3
CLSK P1. CLSK P2. CLSK E12

N/A Proceeding with work

2 Eloctial Value Engineering 11/8/07
RESI 01B. SI.1B. SI. 2B.

SI 3B. SI 4B KE A3 4
SSK-004. SSK-005. SSK.006.
SSK-007 SSK-008, SSK-009

N/A Proceeding with work

3 Eloctial Value Engineering 11/12/07 A6.16 ASK-0024. ESK-16 AND 17. PSK-3 N/A Proceeding with work

4 Eloctial Value Engineering 11/13/07 NA ASK-022 AND 023 N/A Proceeding with work

5 Eloctial Value Engineering 11/13/07 NA ASK-025 N/A Proceeding with work

6 Eloctial Value Engineering 11/14/07 NA ASK-026 N/A Proceeding with work

7 Eloctial Value Engineering 11/19/07 NA ASK-028, SSK-010 N/A Proceeding with work

8 Eloctial Value Engineering 11/29/07 NA ASK-030 N/A Proceeding with work

9 Eloctial Value Engineering 11/29/07 NA ASK-029A AND 0318 N/A Proceeding with work

10 Eloctial Value Engineering 12/4/07 NA SKE-010 Thin SKE-028 N/A Proceeding with work

11 Eloctial Value Engineering 12/5/07 REAXI3B, KEAVI3. RE.AV62 N/A N/A Proceeding with work

12 Eloctial Value Engineering 12/6/07 NA SKE-028, 029, SKE-030 N/A Proceeding with work

13 Eloctial Value Engineering 12/6/07 NA ASK-031A AND 031B N/A Proceeding with work

14 Eloctial Value Engineering 12/7/07 NA SSK-010, 011, 012 N/A Proceeding with work

15 Eloctial Value Engineering 12/17/07 NA
ASK-011. 035. 036. 033, SKP7 AND 8.

SKM4 Thin 15 SKE 31 Thry 40
N/A Proceeding with work

16 Eloctial Value Engineering 12/18/07 NA ASK-033 N/A Proceeding with work

17 Eloctial Value Engineering N/A NA N/A N/A Void

18 Eloctial Value Engineering N/A NA N/A N/A Void

19 Eloctial Value Engineering 12/20/07 REFPI.1A Rev 1 N/A N/A Proceeding with work

20 Eloctial Value Engineering 1/2/08 NA ASK 050 N/A Void

21 Eloctial Value Engineering 1/6/08 HC,A2 N/A N/A Pending

22 Eloctial Value Engineering 1/7/08 NA
ASK-048, 049, 094 SKM22, 23, 24,

EPSK-01
N/A Pending

23 Eloctial Value Engineering 1/4/08 NA ASK-051 N/A Pending

24 Eloctial Value Engineering 1/14/08 AVS-BLS1, AV4 2 BSL1 N/A N/A Pending

25 Eloctial Value Engineering 1/21/08 NA ASK-051 N/A Pending

26 Eloctial Value Engineering 1/21/08

11/12/07

13/9/07

11/12/07

11/13/07

11/13/07

11/14/07

11/19/07

11/29/07

11/29/07

12/4/07

12/5/07

12/6/07

12/6/07

12/7/07

12/18/07

12/18/07

N/A

N/A

12/21/07

1/2/08

1/4/08

1/7/08

1/4/08

1/15/08

1/21/08

1/21/08 NA ASK-055 N/A Pending

Space issued Proceed/ Net Proceed

Contractors and Construction Managers Since 1954
582 North Calvert Street
Baltimore, Maryland

 FIGURE 7-6  

       A fi eld instruction (FI) log that allows the contractor to monitor the fl ow of fi eld instructions and the status of each one: authorization to 
proceed, pending, or void.    
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 FIGURE 7-7  

       Tracking architect supplementary instructions (ASI) that have no contract sum or time impact.    
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   for review, comment, and approval. The architect’s review will be in the form of a 
stamp with one of these comments: 

      ■      Approved — no exceptions taken  

      ■      Approved as noted — the architect will have made minor changes to the infor-
mation furnished by the contractor and will expect the contractor to include 
those changes in the product or material to be supplied  

      ■      Revise and resubmit — the architect takes exception to one or more portions 
of the shop drawings, and the contractor must revise those sections and resub-
mit the entire set  

      ■      Rejected  

      ■      No review or not reviewed — a comment when the shop-drawing submission 
is so defi cient that the architect will perform only a cursory review and go no 
further; this is basically a kind of contractor rebuke.    

 Neither   the general contractor nor the subcontractors can order any materials or equip-
ment without receiving the architect’s approval via a stamp on the shop drawing. 

 As   one can imagine, the number of shop drawings can be staggering, numbering 
in the hundreds, and passing through many hands: the supplier, the general contrac-
tor, a subcontractor, the architect and/or engineer, and back down the path through 
which they came. 

 A   delay in preparing a shop drawing by the general contractor or the subcontractor 
for review by the architect should be closely monitored by the architect. These delays 
can signal a problem much worse than the resultant delay in delivery of that product. A 
general contractor may have delayed submission of a specifi c shop drawing because he 
or she may not have awarded a subcontract agreement or a purchase order to the com-
pany furnishing that shop drawing. Perhaps the general contractor is having trouble mak-
ing this award because all the quotes are considerably over budget and he is searching 
for a company that can meet the budget. The initial  estimate may have been too low, and 
in an effort to  “ make budget, ”  he ends up with a company that could perform poorly. 

 When   a subcontractor fails to submit key shop drawings in a timely fashion, that 
should also be looked at askance. The subcontractor may have a cash-fl ow or credit 
problem, and the supplier of that product may be hesitant to accept the order. 

 For   all of these reasons, the review of shop drawing submissions should have an 
important place at the progress meeting. A submittal log ( Figure 7-8   ) is the key to 
tracking shop drawings. This log should contain at least the following: 

      ■      The specifi cation manual’s applicable section as a reference point  

      ■      The revision number (If the fi rst submission by the general contractor is not 
approved and has been returned to be modifi ed, the subsequent submis-
sions are numbered: 1, 2, 3, and so on. Several revisions may indicate that the 
 general contractor is not reviewing submissions carefully before sending them 
on to the architect/engineer and must focus on complying with the requisite 
specifi cation requirements.)  
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 FIGURE 7-8  

       A submitted log maintained by the contractor to monitor the architect’s review of shop drawings 
and the number of days the architect spent reviewing each drawing.    
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      ■        A brief description of the contents of the submission  

      ■      The date when the contractor received the submission from the vendor or 
subcontractor, to be compared to the date that this submission was passed 
on to the architect/engineer (It is the responsibility of the general contractor 
to review the shop drawing for compliance with the contract requirements 
before sending it on to the architect.)  

      ■      Shop drawing logs, to include a column indicating when the drawing was 
returned and its status: approved, approved as noted, rejected    

 The   log in  Figure 7-8  indicates the number of days the shop drawing remained 
under review before being returned by the architect. In this log 13- and 24-day lag 
times should be highlighted with an explanation. 

 This   shop-drawing log will be reviewed at each project meeting; if the owner 
observes that the architect is not responding promptly, after the meeting he should 
confer privately to determine the reason for any delays.  

    Pace of construction 
 The   pace of construction is of interest to the owner for any number of reasons. 
First and foremost is the assurance that the project completion date will be met 
and all other contract requirements appear to be under control. When a contrac-
tor falls behind on the schedule, it must be noted quickly and not allowed to con-
tinue. There may be a valid reason for a delay, and the contractor may have already 
planned to accelerate the project to compensate for that delay. But some contrac-
tors may not want to acknowledge a delay, thinking that somehow they will make 
up the time without making it obvious, and quite often these contractors don’t alert 
the architect and owner until the delay has serious consequences. 

 Participation   in the weekly or biweekly construction meetings provides an 
owner with scheduling information, a key element in the project’s path to comple-
tion. An owner or architect should not hesitate to ask questions if there is a concern 
that progress is not what it should be. Are there money problems? Are there person-
nel problems? Is there a problem with a particular vendor or subcontractor? 

 An   owner should approach an unwarranted delay by the contractor as the seri-
ous matter it is and put the contractor on notice of the consequences of the delay. If 
the owner’s attorney must become involved, a letter or two may be all that’s needed 
to jog the contractor to pick up the pace. An owner who takes an active role in the 
project can determine when to act and what force is required early on to correct a 
design consultant or contractor delay.  

    Contractor’s application for payment 
 At   the fi rst project meeting, a protocol for the submission of the contractor’s req-
uisition should be established so the contractor has clear direction regarding the 
preparation of the initial application for payment. Procedures for the submission 
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 and processing of payment requests vary somewhat from job to job, so it is best to 
review the current owner’s requirements. 

 Prior   to that fi rst project meeting, both owner and architect should meet and 
agree on these submission procedures. It may be helpful to prepare a formal memo 
to be distributed to the general contractor explaining these procedures to avoid any 
misunderstandings. A sample memo can include these guidelines: 

      ■      Application form — AIA G702/G703 or similar ( Figures 7-9a and b   ) to be used 
for all payment requests  

      ■      The schedule of values presented in the initial application for payment, not to 
be changed unless authorized by the owner, in writing  

      ■      Line items in the schedule of values, not to be invoiced for more than 100 per-
cent; this would increase the contract sum, which can only be accomplished 
by issuance of a change order by the architect.  

      ■      Materials or equipment stored offsite at the date of the payment request, 
not to be requisitioned without written permission from the owner before-
hand (Specifi c documents for offsite storage will be required if that request 
is approved, including a bill of sale, certifi cate of insurance, and a bailment 
agreement, copies of which can be given to the general contractor.)  

      ■      Subcontractor list are submitted at the fi rst project meeting and updated 
as additional subcontractors are hired by the general contractor (This list is 
important for several reasons: An owner should be aware of all companies 
working on the site and to whom payments are to be made and from whom 
lien waivers are required.)  

      ■      Lien waivers, to be submitted by the general contractor and each subcontrac-
tor requesting payment during the application period (The general contractor 
will also be required to submit a release of lien with every progress payment, 
shown in  Figure 7-10   , and at the completion of the project;  Figure 7-11    shows 
a fi nal payment lien release form.)  

      ■      Change orders (Although the protocol for the preparation and submission of 
change orders may already have been established, the way in which they are 
to be listed in the application for payment requires clarifi cation. The owner 
may elect to pay for that portion of the change-order work that has been com-
pleted if the work is considerable in nature and is still in progress or wait until 
the change order work has been 100 percent completed.)  

      ■      No change orders that have not been formally accepted by a fully executed 
change order submitted to the general contractor with owner and architect 
signatures affi xed  

      ■      All owner change-order work to be clearly separated by a line item for each 
change order, not lumped into the schedule of values; the additions to or 
deductions from the initial contract amount are thus clearly delineated.  

The project meeting
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 FIGURE 7-9  

       An application for payment. (a) Summary sheet. (b) Detail sheet.      
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 FIGURE 7-10  

       Waiver and Release of Lien form to be submitted with the general contractor’s and 
subcontractor’s progress payments.      
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FIGURE 7-10 (continued)  

      



 FIGURE 7-11  

       Waiver and Release of Lien form to be submitted by the general contractor with the fi nal 
application for payment.      
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 FIGURE 7-11 (continued)  

       

      ■            Equipment summary (If the project is a cost-plus or cost-plus with a guaranteed 
maximum price, any equipment purchased during construction may have resid-
ual value at the close of the project. The type of equipment on this list can be 
established at the fi rst project meeting by either a minimum dollar value or other 
mutually acceptable criterion. The equipment list can be included in the current 
request for payment, along with the initial cost and brief description. Additions 
to the list can be made with each subsequent application for payment.)  

      ■      Unless otherwise stated, general conditions, which are time-related, to be 
billed in equal proportions over the length of the project; no deviation is 
 permitted unless approved in writing by the owner.  
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      ■       Weather-related general conditions costs included in the contract as an  “ allow-
ance ”  to be included in the requisition with suffi cient documentation to  support 
the charges; a cost-to-date document would also be helpful.  

      ■       Subcontractor requisitions and vendor invoices (Subcontractors should use 
the same requisition form as the general contractor. The amount requisitioned 
is to be based on percentage complete, as for the general contractor.)  

      ■      Vendor copies of receiving tickets signed by either the owner’s representative 
or the contractor’s designated authority  

      ■      Rental-equipment reimbursements, including a signed ticket verifying the date 
and time that the equipment was picked up at the site  

      ■      Lien releases/lien waivers (Lien waivers must be attached to all requests for pay-
ments from the general contractor and the subcontractors. This  requirement 
will occur only on the second and subsequent applications for payment. With 
the fi rst payment, the subcontractor will make his or her own fi rst payment for 
all labor, materials, and equipment and can only certify on the second request 
that the fi rst payment was made appropriately.)     

    Offsite material and equipment storage 
 A   contractor may purchase equipment and materials and store them offsite for a 
number of reasons. A long lead time for delivery of vital materials and equipment 
requires the contractor to place orders for those items far in advance so they are 
available when needed at the job site. With just-in-time delivery not guaranteed, the 
contractor may elect to receive these materials and equipment and store them in an 
offsite facility so they are protected against damage or potential theft. The contrac-
tor has to pay for the materials when received and is justifi ed in requesting reim-
bursement by the owner. But, while justifi ed, payment for these offsite materials 
and equipment presents a few concerns for the architect and owner: 

    1.     Do the materials or the equipment meet the contract specifi cations?  

    2.     Are the materials and/or equipment actually stored in the quantity and the 
space offsite as described by the contractor?  

    3.     Are the materials and/or equipment stored in an environment that will main-
tain their quality and integrity?  

    4.     Is the storage area secure and protected against fi re and theft?  

    5.     Will the contractor provide insurance for the materials or equipment while in 
transit from storage to the construction site?  

    6.     Once payment is made, will the contractor provide a paid bill of sale, transfer-
ring ownership from the contractor to the owner?    
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  When   materials are stored offsite, where quality, content, and quantity are ques-
tionable, the contractor must provide the purchase order and a receiving ticket or 
invoice from the supplier verifying that the materials or equipment have in fact been 
delivered to the warehouse so stated. 

 If   there is any concern about the offsite storage facility or the quality of the prod-
uct stored there, the owner may wish to have the contractor accompany the archi-
tect and inspect the product prior to approving payment. The owner, in the written 
approval for offsite storage, should also include this inspection provision, adding that 
any costs associated with the inspection may be required to be paid by the contractor. 

 Although   the stored product was ordered by the contractor, an owner should 
also consider the fact that the contractor did so with the owner’s interests in mind 
to maintain job progress, so the owner may relent on reimbursement for the entire 
travel expense. 

 Three   documents should be furnished by the contractor prior to approving 
 payment for offsite items: a bailment agreement, a bill of sale, and an insurance 
certifi cate. The bailment agreement ( Figure 7-12   ) is a document that includes the 
description of the items stored offsite, the exact location where they are stored, and 
the  “ bailee’s ”  (vendor or subcontractor who furnished the item) agreement to be 
responsible for the safe storage of these items. 

 The   bill of sale ( Figure 7-13   ) transfers title to the owner when payment is made 
to that vendor or subcontractor by the general contractor. This is important because 
in the event that the vendor’s or subcontractor’s business fails and the company 
declares bankruptcy, without evidence of ownership of the offsite stored material, 
the bankruptcy judge may impound that material or equipment during the entire 
bankruptcy proceedings. 

 Finally  , the vendor or subcontractor must provide a certifi cate of insurance for 
coverage not only during storage but also as the product is transported from the 
storage facility to the job site.   

    PROJECT CLOSEOUT 
 An   otherwise successful project can end not so successfully as the contractor’s project 
manager and project superintendent turn their sights on that new job to which they 
have recently been assigned by their boss. As the completion of the project begins to 
unfold, the manifold requirements of project closeout come into play, which, if com-
pleted properly, will provide a successful handoff from the contractor to the owner. 

 In   preparation for project closeout, the owner, with assistance from the archi-
tect, can become more familiar with the process by carefully reviewing the contract 
specifi cations and listing all required tests, inspections, and warranties. Each divi-
sion in the specifi cation manual, where applicable, will contain a section on tests, 
warranties, extra materials, and special tools to be provided by the contractor. Most 
of these requirements will be found in the electrical, mechanical, fi re-protection, 
and plumbing sections of the specifi cations, but they are also scattered throughout 

Project closeout
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 the project manual. With the assistance of the architect and engineer the following 
closeout activities can be monitored: 

      ■      The punch list — the contractor must be directed to diligently pursue comple-
tion of the punch list. As we discussed previously, items that remain unre-
solved after a reasonable period of time can be completed by the owner by 

 FIGURE 7-12  

       A Bailment Agreement that is required when a contractor requests payment for materials or 
equipment that is stored offsite.    
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 withholding triple the amount of the cost to correct from any funds due the 
contractor. The price for the work should be based on a fi rm price from a 
reputable specialty contractor. A general contractor may also argue that a 
punch list item is actually a warranty item, and therefore he or she has an 
extended period of time in which to correct. As an example, a light fi xture 
may be blinking on and off because of a bad ballast. If such an occasion arises, 
have the architect render an opinion whether it is punch list or warranty, and 
resolve the matter.  

      ■      Submission of the record drawings, otherwise known as the as-built drawings. 
These drawings should have been reviewed by the architect and engineer for 
accuracy from time to time as they were prepared by the subcontractor and 
verifi ed by the general contractor. For example, before some underground util-
ity lines were backfi lled, the architect or engineer could verify the  “ as-built ”  

Project closeout

 FIGURE 7-13  

       A bill of sale that is required when a contractor requests payment for materials or equipment that 
is stored offsite and is submitted when payment has been received.    
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 condition by a fi eld visit as the contractor-inserted line and grade on the as-
builts. Variances in work in place as opposed to design line and grade of these 
underground utilities should be incorporated into these drawings. If these as-
built conditions are not accurate, if at some future date they must be uncov-
ered for repair, relocation, damage, or otherwise, extra costs in locating the 
underground utilities will undoubtedly occur. Any changes in the structure of 
the building and its internal systems are also important when future additions 
or modifi cations to that structure are required. The new contractor, relying 
on the accuracy of those  “ as-built ”  drawings, will have based the estimate of 
the work on them only to fi nd errors in dimensions, elevations, and location. 
Location of all concealed mechanical and plumbing valves, dampers, piping, 
and ductwork are important not only when future modifi cations to those com-
ponents are required but also for routine maintenance.  

      ■      Reports of all test reports and other inspections by local offi cials or as required 
by the contract. These may include the following: 
      —       Earth-compaction tests performed during the site-work stage of the 

project  
      —       Infi ltration or exfi ltration tests for underground storm or sanitary lines 

to e nsure the integrity of the pipe joints against leakage  
      —       Concrete compression tests for cast-in-place concrete and/or pre-

stressed or posttensioned concrete component tests  
      —       Mill reports if the building’s structure is steel to confi rm the quality lev-

els of steel produced by the manufacturer and ensure conformance with 
the contract specifi cations  

      —       If the building has structural steel framework, weld, bolt-up, shear-stud 
test reports  

      —       For all masonry work, mortar cube compression tests and fl ashing 
inspection reports if required  

      —       Reports on HVAC test and balance procedures, known as TAB; start-up 
and commissioning checklists ( Figure 7-14   ) if used; video of boiler fi re-
up if made  

      —       Operating and maintenance manuals (O & M) for all equipment, as speci-
fi ed in the contract documents, reviewed and approved by the engineer  

      —       Fire protection inspections witnessed by the local authorities verifying 
the required fl ow volume and pressure     

      ■      All required extra materials, referred to as  “ attic stock, ”  to be turned over 
to the owner. This can include extra boxes of ceramic tile, additional boxes 
of acoustical ceiling pads, extra hardware parts, extra cans of paint for each 
color, or carpet and other fl ooring materials. Another section in the specifi ca-
tions near the attic-stock requirement pertains to special tools, which are also 
turned over to the owner. These can include the special wrenches needed to 
replace sprinkler heads or testing devices for various HVAC controls.  
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 FIGURE 7-14  

       A typical checklist for HVAC equipment start-up when this equipment is being commissioned in 
the presence of the manufacturer’s representative and the engineer.    



 FIGURE 7-15  

       An affi davit that all taxes have been paid that the general contractor must submit when the work is completed.    
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      ■        Warranties and guarantees as required by the contract documents. Although 
the contractor, as a standard provision, includes a 1-year warranty, many indi-
vidual product warranties offer extended service. Roofi ng warranties vary 
from 10 to 30 years. Insulated glass usually carries with it a 10-year guarantee 
against defects. Compressors used in air-conditioning equipment have a 5-year 

Project closeout

 FIGURE 7-16  

       A sample Consent of Surety form.    
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 or greater warranty period. Some mechanical and electrical warranties include 
a no-cost 24-hour service contract during the builder’s 1-year guarantee period.  

      ■      Material safety data sheets (MSDS). These individual sheets, which contain 
product safety warnings — whether they contain hazardous materials — were 
sent to the general contractor prior to the product arriving on site. The GC 
would have collected those MSDS sheets in a binder and should turn them 
over to the owner at the closeout.    

 When   allowances and a contingency were included in the construction contract, 
both accounts should be reconciled. If the allowance(s) had not been reconciled 
and closed out by change order, now is the time to do so. If the contingency was to 
be shared by both contractor and owner, that, too, can be reconciled and closed out 
via a change order. 

 If   the contract was in the form of cost-plus not to exceed a guaranteed maximum 
price, an accounting will be required to arrive at the agreed-upon fi nal contract 
sum. Architects and owners frequently request that the general contractor prepare 
interim  “ costs to date ”  reports during the project; if this has been the case, the fi nal 
accounting will be easier to reconcile. 

 If   there was an equipment list that included contractor purchases of items having 
a residual value at the end of the project, the contract should either advise the con-
tractor that the owner will take possession of the item or items or settle on a value, 
allowing the contractor to retain possession and issue an appropriate credit. 

 Along   with the general contractor’s fi nal release of lien, some architects require 
an affi davit that all federal, state, and local taxes have been paid ( Figure 7-15   ). 

 When   payment and performance bonds have been furnished by the general 
 contractor, that contractor will provide the owner with a consent of surety form 
( Figure 7-16   ) in which the bonding company certifi es that all bond provisions and 
requirements have been met.          
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 The   project that has no change orders is a rarity, and the change-order process is 
often a contentious affair. Change orders can occur for the following reasons: 

      ■      Changes in the scope of work requested by the owner  

      ■      Changes in the work due to conditions unknown at the time of contract signing, 
which neither the design consultants nor the contractor could have  reasonably 
anticipated  

      ■      Claims by the general contractor or subcontractors for errors, omissions, or 
inconsistencies in the contract documents that can be corrected only by 
extra work that is beyond the scope included in or intended by the contract 
documents    

 Each   of these occurrences can create an adversarial relationship between owner 
and contractor, especially when the change-order process addresses a shortfall in the 
plans and specifi cations. The key to a successful change-order system depends on an 
understanding of why the change-order work is required and a clear,  concise expla-
nation of the cost and the impact, if any, that these proposed changes will have on 
the contractor’s workforce demands and the project schedule. 

 The   owner, architect, and contractor can take steps to diminish the confl icts the 
change-order process causes and inject a sense of reasonableness into that process. 
One such approach is for each team member — owner, architect, and contractor — to 
try to view the change order from the perspective of the other team members. 

 When   change-order proposals are initiated by the contractor and they claim 
that the added costs are the result of missing details in the project’s plans or speci-
fi cations, or of a design error that requires correction at additional cost, an owner’s 
response might well be  “ This is not my problem. I bargained for a complete project, 
and it looks like this is something that should have been included in my contract with 
either the architect or contractor or both. ”  Most contractors willingly correct errors 

              Change orders    8 
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or design issues that are minor and require little or no added expense. They have a 
professional responsibility to correct them as part of their contract obligation. But 
larger sums raise other concerns. 

 A   few less-than-scrupulous contractors have used the change-order process to 
their own advantage and exploited any attempt at reasonableness to gain a few quick 
bucks; they don’t care about upsetting an owner they will most likely never see 
again. Fortunately, the overwhelming majority of general contractors do not share 
this view. 

 Most   contractors would rather not issue a single change order because they 
are very aware of how disruptive it can be. When hard, competitive bidding is the 
 process used in contractor selection, the contractor is obliged to estimate only that 
portion of work specifi cally shown on the drawings — no more, no less. Although it 
may have been incumbent upon the bidders to point out any plan or specifi cation 
shortcomings, they may, rightfully so, be hesitant to yield any competitive edge to 
their competition. Although some incomplete or missing items can be absorbed by 
the contractor at no added cost to the owner, larger ones cannot be treated so casu-
ally. The prebid conference discussed in Chapter 2 is the forum to fi lter out many of 
these sorts of problems, assign a value to them if necessary, adjust the bidder’s price 
prior to executing a construction contract if an adjustment is warranted, and get on 
with the job. 

 Owners   would be wise to direct their design consultants to conduct these kinds 
of prebid meetings as part of the change-order-avoidance process. The preparation 
of a set of plans and specifi cations for today’s complicated projects is a mighty task. 
The details required can be staggering, and it is nearly impossible for that perfect, 
error-free set of drawings to emerge from the architect’s and engineer’s desks. Two 
concepts frequently govern the accepted quality standards for drawings: standard of 
care and best practices; both cut the architect and engineer a little slack that they 
rightfully deserve. 

 The   standard of care is a critical element in an architect’s professional portfolio; 
it states in essence that the architect is required to perform a reasonable and pru-
dent job in the preparation of the contract documents commensurate with what 
he or she would perform in the geographic community in the same time frame and 
under the same circumstances when provided with the same facts. 

 The   best-practices standard, applied to the design consultant, can equally be 
applied to a contractor’s performance. Best practices, as defi ned by the American 
Institute of Architects, are those that encompass the collective wisdom of AIA mem-
bers and related professionals. An architect’s performance can be measured by the 
creative design and the high quality of the design documents, and architects are very 
much aware of the problems that arise if those design documents contain numerous 
errors and omissions. 

 The   contractor views a non-owner-generated change order as relief from the 
costs associated with events that are not his or her responsibility. As stated previ-
ously, most contractors would rather not have any change-order work because 
they are acutely aware of an owner’s view that the change order may not be fully 
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 warranted and that the contractor should have anticipated some of this extra work 
as they estimated the project price. The contractor is also aware that the owner is 
assuming that the cost of the proposed change will be higher than it should be. 

 When   change orders originate from subcontractors and the proposed changes 
are created by defi ciencies in the plans or specifi cations, both general contractor 
and subcontractor are merely trying to recover costs that could not have reasonably 
been anticipated. General contractors often rely on their subcontractors to do the 
really in-depth review of the plans and specifi cations because these subcontractors 
have much more in-depth knowledge of their trades. The terms  general contrac-
tor, subcontractor,  and  specialty contractor  convey the image of progressive spe-
cialization, and that is usually the case with identifying problems in the plans and 
specifi cations. 

 During   the bidding process, general contractors will be soliciting bids from 
 several subcontractors as they are preparing their estimates. The really in-depth 
review of each vendor and subcontracted component begins after a contract with 
the owner has been executed and the negotiation process with the vendors and 
 subcontractors commences. This period of time, during detailed scrutiny of the 
plans and specifi cations, is when many errors, inconsistencies, or omissions will be 
discovered, and that’s when any problems with the plans and specs that arise must 
be dealt with. Does the general contractor or the subcontractor absorb some of the 
costs or request a change order to repair any of these problems? Major plan/speci-
fi cation errors, omissions, or inconsistencies that have a signifi cant cost implication 
will most likely be presented to the architect at that time. 

 When   these problems arise, it is the responsibility of the general contractor to 
provide suffi cient details in the proposed change-order request to allow the architect 
and owner to make a rational decision. The change-order process works best when 
this information is furnished to the owner promptly and the contractor receives a 
quick response. If the architect or engineer requires more information, it will be fur-
nished, and the architect or engineer should make those requests promptly. When 
contractor-generated proposals are viewed from the perspective of each party, they 
are more likely to be resolved quickly and amicably. 

    CHANGE-ORDER PROVISIONS IN THE AIA GENERAL CONDITIONS 
DOCUMENT 
 Several   articles in the AIA General Conditions A201 document deal with the submis-
sion and processing of change orders: 

      ■      Article 3.2.1 requires the contractor to study and compare various drawings 
for the purpose of  “ facilitating construction by the contractor and are not for 
the purpose of discovering errors, omissions, or inconsistencies. ”  If any 
of these defi ciencies are found, they are to be reported to the architect for 
clarifi cation.  

Change-order provisions
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      ■      Article 3.2.2 states, again, that any errors noted by the contractor should be 
promptly reported to the architect and that this review is made in the contrac-
tor’s capacity as a contractor and not as a licensed professional.  

      ■      Article 3.2.3 states that if the contractor believes that any clarifi cations 
received from the architect during this discovery period involve extra cost or 
time, the contractor will make a  “ claim, ”  — that is, submit a proposed change 
order. But 3.2.3 also states that if the contractor fails to perform the obliga-
tions of subparagraphs 3.3.1 and 3.2.2, the contractor  “ shall pay such costs 
and damages to the owner as would have been avoided if the contractor 
had performed such obligations. ”  This subparagraph also stipulates that the 
 contractor will not be liable to the owner or architect unless the contractor 
recognized such error, inconsistency, omission, or difference and knowingly 
failed to report it to the architect. It appears that the contractor’s approach to 
a disclaimer may be that they  “ knowingly ”  failed to report it.  

      ■      Article 4.3 defi nes a claim as a  “ demand or assertion by one of the parties seeking 
adjustment or interpretation of contract terms, payment of money, extension 
of time. ”   

      ■      Article 4.3.4 deals with claims for concealed or unknown conditions — a  diffi cult 
issue for all parties involved.  

      ■      Article 4.3.7 relates to claims for additional contract time. Subparagraph 
4.3.7.2 describes how claims of adverse weather conditions affecting project 
completion are to be prepared.  

      ■      Article 4.4 describes the procedures to resolve claims and disputes, and 
Articles 4.5 and 4.6 describe the process for resolution, fi rst mediation, and, if 
that fails, binding arbitration.    

 Article    7  of the AIA General Conditions A201 document details change-order 
procedures; one section discusses the construction change directive, referred to as 
a CCD. The CCD process is a method by which disagreements over the cost of a 
change order can potentially be resolved by employing those conditions up front. 

 The   CCD permits an architect or owner to direct a change in the work in cases 
where a contractor doesn’t have enough time to prepare a cost proposal or when 
extra work must be performed but the cost has not yet been determined. A CCD 
breaks the logjam that can occur in these types of situations because it allows the 
work to continue with a set of guidelines to be met as costs are accumulated and 
presented. The general contractor is provided direction to commence the work 
and provide the owner and architect with all documented costs, including the 
following: 

      ■      The cost of labor, including all fringe benefi ts  

      ■      The cost of materials and equipment, including delivery charges to the job site  
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      ■      Rental cost of machinery and equipment, whether rented from the contrac-
tor or other sources; hand tools, hammers, and screwdrivers are excluded as 
reimbursable costs, since the worker, not the employer, in most cases has an 
obligation to provide them.  

      ■      Cost of any bonds, insurance, permits, and fees  

      ■      Costs of supervision and fi eld offi ce personnel directly attributable to the 
work involved in the change  

      ■      The contractor’s overhead and profi t    

 This   procedure varies from the normal contractor’s practice of preparing a lump-
sum price for the work. Given authorization, the contractor proceeds to perform 
the work accordingly. If the work actually costs less than the estimate, the contrac-
tor will refl ect an increase in the stated profi t, but if the work costs more, the con-
tractor will absorb any losses. 

 With   the CCD, the cost of the work is based on actual costs, not an estimate 
of the work, and this cost-plus approach appears to be fair to all parties. It is still 
incumbent upon either the architect or the owner’s representative to ensure that all 
costs assembled are valid and justifi ed. Copies of invoices for materials, rental equip-
ment, and signed tickets documenting all labor costs are equally important. 

 The   CCD approach should be readily accepted by all parties because it allows 
the work to proceed and provides an acceptable method of establishing costs. 
The provision that allows for supervision and fi eld offi ce personnel, while usually 
rejected by an owner when a regular cost proposal is submitted, is included in the 
CCD process. Other lump-sum types of change orders usually do not include fi eld 
offi ce personnel and supervision costs, since these costs are assumed to be part of 
the contractor’s overhead and profi t add-on, so the contractor is perfectly willing to 
proceed with a constructive change directive.  

    REVIEW PROCEDURES FOR CHANGE ORDERS 
 The   general contractor has the responsibility to review all change orders received 
from vendors or subcontractors before passing them on to the architect. The owner 
may well ask the contractor,  “ Are these changes being submitted actually changes or 
merely the subcontractor’s or vendor’s interpretation of a change in scope? Are the 
costs associated with this change presented in suffi cient detail for us, as owner and 
architect, to analyze? Are all of the costs justifi ed? Is a credit due for deleted work? ”  
These questions should have been answered by the project manager  before  the cost 
proposal was submitted to the architect and owner, but many project managers are 
remiss in doing these kinds of reviews. 

 Time   and time again we fi nd the general contractor’s project manager merely 
passing through change orders without reviewing them for accurate content, appli-
cability, or even correct numbers. Lack of proper screening places an undue  burden 
on the architect, engineer, and owner. If an architect or owner receives  several 

Review procedures for change orders
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 proposed change orders that are insuffi cient for proper review, they should be 
returned to the project manager posthaste with a strong note that the PCO(s) is not 
acceptable in the form in which it was submitted and that no claim for delay or extra 
cost will be tolerated due to the delay in receiving proper, detailed information. 

 Early   in the administration of the project — perhaps at the fi rst or second project 
meeting — the contractor should be advised that all proposed change orders, if and 
when they occur, are to be thoroughly reviewed by the project manager prior to 
submission to the design consultants for review. It is a good idea to have the con-
tractor prepare a stamp that reads,  “ This proposed change order no. ___ has been 
reviewed by (name of the project manager) for applicability, content and pricing. ”  
When someone will be held accountable in such a manner, the likelihood of rejec-
tion will generally prompt them to do a proper review. 

 Quite   often a proposed change order not only adds costs to the project but the 
proposed changes may also have generated a credit. For example, if vinyl wall cov-
ering is to be added to the conference room walls, a second coat of paint is not 
necessary, so the additional cost to install the wall covering should include a credit 
for the fi nish coat or coats of paint in terms of both labor and materials. This seems 
to be an obvious credit, but it does not always appear on the  “ cost ”  sheet. It is the 
responsibility of the project manager to consider a prior condition or the contract 
requirements before assembling the costs for the changed work. 

 Although   generic contract language relating to change-order submission, review, 
and approval may be used, it is a good idea to establish some basic ground rules with 
the contractor in the opening stages of the contract administration. These ground rules 
can relate to some of the more basic situations where change-order work may occur: 

      ■      Documentation to substantiate proposed change-order work  
      ■      Time and material work authorized by the owner  
      ■      Premium time work authorized by the owner  
      ■      Winter or hot weather conditions that may require additional work     

    DOCUMENTATION OF CHANGE-ORDER WORK 
 Your   architect can prepare and present a protocol for the submission of change-
order work so all parties are aware of the format in which these requests are to be 
submitted, the procedures to be used for pricing, and the documentation required 
for review and comment. A simple plan can be presented at a project meeting and 
incorporated into the project meeting minutes, or a protocol can be transmitted to 
the general contractor in a separate letter from the architect. 

 Change  -order protocols might include the following: 

    1.     Each proposed change order is to contain a brief explanation of the nature 
of the change and whether it is initiated by the contractor or the owner. All 
supporting documentation is to be attached, such as a letter from the owner/
architect, general contractor, subcontractors, or vendors requesting the 
change and architect/engineer-furnished sketches or drawing revisions.  
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    2.     If the scope of the work is being increased or decreased, the prior condition 
is also to be listed by either the architect or engineer. This should not deter 
the contractor from analyzing the effect of the change but may make it some-
what easier to highlight those changes. In the absence of an architect’s state-
ment to that effect, the contractor is obliged to perform that analysis.  

    3.     All costs submitted by the general contractor for work performed with his 
or her own forces, or work to be performed by subcontractors should be 
broken down into labor (number of hours and hourly rate), materials (quan-
tity or square or cubic feet if applicable), and equipment with accompany-
ing proposals from the vendor. All costs are to be net of overhead and profi t. 
Subcontractor’s costs are to be net and include as a separate line item the 
actual addition of OH & P. The same will apply to the general contractor costs 
if applicable.  

    4.     Rental equipment costs are to be designated as general-contractor-owned 
or from a rental agency not affi liated with the general contractor. A request 
for a rate differential for idle equipment and operated equipment should be 
included. Although the actual hourly equipment rates may be the same, idle 
equipment costs for contractor-owned equipment should not refl ect the oper-
ator’s hourly rate, fuel, and routine maintenance costs. Idle rental equipment 
will have no operator or fuel costs, which are normally added by the contrac-
tor renting the equipment. Equipment, either rented or contractor-owned, 
will have different rates for daily, weekly, and monthly periods, with weekly 
and monthly rates lower than hourly and daily rates.  

    5.     If the change-order work is being authorized as time and material instead of 
as a lump-sum cost, the T & M protocol indicated following should be used.  

    6.     If requested by the owner or the architect/engineer, the owner’s representa-
tive can attend the meeting when the general contractor negotiates change-
order work with the subcontractors or vendors.    

 Time   and material (T & M) work protocols might include the following: 

    1.     The contractor’s supervisor is to provide daily tickets for all T & M work that 
is self-performed by the contractor’s workers or by any of the subcontractors. 
The ticket should include the worker’s name or trade designation (appren-
tice, journeyman, foreman), hours worked, and task performed. This daily 
ticket should be signed by the contractor’s supervisor, attesting to the accu-
racy of the information. A copy will be sent to the owner’s representative 
each day unless the owner requests otherwise. Receiving tickets for all mate-
rials and equipment are also to be attached to the daily ticket. These tickets 
should be signed by the general contractor’s superintendant or foreman, sub-
stantiating receipt. (The project manager will review and either accept these 
costs or request a modifi cation from the subcontractor before sending this on 
to the architect for review and comment or approval.)  

Documentation of change-order work
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    2.     For all subcontracted work, follow the preceding procedures by submitting 
the subcontractor’s daily tickets to the general contractor’s supervisor for 
review and acceptance. Receiving tickets for all materials and equipment 
are to be attached to the daily ticket. When second-tier subcontractors are 
employed, the prime subcontractor is to receive the daily tickets signed not 
only by the second-tier subcontractor but by the prime subcontractor, certify-
ing to its accuracy.  

    3.     In a case where the T & M work is being performed for an extended period of 
time, the owner may require the general contractor to prepare weekly tallies 
of  “ costs to date ”  and  “ projection of costs to complete. ”     

 Premium  -time costs can be documented as follows: 

    1.     For the general contractor’s self-performed work, follow the preceding 
procedures for T & M work, but include the reason for the premium time 
work — for example, weather delays, request by owner, delays in receiv-
ing response to queries to the owner/architect. Daily tickets are to be pre-
pared as indicated previously and signed for verifi cation by the contractor’s 
supervisor.  

    2.     For the subcontractor, follow the procedures for T & M work as previously 
indicated. Include the reason for the premium time work on the ticket. Labor 
hours are to be verifi ed by the subcontractor’s supervisor.  

    3.     An account of hours for extended work is to be presented to the owner 
on a weekly basis, or more often when requested, and costs tabulated if so 
requested by the owner.    

 Winter   conditions or weather delay claims can be documented as follows: 

      ■      On all daily tickets, provide all information listed following; all tickets are to 
be certifi ed by the general contractor’s onsite supervisor.  

      ■      Indicate the operation taking place and why the weather-protection work was 
required.  

      ■      When winter conditions are involved, provide temperature readings, one at 
7:00 A.M., one at noon, and a third at 2:00 P.M.  

      ■      When winter conditions are being documented, provide receiving tickets for 
all types of fuel consumed.  

      ■      Attach tickets for any other materials or equipment employed and why these 
materials and/or equipment were required.  

      ■      If extra work related to unusual weather conditions is being undertaken, the 
general contractor is to provide proof of the nature of those unusual condi-
tions — for example, 100-year storm, excessive rainfall, hurricane-force winds, 
and so on.     
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    COST ISSUES 
 We  ’ve discussed including in the contract for construction a list of costs to be reim-
bursed and costs not to be reimbursed, and change-order work usually involves two 
basic types of costs: direct costs, those costs required to complete the work, and 
indirect costs, costs associated with the contractor’s fi eld and home-offi ce expense. 
Another type of cost, referred to as impact cost, will generally apply when a delay 
or series of delays is experienced by the contractor and a delay claim is being con-
sidered. Any of these costs could be incorporated into a proposed change order, 
but that doesn’t necessarily mean that they are justifi ed; some may need to be chal-
lenged by the design consultants and the owner. 

 Direct   costs include the following: 

      ■      Contractor-owned equipment operation and fuel, whether active or idle, at 
rates no higher than published rates; frequently these costs are limited to 75 
percent of market rate rental rates.  

      ■      Rental equipment, including replaceable accessories such as jackhammer 
points and diamond cutting blades.  

      ■      Insurance premiums, which are based on the cost of work; as costs increase, 
so do insurance premiums.  

      ■      Bond premiums; as the cost of work increases, so does the cost of the bond.  

      ■      Building permit costs in those jurisdictions where building offi cials track costs 
added to the initial permit cost via change orders. (If a change order increases 
the original cost, the general contractor may be required to add a proportion-
ate amount to the building permit.)  

      ■      Labor, fringe benefi ts, and payroll taxes  

      ■      Material costs, including costs to deliver or pick up and to distribute the mate-
rial to the area within the building where it will be used  

      ■      Fasteners; stainless-steel expansion bolts, for example, are expensive and will 
be included in the cost.  

      ■      Photographs, express deliveries, reproduction costs (plans and/or architect 
sketches)  

      ■      Safety equipment and personal protective equipment (hard hats, goggles, gloves, 
foot protection, and respirators)  

      ■      Subcontractor and vendor costs  

      ■      Additional temporary heat or cooling in excess of the amount required by the 
base contract work  

      ■      Travel expenses of the project manager and project superintendent, including 
parking, tolls, and so forth  

Cost issues
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      ■      Added utility costs for the building under construction if weekend work or 
after-hours work is required    

 Indirect   costs include the following: 

      ■      Project management  
      ■      Project engineer  
      ■      Project superintendent  
      ■      Field offi ce operating expenses  
      ■      Estimating costs to prepare the proposed change order    

 Impact   costs include the following: 

      ■      Lost productivity due to trade stacking and other ineffi ciencies  

      ■      Idle equipment and its maintenance  

      ■      Lack of availability of skilled tradespeople due to increased demand to com-
plete the work and remain on schedule  

      ■      Cost of disruption to the orderly fl ow of work  

      ■      Cost to work out of sequence  

      ■      Cost of extended warranties on equipment installed during the project that 
may expire before the standard one-year guarantee period     

    CHANGES IN SCOPE OF WORK 
 One   of the major complaints voiced by owners is that the contractor fails to provide 
suffi cient detail to allow for a comprehensive review of their change-order work. 
This back-and-forth is a waste of time for all concerned. Even if there is an agreement 
that extra costs are involved, without a clear statement by the contractor of each of 
the components in the proposed change-order request and its respective costs, a 
prompt review and response from the owner cannot be expected. As we discussed 
previously, specifi c requirements for change-order submissions can be included in 
the contract for construction, and such requirements are not unreasonable: 

    1.     Each proposed change order should include a brief narrative of the work and 
the party initiating the request. For example, if the architect has issued a let-
ter or request for pricing and has attached a sketch or description of the extra 
work, a statement referring to this letter or sketch should be included. If the 
owner has issued a verbal request directly to the contractor (not a good pol-
icy; the request should be in writing and via the architect), the date, place, 
and exact request must be included in the contractor’s response.  

    2.     If the scope of the work has increased or decreased, the contractor should ref-
erence the prior condition either with a descriptive narrative or a portion of the 
plan or specifi cation that refl ects the original condition. For example, if the spe-
cies for wood doors changed from red oak to mahogany, the contractor should 
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so note and attach the specifi cation section or door schedule that includes the 
oak doors. This difference is often referred to by the contractor as the  “ delta. ”   

    3.     When the scope of work has either decreased or increased, the value of the 
prior condition must be included so the difference between the original costs 
and the new costs can be discerned. The contractor should make sure that 
the original costs are what they should be and not less.  

    4.     All labor costs submitted for either the general contractor’s forces or the 
subcontractor’s are to include the number of hours for each type of trades-
person involved and whether they are journeymen or foremen. The rate for 
each trade times the number of hours is the proper way to list each labor 
component.  

    5.     All material costs proposed by the general contractor can be documented 
with quotes from the related suppliers or, in the case of a subcontractor, the 
supplier’s quote for major components such as air-conditioning units, electri-
cal fi xtures, doors, and frames.  

    6.     Equipment costs for use of a general contractor’s equipment should be docu-
mented with comparable rates from a rental agency.    

    Figure 8-1    lists the equipment’s T & M rate, operator per-hour costs, fuel, and 
OH & P, along with a local equipment rental company rate. 

Changes in scope of work

 FIGURE 8-1  

       A list of equipment with bare rental rates, an add for operator, fuel, and contractor’s overhead 
and profi t. The last two columns on the right offer a comparison between rental rates of 
contractor owned equipment and those of a construction equipment rental company.      
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 Some   general contractors own several basic pieces of excavating equipment, 
such as bulldozers, excavators, and compaction equipment, while others subcontract 
all or a major portion of this type of work to excavating contractors. The  excavating 
subcontractors generally own basic equipment and rent additional  specialized equip-
ment to augment their inventory. Equipment costs will appear in many types of 
change orders ranging from site work or hoisting to supplying  heaters or fans for 
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78 hp Backhoe Loader w/cab

78 hp Backhoe Loader w/cab

78 hp Backhoe Loader w/cab

88 hp Backhoe Loader w/cab

88 hp Backhoe Loader w/cab

98 hp Backhoe Loader w/cab

110 hp Backhoe Loader w/cab

90 hp Tractor 3 point hitch

0.8 yd3 Mini Wheel Loader

1.04 yd3 Mini Wheel Loader

1.3 yd3 Mini Wheel Loader

1.8 yd3 Rubber Tire Loader

.2 yd3 - 2.7 yd3 Rubber Tire Loader

2.6 yd3 - 6.5 yd3 Rubber Tire Loader

2.75-2.65 yd3 Rubber Tire Loader

3.25-4.5 yd3 Rubber Tire Loader

3.5-5.0 yd3 Rubber Tire Loader

4.25-5.25 yd3 Rubber Tire Loader

Integrated Tool Carrier
w/Forks

Integrated Tool Carrier
w/Forks

Integrated Tool Carrier
w/Forks

Integrated Tool Carrier

IT Fork Attachment - Loose

IT Fork Extentions

12’ Motor Grader

12’ Motor Grader/All Wheel Drive

70 hp Track Dozer

70hp Track Dozer Low Gnd Press

80hp Track Dozer Low Gnd Press

80 hp Track Dozer

w/Forks

Backhoe Fork Attachment

416D 2W/EX

416D 4W/ST

416D 4W/EX

420D
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446C

CL 4000

640B

904B

906
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914G

924 GZ

928G

938G

950G

962G

966G

924G

930G

IT38G

IT28/IT38

IT28/IT38

12H

143H

D3G

D3G LGP

D4G XL

D4G LGP

ITI4G

430D/436C

Caterpillar

Caterpillar

Caterpillar

Caterpillar

Caterpillar

Caterpillar

Caterpillar

Caterpillar

Caterpillar

Caterpillar

Caterpillar

Caterpillar

Caterpillar

Caterpillar

Caterpillar

Caterpillar

Caterpillar

Caterpillar

Caterpillar

Caterpillar

Caterpillar

Caterpillar

Caterpillar

Caterpillar

Caterpillar

Caterpillar

Caterpillar

Caterpillar

Misc.

Fermac

CTI

3010160EST

3010162SST

3010162EST

3010202

3010264

3010302

3010460

3018105

4370403

3035405

3030060

3030080

3040140

3040240

3040280

3050380

3050500

3050620

3050660

3070140

3070240

3040300

3080380

3086625

4985356

3180120

3180142

3140301

3140311

3140452

3140451

Category/Class

 FIGURE 8-1 (continued) 
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cold- or hot-weather protection, and all need some scrutiny when included in change 
orders to ensure that the rates are fair and equitable. Costs are signifi cant for some 
large excavators: up to $250 per hour or more, including operator and fuel costs. 

 Equipment  , whether contractor-owned or rented from an equipment rental com-
pany, is charged either at an hourly, daily, weekly, or monthly rate, depending on the 
requirements of the operation. And, of course, the hourly rates decrease as the length 
of time employed increases.  Figure 8-1  refl ects the difference in rental rates. When 
equipment costs are included in a change order, the general contractor should deter-
mine if the correct rates are being charged. In the chapter on contracts, we discussed 
inserting language into the contract with the general contractor that limits the hourly 
and weekly rates to be applied, depending on the number of hours or days the equip-
ment was used. If the equipment was used more than three hours, the daily rate in lieu 
of the hourly rate should be charged, and if the equipment was operating for three 
days or more, the weekly rate should apply. 

 If   the owner-contractor contract did not include such restrictive provisions, 
 certain guidelines must still be followed when equipment rates are included in a 
proposed change order. The fi rst matter to consider is how long the equipment was 
working and whether it was active all of that time. 

 Equipment   rates vary quite a bit. An hourly or daily rate of, say, $85 per hour will 
be reduced to about $52 per hour, or between 30 and40 percent, when a weekly 
rate is applied, and that initial rate will be reduced further to $39 per hour (a 45 per-
cent reduction) when rented on a monthly basis. This doesn’t include the operator’s 
cost or fuel costs, which have to be added along with the appropriate contractor 
overhead and profi t. 

 A   call or two to a local construction equipment rental company will yield infor-
mation on comparable rental rates in the area. The architect or engineer can make 
the calls. Rental companies usually follow these guidelines: 

      ■      The rental rate is based on using the equipment for one 8-hour shift, 40 hours 
per week, or 176 hours per month.  

      ■      Overtime rates would be about 12 percent more than the daily rate, 2.5 percent 
over the weekly rate for hours in excess of 40 hours, and just over 1 percent 
more for the hourly rate for hours exceeding the monthly maximum operat-
ing time.  

      ■      Delivery charges are usually added to the rental rate to transport the equip-
ment to the site and pick it up.  

      ■      The lessee (operator) is responsible for the cost of fuel and for any routine 
maintenance costs, such as greasing, oil changes, and operator costs.    

 The    AED Green Book  is a nationally recognized manual of equipment rental rates. 
Updated yearly, it includes the average rental rates for a wide range of construction 
equipment, provided as monthly, weekly, and daily rates. Geographic cost adjust-
ments to account for regional differences are provided (called modifi ers) that allow a 

Changes in scope of work
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user to adjust a rate for a specifi c area of the country. There are ten such regions, rang-
ing from New England and mid-Atlantic areas to the South, Southwest, and Northwest, 
as well as Alaska and Hawaii. As an example, a national rental rate, adjusted for New 
England and the mid-Atlantic areas and designated as Region 1, would appear as 
follows:

   National average rental rate for loader  $690 per week 

   Multiplier for Region 1   �  0.98 

   Adjusted weekly rental rate  $676 per week 

 There   is a distinct difference between an active rate for equipment that is 
 working and requires an operator, fuel, and some routine maintenance and equip-
ment that sits idle for extended periods of time — say, a day or two. During this idle 
or down time, operator, fuel, and maintenance costs should accrue. Although idle 
rented equipment will still incur the same rental costs because it was rented on a 
daily, weekly, or monthly basis, the hourly costs will be lower because nobody is 
using it and it does not require fuel or routine maintenance costs. The same condi-
tion is not true for contractor-owned equipment. Contractors are not bound by a 
rental agreement, and their downtime or idle costs are substantially less. 

 There   are no hard and fast rules for establishing idle or downtime rates, but a 
fi gure of 50 percent of the active rate should be the starting point. If the contractor 
anticipates that the equipment will be idle for an extended period of time, he or she 
may decide to move it to another project where it can continue to generate income. 
In that case no downtime charges are warranted. 

 Some   court decisions support idle time and downtime costs. In the court decision 
for the  Appeal of Dillon Construction, Inc.  — ENGBCA No. PCC — 101, November 21, 
1995, the court ruled that if contractor-owned equipment was idle, the contractor 
could claim 50 percent of the equipment costs as listed in an equipment manual. 
The court may have been referring to the  AED Green Book , the nationally recog-
nized listing of rental equipment costs. 

 In    C.L. Fairly Construction Co.,  ASBCA No. 32,581 90-2, BAC (CCH) par. 22,665 
(1990), the court ruled that the contractor must establish that the equipment in 
question could have otherwise been productively employed before he or she can 
claim any downtime costs. In other words, can the contractor show evidence that 
this equipment could have been shipped to other jobs and generate revenue? Most 
likely, an invoice from a rental company substantiating the fact that the contrac-
tor had to rent equipment rather than employ his own, idled equipment would be 
 suffi cient proof for the claim. 

 Thus  , when the cost of major pieces of equipment is included in a change order, 
you should scrutinize as follows: 

    1.     What rates are applied, daily, weekly, or monthly, and are these time frames 
appropriate?  
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    2.     Are the rates appropriate when the cost of the operator and a reasonable 
cost for fuel and maintenance are added or deducted in the case of idle 
equipment?  

    3.     Should the active rate be applied over the entire period, or should some time 
be charged at downtime or idle rates?     

    CHANGE ORDERS AND SCHEDULING 
 With   the signing of a construction contract, the builder will generally submit a sched-
ule prepared by the critical path method (CPM). This schedule refl ects the timeline for 
starting and completing the various work tasks and segments of the project. A  critical 
path is established for the most important milestone events; as work progresses, the 
critical path changes. The fi rst critical event may be the completion of the building’s 
foundations, after which the critical path may shift to the erection of steel if that is the 
building’s structural system. When delays interfere with the critical path, the contrac-
tor may incur a delay. Quite often the delay of one work task can impact other sub-
sequent work tasks and cascade, resulting in a delay of more consequence than the 
initial one and thereby extending the completion date of the entire project. 

 Some   changes in the work may impact the construction schedule, and when an 
extension of completion time is anticipated, the contractor will advise the architect 
and owner accordingly. This notifi cation in itself can become an issue: Is there truly 
a delay, or is the contractor  “ crying wolf ” ? Will that changed work really impact the 
schedule? The owner may ask,  “ How can the contractor with any certainty at this 
early stage in the project determine that additional time will be required to incorpo-
rate the work in question? ”  No doubt some changes could be cause for an extension 
of time, but others will not. The time to settle this issue is when the claim has been 
presented, not at a later date. 

 Some   contractors may state that any increase in time will be determined at some 
future date — say, if they miss the contract completion date by  “ X ”  days. At that 
point, they could present a claim that the delay was due to the changes that took 
place previously and that were documented properly. In one respect, this may be a 
fair assessment of establishing the delay, but if actions by the contractor unrelated 
to the change extend the project completion date, how can those initial delays be 
separated from the contractor-generated delays? 

 When   a contractor requests additional time to complete the project, he or she 
may be considering a request for extra costs if in fact they do fi nish late. By extend-
ing the completion date, he will have extended their general conditions costs, since 
he will have to pay the superintendent to remain on the jobsite, and the various 
rental costs will continue for the offi ce trailer, phone service, and toilets; the con-
tractor would expect to be reimbursed for those costs. These general conditions 
costs are not inconsequential and can be upward of $20,000 to $40,000 per month, 
Recapturing all or a portion of these costs is important to the general contractor 
when justifi able delays are encountered. 

Change orders and scheduling
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 One   way for an owner to deal with contractor-proposed extended-schedule 
issues is to advise the contractor that the owner recognizes that the changes may 
increase the completion time by  “ X ”  number of days; however, the contractor will 
proceed with the work, and the owner reserves the right to challenge any time 
extensions. If both parties agree, then that statement should be added to the formal 
change order. When the formal change order is issued in this case, some forms list 
in small print at the bottom three options to choose from, one of which is to be 
checked off: the change order will increase, decrease, or have no effect on the con-
tract end date. 

 When   signing a change order, owners must be aware of this provision if it is 
included on the change-order form. Another approach to potential delay claims is to 
provisionally sign a cost proposal, acknowledging the work but reserving the right 
to challenge not only the cost of the work but the time required to perform the 
work, which could subsequently impact the contract completion date.  Figure 8-2    is 
part of a contractor’s cost proposal for an increase in which they claim not only an 
additional cost of $3,816 but, by the nature of this work, a possible extension of the 
contract completion time. As both parties, owner and contractor, sign this agree-
ment, there is room to negotiate a settlement later on with respect to additional 
time issues. 

    Float and the schedule 
 In   all contractor- or architect-prepared schedules, extra days are included on the 
assumption that not all activities will go as planned, and added time — a cushion — is 
added for minor unanticipated disruptions to the smooth fl ow of work. There will 
always be days when it rains, when the equipment does not show up on time, or 
when a particular subcontractor did not bring suffi cient crews to the site. These 
extra days included in the schedule are known as fl oat and are used by the con-
tractor to make adjustments to the schedule if and when those unanticipated delays 
occur. 

 Unless   specifi cally stated in the contract for construction, this fl oat is for the sole 
use of the general contractor. If the owner wishes to add fl oat days for unantici-
pated events, he or she must so state when the contract for construction is being 
prepared. The owner may be planning to purchase some special materials, custom 
carpeting, wall coverings, or custom-made electrical fi xtures, all of which are to be 
installed by the general contractor at a specifi c time frame in the schedule. If no 
owner fl oat days are included and that carpet, wall covering, or electrical fi xture 
arrives on the site later than the installation schedule indicates, the contractor may 
request an  “ extra ”  to go back and install the item. If the owner had included his or 
her own fl oat days to cover such contingencies, these delays will not impact the 
contractor’s schedule. 

 Other   cost issues must also be explored. Payroll costs should not be  overlooked 
when reviewing costs. Not only may the appropriate wage rate need to be 
reviewed, but the other  “ add-ons ”  for fringe benefi ts and applicable overhead and 
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profi t  percentages are to be considered. Labor represents a signifi cant portion of 
each  construction component, and it plays a major part in any change-order work. 

 Hourly   rates for union workers include many employee benefi ts that increase 
those rates. Merit-shop and nonunion workers also include some fringe benefi ts, but 
generally not to the same degree and amount as for workers with collective-bargaining 
agreements.  Figure 8-3    shows a page from a collective-bargaining agreement that 
lists all of the union benefi ts to which the contractor or subcontractor will add his 
or her own: FICA, unemployment insurance, travel costs, and so forth. 

 When   premium-time rates are included in the cost of the work — for work that 
exceeds the standard 40-hour week or holiday and Sunday work — sometimes the 
general contractor is not as diligent as he should be as he reviews the labor rates 

Change orders and scheduling

 FIGURE 8-2  

       Owner statement on contractor’s proposed change order, authorizing work but not agreeing to a 
cost or time extension.    
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before passing them on to an owner. The fi rst step in a comprehensive review 
of labor costs is for the owner or architect to request a complete breakdown of 
the chargeable hourly rates for regular time, time and one-half, and double time at the 
beginning of the project as the contractor negotiates each subcontractor agreement. 
When received, these costs should be reviewed by the general contractor and, after 

 FIGURE 8-3  

       Typical union collective bargaining agreement statement of wage rates and union benefi ts.    
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any adjustments have been made, passed on to the owner for review, comment, 
and/or approval. These rates would then apply throughout the entire job, unless 
new collective-bargaining or other such labor agreements have been instituted or 
updated in the interim period. By agreeing to labor rates early on, another potential 
problem will have been anticipated, and any changes to the work will be a little 
easier to resolve. 

 A   matrix similar to  Figure 8-4    can be distributed by the general contractor to all 
subcontractors to obtain current wage rates that will form the basis for future extra 
work. Certain elements of the basic wage structure will not apply to premium-time 
work, whether time and one-half or double time, and this form will be used to sort 
out those elements. The N/A (not applicable) in each such category in  Figure 8-4  
addresses those categories in case the subcontractor needs to be reminded. 

 This   particular matrix, as completed, represents a union worker’s hourly rate, 
including regular-time hourly rates, time and one-half, and double time for a fore-
man and a journeyman in this trade. Each of the fringe benefi ts is listed for straight 
time, and corresponding increases when premium time rates are applied. Note that 
insurance rates such as state health and welfare and some forms of insurance remain 
unaffected by premium-time work.  Table 8-1    shows another example of an actual 
subcontractor labor rate breakdown that the owner questioned. 

 The   increase applied to premium-time costs relating to small tools, travel, and 
parking in this wage breakdown was questioned by the owner and architect. The 
small tools category is meant to reimburse the worker for hand tools that wear out 
and for which they, not the company, are responsible. On the basis of the value 
for that item in the labor breakdown, $1.25 per hour would amount to $50 per 
week for regular-time work; if that carpenter worked eight hours on Saturday, an 
additional $14.96 was requested. One owner, when presented with those rates, 
indignantly replied,  “ That buys an awful lot of screwdrivers, ”  and, of course, it was 
deleted. That same owner’s representative questioned how small tools and travel 
compensation can increase after an 8-hour day: Isn’t it still the same per hour? And 
what about parking: Did it increase 50 percent after 8 hours? All of these items were 
subsequently adjusted, but not before the general contractor was advised that he 
appeared to be performing less than a due-diligence review of change-order costs. 

 All   labor cost breakdowns include employer costs for contributions to federal 
and state unemployment taxes. In total, these two taxes can add anywhere from 
$2.50 to $4.50 per hour to the cost of labor and, to a point, are certainly justifi ed. 
However, should these costs increase by 50 percent for time and one-half work and 
by 100 percent for double-time work? Unless the subcontractor can substantiate 
those increases for premium time, they should not be approved. 

 Furthermore  , each of these tax contributions is limited to a specifi c level of 
wages earned. In Massachusetts, for example, state unemployment (SUTA) taxes are 
paid on the fi rst $10,800 of wages; the federal tax (FUTA) is paid only on the fi rst 
$7,000 in wages. After these limits have been reached, no further contributions to 
either fund are required. In New Hampshire, SUTA is paid on the fi rst $8,000 of 
wages. 

Change orders and scheduling
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Foreman Journeyman

Half Time Half Time
Straight

Time
Straight

Time
Double
Time

Double
TimeDescription

Base Hourly Rate
Health and Welfare
Pension Fund
Annuity Fund
Education Fund
Local Supplemental Pension*
Industry Promo Fund*
Holidays*
LMCT Fund*
NFT/NEMI Fund*
SASMI Fund*
Equality Fund*

Sub Total of Union Rates

FICA
Federal Unemployment Ins.
State Unemployment Ins.
Workman’s Compensation
Public Liability (Bodily Injury)
Property Damage
Umbrella/Auto

$ 18.44
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

$  36.88 $ 36.88
$    7.78
$    4.65
$    7.26
$    1.18

$    1.37

$  33.88 $  16.94 $  33.88
$    7.78
$    4.65
$    7.26
$    1.18

$    1.37

$   59.12

$     2.82
$     0.13
$     3.13
$     3.55
$     1.38
$     1.21
$     0.24

$   18.44

$     1.41
$     0.07
$     1.57

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

$   36.88

$     2.82
$     0.13
$     3.13

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

$   56.12

$     2.59
$     0.12
$     2.90
$     3.34
$     1.35
$    1.11
$     0.22

$   16.94

$     1.30
$     0.06
$     1.45

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

$   33.88

$     2.59
$     0.12
$     2.90

N/A
N/A

$     - $     - $     - $     - $     - $     -

$  71.58 $  21.48 $  67.75

$  10.74 $    3.22 $  10.16

$  82.32 $  24.70

$  42.96

$    6.44

$  49.40 $  77.91

$  19.75

$    2.96

$   22.71

$  39.49

$    5.92

$  45.41

N/A
N/A

Sub Total of Ins. and Taxes $  12.46 $   3.04 $   6.08 $   11.63 $    2.81 $    5.61

Small Tools N/A N/A N/A N/A
Travel ?? ??

Total Union/Ins/Other

Total Labor Rate

Overhead and Profit at 15%

Sub Total of Other

N/A Not applicable
If Applicable*

Subcontractor:
Trade:

Effective Date:

Expiration Date:

Installation
3/1/2007

8/31/2007

 FIGURE 8-4  

       Matrix to be used for reporting of subcontractor wage rates and associated hourly costs.    
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 Let  ’s take as an example a carpenter who earns $25 per hour. After she has 
worked seven 40-hour weeks and has earned $7,000, her FUTA contribution has 
been fully paid; after eleven 40-hour weeks, she earned $11,000 and her SUTA has 
been paid. So it would appear that if this carpenter had been fully employed since 
the fi rst of the year, certainly all unemployment tax contributions have been ful-
fi lled by mid-March, and any time and material work performed after that period 
should not include these contributions. The general contractor should overview 
these contributions, but the owner and architect must be prepared to step if he or 
she doesn’t.   

    QUANTUM MERUIT AND UNJUST ENRICHMENT 
 As   we traverse from the practical to the legal, an owner should become famil-
iar with two certain terms if he or she intends to dispute certain types of change 
orders. Just as there are some contractors who are looking to take advantage of 
some owners, so are there some owners who will deny a contractor a reasonable 
payment for the additional work they have requested. I have experienced situations 
in which an owner has requested the contractor to proceed with extra work either 
on the basis of time and material or a lump sum, and upon completion of that work, 
the owner has either refused to pay the initially agreed-upon price or attempted to 
reduce an otherwise reasonable cost. Legal action to recover what may not be a 
substantial sum is an option, and the contractor, if litigation is pursued, will have 
several court decisions in his favor. One is  quantum meruit,  and the other is  unjust 
enrichment.  

 Quantum   meruit (pronounced  “ mare-o-it ” ) is referred to as a  “ quasicontract ”  
method of recovery of costs, associated in this case with construction change orders. 
When confronted with a need to justify the claim for extra work, the  contractor 
needs to prove that the owner has benefi ted by the work that he or she directed and 
accepted. This is the thrust of quantum meruit. 

Quantum meruit and unjust enrichment

 Table 8-1          Labor Rate Breakdown  

   Description  Straight Time  Time  &  One-Half  Double Time 

   Base hourly rate  $36.88  $55.32  $73.76 

   Health  &  Welfare  $15.67  $23.50  $31.34 

   FICA  $2.82  $4.23  $5.64 

   Fed Unemployment  $0.30  $0.45  $0.60 

   Travel  $1.10  $1.52  $2.20. 

   Small Tools  $1.25  $1.87  $2.50 

   Parking  $1.00  $1.50  $2.00 
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 If   an owner had directed the contractor to change ten wood doors from oak 
veneer to cherry veneer, this change would most likely result in an increased cost 
to the owner; if the agreed-upon price was not honored by the owner after the 
upgraded doors were installed, the contractor could clearly show that the owner 
certainly benefi ted by this change. 

 Unjust   enrichment is similar to quantum meruit but is based on the concept 
that an owner can’t get something for nothing. In the case of the cherry doors, the 
owner has been enriched by the higher value of the cherry veneer. A contractor 
who threatens to institute a claim in this situation will be on very fi rm ground, and 
an owner should think twice before denying such a claim. 

 Another   term that is similar to unjust enrichment is  betterments and enrich-
ments;  it should be fi led in the owner’s memory bank in case such a demand is made 
by the contractor. It refers to the betterments and enrichments an owner received 
due to the added value of the contractor’s change-order work. 

 The   change-order process can proceed without too many problems if the follow-
ing steps are taken: 

      ■      Establish as many costs as possible at the beginning of the project.  

      ■      Provide the general contractor with clear guidelines for submitting change 
orders, the detail required, and the documentation necessary for a reasonable 
review.  

      ■      Impress upon the general contractor the responsibility to review and critique 
vendor and subcontractor proposals for change-order work before passing 
them on to the architect/engineer and owner.  

      ■      Fair dealings from the owner’s team should be rewarded with fair dealings 
from the contractor’s team.           
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 Green   building construction is based on designs that are more environmentally 
friendly, and it employs materials and equipment that result in energy effi ciency 
and the reduction of waste. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) simply 
defi nes  sustainability  as  “ meeting the needs of the present without compromising 
the ability of future generations to meet their needs. ”  

    THE IMPACT OF CONSTRUCTION ON THE ENVIRONMENT 
 The   U.S. Department of Energy reports that there are more than 4.5 million 
 commercial buildings in the United States, occupying as much as 67 billion square 
feet of space. These buildings make enormous demands on the supply of materials 
used for construction and the environment in which they exist: 

      ■      Commercial and institutional buildings consume one-sixth of the world’s 
freshwater supply.  

      ■      They consume one-half of all virgin wood harvested.  

      ■      These buildings require 36 percent of our country’s total energy use and 
65 percent of all electrical consumption.  

      ■      Buildings produce 30 percent of all U.S. waste output — approximately 136 
million tons annually.  

      ■      These buildings are responsible for 30 percent of all greenhouse gas emissions.    

 These   statistics drive the green building and sustainable movements in this coun-
try, and both concepts have moved from the  “ tree hugger ”  image to mainstream 
design and construction. More and more federal and state agencies are mandating 

                 Green and sustainable 
buildings    9 

CHAPTER
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new buildings to incorporate energy-effi cient heating and cooling systems;  reduction 
in all forms of waste, both solid and liquid; and environmentally friendly work spaces.  

    WHOLE-BUILDING DESIGN 
 The   focus of green and sustainable building design is directed to achieve the follow-
ing goals: 

      ■      Reduce capital and building maintenance costs  

      ■      Reduce energy costs  

      ■      Reduce the environmental impact of not only the structure but the site on 
which it will be placed  

      ■      Increase the comfort, health, and safety of building occupants  

      ■      Provide an environment conducive to increasing productivity    

 Whole  -building design encompasses the building’s envelope (exterior walls) and 
roof, its interior components, the mechanical and electrical equipment, the orienta-
tion of the building on its site, the materials of construction, energy consumption, 
indoor air quality, acoustics, and preservation of the site’s natural state — all from a 
holistic approach as opposed to being considered as separate components. 

 Another   aspect of whole-building design is one that can be practiced by both 
green building and nongreen building owners: waste reduction. We are known as 
the  “ disposable generation, ”  and so many things we buy are packaged, sometimes 
in packages 500 percent larger than the item inside, adding to the disposal problem. 
Reducing waste is more than just cutting back on what we discard; it also involves 
purchasing materials that are more durable and easier to repair and maintain and 
using reclaimed materials such as recycled concrete or bricks reduced to aggregate 
size for placement under new asphalt or concrete paving. We also can consider 
using materials that have dual functions, such as exposed HVAC ductwork or stained 
concrete fl oors to approximate the look of tile. And both new and existing building 
owners can initiate a program to recycle day-to-day materials. 

 Reducing   waste has several benefi ts: 

      ■      Reduction in transportation costs from the waste generator to the waste-
disposal area  

      ■      Reduction in energy (fuel) costs with a concurrent reduction in air pollution  

      ■      Freeing up land previously set aside as landfi ll    

 A   research study prepared by George Goldman and Aya Ogishi at the University 
of California at Berkeley in 2001 dramatically displayed the impact of waste disposal 
and waste reduction in California. In 1999, California estimated that its annual waste 
amounted to 33 million tons, 21 million of which were generated by nonresidential 
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 Table 9-1          Average Statewide Impact for Waste Disposal vs. Diversion  

     Disposed  Diverted  Additional Gain from 
Diversion (Difference) 

   Total Sales ($/ton)  $119  $254  $135 

   Output Impact ($/ton)  $289  $564  $275 

   Total Income Impact 
($/ton) 

 $108  $209  $101 

   Value-added Impact 
($/ton) 

 $144  $290  $146 

   Jobs Impact 
(Jobs/1,000 tons) 

 2.46  4.73  2.27 

  Source: State of California Sustainable Building Task Task Force Study 
(October 2003)  

buildings. Green building attempts to reduce waste and refocus on recycling and 
reuse had signifi cant economic impact. Not only were the costs to dispose of waste 
materials reduced, but the recycling process actually created more jobs.  Table 9-1    
refl ects the impact of diverting rather than disposing of waste materials. 

 In   an April 2007 press release, North Carolina reported that the amount of waste gen-
erated within the state during fi scal year 2005 – 2006 amounted to 1.36 tons per person 
per year — a 5 percent increase over the previous fi scal period and a 27 percent increase 
from the baseline fi gure set in FY 1991 – 1992. Industrial and commercial construction 
and demolition accounted for more than 70 percent of the state’s waste stream. Stepped-
up state purchases of recycled products and recovery of plastic, glass, and metal contain-
ers by recycling have been positive steps in reducing waste generation. 

    The U.S. Green Building Council 
 The   U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) is a nonprofi t organization committed to 
expanding sustainable and green building practices. With 15,000 organizations through 
the country, USGBC penetrates all geographic regions, working with architects, engineers, 
contractors, building systems and materials manufacturers, and government agencies to 
achieve a mission: to  “ transform the way buildings and communities are designed, built, 
and operated, enabling an environmentally and socially responsible, healthy, and pros-
perous environment that improves the quality of life. ”  

 USGBC   developed a trademark-protected rating system, which includes a pro-
gram of standards and certifi cation for accreditation known as LEED — Leadership 
in Energy and Environmental Design. This LEED program encompasses all types of 
construction projects: 

      ■      LEED-NC — new construction  
      ■      LEED-EB — existing buildings  
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      ■      LEED-CI — commercial interiors  
      ■      LEED-C & S — core and shell  
      ■      LEED-H — home and residential  
      ■      LEED-ND — neighborhood development    

 LEED   certifi cation programs are also available for schools, retail, and health care 
facilities. 

 Each   certifi cation level has six credit areas, with points awarded for the degree 
of compliance in such areas as sustainable sites, energy and atmosphere, water effi -
ciency, indoor environmental quality, materials and resources, and innovation in 
design. These are the four progressive levels of certifi cation: 

      ■      Certifi ed (the lowest level): 26 – 32 points  
      ■      Silver: 33 – 38 points  
      ■      Gold: 39 – 51 points  
      ■      Platinum: 52 points or more    

 The   LEED approach focuses a great deal of attention of the building’s site and 
looks at 14 areas of concern: 

     1.      Site selection  
     2.      Erosion and sedimentation control during construction  
     3.      Urban development  
     4.      Brownfi eld redevelopment  
     5.      Alternative transportation: public transportation access  
     6.      Alternative transportation: bicycle-friendly  
     7.      Alternative transportation: alternative fuel-refueling stations  
     8.      Alternative transportation: parking reduction  
     9.      Reducing site disturbance: protecting and restoring open spaces  
    10.      Reducing site disturbance: maximizing open space  
    11.      Storm water management: fl ow reduction  
    12.      Storm water management: fl ow treatment  
    13.      Landscape and exterior design to reduce heat islands: nonroof areas  
    14.      Landscape and exterior design to reduce heat islands: roof surfaces    

    Figure 9-1    shows a LEED checklist for new construction projects that includes sus-
tainable site points, water effi ciency, energy and atmosphere, materials and resources, 
indoor environmental quality, and innovation and design-process standards. 

 LEED   2009 — or LEED 3.0, as it may be called — is restructuring and revising its 
point system based on science-based allocations. This update will include LEED 
Online, an Adobe Life Cycle – based technology that will allow project teams to sub-
mit 100 percent of their documentation for certifi cation online. 

 This   updated version uses a 100-point rating system that weights credits. No 
longer will one credit necessarily equal one point. The weighting systems take into 
account the environmental and human benefi ts of each LEED credit. LEED 2009 will 
also address the shortcomings present in their early life cycle assessment (LCA) by 
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 FIGURE 9-1  

       LEED certifi cation for New Construction Checklist.   
 Source    :  U.S. Green Building Council, Dupont Circle, Washington, D.C.       

incorporating a multiattribute evaluation within the rating systems that will replace 
credits in the materials and resources section. 

 Another   key change is the recognition of regional differences — for example, 
water conservation in Las Vegas, Nevada, is somewhat different from water conser-
vation issues in upstate New York. A regionally based weighting system will assign 
bonus points when environmental issues specifi c to a region are addressed. USGBC 
has also tapped into the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s TRACI (Tool for the 
Reduction and Assessment of Chemical and Other Environmental Impacts) program 
and has weighted the new rating systems according to this standard. 
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 FIGURE 9-1   (continued) 
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 New   also are credits for reducing energy consumption that are linked to benefi ts 
in other categories such as greenhouse gas emissions and fossil fuel use. This weight-
ing of impact categories is not only science based but also includes value judgments. 
Although this new point system uses some science-based allocations, USGBC recog-
nizes that this hybrid approach cannot factor in all of the health and environmental 
benefi ts that still need to be considered. 

 Indoor   water consumption was given more importance in the update by chang-
ing the point system to require a 30 percent reduction instead of last year’s 20 per-
cent savings and providing a reward of 10 points instead of 5. Credits for access 
to transportation systems also increased from 1 point to 6, and credits for energy 
effi ciency and renewable energy increased from 13 points to 26 points.   

    PROMOTING GREEN BUILDINGS 
 Other   states are promoting green buildings differently, such as providing tax credit 
incentives to owners. New York led the way with the country’s fi rst green build-
ing tax credit. Baltimore County, adjacent to Baltimore City, Maryland, in 2006 pro-
vided a full property tax abatement for 10 years for buildings achieving at least a 
LEED Silver certifi cation. Chatham County in Georgia offers developers a property 
tax abatement for Gold certifi cate green buildings. In Nevada, no sales tax is levied 
on building materials used in projects with a LEED certifi cation of Silver or higher, 
while other cities — Boston and Washington, D.C. — use a different approach, 
requiring owners of new buildings to adopt LEED standards for all buildings over a 
certain size. 

 Retrofi tting   existing buildings to green standards has been picking up speed, 
particularly as reports come in citing the cost savings that accrue to a building 
owner.  Figure 9-2    shows an existing building operations and maintenance checklist 
refl ecting the key items to be addressed, such as site, water effi ciency, energy and 
 atmosphere, and materials and resources. Upgrading existing mechanical systems 

 FIGURE 9-1  (continued )

  

Promoting green buildings



 FIGURE 9-2  

       LEED certifi cation for Existing Buildings Checklist.  

  Source:  U.S. Green Building Council, Dupont Circle, Washington, D.C.               
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to energy-effi cient equipment can result in long-term paybacks, as witnessed by 
the annual heating, cooling, and air-conditioning costs for various types of build-
ings compiled by APS, a division of Pinnacle West Capital Corporation ( Figure 9-3   ). 

 Waste   recycling, green cleaning, and environmentally sensitive purchasing are 
less complex tasks for a company to assume; water and energy improvements are 
key areas in which to concentrate but are more sophisticated in their approach. 
Building owners can start with some basic questions: Do we need that light? If not, 
take it down. If we do need it, what wattage do we need, and what type of bulb —
 incandescent or fl uorescent? 

 One   research organization surveyed 14 LEED-EB building owners and found that 
an investment of $2.43 per square foot for some green modifi cations would pay for 
itself in a couple of years. Designers have found that simple changes such as the 
subtle use of an overhang and sunscreens can be adapted to increase natural light-
ing conditions and reduce energy burdens in a typical offi ce building by as much as 
30 percent.  

FIGURE 9-2  (continued)
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 FIGURE 9-3  

       Heating, cooling, and ventilating costs per building type on an annual basis.  

  Source:  APS division of Pinnacle West Capital Corporation, Phoenix, Arizona.   

    GREEN BUILDING COMPONENTS 
 One   of the prime goals of green design and construction is to produce a net-zero 
energy building, one that produces as much energy onsite as it consumes. While this 
is the ultimate goal and is rarely achieved, it sets the basis for reducing energy con-
sumption by investigating the ways heating and cooling are affected by the build-
ing’s envelope: its exterior walls and roof. 

 The   surface of a building’s roof is a major absorber of heat in the summer. 
A number of new roofi ng surfaces that lower interior temperatures during hot weather 
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have been developed. These products range from highly refl ective  roofi ng membranes 
to a green roof, literally and fi guratively, that creates a cooler surface. A green roof is one 
where a vegetation layer is grown on the surface; on hot summer days, this can signifi -
cantly reduce the temperature on that roof surface. The estimated cost of a green roof 
ranges from $10 to $25 per square foot, with annual maintenance costs of $0.75 to $1.50 
per square foot. Initial costs of a green roof are higher than conventional membrane-type 
roof coverings and, due to the increased weight, may require reinforcing an existing 
roof’s structural support system. 

 Other   methods that can be used for a green roof involve selecting roofi ng mem-
branes that are highly refl ective. The measure of solar refl ectance, expressed as a 
percentage, is  albedo ; the higher the percentage, the higher the albedo. Fresh snow 
has an albedo rating of 90 percent, and black surfaces are in the less than 10 per-
cent range. Roofi ng materials with the EPA’s ENERGY STAR  ®   label have higher 
solar refl ectance, and qualifi ed roof products with the ENERGY STAR label can help 
reduce the peak demand for air conditioning in buildings by 10 to 15 percent. About 
25 percent of manufacturers of commercial roofi ng products sell these materials. 
The ENERGY STAR website provides a roofi ng comparison calculator to help build-
ing owners estimate how much energy and money can be saved by installing an 
ENERGY STAR – labeled roof product. 

 Energy  -effi cient HVAC equipment is also at the top of the list of green equip-
ment. Annual heating, cooling, and ventilating costs represent a major portion of a 
building’s operation expenses. Federal law mandated a minimum effi ciency rating of 
13 SEER (seasonal energy effi cient ratio) for unitary equipment with less than 65,000 
Btu capacity. Upgrading from a 13 SEER to a 14 SEER may reduce cooling costs by 7 
percent, and updating from a 13 to a 15 SEER may reduce cooling costs by 13 per-
cent. Designers should consider a base SEER equipment rating and several options 
for upgrading to a more effi cient unit.  

    EPA’S ENERGY PERFORMANCE RATINGS 
 The   Environmental Protection Agency has developed a suggested list of guidelines for 
design consultants and contractors to further green energy conservation. For own-
ers considering incorporating some of the energy-effi ciency and energy-conservation 
measures in their new buildings, the EPA suggests pursuing the following strategies: 

      ■      Establish an energy performance target with your design consultants. The EPA’s 
Building Design Guidance Checklist ( Figure 9-4   ) can be helpful in that respect.  

      ■      During predesign the owner and the design consultants should investigate energy-
related design concepts that consider the geographic environment and local cli-
mate, building orientation, and other features that will impact  performance in the 
future, such as the effect of building overhangs and landscaped areas.  

      ■      Develop a scope of work, project budget, and schedule that include energy-
effi cient strategies and performance goals.  

EPA’S energy performance ratings
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 FIGURE 9-4  

       Energy Star  ®   Building Design Guidance Checklist.  

  Source:  U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.     
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FIGURE 9-4  (continued )

EPA’S energy performance ratings
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      ■      At the schematic design stage, perform various simulations for various energy 
options and technologies, and compare them to the initial performance goal.  

      ■      During the design development stage, prepare energy performance specifi ca-
tions for materials and equipment. Gather manufacturers ’  technical informa-
tion, which can be included in the bid documents.  

      ■      A building automation system included in the design criteria will allow own-
ers to track actual energy consumption over time and provide the necessary 
automated controls to tune equipment performance.  

      ■      When the contractor-selection process begins and contractor qualifi cation 
forms are issued, include a section for the contractor’s previous experience 
with green buildings and energy-conservation activities.  

      ■      The commissioning process at the completion of construction and prior to 
building turnover is critical to ensure that the design energy performance has 
been attained.  

      ■      EPA suggests that once an owner’s building has been operating for 12 months, 
log on to their Web-based portfolio manager to track and rate annual energy 
performance.    

 The   EPA national energy performance rating helps energy managers assess how 
effi ciently their building uses energy compared to a nationwide rating. The system’s 
scale ranges from 1 to 100, with high effi ciencies having a higher number; a rating 
of 50 percent would be considered average. Factors used in determining effi ciency 
include the size of the building, its location, and the number of occupants. The rating 
system compares actual energy data entered by the building owner to an estimate, 
thereby refl ecting the owner’s building rank relative to his or her peers ’ . This EPA 
performance estimate is gleaned from a statistical analysis of data collected by the 
Department of Energy’s Energy Information Administration during a quadrennial com-
mercial building energy consumption survey that tests this model with real buildings.  

    THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY BUILDING TECHNOLOGIES 
PROGRAM 
 The   Department of Energy is a major source for information offered to design con-
sultants and owners to improve building performance. The Department’s Building 
Technologies Program contains a database of buildings from not only the United 
States but from around the world, providing information about green building per-
formance and other notable environmental features. The database can be tapped 
from within the EPA website by entering a specifi c project name, building type and 
size, location, or owner. A sample of one of the companies included in the data-
base is the Herman Miller Company, a manufacturer of high-quality offi ce furniture 
and equipment ( Figure 9-5   ). Its new building, located in Zeeland, Michigan, and 
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 FIGURE 9-5       

  The Herman Miller LEED building project.   

 Source:  U.S. Department of Energy.     

The U.S. Department of Energy Building Technologies Program
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 completed in 2002, as listed in the program, provides a thumbnail sketch of the 
building program. The keyword section of each of these case studies presents an 
opportunity to click on various aspects of the building’s design and construction to 
learn more about the measures each of these building owners took to achieve his 
or her individual goals. Topics such as performance measurement, insulation levels, 
and effi cient irrigation can be explored in more depth. 

 Toyota   Motor Sales South Campus Offi ce in Torrance, California, constructed 
a 624,000-square-foot building that was awarded the USGBC Gold certifi cation in 
2003. The building was constructed of a tilt-up concrete exterior wall system with 
thermally insulated double-pane windows and a highly refl ective  “ cool roof. ”  By 
recycling water for cooling, landscape irrigation, and fecal-free bathroom fl ushing, 
they saved millions of gallons of potable water each year. The HVAC system is 58.6 
percent more effi cient than the state’s Title 24 Energy Code. Diverting construction 
waste along with concrete panel waste and temporary onsite concrete casting slabs, 
the company was able to divert 95 percent of its waste from being disposed of in 
local landfi lls. With a goal of a 10 percent return on investment, Toyota is realizing a 
savings of $400,000 annually on these systems.  

    ENERGY MODELING 
 The   U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) initially funded development of an energy sim-
ulation software program known as DOE-2, which analyzed the building’s envelope — 
its roof, walls, and windows — in response to internal loads and the external climate 
for every hour in a year. These studies included gains from solar heat, interior equip-
ment, lights, and the building’s occupants. This software program also included 
mechanical equipment performance and local utility company electrical costs. 

 This   software program has been updated as of 2008 and has incorporated more 
 “ user-friendly ”  interfaces for architects and engineers; DOE calls it EnergyPlus. The 
agency initiated a program known as eQUEST ( doe2.com /equest) that allows an 
architect or engineer to tap into DOE-2’s analytical power. The private sector has 
also joined the crowd in developing energy-effi ciency software. Mechanical equip-
ment manufacturer Trane developed Trane Trace 700, a software model that com-
pares the energy and economic impact of building alternatives such as architectural 
features and HVAC. Over 30 air-side systems, advanced chiller plant confi gurations, 
and water source and ground source heat pumps are all reviewed on Trane Trace 
700. Building Information Modeling (BIM) and estimating and design software 
 producer Revit  ®  , a division of AutoDesk, are developing an integration interface with 
some of these green analytical programs. Bentley  ®  , another architecture, estimating, 
and project management software provider, has created multidisciplinary applica-
tions that tie EnergyPlus, Trane Trace 700, and other such software together. 

 Building   information modeling is the process of creating a three-dimensional design 
platform that allows the architect and the engineering consultants to  participate in the 
design process on a real-time, multidiscipline basis. Energy modeling differs from this 
architectural design process by focusing on building performance rather than design, so 
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the architect is provided a choice of materials and equipment and can tweak the design 
to obtain more energy effi ciency. 

 Energy   modeling allows the design team to optimize building design and pri-
oritize investment in those areas that will return the best value from the building’s 
energy source. Modeling of this type can commence during the building’s conceptual 
design, during which a skilled modeler can assemble a simple model of the  proposed 
building to test the effects of site location, building orientation, wall section design, 
and heating and cooling plants on capital and operating costs. These various options 
can be reviewed and weighed as design proceeds to schematic design before fi nally 
being fi rmed up during design development.  

    GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE 
 An   equally important part of green design and construction is the building’s site infrastruc-
ture. One of the fi rst steps to consider when creating an energy-effi cient building is to look 
for ways to work with the existing site to take advantage of possible savings in heating, 
cooling, and lighting costs for proper building orientation. Site design is also important. 

 Although   it may be slightly more expensive for a site excavating contractor to 
work around existing trees on a site, the advantages of keeping some of the more 
mature trees can provide payback by offering cooling shade and reducing some of 
the impact of the site’s heat islands. 

    Low-impact development 
 One   major problem today is water quality, which began deteriorating years ago 
when factories dumped toxic wastes into our rivers. In 1972, the National Pollutant 
Discharge Elimination System was created under the Clean Water Act to regulate the 
discharge of pollutants into the nation’s waters. The Clean Water Act also regulates 
storm water management; construction projects with more than a one-acre site fall 
within the purview of this Act. 

 As   the green movement emerged in the 1990s, attention was also focused on the 
site and discharge of surface water. The result was a strategy known as low-impact 
development. The passive approach to storm water management is to allow water to 
meander as it travels across the unpaved portions of the site, where it can fi lter down 
without picking up the gasoline, oil, and other toxic particles that collect on a hard-
paved area and subsequently discharge into a storm water system. Natural drainage 
basins, existing vegetation, and preserved open space can all act as water collection 
and fi ltration areas and recharge underground aquifers. These other design consider-
ations can be used to develop micro-watersheds on the building site: 

      ■      French drains, perforated pipe installed in a bed of small stone, which permit 
collected water to dissipate back into the soil  

      ■      Swales and shallow ditches, which can direct water to open space fi ltration 
areas  

Green infrastructure
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      ■      Sidewalks pitched to open spaces or vegetation areas  

      ■      Pervious paving areas, such as paving blocks through which grass can grow, 
porous-concrete paved areas, or pavers set in a gravel base  

      ■      Development of a rain garden where hardy vegetation can be planted to 
absorb or distribute downspout-collected rain water    

 Contrary   to the passive water management system just described, an active 
 system would include pumps and storage tanks to collect and store storm water for 
reuse. By collecting site runoff before it picks up any surface pollutants and storing 
it, the relatively clean rainwater can be reused for lawn and planting irrigation, foun-
tains, ornamental pools, and other site water features and even for cooling towers if 
fi ltered properly. Carrying active water management a little further, clean wastewa-
ter from sinks and interior water fountains can also be stored and used for irrigation; 
when a small, onsite water-treatment plant is installed, other forms of wastewater 
can be collected, treated, and reused. 

 Heat   builds up on a building site and the surrounding areas during the summer 
months in some climates and more or less all year round in other areas. Buildings, 
pavements, and sidewalks act as heat sinks, absorbing and storing heat during daylight 
hours and releasing that heat as the sun goes down. A study by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency revealed that the mean air temperature in a city with a population 
of 1 million can be 1.8 °  to 5.4 ° F higher than its surroundings, and in the evening the 
difference can be as high as 22 ° F due to the slow release of absorbed heat. These 
high temperatures place more demands on air-conditioning and create more air pollu-
tion and greenhouse-gas emissions, not to mention more heat-related illness in some 
city dwellers without air conditioning. 

 There   are numerous design options to reduce the heat load on a building. A new 
structure can have a portion designed to be set partially underground in an area that 
has no groundwater. Once below the frost line in northern climates, the temperature 
is fairly constant all year long. For example, in the mid – Hudson Valley area of New 
York State, the below-grade temperature is about 54 ° , which means that in the win-
ter the heating equipment turns on above 54 °  instead of near 0 ° . The same analysis 
is true in the summer, when ambient air will reach the high 80s or low 90s while the 
underground portion remains cool.  

    Geothermal heating and cooling 
 Geothermal   heating and cooling are other options to pursue when seeking energy 
effi ciency. This technology relies on the fact below a certain level, the earth remains 
at a fairly constant temperature throughout the year. A geothermal system uses that 
constant temperature to concentrate naturally existing heat instead of producing 
heat derived by combustion from a fuel source. A geothermal system consists of 
three basic components: 
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    1.     Geothermal earth connection subsystem, a series of pipes, called a  “ loop, ”  
that is buried in the ground and circulates a liquid, generally water with anti-
freeze. The liquid absorbs heat from the surrounding soil or relinquishes heat 
back into the soil when cooling is required.  

    2.     Geothermal heat pump system, which removes heat from the fl uid in the 
loop, concentrates it, and transfers that heat to the building. The cooling 
cycle is the reverse: the heat pump transfers the liquid back to the soil for 
heat dissipation.  

    3.     Geothermal heat and cooling distribution systems, which distribute the heat-
ing or cooling from the geothermal pump throughout the building.    

 When   used in a residential or small commercial building’s heating and cooling 
system, this geothermal equipment can also provide hot water.  

    Fenestration 
 Fenestration  , the design and placement of exterior windows, can play a large part in 
providing an energy-effi cient building envelope. The location, size, and construction 
of a building’s windows can allow outside lighting to reduce some lighting loads 
during daylight hours, contain refl ective coatings to keep out the sun’s rays during 
hot weather, and conserve and transfer heat and cooling from the exterior to the 
interior of a building and vice versa.   

    HOW COST EFFECTIVE ARE GREEN BUILDINGS? 
 Capital   costs, operating costs, and life-cycle costs are all important to owners, and at 
fi rst blush, the cost to  “ go green ”  may appear to extract a premium in both design 
and construction. Nonetheless, both activities have gained considerable cost effec-
tiveness as more companies are offering materials and equipment at competitive 
prices to capture market share. 

 In   August 2000, California’s then governor Gray Davis issued Executive Order 
D-16-00, funding research in the green building/sustainable movement, and in 
October 2003,  A Report to California’s Sustainable Building Task Force  was issued 
(and is available online at   www.usgbc.org/docs/new/news477.pdf  ). It revealed that 
green buildings may cost more than conventionally designed buildings but are 25 to 
30 percent more energy effi cient, which means signifi cantly lower operating costs 
over the lifespan of the building. 

 The   costs premiums associated with the various levels of LEED certifi cation 
ranged from 0.66 to 6.5 percent, per  Table 9-2   . This California study looked at vari-
ous building components and came to these conclusions: 

How cost effective are green buildings
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      ■      More effi cient lights, task lights, and sensors to turn off unnecessary light fi x-
tures and more daylight transmission would reduce power requirements and 
also reduce heat loads, thereby reducing cooling costs.  

      ■      Increased ventilation effectiveness would help decrease cooling loads during 
peak periods through improved system utilization.  

      ■      Using underfl oor air distribution and plenums to deliver space conditioning 
typically cuts fan and cooling loads.  

      ■      Using heat island reduction measures, such as roof refl ectivity, will lower 
building temperatures and reduce cooling loads.  

      ■      Generating some power onsite via photovoltaics, in some climates, can gener-
ate 20 percent of total power consumption.  

      ■      Potable water can be used more effi ciently through better design and new 
technologies.  

      ■      Gray water from bathroom sinks, tubs, showers, washing machines, and drink-
ing fountains can be captured and used for lawn and landscape irrigation.  

      ■      Onsite storm water collection can be used to recharge groundwater tables.    

 Reduced   energy use in green buildings of varying LEED certifi cation levels is 
shown in  Table 9-3   . 

 The   2003 California study produced some interesting statistics regarding energy 
cost savings, which were calculated over a 20-year period using the net-present-
value (NPV) cost-analysis method. Here are their fi ndings: 

      ■      The consumption of electricity was reduced by 30 percent, or $5.48 per 
square foot.  

      ■      The additional value of peak-demand reduction from green buildings was esti-
mated at $0.31 per square foot.  

 Table 9-2          Average Green Cost Premium per Level of 
USGBC Certifi cation  

   Level of Certifi cation  Average Green Cost Premium 

   Level 1 - Certifi ed  0.66% 

   Level 2 - Silver  2.11% 

   Level 3 - Gold  1.82% 

   Level 4 - Platinum  6.50% 

   Average of 33 buildings  –  1.84% 

  Source: USGB  –  Capital E Analysis and State of California Sustainable 
Building Task Force study (October 2003)  
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      ■      Together, the total 20-year present value of energy savings from a typical 
green building was $5.79 per square foot.    

 A   study conducted by Gregory H. Kats in 2003, sponsored by the Barr Foundation, 
Environmental Business Council of New England, Equity Offi ce Properties, and the 
Massachusetts Technology Collaborative, entitled  Green Building Cost and Financial 
Benefi ts , looked at green building cost benefi ts after studying 33 such buildings across 
the country. According to the study, paved streets accounted for about 40 to 50 percent 
of all impervious areas in a residential development. Reducing the width of a roadway 
in those developments from 26 feet to 20 feet — a still acceptable area for traffi c man-
agement — would reduce the overall development’s impervious surfaces from 5 to 20 
percent. And since these paved areas generate most of the runoff pollution from vehi-
cles, including deicing materials, according to a study by the University of Connecticut, 
ground pollution would also be reduced.  

    GREEN BUILDING PRODUCTS AND PROCESSES 
 Just   about every manufacturer of construction materials and equipment has jumped 
on the green bandwagon, with products ranging from carbon-fi ber exterior wall 
panels that reduce cement content while increasing insulation quality to banana 
plant wall coverings to waterless urinals to solar hot-water heaters.  Green Source , 
a McGraw-Hill quarterly publication, lists page after page of advertisers announcing 
new green and sustainable products. Major manufacturers such as USG, makers of 
drywall and other construction ceiling and wall materials, provide technical services 
to architects searching for sustainable building materials.  

    SUSTAINABILITY 
 Sustainability   is the process applied to our quest to sustain economic growth while 
maintaining our long-term environmental health. Sustainability means designing 
structures that take advantage of technological advancements to create eco-friendly 

 Table 9-3          Reduced Energy Use in Green Buildings as Compared with Conventional Buildings  

     Certifi ed  Silver  Gold  Average 

   Energy effi ciency (above 
standard code) 

 18%  30%  37%  28% 

   On-site renewable energy  0%  0%  4%  2% 

   Green Power  10%  0%  7%  6% 

   Total  28%  30%  48%  36% 

  Source: USGBC Capital RE analysis and State of California-Sustainable Building Task force (October 2003)  

Sustainability
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products. Inert-gas-fi lled insulated windows, engineered-wood products made 
from scrap wood shavings, sawdust and assorted wood fi bers, and thermal break 
window frames that keep the cold and hot air out are all examples of sustainable 
products. These products provide the owner and occupants with the following 
benefi ts: 

      ■      Reduced maintenance and replacement costs over the life of the building  
      ■      Energy conservation  
      ■      Improved occupant health  
      ■      Productive working environment    

 Sustainable   products incorporated into the building should follow these selec-
tion guidelines: 

      ■      Recycled content  
      ■      Natural, plentiful, or renewable materials  
      ■      Products manufactured by a resource-effi cient process  
      ■      Locally available products  
      ■      Salvaged, refurbished, or remanufactured products  
      ■      Reusable or recyclable products  
      ■      Durable products    

 Using   sustainable materials can also improve the indoor working environment 
and save money. Consider these advantages: 

      ■      Materials that emit few or no carcinogens or irritants, as demonstrated by the 
manufacturer’s long-term testing results  

      ■      Minimal chemical emissions from volatile organic compounds (VOC) that out-
gas (continue to emit chemical vapors after installation)  

      ■      Moisture-resistant materials that are not easily susceptible to mold growth  

      ■      Materials that are easily maintained and require simple nontoxic cleaners  

      ■      Equipment systems that promote healthy indoor air quality (IAQ) by identify-
ing indoor air pollutants  

      ■      Products and systems that help reduce water consumption    

 The   sustainable approach to design would include requirements to do the 
following: 

      ■      Simplify construction details.  

      ■      Utilize repetitive details and components.  

      ■      Standardize design components.  

      ■      Incorporate accurate dimensions in the design, as some product and material 
sizes many have been reduced.  
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      ■      Simplify building systems so future expansion projects can take advantage of 
simplifi ed designs or components.  

      ■      Consider occupant safety and worker productivity gains in the new design.  

      ■      Investigate more effi cient and environmentally sensitive ways to bring 
underground utilities into the site with the least disruption to the existing 
terrain.  

      ■      Consider other ways of disposing of site drainage onsite rather than offsite.  

      ■      Adjust new site contours to provide for a balanced site where no offsite fi ll or 
off-site disposal of surplus soils is required.  

      ■      Optimize dimensions to utilize a standard product size.  

      ■      Minimize plumbing pipe and HVAC ductwork bends to reduce liquid and air 
friction.  

      ■      Select fi ttings and fasteners that permit quick assembly.  

      ■      Select sealants with the least environmental impact and longest life.  

      ■      Investigate ways to accumulate salvaged and waste materials for recycling.  

      ■      Consider donating surplus materials to a nonprofi t organization such as 
Habitat for Humanity.  

      ■      Deconstruct all existing structures with substantial recoverable materials and 
dispose of them to recyclers.    

 When   designing a new green structure, a number of goals must be set. The site 
must meet or exceed standards for sedimentation control and erosion: 

      ■      Prevent the loss of soil during excavation and construction due to surface 
water drainage; keep dust down and cover large stored piles of earth to 
prevent wind erosion.  

      ■      Prevent the silting up of existing storm drains in the immediate area by 
constructing erosion and silt fence enclosures around areas to be excavated.  

      ■      Prevent the siltation of existing nearby streams or waterways by installing ero-
sion and silt fencing around those streams adjacent to areas to be excavated.  

      ■      Protect topsoil piles for reuse. (Topsoil piles are generated early in the con-
struction process as soil is stripped during rough grading operations; respread-
ing is one of the last operations, commencing as landscaping is put in place.)    

 The   site utilities should reduce soil erosion during excavation of trenches and 
contain storm water runoff: 

      ■      Plan infi ltration swales and basins during trenching operations to contain 
 surface water.  

Sustainability
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      ■      Retain or recharge existing water tables by minimizing site disturbances; leave 
as many trees as possible; use existing vegetation and retain natural contours.  

      ■      Consider a design to store roof runoff when the building has been completed; 
it can be used as gray water or reclaimed wastewater.  

      ■      Investigate a small onsite, state-of-the-art treatment plant to recycle reclaimed 
water.    

 An   open-space and landscaping program can accommodate the following: 

      ■      Protect trees during construction; they enhance property values and lower 
cooling loads.  

      ■      Consider indigenous landscaping; it supports natural wildlife and plantings 
and lowers the level of irrigation as well as the need to fertilize and apply 
chemical treatment.  

      ■      Minimize pesticide use by installing weed cloth; use mulches and planting 
species that create dense planting beds.    

 Site  -circulation and transportation programs should meet these objectives: 

      ■      Encourage carpooling.  
      ■      Provide areas for people to store bicycles during working hours.  
      ■      Encourage the use of public transportation by instituting a program of 

incentives.     

    THE RISKS AND PITFALLS IN GREEN BUILDING DESIGN 
 The   green and sustainable movement is relatively young, having its origins in the 
1970s. The United States Green Building Council (USGBC) was founded more than 
20 years later in 1993, and the LEED program was introduced 1998 and revised in 
2000 and 2003. All of these programs are relatively young, and life-cycle costs may 
not have been fi rmly established. 

 As   with all new technologies, products offered for sale often do not fully meet 
their intended function, and architects and engineers, eager to embrace this new 
movement, may not have a full understanding of these new designs. They may be 
relying on product and equipment manufacturer’s claims that do not refl ect long-
term data simply because the product has not been on the market for a long period 
of time. The contractor who is implementing green and sustainable designs may not 
have had much or any experience with the LEED certifi cation program. 

 The   building’s commissioning process, always one of the most important tasks 
as the mechanical systems are turned over to the owner after the TAB (test adjust, 
balance) process and certifi ed that they meet the contract requirements, takes on a 
more important role as that equipment and other components of the building must 
undergo review to a new standard — one that meets the green parameters. 
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 At   the Schinnerer Annual Meeting of Invited Attorneys in 2005, Thomas F. 
Waggoner presented the report  “ Green Buildings: Potential Pitfalls for Design 
Professionals. ”  Mr. Waggoner, whose extensive practice in construction litigation 
represents architect, engineers, and surveyors, said that  “ unwary design profession-
als can fi nd themselves in a diffi cult situation if they have not fully explained to the 
owner that the initial costs in both design and construction will be higher and that 
there is no guarantee that the property developer will see a return on investment 
in the  ‘ short term. ’  ”  He emphasized the need for owners to engage design profes-
sionals who are experienced in this type of design and engineering. Items such as 
waterless urinals save on water consumption but have a higher cost; the purported 
increase in employee productivity within a green building may be diffi cult to quan-
tify. Warranties offered by many manufacturers on  “ green ”  equipment that limit lia-
bility may not have been fully vetted because they have not been in operation over 
an extended period of time. 

 This   green movement is expanding rapidly in the United States, as many more 
public and private building owners are appreciating the social and economic ben-
efi ts. Numerous studies point to the potential savings that green and sustainable 
buildings can provide and the positive impact they have on our environment. 

 Owners   who are considering green and sustainable construction should seek out 
design consultants and building contractors who are experienced in these types of 
projects and explore the capital versus operating costs of their design as well as 
their desire to take positive steps to improve the environment.             

The risks and pitfalls in green building design
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  Try   as we may, a dispute or two or more may arise on a construction project and, 
left unresolved, will become a formal claim. The goal of owner, architect, and con-
tractor alike is to avoid any claims even though, given the complexity of the design 
and construction process, it may lead to a dispute over contract interpretation, com-
pliance with acceptable work standards, and a multitude of other misunderstand-
ings that frequently occur. When it appears that a problem is in the making, there 
are several important rules to remember: 

      ■      Document the potential problem in case it does expand into a dispute. Too 
often a contractor will state,  “ Gee, I didn’t know that you thought that was a 
problem ”  — two months  after  it really became a problem.  

      ■      Don’t think that by ignoring a potential problem it will go away; it usually 
gets worse. It could have been resolved quickly and at a lesser cost when fi rst 
discovered.  

      ■      As an owner, be involved in an early discovery and resolution of the potential 
dispute; although advice from others may be involved, you as the owner will 
be in charge of the fi nal resolution.  

      ■      As in all other dealings, be fair and reasonable in the resolution.    

    DOCUMENTATION IN THE BIDDING PROCESS 
 Although   the anticipation of a dispute or claim is the thought farthest from an owner’s 
mind when their project is being advertised to bid, careful bid preparation, follow-
through documents, and preservation and retention of appropriate records are 
important for an endeavor as complex as a construction project. An owner and his 
or her design consultants must prepare succinct, detailed documents all along the 

       Disputes and claims    10 
CHAPTER
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 path from soliciting bids through bid acceptance and on to preconstruction, con-
struction, and postconstruction, not anticipating any serious problems along the 
way but prepared to deal with them if and when they occur. And it all starts with 
the invitation to bid. 

 All   such documents, either formal or handwritten, should be kept on fi le. More 
than one owner has said, in the midst of a dispute,  “ Boy, I wish I had not thrown 
away those papers. ”  In a previous chapter we discussed the prebid process — the 
method by which the bid is prepared and executed. Our concern now is retention 
of those instructions, forms, responses by bidders, and other data distributed or 
received during this process. These are the prebid records that should be retained: 

      ■      The invitation to bid and the responses to the invitation — those contractors 
who accepted the offer and those who did not.  

      ■      A list of those contractors who either accompanied the architect on a site tour 
or walked the site on their own; this will come in handy if there are any claims 
later on that a condition was unknown even though it would have been appar-
ent during a site visit.  

      ■      Minutes of any prebid meetings, and questions raised and by whom and 
responses by the architect or engineer.  

      ■      Any proposed schedules issued by the architect and any responses or com-
ments registered by the contractors.  

      ■      Photographs taken by the design consultants or the owner of the site at the 
time of the prebid conference.  

      ■      Logs of any telephone calls or copies of any e-mails relating to questions, com-
ments, or responses to or from any contractors, architects, engineers, or the 
owner relating to the prebid activity.    

 As   the bids are received, all responses should be retained, whether a bid was 
unacceptable or under consideration for award. The process by which bids were 
analyzed — questions asked of bidders, responses, related e-mails — should all be 
retained. If a few contractor interviews were held, detailed comments arising from 
the interviews should be attached to the appropriate contractor fi le. Any notes, 
scraps of paper bearing any relation to the review of bids, calculations, or estimates 
are to be retained. 

 A   record of any suggestions, changes, or comments regarding the content of the 
contract should be kept. Was the contractor concerned about the schedule? What 
were his comments, and what was the owner’s or architect’s response? Did the 
contractor seem hesitant about accepting a specifi c provision in the contract? What 
were your thoughts about why he was hesitant? A year and a half or two years later, 
when memories become vague, these types of notes may prove benefi cial. 

 In   the public sector, some government agencies require the contractor to review 
and sign each plan in the set of contract drawings and to initial every page in the 
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 specifi cation manual to defuse any claim that the builder did not notice some detail 
or other. This set of initialed documents is retained by the owner along with the 
executed contract. Any comments pertaining to the plans, specifi cations, contract, 
or any of its attachments should be recorded. A simple question such as  “ Do you 
have any questions about the project’s plans, specifi cations, or contract provisions? ”  
will suffi ce The contractor’s answer is to be noted along with the question.  

    DOCUMENTATION DURING CONSTRUCTION 
 When   the architect/engineer furnishes construction services, he or she should be 
the repository for all documentation; it may be wise for an owner to review this 
document accumulation with the architect from time to time. The job meeting min-
utes, if suffi ciently detailed, will adequately record the important events taking place 
as the building gets built, and the following supporting documents should augment 
that passage: 

      ■      The project meeting minutes along with any comments regarding their con-
tent that may have been expressed orally or in writing/e-mail  

      ■      Shop drawings approved and rejected along with the log that records the 
review, approval, and rejection time frame  

      ■      The request for information (RFI) or clarifi cation (RFC) log, along with detailed 
questions and responses and timelines from submission to conclusion  

      ■      All correspondence passing through the owner to architect/engineer to con-
tractor/subcontractor and back again  

      ■      All correspondence generated by the general contractor and the subcontrac-
tors directed to the appropriate design consultant and owner and copies of 
the responses and resolution of any open items  

      ■      Change-order fi les, including all backup documentation for approved and 
rejected proposed change orders  

      ■      Copies of the contractor’s daily reports; they can be produced by the contrac-
tor at the weekly progress meeting, and upon review, the owner and A/E can 
submit written comment, if the reports seem incomplete, erroneous, or lack-
ing in detail.  

      ■      Copies of fi eld reports issued by the contractor, the architect/engineer, or any 
subcontractors  

      ■      Copies of all site inspections and their results, whether performed by the owner 
or the contractor’s testing services; copies of all inspections by government 
authorities or written notifi cation by the contractor that these building offi cials 
have performed inspections and have either approved or rejected work  

Documentation during construction
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      ■       Copies of all accident reports and OSHA inspections provided to the owner; 
safety violations, when reported, and written responses regarding corrective 
action  

      ■      During periods of extreme weather conditions, the architect’s or owner’s 
record of conditions, to be compared with the contractor’s documentation  

      ■      Copies of any notifi cation of delays, labor disputes, strikes, delivery problems, 
and other disruptive events reported by the general contractor or the subcon-
tractors and vendors  

      ■      When in doubt, place any other documentation in the fi le!     

    PRINCIPAL CAUSES OF DISPUTES AND CLAIMS 
 The   following areas most often lead to disputes and claims: 

        1.      Plans and specifi cations that contain errors, omissions, and ambiguities  
      2.      Plans that have not been properly coordinated  
      3.       Incomplete or inaccurate responses or nonresponses to questions or prob-

lems presented by one party in the contract to another party  
         4.       Inadequate administration of an owner’s, architect’s, or contractor’s respon-

sibilities  
        5.       Unwillingness to comply with the intent of the drawings by the owner, 

architect, or contractor  
        6.       Site conditions that differ materially from those represented in the contract 

documents  
      7.      Unforeseen subsurface conditions  
      8.      A change in conditions  
      9.      Discrepancies in the plans and/or specifi cations  
    10.      Breaches of contract by any party  
    11  .       Disruptions to the normal pace of construction by disputed change orders, 

acceleration of the work, or lack of decisiveness by the architect, owner, or 
contractor  

    12.      Delay of the work caused by any party to the contract  
    13.       Inadequate fi nancial strength on the part of the owner, the contractor, or 

any of the subcontractors or vendors    

    Contract issues 
 Before   we investigate some of the circumstances that can possibly trigger or lead 
to a dispute or claim, we should review some contract provisions dealing with dis-
putes and claims. The AIA A201 document General Conditions to the Contract for 
Construction, or a derivative thereof, contains the rules and regulations that govern 
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 the relationship of the owner and architect to the contractor. The document 
includes an entire section on claims and disputes and is a must-read for any owner 
whose contract includes this document as an appendix. 

 Some   of the more important claims-related provisions of Article 4.3 Claims and 
Disputes can be summarized as follows: 

      ■      Time limits on submission of claims. Claims by either party must be submitted 
within 21 days after the occurrence of the event. (AIA defi nes  “ day ”  as  “ calen-
dar day ”  unless specifi ed to the contrary elsewhere.) Claims must be submit-
ted, in writing to the architect to commence the process.  

      ■      The contractor must diligently pursue contract work while the claim is being 
reviewed and adjudicated.  

      ■      Guidelines for preparing and presenting claims regarding concealed or unknown 
conditions are provided.  

      ■      Claims for additional time are also discussed, along with the documentation 
required for a submission of this type.  

      ■      Weather-related claims are also addressed; they require substantiating data.
If the weather conditions were abnormal for the period of time, and unsea-
sonably cold or hot temperatures could not have been reasonably anticipated, 
local historical weather patterns will substantiate or contradict these types of 
claims.    

 Article   4.4 Resolution of Claims and Disputes lists the steps to take to resolve 
these disagreements. Litigation is expensive and time-consuming, and in many cases 
sets up such an adversarial environment that good sense goes out the window and 
attempts at an equitable reconciliation go along with it. 

 The   1997 edition of the AIA A201 document is helpful in resolving disputes and 
is really fair to all parties. The fi rst step outlined in Article 4.4 requires mediation, a 
process that is nonbinding but allows a disinterested party to resolve a dispute by 
shuttle diplomacy: moving back and forth between the aggrieved parties, who gen-
erally are physically separated. In pointing out the strong and weak points of each 
party to the dispute, rational heads often prevail, and the dispute is resolved. 

 If   mediation doesn’t work, however, the next step is arbitration, where each 
party presents its case to a professional arbitrator, often supplied by the American 
Arbitration Association (AAA). The AIA provision calls for binding arbitration, which 
means that once the arbitrator renders a decision, referred to as an  “ award, ”  no fur-
ther appeal can be made. If the arbitrator’s award is not carried out, a judgment can 
be fi led in the appropriate court to foreclose on the responsible party. 

 Contractors   welcomed these provisions because more than one contractor with 
a legitimate claim against an owner for an amount under $25,000 has been told,  “ If 
you don’t like my refusal to pay, go ahead and sue me, ”  knowing full well that the 
cost of litigation would take a huge bite out of the dispute amount. Owners also wel-
come this mediate-arbitrate process because it is less costly, can usually be resolved 

Principal causes of disputes and claims
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 more quickly by avoiding the long backlog of court cases, and somewhat reduces 
the antagonisms that often accompany long, drawn-out legal battles. 

 We   have previously discussed the fl ow-through provisions of the owner’s con-
tract with the general contractor into the agreements with subcontractors and ven-
dors. A look at a typical general contractor’s subcontract agreement will be helpful 
to illustrate this fl ow-through process. GCs are just as wary of disputes and claims 
from their subcontractors and vendors as owners are of those with their contrac-
tors. A typical subcontract agreement will include a section on claims: 

  Claims for extra or later work changes, modifi cations, changed condi-
tions, delays, equitable adjustments, and damages resulting from require-
ments, acts, or omissions of the OWNER shall be governed by the provisions 
of the General Contract. If the General Contract authorizes an appeal from 
the act or decision of the ARCHITECT and/or OWNER and the time for such 
appeal has not expired, the CONTRACTOR, upon written request of the 
SUBCONTRACTOR shall, at its option, either prosecute an appeal on behalf of 
the SUBCONTRACTOR under said General Contract provisions or permit the 
SUBCONTRACTOR to prosecute an appeal in the name of the CONTRACTOR, 
either to be at the SUBCONTRACTOR’S sole expense.    

 What   this provision allows is that claims submitted to a general contractor by 
a subcontractor are governed by the same terms as those in the general contract 
between owner and general contractor. This makes a claims and disputes statement 
in the owner/contractor agreement doubly important: 

  Claims by the SUBCONTRACTOR against the CONTRACTOR for extra work or 
damages of any kind shall be set forth in detail in the next succeeding monthly 
requisition after the occurrence of said claim or damage; otherwise said claim 
or damage shall be deemed waived. SUBCONTRACTOR expressly waives all 
claims of rights for multiple damages    

 This   provision places a time limit on the submission of a subcontractor claim and 
precludes the possibility that a claim will be announced long after the events lead-
ing up to it have long past.  

    Plans and specifi cations containing errors or omissions 
 The   quest for the perfect set of plans and specifi cations is probably as elusive as 
the search for the Golden Fleece. Although a provision in the general conditions 
requires the contractor to review the plans and specifi cations for errors, omissions, 
and inconsistencies and to notify the architect of same, on the other hand, the con-
tractor has a right to expect a set of more or less complete documents. Minor plan/
specifi cation problems, if they arise, are the contractor’s responsibility to point out. 
The owner, after all, has hired a professional, a contractor experienced in the type 
of work being undertaken, who has surely experienced such minor problems previ-
ously and should be expected to question or resolve them at no cost to the owner. 
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 Quite often a contractor will advise the owner/architect of some small errors, stat-
ing that he or she can resolve them if the A/E will allow a minor change in the 
specifi cations or details to make them simpler. And, if approved, this mutual agree-
ment may prove useful in other more complicated design inconsistencies. Major 
drawing defi ciencies are another matter and should be addressed and resolved 
among all parties rather quickly by negotiating in good faith. 

 An   order of precedence, often included in the construction contract, is also in 
place when confl icts occur between one drawing and another and between the 
plans and specifi cations. This terminology is as follows: 

 In   case of confl ict between drawings and specifi cations as to extent of work or 
location of materials and/or work, the following order of precedence will govern: 

    1.     Large-scale drawings  
    2.     Small-scale drawings  
    3.      Schedules on the drawings (i.e., door schedules, window schedules, fi nish 

schedules)  
    4.     Technical specifi cations    

 In   case of confl ict as to the type or quality of materials, the specifi cations 
will govern. 

 Even   if this provision has not been included in the contract for construction, this 
order of precedence will historically favor the party adhering to it.  

    Lack of proper drawing coordination 
 Many   architects  “ subcontract ”  portions of their work to other design specialists: a 
civil engineer for site work, a structural engineer for foundations and superstructure, 
and HVAC, plumbing, and electrical work to appropriate engineering fi rms. All of 
these consultants to the architect have a responsibility to coordinate their work so 
everything fi ts together properly and within the space allotted to it. But this doesn’t 
always happen because the team leader or captain — usually the architect — may not 
have paid enough attention to this process or have been requested by an owner to 
complete the drawings before he or she has had a chance to properly review them. 
Improper coordination of the plans can prove catastrophic in a multistoried project. 

 As   an extreme example, I was working as an owner’s representative on a 
14-story residential apartment building, and the architectural drawings had not been 
properly coordinated. The structural drawings of the posttensioned concrete slabs 
on each fl oor (cast-in-place concrete fl oors with a series of cables inside that would 
be tensioned up after they were poured), which a structural engineer had prepared, 
contained overall fl oor dimensions (out-to-out) that differed from the architectural 
drawings. The edge of the contract slabs on each of the fl oors extended beyond the 
fa ç ade of the building, clearly an example of a total lack of coordination between 
architect and engineer. These errors spilled over to the mechanical and electrical 
trades, since all of their vertical shaft openings, designed to carry electrical con-
duits, air-conditioning and heating ducts, water lines, and fi re-protection lines, were 
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 designed according to the architectural drawings; the shaft locations were several 
feet away from the openings that were indicated on the structural drawings. 

 The   drawings were being coordinated, a time-consuming process, as construc-
tion work was in progress in unaffected areas and either ceased or, at best, slowed 
down to a walk in other areas. When the proper, corrected drawings were issued, 
the owner directed the contractor to adhere to the original schedule, although rec-
ognizing that the problem originated with the design team. 

 Unlimited   work hours, seven days a week, were authorized, resulting in low 
productivity from tired workers. Equipment deliveries that had been put on hold 
now had to be expedited; additional subcontractors had to be employed to augment 
existing ones; and a multimillion-dollar claim was averted only because the owner 
and contractor approached the problem as businesspeople and settled with the 
builder for $7 million, certainly not an inconsequential sum. 

 On   any project, but particularly on multistory buildings, proper coordination of 
all design disciplines must be stressed and possibly reinforced via a provision in the 
agreement between owner and architect. When confl icts do occur as the drawings 
are being prepared that involve the location and layout of one or more components, 
the following priorities are frequently used by the design consultants to resolve them: 

      1.      The structure and partitions  
      2.      Equipment location and adequate access to that equipment  
      3.      Ceiling heights with recessed lighting fi xtures  
      4.      Gravity drain lines, storm water lines, waste lines  
      5.      High-pressure ductwork and associated devices  
      6.       Large pipe mains, valves, and devices and access to those valve and devices  
      7.      Low-pressure ductwork, diffusers, registers, grills, HVAC equipment  
      8.      Fire-protection piping and sprinkler heads  
      9.      Small piping, tubing, electrical conduits  
    10.      Sleeves through rated partitions    

 Most   construction-contract specifi cation manuals contain a provision requiring 
the general contractor to prepare a set of  “ coordination drawings ”  for submission 
and approval by the architect. To ensure proper coordination, the general contrac-
tor will meet with the subcontractors who have an interest in the coordination pro-
cess and distribute fl oor plans among those subcontractors, who will either accept 
the space allotted to them diagrammatically on the contract drawings or request a 
change in that space. As these coordination drawings pass through this review and 
comment process, a fi nal set of drawings with any requested space changes is then 
submitted to the design consultant for review and comment. 

 If   minor changes are needed to make everything fi t, the GC will request little or 
no additional money. Sometimes lowering a ceiling height two to three inches or 
enlarging a chase wall by six inches will accommodate the required piping or equip-
ment. Only when time-consuming design changes are needed will extra costs be 
involved.  
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     Incomplete or inaccurate responses 
 During   the entire construction process, many participants will ask many questions, 
some more urgent than others, and these questions must be answered. Some of 
these questions may require investigation by the design consultant, such as changes 
in one component that may trigger changes in several other components, prior to 
issuing a response. But time is ticking away, and the process of building the facility 
goes on. Requests for complex answers to complex problems need to have a due 
date agreeable to owner, architect, and contractor to keep the fl ow of work from 
being seriously jeopardized, resulting in loss of time and money and a request for 
compensation. 

 These   time-sensitive requests require all responsible parties to agree to a time 
frame and abide by it. Too often the urgency is not given the attention it deserves, 
and when delays occur, an owner is shocked when he or she receives a claim for 
a substantial sum. An owner’s representative must be the watchdog in these mat-
ters; if delays go unheeded, he or she must advise the negligent party that he will 
be responsible. Although others are hired to supervise, monitor, and oversee the 
construction process, an owner must stay close to the action, because if he doesn’t, 
there will be a lot of fi nger pointing — and guess who pays the price? The owner.  

    Inadequate administration of the project 
 Inadequate   administration can go up or down the line, and when it is spotted, it 
must be quickly changed. The owner has a responsibility to respond to questions 
from the architect, the design team, and the contractor. A clear chain of command 
should be established so certain decisions can be made in the fi eld while other 
require home-offi ce review and approval. Contractors get very upset when their 
progress payments are overdue. Prompt payment is important to contractors, who 
in turn must pay their subcontractors promptly so they can demand service when 
required. If the owner’s funds are not available, the contractor may have to extend a 
credit line that may already be extended too far. An important owner responsibility 
is to review, approve, and process contractor requests for payment within a reason-
able period of time. 

 The   project team proposed by the general contractor, whose experiences look 
good on paper, may turn out to be not so good. Answers to questions never seem to 
come when promised, and when they do, they are incomplete or even erroneous. 
Documents and events are delivered late or fail to meet deadlines, and the project 
manager or super seems to be either overworked or working well below expected 
levels. If the owner, architect, and engineer arrive at the same conclusion that the 
managers are not performing, the GC should be notifi ed in writing and replace-
ments — qualifi ed ones — requested. 

 The   same scenario can involve a design consultant or an owner’s representative. 
If other team members have real concerns about the performance of the supervis-
ing architect, engineer, or owner’s representative, changes must be made promptly. 

Principal causes of disputes and claims
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 A watchful eye must be kept on architect/engineer processing of important docu-
ments, change-order requests, requests for information, payment requests, and so 
forth, and the owner must ensure that the design consultants are performing in a 
timely and professional manner, much the same as they expect of the contractor.  

    Unwillingness to comply with the intent of the drawings 
 An   architect battling with a contractor over the intent of the plans can be a dis-
ruptive force. An owner should not stand idly by while architect and contractor 
argue over such matters; he or she must intercede, mediate, and attempt to resolve 
the matter. There again, the general conditions document comes into play. Article 
1.2.1 says that  “ the intent of the contract documents is to include all items neces-
sary for the proper execution and completion of the Work. ”  Article 4.2.11 states 
that the architect will interpret and decide matters concerning performance under 
the requirements of the contract documents, and Article 4.2.12 says that the inter-
pretations and decisions of the architect must be consistent with the intent of and 
reasonably inferable from the contract documents. The contractor can be reac-
quainted with these provisions if he or she failed to note them, and that may solve 
the  “ intent ”  problem. It becomes the owner’s responsibility to become engaged, 
stress reasonableness and fairness, and resolve issues of this nature.  

    Site conditions that differ materially from the contract documents 
 Site   matters are some of the most frequent and complex disputes that can surface 
on a construction project. And they require that all parties view the matter not only 
from their own perspective but from that of others. 

 Contractors   base their site work estimates on information provided by the own-
er’s civil engineer, a geotechnical technician, referred to as the geotech. The report 
that is compiled by the geotech includes a host of information. Soil samples taken 
from test borings not only provide the structural engineer with soil-bearing capacity, 
information upon which to design the project’s foundation, but they also provide 
the contractor with reasonable expectations of what he will fi nd when he excavates 
for those foundations and other site work. 

 The   geotechnical report is in narrative form, and it also diagrammatically pro-
vides a contractor with a view of the soil sample, its composition, an indication of 
underground springs and water levels, the location of rock formations and the type 
of rock encountered, and the elevation (depth) where these soils, rocks, and water 
were found. 

 As   you recall, in the bid documents the contractor is invited to inspect the site 
to become familiar with the condition. This is a critical prebid requirement that has 
many manifestations if and when a site problem is encountered. The test borings are 
often qualifi ed with a statement such as  “ The conditions found in the test borings are 
indicative of conditions found solely at that location and may vary widely in adjacent 
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 areas of the site, ”  Once construction begins, the contractor may fi nd that the com-
position of the soil may differ  “ materially ”  from that represented in the contract doc-
uments and the accompanying geotech report and test borings because he or she 
has excavated in a location where borings were not taken. This not only applies to 
soil composition — gravel, clay, humus, decomposed vegetation, sand, and silt — but 
also to rock and the presence of water. Not infrequently, what was anticipated by 
the soil-boring analysis and what was actually uncovered vary considerably. 

 Government   contracting issues and resolutions are probably the standard for 
determining the meaning of  “ differing materially. ”  Several government agencies use 
the  “ 15 percent rule. ”  If the actual quantity of material encountered exceeds 15 per-
cent of what was a reasonable interpretation of the geotechnical report, a differing 
or changed condition has been established. On that basis, the contractor may issue 
a request for a cost proposal to cover the added costs for the work. But for the con-
tractor to make that claim, he must present the following documentation: 

    1.     The time, date, and condition when these differing conditions were observed  
    2.     The project superintendent’s entry of this event in the daily log or daily 

report  
    3.     Photos, still or video  
    4.     A statement from the fi eld personnel involved in the discovery, such as the 

excavating contractor, the contractor’s foreman, or equipment operator  
    5.     A statement explaining the operation that was taking place at the time — for 

example, excavating for a water line, building foundations — and the exact 
location    

 The   contractor should alert the owner’s representative or architect immediately 
so he or she can observe these conditions and comment on them as they are occur-
ring rather than after the removal of the differing materials has taken place. 

 The   two types of differing-conditions claims, established in the public sector and 
acknowledged by the private sector, are Type I and Type II claims. For a Type I 
claim, the contractor must prove the following: 

      ■      The contract documents include the subsurface or latent conditions that form 
the basis of the claim.  

      ■      The contractor’s interpretation of the contract documents is reasonable.  

      ■      The contractor relied on these interpretations when they prepared the esti-
mate of the work.  

      ■      The subsurface or latent conditions actually encountered were materially dif-
ferent from those represented in the contract documents.  

      ■      The actual conditions discovered were reasonably unforeseen.  

      ■      The costs included in the claim are solely representative of the costs to cor-
rect the materially differing conditions.    
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  For   a Type II claim the contractor must prove the following: 

      ■      What would have been the usual conditions the contractor would have 
encountered based on the information included in the contract documents?  

      ■      What were the actual conditions encountered?  

      ■      The physical conditions encountered differed materially from the known or 
usual conditions.  

      ■      The encountered conditions created an increase in the cost of the work.    

 To   counter these claims, owner and architect will present the following as their 
case: 

      ■      The conditions encountered by the contractor were not really different from 
those included in the contract documents.  

      ■      The encountered conditions should have reasonably been anticipated by the 
contractor.  

      ■      The project was not managed properly, and the claim was an attempt to 
recoup unrelated costs due to the mismanagement.  

      ■      The contractor should have conducted a more thorough site investigation, 
even requesting, during the bid process, permission to dig some pits to dis-
cover the real nature of the site (a rather weak owner argument but one that 
can be presented).  

      ■      The excavating equipment was the wrong type or wrong size and could not 
cope with the conditions uncovered. (This would mainly apply to loose or 
deteriorated rock that could have been removed with a large excavator and 
did not require blasting.)  

      ■      The contractor’s operators or supervisors were inexperienced.    

 Various   court cases have somewhat quantifi ed what is meant by a  “ changed ”  
condition or a  “ materially differing ”  condition, and varying court interpretations as 
to what constitutes  “ materially differing conditions ”  have arisen. We have already 
discussed the 15 percent rule, but there are others. 

 In   the late 1990s, the Federal Highway Administration responded to a query from 
U.S. Senator Frank Lautenberg of New Jersey concerning what constituted  “ differ-
ing ”  conditions. This FHWA interpretation may be the clearest way to quantify this 
diffi cult topic: 

  We recognize that after a contract gets underway, conditions may change 
or circumstances may exist that were not anticipated during preparation of 
the plans, specifi cations, and estimates. Our governing legislation and our 
implementing regulations allow for change orders within the scope of work 
covered by the contract. In awarding contracts for federal-aid highway 
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projects, the State transportation department must include a standardized 
clause for changed conditions to provide for an adjustment of contract terms if 
the altered character of the work differs materially from the original contract 
or if a major item of work is increased or decreased by more than 25 percent 
of the original contract value.      

    Unforeseen subsurface conditions 
 The   scenario for unforeseen subsurface conditions would generally follow that for 
materially differing conditions with certain exceptions: 

      ■      The discovery of signifi cant underground springs where none were indicated 
in the contract documents. The explanation could be as simple as test borings 
being taken during a season when underground springs recede or disappear, 
only to reappear at other times of the year.  

      ■      Discovery of several large tree stumps buried previously but not located on 
the drawings and now uncovered where the new building’s foundations are 
to rest. (Buried tree stumps and large tree limbs must be removed because, as 
they decay, voids are formed, endangering the structural integrity of the foun-
dation if built over those materials.)  

      ■      Discovery of other buried debris that was not indicated by the contract docu-
ments but must be removed.  

      ■      Abandoned wells where the well head was not indicated in the contract docu-
ments and where discovery could not be made by a contractor’s visit to the 
site as required in the bid documents.    

 The   geotechnical report accompanying the site work plans and specifi cations 
contains lots of disclaimers and rightfully so because it represents a limited investiga-
tion of what is sometimes a very large site. One hundred percent coverage of under-
ground investigations is not only impractical but would be vastly expensive. Often 
one six-inch (15.24       cm) boring spaced every 50 (15.24 meters) to 150 feet (45.72 
meters) is meant to be representative of the soil composition for multistory projects. 
More extensive subsurface exploration can be accomplished by digging test pits to a 
minimum of 3 feet (.9 meters) by 3 feet by 6 feet (1.8 meters) deep or greater. 

 The   geotech will base the report on observations and the subsurface condi-
tions after analyzing the sampling of test borings around the site. The civil engineer 
includes several disclaimers in the report that can often be applied by an owner 
when less-than-strong claims for site extras are proposed by the contractor. One 
such disclaimer typically reads as follows: 

  The analysis and recommendations submitted in this report are based upon 
information revealed by this exploration. This report does not refl ect any vari-
ations which may occur beyond the locations of the test borings and test pits. 
Since the nature and extent of variations may not become evident until the 
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course of construction, an allowance should be established to account for pos-
sible additional costs that may be required to construct the foundations as rec-
ommended herein.     

 This   clause ostensibly puts the contractor on notice that he or she should include 
some contingency in the site work estimate for some as yet unforeseen conditions, 
and most contractors know that. It is only when conditions discovered during site 
work operations exceed what could reasonably be expected that some contractors 
may consider grounds for submitting a claim. 

 Specifi c   terminology can be inserted in the bid and contract documents that 
can offer a great deal of protection from these kinds of differing conditions and 
unforeseen subsurface conditions — but at a price. By deeming the site an  “ unclas-
sifi ed site, ”  the contractor is put on notice that he or she  “ owns ”  all encountered 
underground conditions. If unsuitable soils, rock, debris, underground structures, or 
tree stumps are encountered during excavation, the contractor must deal with them 
at his own expense. Although this protects the owner quite a bit, the contractor’s 
estimate for site work will include a contingency large enough to cover any unan-
ticipated site conditions. In the event that little or no unsatisfactory underground 
conditions are encountered, the contractor will reap the rewards. Before consider-
ing an unclassifi ed site condition, would you rather play it safe or throw the dice and 
pay for only those legitimate costs if unforeseen subsurface conditions do occur? If 
you were a contractor submitting a bid, which approach would you prefer? Isn’t it 
better for an owner to assume actual costs for unforeseen conditions than gambling 
on what may or may not be there? 

 A   typical unclassifi ed site provision would look like this: 

  Excavation shall be unclassifi ed and shall comprise and include the satis-
factory removal and disposal of all materials encountered regardless of the 
nature of those materials and shall be understood to include rock, shale, earth, 
hardpan, fi ll, foundations, pavements, curbs   ,    

    A change in conditions 
 This   concept is similar to materially differing conditions but is more all-encompass-
ing. A change-in-conditions situation can occur beyond the site work stage and well 
into the actual construction stage. When the nature of the work involved in building 
the superstructure dramatically changes, this could be cause for the contractor to 
claim a change in conditions. 

 A   contractor who is preparing the estimate for construction will assume respon-
sibility for performance associated with the requirement of the bid or contract docu-
ments and any changes affected by approved change orders. He or she will assume 
that managing the construction project will impose an additional workload in the 
fi eld and also in the central offi ce — accounting, project management, estimating, 
and purchasing — and will plan for that in the estimate. 

 The   contractor’s general conditions costs are time related, and any extension of 
that time, refl ected in the contract schedule and as adjusted by change order(s), will 
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 cause the contractor to incur additional costs if the schedule is extended. And when 
those costs increase because the nature of the project has changed dramatically, a 
potential claim for change in conditions may be fl oated by the general contractor. 
This was the situation that occurred in the poor drawing coordination example that 
cost the owner $7 million; that claim was based on acceleration and a change in 
conditions. 

 This   could also occur when the contract documents are vague or insuffi ciently 
detailed, resulting in the submission of hundreds of requests for information from 
the contractor to the design team. By its very nature, this fl ow of documents to and 
from parties will slow the project and, in some instances, so overwhelm the con-
tractor’s support staff that additional staff may be required. 

 An   inordinate amount of change orders generated either by the owner or the 
contractor will also affect the pace and extent of supervision. For example, it 
is rather easy to see how a 25 percent addition in work via scope changes would 
impact every administrative function of the contractor. This major change in scope 
of work could easily be considered to present an entirely new project. When these 
types of changes occur, the contractor will simply state that the initial obligation to 
perform the work has been radically changed and that she will incur to meet these 
new conditions. In fact, a change in conditions to those originally conceived has 
occurred. The contractor will present additional costs that include the following: 

      ■      Increased administrative and management costs, both fi eld and general offi ce 
related  

      ■      Costs associated with the delays to fold this new work into the existing sched-
ule, which may include hiring additional subcontractors  

      ■      Changes in the original baseline schedule, and the resultant costs associated 
with the revised schedule  

      ■      A requirement to expedite material and equipment deliveries and assign these 
responsibilities to an added staff member  

      ■      Increasing various trade crews or directing existing ones to work extended 
hours at premium-time rates, often leading to a considerable drop in worker 
productivity    

 Owners   and design consultants should keep this change-in-conditions concept in 
mind whenever the fl ow of RFIs or RFQs increases signifi cantly or when changes to 
the initial scope of work are so extensive as to create an assumption of a much dif-
ferent project than originally conceived.  

    Discrepancies in the plans and/or specifi cations 
 Some   of the disagreements related to document discrepancies occur because of 
what appear to be confl icting requirements — for example, one drawing includes a 
detail that differs from a similar detail on another drawing. A door schedule on one 
drawing may indicate that Door 101A, for example, is a 3070 door, but the fl oor 
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 plan may reveal that this same Door 101A is a 2868. Which door is the contractor 
obligated to supply? 

 Over   the years, court rulings have provided some answers to these questions, 
and when confl icts do arise, an order of precedence is often employed to hopefully 
resolve some of these disagreements. This is a priority standard that has come to be 
accepted primarily through past court decisions: 

      ■      Contract terms  
      ■      Drawings are modifi ed by addenda  
      ■      Supplemental conditions issued as bid documents  
      ■      Drawings with schedules  
      ■      Large-scale details or drawings    

 When   drawings and specifi cations are not in concurrence in quality or quantity, 
the contract usually requires an interpretation from the architect. 

 If   legal action is contemplated, the courts may look at the purpose for which 
the disputed item is intended and rule accordingly. These are only guidelines; there 
are no hard-and-fast rules for many of these types of disputes, making it even more 
important for all parties to negotiate their grievances rather than pursue court action. 

 In   fact, borrowing from a landmark 1918 case,  Spearin v. United States Navy,  
the court decision known as the Spearin Doctrine is still being used today to resolve 
some of these contract-shortcoming disputes. The contractor, Spearin Construction, 
contested the U.S. Navy’s demand that it be held responsible for what appeared to 
be a design defect. This was the court’s ruling: 

  If the contractor is bound to build according to the plans and specifi cations 
prepared by the owner, the contractor will not be responsible for the conse-
quences of the defects in the plans and specifi cations.  

  The responsibility of the owner is not overcome by the usual clauses requir-
ing bidders to visit the site, to check the plans, and to inform themselves of the 
requirements of the work.     

    Disruptions to the normal pace of construction 
 Disruptions   to the normal pace of construction can occur due to actions or inactions 
of an owner, architect, engineer, or contractor. Often these disruptions are created 
by indecision on the part of one party to the contract, who may be unaware of the 
lack of decision making and its impact on the orderly fl ow of work that is expected. 

 Construction   schedules often include extra days, designated as fl oat, that essen-
tially involves several days in the schedule set aside for the minor delays that so 
often occur in this complex building process. At times the contract will stipulate 
that the owner  “ owns ”  all or a portion of the fl oat and the contractor  “ owns ”  the 
balance. These extra days can be used to prolong a decision or await materials or 
equipment on the job site. But everyone must be sensitive to prompt response and 
resolution of decisions that can impact the day-to-day pace of construction.  
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     Inadequate fi nancial strength of any party 
 One   matter that will cause a contractor’s blood to boil is a substantial delay in receiv-
ing payment from an owner after the request for payment has been approved by 
the architect. This can set off a whole series of events that can ultimately affect the 
entire project. Many contractor contracts with subcontractors and vendors contain a 
 “ pay when paid clause, ”  requiring the general contractor to pay the subcontractors 
only when payment is received from the owner. Subcontractors who are not paid 
promptly payment still have to meet payrolls on the project, and without an indica-
tion that payment is forthcoming, they may tell the GC that they are removing work-
ers from the project and placing them on another job where there are assured of 
receiving payment promptly. Some states have banned the  “ pay when paid ”  clause 
on state contracts, so perhaps a check with your attorney on the status in your area 
may be in order. 

 This   type of problem can cascade to subcontractors of subcontractors, creating a 
disruptive situation. Prompt payment by an owner when the architect has certifi ed 
the payment request is important. If there is a delay, advise the contractor, so he 
can plan accordingly. 

 Just   as important is assurance from the general contractor that he or she is not 
taking the funds from one project to pay subcontractors and suppliers on another 
project. This is referred to as  “ comingling funds ”  and is frowned upon (though it 
happens frequently). Lien releases from subcontractors will be one check on a gen-
eral contractor’s assurance of payment, since they ostensibly state that the subcon-
tractor has been paid for work performed for the previous work period. 

 It  ’s usually not necessary to worry about whether the general contractor 
is paying his or her workers, because the employees will simply quit if not paid. 
Subcontractors can present another problem when they are short of funds and 
begin to run out of day-to-day supplies because they may have exceeded their credit 
limits or are on a COD basis. An owner has as much interest in subcontractor perfor-
mance as the general contractor because subcontractor default affects both parties. 
If there are any doubts, an owner must determine whether the general contractor’s 
payment to the subcontractor is current or whether the subcontractor is experienc-
ing cash-fl ow problems. These questions need to be posed to the general contractor 
and a response required within a short time frame, or the architect and owner can 
request a meeting with the general contractor and the subcontractor(s) to respond 
to any payment concerns. 

 If   there are doubts as to whether payments to a subcontractor are being made in 
accordance with the requests refl ected in the general contractor’s application for 
payment, or upon learning from a subcontractor that he is not being paid the full 
amount he requested (and refl ected in the GC’s request for payment), the use of a 
joint check can be raised with the general contractor. A joint check is one that con-
tains two payees: the general contractor and the subcontractor or vendor. The joint 
check is made out in the amount owed to that subcontractor or vendor as agreed 
upon by the general contractor. The check is fi rst passed to the general contractor 
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 for signature and then on to the subcontractor or vendor. The general contractor’s 
permission to issue a joint check is required and should be obtained in writing. In 
most cases he will agree to this process. If not, that should raise another red fl ag.   

    DELAYS AND THE PROBLEMS THEY CAUSE 
 Many   of the events that result in disputes and claims create situations where work 
is delayed and cannot proceed along the path included in the project’s baseline or 
mutually adjusted timeline. Delays cost money for both owner and contractor, and 
unless dealt with promptly, they tend to escalate in cost and tempers. 

 The   owner has a number of reasons for wanting the project completed on time: 
the higher cost of construction fi nancing versus less expensive permanent fi nanc-
ing, plans to move into the new structure at a specifi c date, and delivery dates for 
new furniture and equipment, among others. The contractor’s general conditions 
are mostly time related: costs of salaries for project and site supervision, fi eld-offi ce 
rentals, and equipment. Contractors with a backlog of work anticipate moving their 
project managers and superintendents from the current project to a new one, antici-
pating that they will be able to do so if that project closes out as scheduled. Along 
with actual additional costs being incurred, this timely shifting of supervision is of 
prime importance to the general contractor. 

 An   owner must be alert to the need for prompt review of contractor-generated doc-
uments requiring either architect/engineer or owner response so as to avoid the poten-
tial for delays. As the requests for information (RFI), requests for clarifi cation (RFC), 
and proposed change orders (PCO) are issued by the contractor, the owner must mon-
itor the passage of these contractor- or architect-generated queries to avoid any poten-
tial delay claims. The owner’s representative should be responsible for reviewing these 
logs at each project meeting and should act as a prod when one party or the other is 
lax in processing the necessary information to close out those documents. 

 The   owner must always be aware of events that may create the potential for a 
contractor delay claim. If the architect/engineer requires a slight push to resolve 
any contractor-related matters, the owner, after the project meeting and in private, 
should have a word with the design consultants to determine why documents are 
not being processed quickly and how they plan to rectify the situation. 

 To   explore the construction-delay process, we should start with some contractor-
related quasi-legal terms. An  excusable delay  is a delay whereby a contractor or 
owner is allowed a time extension but no monetary compensation. This type of 
delay can occur when there are acts of God, fi res, or transportation delays, over 
which the contractor or owner has no control; labor strikes, also beyond the owner/
contractor’s control; and unusually severe weather. When there are liquidated dam-
ages in the construction contract, the builder will need to extend the project’s com-
pletion date even though no costs for extension can be considered. When excusable 
delays occur and are approved, the architect will issue a no-cost change order with 
an extension of the completion time agreed upon by contractor and owner. 
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  A    concurrent delay  occurs when two or more delays are created within the 
same time frame that impact the completion date and are caused by events created 
by the contractor and the owner. They cancel each other out, and neither party 
can recover damages. A  compensable delay  is one where damages are created and 
compensation requested. It is a delay caused by one party and within the control of 
that party, whether it be owner, architect, or contractor. The contractor’s costs may 
include increased crew size, increased costs of materials and equipment, extended 
general conditions, or loss of productivity because of the interruption to the orderly 
sequence of work, to name a few. The owner’s costs are also varied: a landlord guaran-
teeing occupancy of commercial rental space, the opening of a retail store, or extending 
fi nancing costs. 

 The   project meeting and the resultant minutes may be the appropriate arena for 
unresolved matters to be discussed, ball-in-court determinations made, and dates set 
for resolution. This meeting can act as a tracking device to document the events 
that have the potential for a delay. The word  delay  can be incorporated into the 
minutes to let everyone know that the warning has been made — for example, like 
the following: 

  Contractor has not responded to the architect’s Architect Field Instruction #23 
issued on September 15, 2009, even though fi rst and second requests have 
been issued previously. If no response is received by architect on September 30, 
2009, any delays and associated costs will be borne by the Contractor.    

  Acceleration    is another one of those construction terms that owners become 
familiar with. When delays are attributed to an owner’s or architect’s actions or inac-
tions, are recognized as such, and the owner requires the contractor to maintain the 
original completion schedule, acceleration of the project will be required to meet that 
contract completion date. The following is a more formal defi nition of acceleration: 

  When a project owner recognizes that there have been delays in the construc-
tion project that would ordinarily extend the completion date, but directs the 
contractor to complete the project as originally scheduled,  “ acceleration ”  has 
been created.    

 An   owner may take this position for many reasons, but he or she also must be 
aware of the potential costs this directive can create. 

 A   requirement to maintain the initial completion date can arise when the owner’s 
new factory must be on-stream as planned to fulfi ll a large infl ux of orders. When 
the owner of a baseball or football sports complex must have that facility ready by 
Opening Day, the reason to accelerate is obvious. 

 The   added costs to accelerate can be staggering, and few contractors will pro-
vide any form of guarantee. These are some of the problems that can occur when a 
contractor has been directed to accelerate: 

      ■       Out-of-sequence work:  Instead of working in a linear fashion, moving from 
activity A to activity B, subcontractors may have to shift crews to more 
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 immediate tasks, performing activity G and then going back to normal 
sequencing. This process of working out of the normal pattern of work as 
indicated on the baseline or adjusted baseline schedule will increase the total 
cost of that work.  

      ■       Loss of productivity:  One of the consequences of out-of- sequence work is the 
loss of productivity among those workers who had to shift from their normal 
schedule and take up a task in another part of the building or drop what they 
were doing and proceed with new instructions. Extended premium-time work 
has been proven to reduce worker productivity. A seminal study performed 
by then Business Roundtable in 1993 produced the document  “ Scheduled 
Overtime Effect on Construction Projects, ”  which graphically demonstrated 
the amount of worker productivity lost when construction workers worked 
several periods of 50- and 60-hour weeks.  

      ■       Trade stacking:  This occurs when several trades are working in a somewhat 
confi ned space to complete a specifi c component of work. For example, car-
penters may be installing a ceiling grid in one or two rooms, and electricians 
and HVAC workers are also in those rooms installing ceiling light fi xtures and 
air-conditioning and heating ducts. These trades are stacked and working 
together in these rooms, whereas one trade would normally follow the pre-
ceding one. Trade stacking results in loss of productivity.    

 Acceleration   creates other real costs such as expedited deliveries of materials and 
equipment and premium-time work, but many of these costs are  “ guesstimates, ”  and 
an owner will fi nd himself hard-pressed to analyze and agree on the actual costs. So 
a word of caution: Avoid requesting a contractor to accelerate, but if it is necessary, 
request a daily accounting, and investigate all of these costs while they are fresh in 
the minds of everyone who generated them. 

 When   delays occur on a construction site and the contractor’s equipment 
remains idle during that period of time, she will often claim loss of revenue because 
that equipment could have generated revenue were the delays not incurred and 
the equipment was performing  “ contract work. ”  An idle-equipment claim involves 
many issues. One is whether the equipment is actually owned by the contractor or 
rented from an equipment rental company. Using a Caterpillar 350 excavator as an 
example, if this equipment is rented, rates on an hourly basis would be about $175 
per hour. This excludes the subcontractor’s operator cost and the cost of fuel, both 
of which are not provided by the rental company. If the Cat excavator was rented 
and the contractor estimated 10 hours to complete a certain portion of work, the 
estimated cost of that work would be $175 per hour plus the cost of the operator at 
$40 per hour and possibly $25 for fuel, for a total of $240 per hour. So the total cost 
of the operation would have been $2,400. 

 Suppose   the contractor had to stop work for three hours because of a delay 
caused by an owner or because of unusual site conditions, such as the presence of 
rock in the area of the excavation, The rental of the equipment to the contractor 
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 continues to accrue even though the equipment is not working, and, all other things 
being equal, the contractor may be entitled to reimbursement for downtime on the 
idled equipment. But since no operator or fuel costs were involved, the loss of pro-
ductive equipment would be the base rental rate, unless the contractor could not 
provide the operator with work on another actively operated piece of equipment. 

 If   the preceding scenario involved the same Caterpillar excavator, but instead of 
being leased, it was owned by the contractor, then even the bare equipment cost 
of $175 per hour would not be justifi ed. Although when renting equipment, down-
time costs continue to accrue, when the equipment is owned, no such  “ fi xed ”  costs 
apply. The idle or downtime causes no additional  “ wear and tear ”  on the equipment. 
It is not depreciating because it is not operating; no maintenance is required, and 
its operation life has not been shortened. The rate for downtime or idle time on a 
piece of owner-operated equipment is much less than its full operational cost. Some 
experts state that this downtime cost should be anywhere from 30 to 50 percent of 
the equipment’s operating cost. 

 A   court decision seems to lean toward the 50 percent fi gure. In the  Appeal of 
Dillon Construction, Inc.  (ENGBCA No. PCC-101, November 21, 1995), the court 
said that when contractor-owned equipment is idled, the contractor could claim 50 
percent of the equipment cost as posted in an equipment cost manual. The gener-
ally accepted equipment cost manual is the  AED Green Book  of equipment rental 
rates. This book lists all types of equipment for excavators and contractors and aver-
age rental costs daily, weekly, and monthly, with regional adjustments. 

 To   further guide an owner when claims for lost revenue involve equipment 
downtime for extended periods of time — a few days, a week, or longer — the con-
tractor owning the downtime equipment has the option of taking it offsite and 
using it on another, more productive project. If no other revenue-producing source 
for this piece of equipment was available, the contractor may have a diffi cult time 
claiming any costs other that the discounted idle-equipment cost. The responsibil-
ity is on the contractor to prove that the equipment could have been productively 
used elsewhere. In  C.L. Fairly Construction Company  (ASBCA No. 32,581 90-2 BAC 
(CCH), par. 22,665, 1990), the court said that the contractor must establish that the 
equipment in question could have otherwise been productively employed before 
claiming downtime costs. 

 The   following are some general rules to consider when dealing with disputes: 

      ■      Establish an environment of trust between owner and contractor, which also 
involves the owner’s design consultants if they appear to be too aggressive in 
their relationship with the contractor.  

      ■      Establish an environment of reasonableness and fairness, not only with the 
general contractor but with their subcontractors. As the saying goes, walk a 
mile in the other person’s shoes.  

      ■      Avoid the blame game, and recognize that some portion of the problem may 
lie with the owner and the design consultants.  
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      ■       Resolve disputes as quickly and as equitably as possible. The longer a dispute 
remains open, the more hardened positions form barriers to resolution.  

      ■      And remember the old saying that in a successful negotiation neither party is 
entirely happy with the results.     

    LEGAL PRECEDENTS RELATING TO CONSTRUCTION CLAIMS 
 A   legal precedent has been defi ned as an act or instance that may be used as an 
example in dealing with subsequent similar events; another defi nition is that it is 
a judicial decision that may be used as a standard in other similar cases. Many legal 
precedents pertaining to construction claims have been set that may be of interest 
to owners involved in construction-related disputes. 

    Differing site conditions 
 In    Randa/Madison Joint Venture III v. Dahlberg  (239 F.3d 1264, 2000 U.S. App/
U.S. Fed. Cir. February 7, 2001), Randa/Madison, the contractor, was under contract 
to dewater a pumphouse foundation excavation and found out that the amount of 
dewatering required had been grossly underestimated. Although soil test results and 
soil and rock samples were available for inspection, Randa/Madison did not avail 
itself of these reports and after submitting a claim for extra work, indicated that it 
was under no obligation to review that information and that the owner had an obli-
gation to disclose that information, not just make it available. The owner’s contract 
contained two clauses: the contractor must satisfy itself with the character and quan-
tity of work and the bid documents must address the physical data that were avail-
able. The court ruled that the owner placed the contractor on notice that additional 
information existed and that the contractor was presumed to have reviewed it. The 
claim was denied.  

    Complete set of drawings 
 In    John McShain v. United States  (412 F.2d 1218, 1969), a contractor sued the 
project owner, stating that the true condition of the drawings were not known at 
bidding, that some illegible drawings were replaced with legible ones, and that the 
addenda issued did not correct many of the coordination errors in the bid docu-
ments. The court stated that although the plans and specifi cations need not be per-
fect, they must be adequate for the purpose for which they were intended and that 
the contractor had no legal or contractual obligation to inspect the drawings to 
determine their adequacy for construction. The contractor’s claim was upheld.  

    Damages for breach of contract 
 Some   contractors will claim that they lost potential jobs because of the problems 
they incurred in a breach of contract with the owner on a current project. A general 
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 rule is that lost profi ts are not recoverable because it is often diffi cult to show that 
an owner’s actions were in fact the direct cause of losing that other job This ruling 
came about in  BEGL Construction Co., Inc. v. Los Angeles Unifi ed School District  
(Cal. App. 4th 154, 2007).  

    Electronic records 
 Company   records are being electronically stored with more and more frequency, 
and although courts usually accepted computer printouts as evidence, when Rule 
34 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Act was enacted in 1985, more legal rul-
ings have reinforced this determination. The presentation of electronic data and, 
more particularly, e-mails that were apparently erased but reconstituted has been 
accepted as evidence by several courts. Owners must be diligent in creating, man-
aging, and storing all electronic data pertaining to the construction project in the 
event that this information may be required in a potential lawsuit.   

    CONTRACTOR’S GUARANTEE OF DESIGN 
 If   an architect designs a specifi c component, the contractor builds the component 
per that design, and the installation results in poor quality or performance, is the 
contractor responsible? In  Teuful v. Weiner  (68 Wash. 2d 31,411 P, 2d 151, 1966), 
the contractor installed a curtain wall exactly as designed, but the system leaked 
on several occasions. The contractor had previously notifi ed the design consultant 
of changes that should be considered to improve the design, but the advice went 
unheeded. When the contractor denied responsibility for the ensuing water leaks, 
the owner sued — and lost. The court ruled that the leaks were not caused by faulty 
materials or substandard workmanship but were the results of a design defect. 

    Withholding payment due to defective or incomplete work 
 A   contractor who was hired to build 15 condominium units in Montana failed to 
meet the completion date on 14 of the 15 units, and the owner’s contract included 
a schedule with penalty and bonus clauses. The architect certifi ed a payment of 
$83,141, but the owner withheld a portion, claiming that the late delivery and defec-
tive work justifi ed those actions. The contractor fi led a lien, and the owner counter-
sued. The lower court ruled that the contractor was contractually bound to perform 
punch list and warranty work and awarded the owner costs to complete the con-
tractor’s obligations. However, the Supreme Court of Montana reversed the decision 
and allowed the contractor to terminate its performance because the owner failed 
to make a payment that was certifi ed by the architect. 

 In   this case, an AIA contract was in effect: Article 9.5.1 stipulates that the architect 
may decide not to certify payment or withhold an amount necessary to protect the 
owner. The architect, however, certifi ed the entire payment. Article 9.7.1 in the owner-
contractor agreement stipulates that if the owner does not pay the contractor the 

Contractor’s guarantee of design
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 amount certifi ed by the architect within seven days, the contractor, by sending written 
notice to the owner within an additional seven-day period, may stop work until pay-
ment is made. The court would have most likely ruled differently if the architect had 
certifi ed a lesser amount, citing poor performance and defective work as the rationale.  

    Claim for lost productivity 
 Lost   productivity claims by a contractor are just as diffi cult to deal with as differ-
ing or changed conditions, because these claims are so hard to quantify. In  Appeal 
of Clark Construction Group Inc.  (WL 37542, VANCA No. 5674.00-1 BCA para. 
30,870, 2000), the Board of Contract Appeals concluded,  “ Quantifi cation of loss of 
effi ciency or impact claims is a particularly vexing and complete problem and sepa-
rating ineffi ciency costs to be both impractical and essentially impossible. ”  

 But   other decisions were not so defi nitive. The Mechanical Contractor’s 
Association of America (MCAA) published the study  “ Change Orders, Productivity 
Overtime — A Primer for the Construction Industry, ”  which includes lost productiv-
ity factors that have been supported by the courts. Three court cases support the 
MCAA manual used to prepare labor productivity issues. The  Appeal of P.J. Dick 
Inc.  (WL 1219552, VABC No. 5597, 01-2 BCA, para. 31,647, 2001) found that the 
contractor’s calculation of loss based on this method was acceptable. 

  Hensel   Phillips Construction Company v. General Services Administration  (WL 
43961, GSBCA 01-1 BCA para. 31,249, 2001) found that while the  “ measured mile ”  
approach is generally the preferred method of dealing with these types of costs, the 
MCAA manual approach was deemed reasonable.  “ Measured mile ”  refers to the pro-
cess whereby a contractor shows that the previous cost of work experienced on 
repeated, similar projects revealed that certain performance levels and unit costs 
were lower. These previously assembled “measured mile” costs, when compared to 
the higher unit costs incurred on the troubled project, provide justifi cation for the 
higher cost claim. For   example, if a concrete subcontractor can show that unit costs 
for placement of concrete were $100 per cubic yard plus or minus 10 percent ($90 
to $110 per cubic yard) on ten previous, similar projects and the costs on the cur-
rent project, where loss productivity claims of $180 per cubic yard are occurring, 
this represents a measured mile approach to these extra costs and can be strong evi-
dence in a claim for, say, $80 additional cost per yard of placed concrete. 

In  S. Leo Harmonay Inc v. Binks Mfg Co.  (S.D.N.Y., 597 Supp. 1014, Harmonay, 
1984), the U.S. District Court ruled that the measured mile approach backed up by 
MCAA factors was appropriate in an award of damages to Harmonay for 30 percent 
less productivity caused by excessive work hours, overly crowded conditions (trade 
stacking?), and constant revision of contract drawings.  

    Prompt review of shop drawings 
 A   contractor with Peter Kiewits Sons fi led a claim that it incurred damages because 
the architect did not process shop drawings promptly and had no justifi able reasons 
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 for the delay in the review and response processes. This claim was upheld by the 
court ruling in the contractor’s favor in  Peter Kiewits Sons Co. v. Iowa Utility Co.  
(355 F.Supp. 376,392, S.S. Iowa, 1973).   

    GENERIC GUIDELINES FOR COORDINATION DRAWING 
 The   purpose of drawing coordination is to create drawings where building compo-
nents fi t within the horizontal and vertical dimensions and avoid interference with the 
structural framing, ceilings, partitions, mechanical and electrical equipment, and other 
building equipment. The architectural drawings are diagrammatical and require the gen-
eral contractor to review them to ensure that all of the components will fi t in the space 
allotted for them. Some problems are rather easy to resolve, such as lowering a ceiling 
height by a few inches or increasing the width of a partition or two by a few inches. In 
other instances, major coordination problems that require shifting partition locations 
or lowering ceiling heights to unacceptable levels can create serious problems. 

 The   general contractor usually has a contract obligation to perform normal coor-
dination work, and this coordination requirement is usually included in the contract 
specifi cations, directing the general contractor to perform a number of procedures. 
General procedures include preparing coordination drawings for areas where close 
coordination is required for installation of products and materials fabricated offsite 
by separate entities and where limited space necessitates maximum utilization of 
space for effi cient installation of different components. Coordination drawings 
include but are not necessarily limited to the following: 

      1.      Structure  
      2.      Partition and room layout  
      3.      Ceiling layout and heights  
      4.      Light fi xtures (installed above the ceiling)  
      5.      Access panels (to ensure access for maintenance)  
      6.      Sheet metal, heating coils, boxes, grilles, diffusers, and similar items  
      7.      All heating pipes and valves  
      8.      Smoke and fi re dampers  
      9.      Soil, waste, and vent piping  
    10.      Major water mains and branch lines  
    11.      Roof drain piping  
    12.       Major electrical conduit runs, panel boards, feeder conduits, and racks of 

branch conduits  
    13.      Above-ceiling miscellaneous metal items  
    14.      All equipment  
    15.       Equipment located above fi nished ceilings that require access for mainte-

nance and service  
    16.      Existing conditions (when renovation work is involved)    

Generic guidelines for coordination drawing
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  To   effect this effort, the general contractor will circulate drawings to the fol-
lowing subcontractors, who will show actual size and location of their respective 
equipment: 

      ■      Elevator subcontractor  
      ■      Plumbing subcontractor  
      ■      Fire-protection subcontractor  
      ■      Heat, ventilating, and air-conditioning subcontractors  
      ■      Electrical subcontractors  
      ■      Control systems contractors    

 Each   subcontractor will note any apparent confl ict, suggest alternative solutions, 
and return the drawings to the general contractor, who in turn will send them on to 
the architect for review, comments, or approval. 

 If   confl icts are uncovered, the general contractor will consult with the architect 
and appropriate engineers to develop alternative solutions that hopefully will have 
no additional cost impact. When changes are required that impact costs, the respec-
tive subcontractors may have cause for extra expenses to resolve those confl icts. 

    Effective claim development and preparation 
 Construction   claims are complex because they usually occur over many months and 
involve multiple parties. Because of this gradual ascent from minor irritation to one 
with signifi cant cost implications, some of the background for the claim may have 
gone undocumented by the owner. The fi rst order to business is recognize as early 
as possible that something is not right. Quite often a general contractor will dismiss 
a minor glitch as not having any consequence later down the road. Although a claim 
fl ag should not be raised for every bump in the road, making note of those events 
could help if more bumps are encountered. 

 The   fi rst line of defense is the general contractor, who, while serving two 
masters — her company and the owner — must be alert to the rumbling of a claim by 
one or more subcontractors and step into the breach to either defuse the claim or deal 
with it quickly and effectively. If justifi able costs are involved, the general contractor 
must bring it to the owner’s attention for resolution. 

 The   architect and engineers, being very familiar with the terms and conditions of 
the construction contract, can often dissuade potential claimants by referring to pro-
visions in the contract that protect the owner. Compromise is essential when claims 
are submitted. Normally, the claim is justifi ed, although not in the amount set forth 
by the claimant. The task is to determine which portions of the claim are substan-
tive and the value of those portions. This is the basis upon which negotiations can 
begin to resolve the claim. 

 As   we stated previously, parties often leave negotiation sessions unhappy with the 
results. The involvement of lawyers and claims consultants is a costly process, and 
the longer a claim lingers, positions harden and resolution becomes more diffi cult. 
Rapid and reasonable actions are the key ingredients in settling a claim or dispute.      
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  When   owners attend design and construction meetings, quite often the contractor 
or the architect may use technical terms and construction components that may be 
confusing to nontechnical participants. This chapter provides owners with a primer 
in construction terminology and acquaints them with some of the basic construction 
components they will encounter during the course of their project. In this section 
we discuss the following: 

      ■      Site work and site utilities  
      ■      Building foundations  
      ■      Concrete construction, both cast-in-place and precast  
      ■      Structural and miscellaneous steel  
      ■      Masonry, both brick and concrete masonry units (CMUs)  
      ■      Glass and glazing  
      ■      Roofi ng  
      ■      Drywall partitions  
      ■      Doors and frames  
      ■      Finishes, both paint and vinyl wall coverings  
      ■      Plumbing  
      ■      Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC)  
      ■      Fire protection  
      ■      Electrical    

    SITE WORK 
 Site   work extends from the exploration of a planned new construction site to the work 
associated with preparing that site for the building to the installation of all new site 
utilities: gas, water, sewer, paving, and landscaping. Site exploration is required prior 
to the building’s structural design, since the information uncovered will determine the 

                            Basic construction 
components    11 

CHAPTER

2010
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 bearing capacity of the soils, which in turn will determine the size and type of foun-
dation required for the new structure. These explorations, which are performed by 
a civil engineer, may also uncover the presence of rock strata that may need to be 
removed and may also indicate the presence of underground water or springs that 
must be controlled. 

 This   geotechnical report consists of test borings ( Figure 11-1   ) drilled at various points 
around the site to discern subsurface conditions. This geological technician’s (geotech) 
report not only provides the structural engineer with foundation design information but 
is also used when bid documents are prepared so contractors can be made aware of 
existing conditions where those borings were taken. Test pits can be dug with an exca-
vator if a larger portion of underground strata is required for soils analysis. 

 Site   work includes  “ clearing and grubbing ”  — removing trees in the area where 
the building will be placed and clearing out all brush and unwanted vegetation over-
growth. Rough grading will then commence, and topsoil will be stripped from the 
building area and stockpiled for respreading later in the project. Excavation and 
backfi lling operations will include foundation work, underground utilities, and sur-
face preparation for concrete and asphalt paving.  

    FOUNDATIONS 
 Poured  -in-place concrete foundations are easily recognizable and are applicable 
when soil-bearing capacities are appropriate. When soil-bearing capacities cannot 
adequately support the building to be placed on them, other forms of foundation 
design are employed, most frequently piles. The two basic types of piles are friction 
piles and end-bearing piles. 

 A   friction pile depends on the friction created along the entire surface of the 
pile — that is, around its circumference and its length — to support the force exerted 
by the building to be placed upon them. An end-bearing pile depends on reaching a 
depth where the pile will come to bear on a surface that can support its load. There 
are various types of materials used for piles: 

      ■      Timber piles, generally treated with a preservative  

      ■      Precast-concrete piles — concrete piles produced under controlled conditions 
in a precast concrete factory  

      ■      Cast-in-place concrete piles, which usually require a form — a shell — into 
which concrete is poured at the job site  

      ■      Steel H piles — special steel columns with a cross section approximating an 
 “ H ”  shape  

      ■      Steel pipe piles — cylindrical steel piles  
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 FIGURE 11-1  

       A typical soil test boring. This one shows drilling to a depth of 18.5 feet, fi nding weathered rock at 
a depth of 10 feet, bedrock at 13.5 feet, and no underground water.    
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    ■         Minipiles or micropiles — small-diameter steel piles, bored into the soil and 
then fi lled with grout, a cementitious material  

      ■      Caissons — typically large-diameter drilled or augered holes fi lled with concrete     

    SITE UTILITIES 
 The   installation of underground site utilities encompasses potable (drinking) water, 
incoming electrical power, sanitary sewers and manholes, storm sewers and storm 
inlets, gas mains, and fi re-protection mains. Sanitary sewer and storm sewer lines are 
installed to allow for gravity fl ow and potable water, and fi re-protection mains are 
under pressure and generally require pressure-reducing valves to regulate the pres-
sure and volume of water after it enters the building. 

 High  -voltage electrical conduits (another name for pipe), usually plastic, are often 
encased in concrete to prevent damage if inadvertently uncovered at some later date. 
A variety of conduit materials are available for each of these underground utilities: 

      ■      Potable water — copper pipe, cement-lined steel pipe, cast-iron pipe, ductile 
iron pipe, plastic, cross-linked polyethylene  

      ■      Electrical cable — PVC or metallic conduit  

      ■      Sanitary sewers — PVC, cast iron, ductile iron, manholes (generally precast-
concrete segments that fi t together, although some are constructed of con-
crete masonry units)  

      ■      Storm sewers — concrete pipe, PVC, corrugated metal, high-density polyethylene, 
manholes (similar to sanitary with storm sewer inlets placed around the site)  

      ■      Gas mains — steel, corrugated stainless steel  

      ■      Fire protection — steel, cement-lined ductile iron     

    CONCRETE 
 This   seemingly universal material is really quite complex. Concrete is a combina-
tion of Portland cement, fi ne and coarse aggregate (sand and crushed stone), and 
water. Concrete is very strong in compression (density) but weak in tensile (bend-
ing) strength, which is why reinforcement is required. Steel rods, called rebars, 
placed in the lower portion of a concrete slab prevent that slab from cracking when 
subjected to that tensile bending force. When rebars are placed in concrete walls, 
fl exural strength is provided. The strength of concrete is measured in pounds per 
square inch (psi) of compressive strength — that is, a crushing force. The strength of 
concrete depends on the following: 

      ■      The precise amount of water; too much and the strength will weaken  
      ■      The amount of Portland cement  
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      ■       The type, size, and shape of aggregate  
      ■      The proper curing procedures when placed in normal, hot, or cold environments    

 Concrete   comes in three types: 

      ■      Normal weight, which is cast in place at the job site with standard stone 
ingredients  

      ■      Lightweight, which is cast in place at the job site with special lightweight 
aggregates, often used to raise the level of an existing concrete slab while lim-
iting the amount of weight of that overlay  

      ■      Precast, which is high-strength concrete with steel reinforcement; manufac-
tured in an offsite plant to specifi c architectural and engineering dimensions 
and specifi cations and often steam-cured to attain high strength — a process 
known as  “ autoclaving. ”  (Precast concrete is further divided into  “ structural ”  
slabs, used as fl oor or roof panels or interior wall sections, and  “ architectural ”  
concrete, cast in a variety of forms that will provide a decorative fi nish when 
used as exterior wall panels.)    

 Concrete   has the following characteristics: 

      ■      Curing: As concrete cures, a chemical reaction takes place called hydration. If 
water disappears too rapidly via evaporation (in hot temperatures) or freezes 
when exposed to cold weather, the ultimate strength of the concrete will suf-
fer. In hot weather, the contractor either mists the freshly placed concrete 
or places a protective cover over it to reduce evaporation. In the winter, an 
enclosure will be formed and heated to protect the concrete and keep the 
water from freezing.  

      ■      Concrete shrinks as it cures, so joints are created to prevent random cracks from 
appearing as it cures. These joints are called control joints and are placed spe-
cifi c distances apart at the direction of the design engineer. This differs some-
what from a construction joint, which is a wood or steel bulkhead placed after a 
fl oor slab has been poured when another pour is scheduled for the next day.  

      ■      Various chemicals and different types of aggregate can dramatically change 
the character of the concrete; these additives are called admixtures. Water-
reducing admixtures improve workability of the concrete while increasing 
strength and reducing the amount of water required in the mix. High-range 
water-reducing admixtures, referred to as superplasticizers, allow up to a 
30 percent reduction in water while creating a soupy, fl owable mixture and 
retaining high strength.  

      ■      Accelerating admixtures speed up the  “ set, ”  or curing time, of concrete, which 
is helpful in cold weather. Retarder admixtures slow curing time and are desir-
able in hot weather. Air-entrained mixtures create millions of microscopic 
bubbles to be formed in the concrete, which is desirable for use in exterior 

Concrete
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 concrete such as walks and curbs, since they give the water a place to expand 
during freezing weather. Fly ash and silica fume are two separate materials, and 
both, when added to the concrete, will greatly increase its strength.    

 Several   events take place when each batch of concrete is delivered by truck: a 
slump test and the preparation of sample cylinders. The slump test involves taking 
a sample of concrete from the truck and placing it in a cone-shaped form; the form 
is then inverted over a fl at surface, allowing the concrete to fl ow out into what is 
called a  “ slump, ”  the height of the resultant pile. This height is then measured; three 
to four inches are considered ideal, but a shorter slump may indicate too much 
water in the mix, which can weaken the concrete. 

 Samples   of fresh concrete taken from the chute of the delivery truck will be used to 
fi ll at least three cardboard or plastic cylinders, each approximately 6 inches in diameter 
and about 16 inches high. These three cylinders will be allowed to cure (age) — one for 
7 days, one for 14 days, and one for 28 days — at a testing laboratory, where they will be 
subjected to a compression (crushing) test to determine if they meet design strength. It 
is not unusual for the 7-day test to be slightly below design strength, while the 14- and 
28-day tests exceed the design strength for a well-proportioned batch of concrete.  

    STRUCTURAL STEEL 
 Iron   was produced until the mid-1880s, after which Henry Bessemer, an English met-
allurgist, developed a process to force oxygen into the smelting process to burn away 
impurities and create steel, a more malleable metal. Today, several grades of steel are 
produced by adding other materials such as nickel, sulfur, manganese, carbon, molyb-
denum, vanadium, and phosphorous to enhance specifi c performance qualities. These 
various grades of steel are assigned numerical designations by the American Society of 
Testing and Materials (ASTM); the two most prevalent grades for building construc-
tion columns and beams are Grade 36 and higher-strength Grade 50. 

 Basic   structural steel shapes are I-beams, channels, and angles ( Figure 11-2   ). 
Wide-fl ange beams and columns ( Figure 11-3   ) are the most commonly employed 
shapes in a building’s structural steel framework. These wide-fl ange beams and col-
umns are manufactured in a variety of sizes and strengths to meet the engineer’s 
load requirements. Wide-fl anged structural members are identifi ed by the depth of 
the beam and its weight per lineal foot, so a W12      �      84 refers to a beam or column 
with a 12-inch depth weighing 84 pounds per lineal foot. When engineers refer to 
these steel members, they often call them  “ rolled sections ”  because of the way they 
are manufactured; a rough steel blank is rolled back and forth between rollers at the 
steel mill to exert pressure to reshape the material into the desired confi guration. 

 The   steel columns and beams are joined together with either welded connec-
tions ( Figure 11-4   ) or bolted connections ( Figure 11-5   ) or a combination of both. 
Open-web steel joists ( Figure 11-6   ) are frequently used as intermediary support 
members in multistory steel frameworks to support metal decking ( Figure 11-7   ) that 
is used as a form for cast-in-place concrete fl oors or roof support. 
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  Steel   construction has many advantages. It is competitively priced, adaptable to 
many design innovations, and has the ability to erect its framework in all but severe 
weather. Structural steel requires protection from fi re, which at high temperatures 
causes softening and collapse. Steel is  “ fi reproofed ”  by either applying a spray fi re-
proofi ng material or encasing the steel members in a fi re-resistant material such as 
gypsum drywall or masonry.  

Structural steel
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 FIGURE 11-2  

       Basic Structural steel shapes: I-beams, channels, and angles.    
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The I-Beams are identified by:
W DEPTH (inches) � WEIGHT PER UNIT LENGTH (pound force per foot)

For Example: W27 � 161 is an I-Beam with a Depth of 27 inches and having a
Nominal Weight per Foot of 161 ibf/ft.

 FIGURE 11-3  

       A wide fl ange beam (WF) identifi ed by its depth and the weight per lineal foot. Therefore, a 
W27      �      161 is 27 inches deep and weighs 161 pounds per lineal foot.    
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 FIGURE 11-4  

       A welded beam connection.    
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      MASONRY 
 The   four basic components of masonry construction are brick, concrete-masonry 
units (CMU), mortar, and wall reinforcement. Masonry construction is often used 
in residential foundations and in interior and exterior walls in commercial construc-
tion. Landscape architects use decorative masonry products to build low walls, 
pavers, and walkways. Mortar is the glue that holds the masonry units together to 
achieve structural and architectural integrity, and reinforcement is added to provide 
greater strength and seismic stability. 

    Bricks 
 Bricks   are familiar to everyone, and they come in a variety of shapes, colors, and sizes, 
from common brick (4 inches by 2 3 / 8  inches by 8 inches) to roman brick (4 inches by 
2 inches by 12 inches) to utility brick (4 inches by 4 inches by 12 inches). Bricks can 
be positioned in a wall to create various patterns and wall treatments.  Figure 11-8    
refl ects various brick positions, and  Figure 11-9    shows how these positions together 
with a variety of colors can produce dramatic architectural effects.  

Masonry
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 FIGURE 11-5  

       A bolted connection; this is a beam to girder connection called a  “ moment ”  connection.    
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 FIGURE 11-6  

       Open-web steel joists.    
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Masonry

 FIGURE 11-7  

       Profi le of a metal deck that will receive a cast-in-place concrete fl oor.  
  Source:  By permission of Nucor Vulcraft  ®   © 2008, Charlotte, North Carolina.   
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     Concrete-masonry units 
 Concrete  -masonry units (CMUs) are often referred to as  “ cinder blocks, ”  but there is 
a difference between the two: concrete-masonry units are rectangular blocks made of 
Portland cement and aggregate, usually sand or fi ne gravel, while cinder blocks use coal 
cinders in their mix and are somewhat lighter in weight. CMUs are produced in a variety 
of widths and heights but generally in 16-inch lengths. Widths range from 4 to 12 inches, 
and while most CMUs are 8 inches high, the 4-inch-wide by 8-inch-high by 16-inch-long 
block is also very common. Two-inch-thick CMUs are generally used as pavers. 

 CMUs   cast in special forms can assume various appearances: fl uted, ribbed, 
or rough-textured ( Figure 11-10   ). They can also be produced with a hard-glazed 
ceramic facing in a wide variety of colors for durable decorative interior walls.  

    Mortar 
 The   correct type and proportion of ingredients and the proper application of mortar are 
essential for the structural integrity of a block or brick wall. Mortar serves many functions: 

      ■      It bonds the masonry units together.  

Stretcher Rowlork Header SoldierShimer

VARIED BRICK POSITIONS

 FIGURE 11-8  

       Different brick positions.    

 FIGURE 11-9  

       Various types of brick bonds created by varying colors and brick positions.  
  Source:  Brick Institute Association, Reston, Virginia.   
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      ■       It assists in retaining a level wall, using the mortar bed as compensation for 
the small dimensional differences between one brick or block and another.  

      ■      It bonds installed wall reinforcement together into one structural unit.    

 By   varying the color of the mortar or the type of tooled joints, mortar provides 
an additional aesthetic appeal.  Figure 11-11    shows a cross section of typical mortar 
joints in masonry walls. 

 Mortar   is a mixture of cement, sand, and water, mixed to the consistency of a 
heavy paste. This workability or plasticity of mortar provides both cohesive and 
adhesive properties. There are fi ve basic type of mortar, each applicable to specifi c 
functions of the masonry wall: 

      ■      Type M mortar is a high-compressive-strength mix providing greater durabil-
ity, generally used on unreinforced masonry walls below grade.  

      ■      Type S mortar is also a high-strength mortar with slightly less compressive 
strength than Type M. It has greater tensile strength and is the product of 
choice when reinforced masonry walls above grade are built.  

      ■      Type N mortar is a midrange compressive-strength product often used on inte-
rior non-load-bearing masonry walls.  

      ■      Type O mortar has lower compressive strength than Type N and is also used 
for interior non-load-bearing walls.  

Masonry

 FIGURE 11-10  

       Decorative types of concrete-masonry units: ribbed, rounded rib, striated, and bullnose.  
  Source:  Featherlite Building Products, a division of Acme Brick, Fort Worth, Texas.   
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 FIGURE 11-11  

       Cross section of mortar joints in a masonry wall.  
  Source:  Brick Institute Association, Reston, Virginia.   
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      ■        Type K mortar has the lowest compressive strength and can be used for some 
non-load-bearing walls if local building codes allow.    

 Mortar   is similar to concrete and shares two basic components: cement 
and water. Like concrete, the rapid dissipation of water in hot weather and the 
freezing of water in cold weather must be avoided to provide a high-quality 
masonry wall.  

    Wall reinforcement 
 Most   load-bearing walls above grade require reinforcement to provide the fl ex-
ural strength required, as these masonry walls expand and contract due to tem-
perature changes, loads imposed by strong winds, and the weight of the wall itself. 
Reinforcement also provides stability of CMU walls during seismic events. Walls can 
be solid masonry or  “ veneer ”  or  “ cavity ”  walls. 

 Cavity   wall construction often consists of a brick outer wall, an air space, and a 
structural inner wall of steel or wood studs faced with gypsum board. These two 
wall types must be joined together to provide structural integrity and steel wall 
reinforcement. Reinforcements can be truss and ladur types or wall ties that tie the 
outer wall to the inner wall. 

 Sections   of masonry walls are known as wythes; a single wythe is one masonry 
wall thick, and a double-wythe wall consists of one outer and one inner wall, often 
of different masonry types: one brick (outer) and one CMU (inner).   

    GLASS AND GLAZING 
 Fenestration   is a term associated with the design and placement of windows and 
other exterior wall openings. Many commercial buildings have fi xed-glass windows, 
as opposed to operative windows, to better control the quality of the interior work-
ing environment. These fi xed  lights,  — the term used for architectural glass and win-
dow glazing — can be of three basic types: 

      ■       Annealed,  commonly used in architectural glass because it does not produce dis-
tortion, which can occur when the glass is tempered. Annealed glass has very good 
surface fl atness but tends to break into large, sharp shards upon strong impact.  

      ■       Heat-strengthened  glass has about twice the strength of annealed glass and is 
more resistant to wind loads and thermal stress, but it does produce some dis-
tortion during the heating process. Heat-strengthened glass will break just like 
annealed glass.  

      ■       Fully tempered  glass is four times stronger than annealed glass, imparts some 
distortion, and breaks into small, slightly rounded fragments upon impact.    

 Specialty   glasses also come in many varieties: 

      ■       Laminated  glass is made by adhering two lights of glass together with a clear 
plastic interlayer, thereby preventing glass shards from being distributed when 

Glass and glazing
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 it is fractured. Laminated glass also provides some protection from ultraviolet-
ray penetration and has some acoustical qualities.  

      ■       Tinted  glass distributes color uniformly throughout its surface and both looks 
attractive and provides protection from ultraviolet rays.  

      ■       Coated  glass is glass that has been coated with a refl ective or low-emissivity 
(Low-E) coating to reduce thermal absorption from the sun’s rays, thereby 
lowering the heat load on the surface of the building where it is installed.  

      ■       Insulated  glass is different from double-pane glass. It incorporates a vacuum 
in the dead space between the inner and outer layers before they are sealed 
together.  Double-pane  glass, also called double glazing, is simply an outer and 
inner pane installed in a frame with an air space in between but no vacuum, 
sealed only by the frame (wood, metal, or vinyl) in which it has been installed.     

    ROOFING 
 Most   commercial buildings nowadays use what is called a single-ply membrane 
roofi ng system. The most commonly used material for this membrane is EDPM — 
ethylene propylene diene monomer. Available in various thicknesses and colors, this 
single-ply membrane is installed over rigid roof insulation in two ways. In ballasted 
installation, the membrane is weighted down with small-diameter smooth-edged 
stones such as river gravel. The membrane can also be attached to the roof substrate 
with mechanical fasteners. The advantages of single-ply roofi ng are many: It can be 
applied quickly, it has a long life, and tears or damage to the surface can be spotted 
easily and repaired quickly using solvent or heat welding. 

 Built  -up roofi ng surfaces require the installation of several layers of two- , three- , or 
four-ply roofi ng felt, an interlocking material with vegetable fi bers held together with a 
binder. Prior to each layer being installed, the underlying surface is coated with a hot 
asphalt liquid. These built-up roofs also enjoy long life, are priced competitively, and 
can be easily repaired if damaged. 

 Roll   roofi ng is a roll of coated felts, either smooth-faced or mineral-surfaced, that 
is rolled out on the roof surface in sheets about three feet wide. Edges are over-
lapped and either fastened with roofi ng nails or mopped with a liquid asphalt. Roll 
roofi ng is an inexpensive roofi ng system that is often used on small utility sheds. 

 Metal   roofi ng, such as standing seam roofi ng, is often selected for decorative pur-
poses for shed-type sloped-roof confi gurations. High-performance painted steel or 
aluminum makes up the bulk of metal roofi ng systems. Shingles, wood, composition, 
metal, and ceramic are rarely used in commercial construction but can be used on 
sloped roofi ng surfaces.  

    DRYWALL PARTITIONS AND CEILING CONSTRUCTION 
 Partition   framing can be constructed with either wood or metal framing studs of 
two-, four-, and six-inch nominal widths. When various combinations of gypsum 
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 wallboard (drywall) are attached to this framing, the resultant partition can meet a 
multitude of fi re-resistance, moisture-resistance, and sound-resistance standards. 

    Fire-rated partitions 
    Figure 11-12    shows a wall assembly with a 3 5 / 8 - or 6-inch metal stud with one layer 
of drywall on each side, a typical non-fi re-rated partition wall. To achieve a one-hour 
or higher fi re rating using metal studs, other types and layers of gypsum board must 
be installed: 

Drywall partitions and ceiling construction
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 FIGURE 11-12  

       A Typical stud partition wall using either 3 5/8" wood or metal studs to just above ceiling height to 
extended to the structure above.    
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     45-minute fi re rating: one layer of 1/2-inch fi re-rated sheetrock on each side of the stud  
    1-hour fi re rating: one layer of 5/8-inch fi re-rated drywall on each side of the stud  
    2-hour fi re rating: two layers of 5/8-inch fi re-rated drywall on each side of the stud  
    3-hour fi re rating: three layers of 5/8-inch fi re-rated drywall on one side of the 

stud and one layer of 1-inch fi re-rated coreboard on the other side     

    Sound-rated partitions 
 To   lessen the transmission of sound from one area or room to another, various 
sound-control systems can be instituted using stud, drywall, and other acoustical 
components. The measurement of the ability of a wall or fl oor assembly to isolate 
sound and prevent it from being transferred from one area to another is referred to 
as an STC — sound-transmission-coeffi cient rating. The higher the STC number, the 
greater the sound control. A partition with a single layer of  5 / 8 -inch drywall has an 
STC rating of about 44; with two layers on each side, the STC rating increases to 54. 

 These   added layers of drywall, along with sound-deadening batts within the par-
tition, will increase the STC rating; however, all of these efforts will be diminished 
if the bottom track of the partition has not been caulked before or after installation 
and any electrical outlets penetrating the partition sealed off. These simple but often 
overlooked measures will add immeasurably to the reduction of sound transmission. 

 Sound   control goes beyond the drywall partition and encompasses the door and 
frame assembly, both of which should have sound-deadening cores and gasketing 
around the edges of the door frame and at the bottom of the door, called a  “ sweep. ”   

    Moisture resistance 
 Moisture  -resistant wall assemblies should be considered in two situations: with lim-
ited water exposure, such as bathroom tub and shower walls, where the drywall will 
be covered by wall tiles, and wet areas, where surfaces, also having a tiled facing, will 
most likely be soaked or regularly exposed to water spray. There are moisture- and 
mold-resistant types of sheetrock used as a substrate when these conditions are pres-
ent. Often referred to as  “ green board, ”  its identifying color, this type of gypsum dry-
wall has a surface treatment that resists the effects of high humidity. Where wet areas 
are anticipated, cement board known as Durock  ®  , a registered trademark of United 
States Gypsum Company, should be considered as a backer. This gray cementitious 
panel can also be used effectively as a tile backer or as a tub or shower surround.  

    Exterior sheathing 
 Exterior   sheathing is composed of gypsum-core panels used as a substrate on build-
ings with an outer cladding of steel or aluminum panels, masonry, stucco, or similar 
materials. What is now a familiar sight on many multistoried buildings is a bright 
yellow material called DensGlass  ®  , manufactured by Georgia-Pacifi c. These gypsum-
board panels have a yellow exterior fi berglass mat coating that provides a stronger 
resistance to wind loads and moisture.   
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     DOORS AND FRAMES 
 In   commercial construction, four types of doors and frames are used most often: 

      ■      Wood, used primarily for architectural and aesthetic value  

      ■      High-pressure laminate faced with engineered-wood-product cores, combining 
aesthetics and ease of maintenance  

      ■      Steel, used for utilitarian and security purposes  

      ■      Aluminum, combining architectural value with low maintenance    

 Wood   doors can span the entire gamut of cost, function, and appearance from 
medium-density fi berboard (MDF) to exotic veneers, from non-fi re-rated to two-hour 
fi re-rated when installed in similarly rated frames, from low-sound-rating (STC) to 
high acoustical ratings when installed in the proper door frame. 

 Door   components for each of these four types are much the same, consisting 
of stiles — the vertical side members; rails — the top and bottom components; the 
core — the center portion of the door, and the face — the visible panel ( Figure 11-13   ). 
The door’s core serves several functions, adding stability, strength, and, when mineral 
cores are used, fi re and sound ratings. Wood doors can be either fl ush or contain 
various types of glass-panel inserts, referred to as  “ borrowed lights. ”  

 Hollow  -metal doors and frames are used in offi ces, corridors, and utility and 
maintenance areas, and have a reputation for being both cost-effective and durable. 
Hollow-metal door frames are manufactured KD (knocked down), where the jambs 
and head must be assembled onsite, or  “ set up and welded, ”  where the manufac-
turer welds the jambs to the head, ready for installation when shipped to the job. 
 Figure 11-14a    shows some of the stock hollow-metal door confi gurations available, 
and  Figure 11-14b  illustrates the various types of cores in those doors.  Figure 11-
14c  shows sections through installed hollow-metal frames: abutting a masonry/con-
crete wall opening, wrapped around a steel or wood stud and drywall partition, and 
wrapped around a masonry/concrete door opening.  Figure 11-14d  illustrates the 
many custom confi gurations available for hollow-metal door and window frames. 
 Figure 11-15    diagrammatically displays left- and right-hand door swings and what are 
called right-hand-reverse and left-hand-reverse swings.  

    FINISHES 
 Different   types of wall fi nishes range from wood paneling to paint or wall coverings, 
generally vinyl, which are used in a commercial or institutional environment. Plywood 
veneer wood paneling may be specifi ed for executive offi ces or conference room 
walls, with choices spanning wide cost and appearance levels. Interior paint products 
commonly used today are acrylic and alkyd. 

 Although   the term  latex  is applied to some types of paint, the correct name 
would be  acrylic latex,  since the rubber-type additive is now replaced by a resin. 

Finishes
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 This type of paint is easy to apply by brush or roller, dries rapidly, and presents a 
reasonably washable surface. Water-based acrylic paint is environmentally friendly 
and can be disposed of by washing down the drain. Alkyd interior paints are often 
referred to as  “ high-traffi c ”  paints because they tend to resist normal wear and tear 
and are applied to moldings, doors, and high-touch areas. 

 Wiping   stains, which are used over unfi nished woods, can be brushed, sprayed, 
or wiped on, and after drying are usually sealed with a clear acrylic lacquer.
 “ High-performance ”  coatings are available for long-life exposure to the elements that 
are applied to exterior steel or aluminum components. 

 Vinyl   wall coverings, which are available in a wide range of colors, patterns, and 
textures, are divided into three groupings: Type I for light duty, Type II for medium 
duty, and Type III for heavy duty.  

Panel
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Bottom rail

CROSS SECTION

3/8"
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5/8"1-3/4"

 FIGURE 11-13  

       Typical wood door construction with top and bottom rails, stiles, and panel. Also, a cross section 
through a panel door where the panel is recessed from the stile.    
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     PLUMBING 
 Building   plumbing systems are comprised of potable-water supply and storm water 
and sanitary sewer effl uent collection and discharge. Plumbing pipe layouts in a mul-
tistoried building consist of three basic components: 

    1.     Piping for potable (drinking) water and piping for plumbing fi xtures  

Plumbing
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 FIGURE 11-14  

       Hollow-metal doors. (a) Solid or with glass panels known as borrowed lights. (b) Core materials, 
including acoustical and fi re rated. (c) Installation of hollow-metal door frame, butting a masonry 
opening and wraparound frames at a wood stud, a metal stud, and a masonry wall. (d) Custom 
hollow-metal door and glass panel (borrowed light).  
  Source:  Steel Door Institute, Cleveland, Ohio.   
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    2.      Waste lines for the collection of sewage, water from sinks, water fountains, 
and rain (storm) water  

    3.     Vent lines to exhaust sewer gases and provide the necessary ambient air pres-
sure to allow wastes to fl ow freely    

    Figure 11-16    shows a building’s waste and vent line system for a bank of plumb-
ing fi xtures such as an employee’s bathroom.  Figure 11-17    shows the collection of 
rainwater from a building’s roof surface via rain leaders discharged into an under-
ground storm sewer system. 

 From   metals to plastics, the materials for plumbing systems are many. These are 
some of the most common ones: 

      ■       Copper,  primarily used for potable-water supply lines and in some heating 
and cooling systems. Copper piping is available in a wide range of sizes from 
 1 / 8  inch to 8 inches in diameter. Different types of copper piping have differ-
ent wall thicknesses; Type K tube has the thickest walls, followed by Type L 
and Type M. Copper pipe can be joined by threading, soldering, brazing, or 
compression-type fi ttings.  

      ■       Cast iron  was fi rst used in the United States in the early part of the nine-
teenth century. Later, cast-iron pipe was the material of choice for storm and 
sanitary waste pipes. Both rugged and durable, it was used for underground 
drain lines, and because it had soundproofi ng qualities, it was used in vertical 
storm drainpipe installation so the rush of fl owing water would be somewhat 
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 FIGURE 11-15  

       Determining a door swing: right and left, and left-hand-reverse and right-hand-reverse.    
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 silenced. Some of these applications have been replaced by plastic pipe, 
which is less expensive to purchase and install. Cast-iron pipe is made with 
hubs and hubless, each requiring a different joining method. Cast-iron pipe 
with a hub is joined with a compression push-on gasket, and hubless pipe and 
fi ttings are joined and connected with stainless-steel retaining clips.  

      ■      The four most common  plastic  pipe materials are ABS (acrylonitrile-butadiene-
styrene), PVC (polyvinyl chloride), CPVC (chlorinated polyvinyl chloride), and 
PE (polyethylene). All of these plastic pipes exhibit similar qualities, such as 
ease of installation, corrosion resistance, low frictional loss of liquids passing 
through them, longevity, and relatively low cost. These pipes, when installed 
above ground, generally require more support than metal pipes, and plastic 
pipe is not recommended for high-pressure air and gas usage. Plastic pipes 
can become brittle at low temperatures. Most plastic pipes are joined together 
by solvent welding — applying a liquid that makes the pipe surface tacky and 
seals the pipe after insertion into a fi tting.     

    HEATING, VENTILATING, AND AIR CONDITIONING 
 Heat   in buildings is accomplished by liquid (hydronic water) or steam generated 
from a central heating plant, such as a boiler or heat exchanger, and distributed 
by heating coils, radiators, or baseboard radiation. The central-heating source can 
also provide hot air to be distributed via an air-handling unit (AHU) and distribution 
ductwork. 

 Ventilation   is required to control indoor air quality by exchanging the tempered 
air within the building with outside air, in the process fi ltering out air pollutants 
both inside and outside the building. This process is accomplished by air-handling 
units. These are some of the most common components in a commercial air-condi-
tioning system: 

      ■      Air handler (AHU) — either a roof- or exterior-mounted concrete pad, this 
device moves air through the building’s ductwork system, exiting through ter-
minal devices — grills and diffusers. AHUs also exhaust and recirculate the air 
through return-air ductwork and grills.  

      ■      Chiller — this device contains an evaporator, condenser, compressor, and 
expansion valve. The evaporator, with a liquid refrigerant in its tube bundle, 
absorbs heat, and the refrigerant vapor is taken into the compressor, which 
pumps that vapor to the condenser, raising its pressure and temperature. The 
high-pressure liquid refrigerant then passes through the expansion device, 
which reduces the refrigerant’s temperature and pressure as it fl ows over the 
chilled water coils, absorbing heat from the water in those coils.  

      ■      Condensers — heat exchangers that condense a substance, usually a refrigerant 
such as Puron ® , from a gaseous to a liquid state and in doing so give off latent 
heat, which will be transferred to the condenser coolant.  

Heating, ventilating, and air conditioning
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 FIGURE 11-16  

       Typical building plumbing layout showing a bank of bathroom fi xtures with waste and vent lines. 
Also, detail of tub, lavatory, and water closet waste and vent layout.  

  Source:  By permission of the Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute, Chattanooga, Tennessee.   
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 FIGURE 11-17  

       Collection of a building’s rain — storm water — from the roof rain leaders to below-grade cast iron piping 
with cleanouts.  
  Source:  By permission of the Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute, Chattanooga, Tennessee.   
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      ■         Cooling tower — equipment that removes heat absorbed in a circulating cool-
ing water system.  

      ■      Heat exchanger — a device that effi ciently transfers heat from one fl uid to 
another by passing over a solid surface. This transfer of heat can take place by 
either absorbing or dissipating the heat. Heat exchangers are found in boilers 
and air-conditioning equipment.  

      ■      Variable-air-volume (VAV) devices — devices with both heating and cooling coils 
that are installed where a ceiling diffuser is normally located. As tempered air 
passes through a building’s distribution ductwork, this system allows for indi-
vidual temperature control, since each area where a device is installed can call 
on varying degrees of heating and cooling independently of one another.     

    FIRE-PROTECTION SYSTEMS 
 In   most instances, the project’s mechanical engineer does not furnish a design for 
the building’s fi re-protection or sprinkler system; he or she usually includes what is 
called a performance specifi cation in the contract specifi cations manual. This fi re-
protection specifi cation directs the subcontractor to prepare a design to meet cer-
tain standards, one established by the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 
and the other by local fi re regulations. These standards vary by type of protection 
mandated by the local fi re marshal and the type of occupancy or storage require-
ments of the new building. 

 The   selected fi re-protection subcontractor will design the system with a com-
puter software program that determines the coverage required to meet the per-
formance specifi cations (and NFPA and local regulations). The subcontractor then 
prepares the drawings and equipment specifi cation sheets for approval by the engi-
neer and the local fi re marshal. These are the three basic types of water-fi lled sprin-
kler systems: 

    1.     A  wet system,  where the sprinkler mains and branches are fi lled with water. 
The sprinkler heads have either a fusible link that melts at a predetermined 
temperature or a small glass vial that will shatter in the presence of heat; 
either releases water into the affected area.  

    2.     A  dry system  for unheated areas. The main and branch lines are fi lled with 
air under pressure; when a sprinkler head detects a fi re, the air is expelled as 
water rushes in to extinguish the fi re.  

    3.     A  deluge system  is required for special high-hazard areas. The sprinkler heads 
are open all the time, and a special deluge valve that is actuated by its own 
control panel allows a rapid fl ow of water through the open heads to quickly 
extinguish the fi re.    

 Foam   suppression systems are also available, and commercial kitchens have an 
Ansul  ®   fi re-protection system installed in the hood over the cooking areas. 
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  A   typical fi re-protection system will consist of the following: 

      ■      An incoming underground main, generally separate from the incoming potable-
water main  

      ■      A fi re pump to supply water at the proper pressure and volume to all areas in 
the building  

      ■      In multistoried buildings, a sprinkler riser emanating from ground fl oor to all 
upper fl oors; main and branch piping will extend from this riser  

      ■      A fi re-detection alarm and control panel  

      ■      Fire hose stations  

      ■      Sprinkler heads that will be activated by either smoke or heat    

 Some   typical sprinkler heads for both a dry and wet system are shown in 
 Figure 11-18   . Concealed pendants are installed with their head fl ush to the ceiling; 
extended pendants extend below the ceiling surface. 

Fire-protection systems

 FIGURE 11-18  

       Wet and dry system sprinkler heads.    
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 FIGURE 11-19  

       An electrical one-line drawing showing the incoming primary service on the right and the MDP in the building’s electrical room.    
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   ELECTRICAL   SYSTEMS 
 A   building’s electrical system commences at the connection to the existing local utility 
company service, known as the primary service. Upon entering the construction site, 
this underground primary service connects to a transformer that is mounted on a 
concrete pad or installed in a transformed vault onsite. The electrical cables on the 
building side of the transformer are known as the secondary service; these are the 
cables that enter into the building. The secondary service connects to a main dis-
tribution panel (MDP), or switchgear, which then divides into other service panels, 
some for lighting and some for power panels. The lighting panels, designated LP, 
distribute electrical circuitry to the building’s lighting system, and the power panels, 
designated PP, distribute electrical circuitry to the building’s HVAC system and vari-
ous motors and power-driven devices in the building. 

 Most   buildings have two types of electrical systems: line voltage of 277 volts or 
240/120 volts for lighting and equipment, and a low-voltage system for voice and 
data communication.  Figure 11-19    shows a diagrammatical representation of a 
building’s electrical-distribution system. This drawing presents a diagram of the pad-
mounted transformer with primary service and secondary service entering the struc-
ture via a duct bank (series of electrical conduits bundled together) terminating at 
the main service switch in the electrical room. From there, the electrical cables are 
fed to disconnect switches with circuit breakers and then to a series of panels for 
power (PP) and lighting (LP). The project’s electrical plans usually consist of one 
or more one-line drawings: one for power and lighting and one for low-voltage sys-
tems. On occasion, another one-line drawing may be included for a building’s secu-
rity system if it is not included in the voice/data scheme.       

Electrical systems
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    ABS plastic          Acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene pipe used for plumbing.  

   Access door        A removable panel, usually small in size, installed in a ceiling or wall to allow access 
to a piece of mechanical equipment or plumbing pipes, or valves for inspection, maintenance, 
or repair.  

   ACI        American Concrete Institute.  

   ACT        Acoustical tile.  

   Acoustical duct lining        A fi berglass blanket material installed as a lining in a sheet-metal duct to 
reduce noise transmission.  

   Actual total price        The sum of the cost of the work plus the contractor’s fee.  

   Addendum        A supplement to the documents, issued prior to receipt of bids for the purpose of clari-
fying, correcting, or changing the bid documents.  

   Admixture        A material other than water, lime, or cement used in either mortar or concrete to change 
its properties.  

   Aerator fi tting        A device that allows air into an existing stream of water.  

   Aggregate        An inert granular material such as sand, stone, gravel, or ceramic particles, bound together 
in a mass by a matrix, forming mortar or concrete.  

   Air change        A measure of the volume of air supplied to or exhausted from a building or room, usu-
ally expressed as cubic feet per minute (cfm).  

   Air content        The amount of air voids in cement paste, mortar, or concrete, expressed as a percentage 
of total volume of the mixture.  

   Air curtain        A stream of moderately high-velocity air directed downward across an opening to pre-
vent the transfer of heat across the opening.  

   Air diffuser        An air-outlet device located in the ceiling, wall, or fl oor containing defl ecting devices to 
direct air supply and air fl ow in a space or room.  

   Air entrainment        A chemical used in a concrete mixture to infuse million of microscopic 
bubbles in the mix to increase its resistance to damage during exposure to freezing 
weather.  

   Air leakage        The volume of air that fl ows through a closed window or door or through the joints 
of ductwork.  

   AISC        American Institute for Steel Construction.  

   Alligatoring        Cracking or wrinkling of a painted or asphalt paving surface in a pattern similar to the 
hide of an alligator.  

     Glossary of architectural and 
construction terms 
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   Allowable bearing pressure        The maximum allowable pressure on a building’s foundation that 
provides adequate support against rupture of the soil mass on which it rests.  

   Allowance        An agreed-upon amount included in the schedule of values comprising the lump-sum 
or GMP contract total encompassing the cost of labor, materials, and equipment for a specifi c 
aspect of the work.  

   Alternate        An alternate or substitute item or method of completing some aspect of work, which the 
owner may incorporate into the work at a predetermined cost identifi ed in the contract.  

   Ambient noise        An all-encompassing average of background noise associated with a specifi c 
environment.  

   Ambient temperature        The temperature of the surrounding air.  

   Amperage        The fl ow of electric current in a circuit.  

   Anchor bolt        A steel bolt fi xed in a building’s foundation or superstructure with its threaded portion 
exposed to secure framework or equipment bases.  

   Anodize        A process that provides a hard, durable surface on aluminum, either clear or colored, 
created by electrolytic action.  

   Appurtenance        A built-in, nonstructural portion of a building, such as partitions, doors, or windows.  

   Apron        That portion of a concrete slab that extends beyond the building’s face; a fl at piece of wood 
trim affi xed to the base of a cabinet; the wood trim placed directly under a wood windowsill.  

   Architect’s scale        A scale or ruler having various divisions along its edge that, when applied to the lengths 
depicted on the project plans, can provide actual feet or meters from the reduced-size lines.  

   Areaway        The open space between a row house and the sidewalk.  

   As-built drawings        Construction plans (drawings) that present the work as it is actually installed 
rather than as presented on the plans (drawings).  

   Ashlar        A range of quarry-faced stone or rectangular masonry units scarfed to resemble hacked stone 
and arranged in a wall in a random fashion.  

   ASHRAE        American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers.  

   ASME        American Society of Mechanical Engineers.  

   Asphalt concrete        A mixture of asphalt and aggregate used in paved parking areas.  

   Asphalt-seal coat        A bituminous coating, generally without aggregate, applied to the source of 
asphalt paving to preserve the surface.  

   ASTM        American Society for Testing Materials.  

   Astragal        A plain or bead molding applied to one leaf of a double-leaf door assembly to hide the joint 
where the two meet in the center.  

   At-risk construction management        A project-delivery system where the construction manager 
commits to deliver a project at a guaranteed maximum price.  

   Attic stock        The extra materials the contractor is obligated to provide to the owner as defi ned in the 
contract documents. These materials would be stored in the  “ attic ”  until required and include 
extra acoustical ceiling pads, extra boxes of ceramic tile, cans of paint, spare hardware parts, 
and so forth.  
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   Autoclave curing        Curing of precast concrete by high-pressure steam at the manufacturer’s plant.  

   AWG        American Wire Gauge, a method of determining and identifying electrical conductors by size; 
the larger the number, the small the diameter of the conductor.  

   Awning window        A window with a top-hinged sash, the bottom edges of which swing outward.  

   Backer board        A sheet of plywood, oriented-strand board (OSB), or medium-density fi berboard 
(MDF) to which another surface is applied.  

   Backfl ow preventer        A device fi tted into a pipe that prevents water or other liquids from siphoning 
back into the system.  

   Backplate        A metal plate that serves as a backing for a structural member.  

   Backset        The horizontal distance from the edge of the door to the center of the hole bored for the 
doorknob.  

   Ballast        The stone that weighs down the roofi ng membrane, keeping it from lifting off the surface of 
the roof under negative air-pressure fl ow over the roof’s surface.  

   Balluster o r  baluster        Any of the short vertical members in a stair rail that join the top rail to the 
bottom rail.  

   Bank-run gravel        Material consisting of aggregate (stones) of various sizes and fi nes taken directly 
from its natural deposit.  

   Barrel bolt        A door bolt where the cylindrical horizontal steel member slides within an outer metal 
casing to lock into a receptor at the door jamb.  

   Batt        A section of fi berglass insulation.  

   Batten        A narrow strip of wood or metal that spans two or more parallel panels or structural members.  

   Bay        A regularly defi ned space repeating a division of a fa ç ade or structural column.  

   Beam        A structural member made of steel, wood, or concrete that supports a load from above.  

   Bearing wall        A wall that also acts as a support for a load imposed from above.  

   Bedding        A layer of sand or crushed stone placed on top of an excavated ditch to serve as support 
or cushion for a buried utility line.  

   Benchmark        A marked reference established by a survey crew to create a point from which all other 
height (elevation) measurements can be taken.  

   Benefi cial occupancy        Uhe use of a constructed facility by the owner when it reaches the stage of 
completion to allow for occupancy or use as designed.  

   Berm        A mound of earth formed into a sloped rise higher than the corresponding elevation on each 
side of that mound.  

   Bevel siding        Tapered wood siding where the joints overlap for weather protection.  

   Bid bond        Assurance from surety (bond company) to pay the bond amount if the bidder defaults on 
a commitment to enter into a contract for the bid price.  

   Binder course        As applied to asphalt paving, the course with a larger aggregate overtop to which 
the fi nish course of paving will be applied. Also known as the  base course .  

   Blocking        Pieces of wood or metal used to secure a face panel to a partition, ceiling, or wall; pieces 
of wood or metal placed in between two vertical wood or metal studs to provide stability.  
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   Board and batten        Wood siding consisting of vertical placed boards with narrow vertical strips (bat-
tens) installed at the board joints.  

   Board foot        A unit of measure that takes into account the thickness and width of the board and how 
that measurement compares to a 1-inch board that is 12 inches wide.  

   Bond strength        A measure of the resistance of mortar to allow separation of two units of masonry 
installed in a masonry wall.  

   Borrow        When applied to earthwork, material taken or  “ borrowed ”  from one source for transport to 
another source, whether the source is on the site or brought from a source off- site.  

   Bottom rail        The bottom horizontal member of a door or window that joins the other parts 
together.  

   Box beam        A fabricated hollow beam, either wood or steel, rectangular or square in shape.  

   Branch piping        Any part of a plumbing piping system other than a main riser or stack.  

   Breeching        The duct or pipe that connects a boiler to an exhaust stack.  

   Brick anchor        A metal device that secures a brick outer wall (veneer) to a structural backup.  

   Bridging        Wood or metal cross-bracing installed between wood or steel joists to stiffen them.  

   Building paper        A black asphalt – impregnated paper used as a moisture barrier behind a brick-cavity 
wall or placed under residential roof shingles.  

   Bulletin        A supplement to the documents, issued after a construction contract has been executed, 
for the purpose of clarifying, correcting, or changing the contract documents.  

   Bus bar        A rigid copper electrical conductor that provides a connection between electrical circuitry.  

   Butt joint        A joint created when two pieces of material with square edges are joined to each other.  

   Caisson        A round, watertight chamber, fi lled with concrete, used to create a foundation below exist-
ing water tables either on land or in a waterway.  

   Camber        A slight curvature to a wood or steel member that is used to compensate for any loads 
imposed upon it, thereby returning to a true horizontal plane.  

   Cantilever        A projecting beam, girder, or other structural member that is supported only on one 
end.  

   Cap fl ashing        A waterproof, fl exible metal sheet that seals the top of a cornice or a wall.  

   Carrier        A steel framework installed behind the surface of a wall panel that provides structural integ-
rity to a plumbing fi xture attached to that wall.  

   Casement window        A window with one or more vertical sashes that swings outward.  

   Cavity wall        An exterior wall where the outer portion, generally masonry, is separated from the inner 
wall, creating an air space in between.  

   Certifi cate of occupancy        A document issued by the local building offi cial signaling that the structure 
complies with all applicable building codes, rules, and regulations and is fi t for occupancy.  

   Chalk line        A line made on a fl oor or wall by snapping a taut cord dusted with colored chalk against 
the wall or fl oor surface.  

   Chamfer        A bevel usually cut at a 45-degree angle to create a corner of a masonry wall, a wood-paneled 
wall, or decorative wood trim.  
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   Changed conditions        Conditions or events that alter the circumstances on which the contract for 
construction was based.  

   Chase        A recess in a wall or enclosure that allows vertical mechanical ductwork, plumbing pipes, or 
electrical conduits to traverse from fl oor to fl oor in a multistoried building.  

   Check        A small crack that runs parallel to the grain in a wood stud or trim piece.  

   Cleanout        A pipe fi tting that allows access for cleaning.  

   Clerestory        A glazed wall section at the top of an exterior partition or wall.  

   Closed-cell polystyrene  or  polyethylene        A strong, rigid material with great resistance to air and 
water-vapor infi ltration.  

   Coeffi cient of expansion        The change in the dimensions of a material due to a change in tempera-
ture, expressed as a unit of dimension per degree change.  

   Cofferdam        A temporary watertight structure installed around an area of water or water-bearing soil 
to allow construction to take place within this enclosure.  

   Cohesion        The quality of some soil particles to attract and stick together.  

   Coin  or  quoin        The stones or bricks that form the corner of a building.  

   Cold joint        A joint formed when a concrete surface hardens before the next concrete pour takes 
place, thereby producing a poor bond.  

   Commissioning        The start-up, testing, and adjustment process to certify to the design functioning 
of contractor-installed equipment.  

   Common bond (brickwork)        Every fi fth or sixth course is a header, and other courses are stretchers.  

   Compaction        The process of closely packing soil particles by rolling or tamping to reduce voids and 
increase bearing capacity.  

   Completion percentage        Percentage of work actually completed by the contractor as of the period 
covered by the application for payment.  

   Concealed suspension system        A method of installing ceiling tiles where the suspension system 
is not visible.  

   Concrete-masonry unit (CMU)        A brick or block cast of Portland cement and an aggregate, com-
monly referred to as a  “ cinder block. ”   

   Concrete plank        A precast structural concrete panel primarily used as fl oor or roof decking.  

   Condenser        a heat-exchange piece of equipment in which a refrigerant is liquefi ed by the removal 
of heat.  

   Conduit        An empty pipe that will house electrical cables.  

   Consent of surety        Written consent of the surety (bonding company) that all conditions relating to 
the contractor’s bond (payment or performance) have been achieved.  

   Constructability        The ease in which the design documents allow a project to be construc ted and 
achieve its overall objectives.  

   Continuous beam        A structural beam that extends over two or more supports.  

   Controlled fi ll        Fill designated to become a bearing surface for the structure above, placed in layers, 
each of which is compacted to the engineer’s specifi cations.  
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   Contour line        A line on a site plan that represents a point(s) of elevation on the ground. Proposed con-
tours are those to be created; existing contours are those present prior to any grading operations.  

   Convection heating        Heating provided by the movement of air, gas, or liquid through a device that 
transfers heat from a hotter surface to a cooler environment.  

   Corbel        A bracket produced by a course of wood or masonry that extends outward in successive 
stages from the vertical wall surface.  

   Cornice        The uppermost projecting portion of a vertical wall, frequently expressed with decorative 
brackets.  

   Cost of the work        The actual direct costs of work, including general conditions, permits, and insur-
ance but excluding the contractor’s fee.  

   Counterfl ashing        Formed metal or heavy coated fabric secured onto or into a wall to cover and 
protect the upper edge of metal or fabric fl ashing installed over the base fl ashing.  

   Coursing        Masonry that is laid in place horizontally in a wall to form a pattern in that wall; a continu-
ous row or layer of brick, concrete-masonry units, or stone.  

   Crawl space        An interior space of limited height suffi cient for workers to enter to perform work but 
of insuffi cient height to occupy, often used to conceal utilities as they enter or exit a building.  

   Cricket        A small, valley-shaped area on a roof that channels water away from roof-mounted equip-
ment or a chimney.  

   Critical-path method        Referred to as CPM, a management technique used to plan and construct a 
project, combing all relevant information into a single plan. The critical path is the longest sequence 
of activities in a planning network that establishes the minimum length of time required to 
complete those activities.  

   Crook        The warp of a board’s edge, determined by striking a line between the two ends.  

   Crown        the center elevation of a road surface that encourages drainage.  

   Cup        The deviation in the face of a board from a horizontal or vertical plane.  

   Cut and cover        A method of installing an underground utility or structure such as a tunnel by excavat-
ing a deep trench, laying or installing the utility or structure, and then backfi lling it.  

   Dado        A rectangular groove cut across the width of a board to receive the end of another board.  

   Datum        Any level surface used as a plane of reference to measure elevation (height).  

   Deck        The fl oor or fl oor forms of a building.  

   Defi cient work        Work that is deemed incomplete, insuffi cient, or exhibiting poor workmanship.  

   Deformed reinforcing bar        A steel bar inserted into a concrete pour to add tensile strength. Ridges 
along the surface of the bar give the appearance of being deformed.  

   Density of soil        The mass of solid particles in a sample of soil or rock.  

   Dentil        One of a row of small blocks in a row used as a decorative frieze or cornice; it looks like a 
row of widely spaced teeth.  

   Design strength        The load-bearing capacity of a structural member as determined by the engineer.  

   Dewater        Pumping water from an excavation or substructure to maintain a dry environment.  

   Differential settlement        The movement of different parts of a structure due to the uneven sinking 
or consolidation of the soil below.  
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   Direct costs        The costs incurred in the fi eld directly attributable to the construction of the project, 
consisting of labor, materials, and equipment.  

   Direct digital control  ( DDC )       A series of equipment controls in which all logic is performed by 
computers that send signals to the building’s HVAC system to regulate the building’s internal 
working environment.  

   Ditch witch        A machine that creates a continuous narrow ditch for the installation of small-diameter 
underground pipe or conduits.  

   Door jamb        The vertical members on each side of the door opening.  

   Door rail        A horizontal door member that joins the two vertical side members (the stiles) together.  

   Dormer        A structural extension of a building roof whose purpose is to provide light and added head-
room in a half-story structure with a window in the vertical face.  

   Double-hung        Refers to a window where the upper and lower sashes are movable; a single-hung 
window is where one sash is fi xed and the other movable.  

   Dovetail        A triangular tendon cut into the corners of a cabinet’s side and rear panel that joins both 
pieces together, similar to the shape of a dove’s tail.  

   Dressed lumber        Lumber planed smooth on one or more surfaces.  

   Drip edge        A metal fl ashing or plastic strip with an outward projecting lower edge, used to control 
water dripping from a roof edge or exterior windowsill.  

   Drip line        An area around a tree that approximates the diameter of a circle encompassing the tips 
of its branches.  

   Dry-pack        Forcibly ramming mortar with a stiff, claylike consistency into a confi ned masonry or 
concrete recess.  

   Dry-pipe sprinklers        A sprinkler system installed in an area subject to freezing that releases water 
on command from a source outside of that area.  

   Drywall        The common name for a gypsum-fi lled, paper-backed panel attached to a backer stud to 
build partitions.  

   Dutch door        A door consisting of two separate leaves, upper and lower, operating independently.  

   Dynamic load        Any load that is not static, such as a load imposed by wind.  

   Eave        The lower portion of a sloped roof that extends beyond the exterior wall.  

   Effl orescence        The white, saltlike appearance on the exterior of masonry walls caused by alkalis in 
the mortar mix leaching out onto the surface of the wall.  

   Effl uent        Sewage, treated or partially treated, fl owing from sewage-treatment equipment.  

   Elastic limit        The greatest stress that a material can stand without permanent deformation after 
release of that stress.  

   Elastic modulus        Also referred to as  modulus of elasticity ; the limit to which an elastic material 
can be stretched and return to its initial shape.  

   Elephant trunk        A cylindrical, fl exible chute attached to a concrete transit-mix truck or to a con-
crete pump that allows dispersion of the concrete while preventing freefall that could cause 
aggregate separation.  

   Elevation        An exterior face of a building as depicted on a plan or drawing.  
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   EMT        Electrical metallic tubing, also called  “ thinwall, ”  lighter and less rigid than heavier metal conduit.  

   End-bearing pile        A pile used as a structural support that rests on rock or other structurally sound 
strata.  

   Engineered-wood products        A series of scrap-wood components formed under pressure with suit-
able binders to create framing lumber, panels, and trim pieces.  

   English bond        Brick wall patterns with alternate courses of headers and stretchers.  

   Entrained air        Microscopic voids created in exterior placed concrete by the use of a chemical additive 
that allows for room for expansion during freezing temperatures without damaging the concrete.  

   Estimated cost to complete        A current assessment of remaining costs to be incurred to complete a 
construction project up to some point in time.  

   Evaporative cooling        Cooling accomplished by evaporating water using a fi ne spray; the concept 
employed by cooling towers.  

   Expansion bolt        A fastening device that fi ts into a predrilled hole and expands after insertion and 
tightening, thereby creating suffi cient friction to provide holding power.  

   Expansion joint        A joint or gap between adjacent parts of a building or building component that 
allows each part or component to expand and contract without damaging the adjacent part or 
component.  

   Expansion-joint cover        A prefabricated plate that spans the expansion joint and offers protection 
from damage.  

   Fa ç ade        The architectural face of the building.  

   Face brick        Brick made especially for structural durability and maximum appearance quality.  

   Falsework        Temporary bracing or cribbing to support work in progress under construction.  

   Fan coil unit        A unit used in an air-conditioning system containing a heating and/or cooling compo-
nent, an air fi lter, and a fan to distribute the heat or the cool air.  

   Fascia        A fl at, horizontal exterior or interior member that closes off the top of the section of wall 
where it is applied.  

   Fast track        The process of dividing a project into segments or phases to permit one segment or 
phase to start before the entire design has been completed and to overlap construction of pur-
chasing activities to proceed with the design phase.  

   Feeder        An electrical conductor(s) originating at the switchgear that distributes power to panels 
located elsewhere in the building.  

   Fenestration        The design and arrangement of exterior windows in a building.  

   Field order        A written directive from an architect or engineer directing a contractor to proceed with 
work not generally involving an increase in cost or contract time.  

   Final completion        When the work has been fully completed and approved by the architect in accor-
dance with the plans, specifi cations, and other contract documents, including all punch list items.  

   Fine grading        The grading required to provide fi nished contours as required by the contract; per-
formed after initial rough-grading operations.  

   Fines        The smallest soil particles (less than 0.002       mm).  
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   Finial        A crowning ornament of a pointed element such as a spire.  

   Fire rating        The results of a laboratory fi re-endurance test to determine the length of time it takes for 
a building component--wall, door, ceiling--to lose its integrity when surrounded by fi re.  

   Fire resistance        The ability of a material or component of construction to provide protection 
against fi re.  

   Fishplate        A wood or steel plate that adds to the structural strength when the two pieces are joined 
together.  

   Fissured soil        Soil material having a tendency to break off along defi nite planes of fracture.  

   Flame-spread rating        A numerical rating assigned to a construction material, representing its ability 
to resist fl aming when exposed to fi re.  

   Flange        A projecting collar or rib along the length of a structural-steel beam or column.  

   Flanged union        A circular disk on the end of a plumbing pipe, allowing two sections to be joined 
together by bolting through holes in each companion fl ange.  

   Flashing        A thin sheet of metal or impervious fabric placed in mortar joints and around exterior 
doors, windows, and roof appurtenances to prevent water from infi ltrating into the building.  

   Flemish bond        A brick wall pattern consisting of headers and stretchers laid alternately in each 
course.  

   Float        Contingency time included in a schedule of activities to be used in the event that minor 
unforeseen events occur that might otherwise impact the construction schedule.  

   Floor-to-fl oor dimensions        The vertical dimension from one fl oor surface to the fl oor surface of 
the fl oor above.  

   Flue        A noncombustible, heat-resistant chimney liner or a metal double-walled fi re-rated assembly to 
carry away combustion from a furnace or boiler to the atmosphere.  

   Footcandle        A unit of illumination that equals one lumen per square foot.  

   Force account        Directed work performed by the contractor that exceeds the scope of the original 
contract.  

   Fret        An architectural ornament composed of raised, incised continuous lines arranged in a rectilin-
ear pattern.  

   Full bond        A masonry wall where all bricks are installed as headers.  See   Header .  

   Furring strips        Spacers, either wood or metal, affi xed to a wall or ceiling that serve as points of 
attachment for wall or ceiling panels.  

   Gable        The triangular section of an end wall of a gabled roof, also called the gable end.  

   Gambrel roof        A roof with two slopes on opposite sides of the ridge.  

   Gasket        A linear or circular strip of resilient material that provides a tight seal between the joined 
pieces.  

   Gel coat        A thin outer layer of resin applied to a fi berglass component as its fi nish coat.  

   Geodetic survey        A land survey where the curvature of the earth is taken into consideration when 
establishing a precise location.  

   Girder        A principal structural member, either wood, concrete, or steel, used to support heavy loads.  
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   Glue lam        A manufactured-wood product consisting of several thin layers of wood, jointed together 
with adhesive under pressure, used as a fl oor or ceiling joist.  

   Gneiss        A metamorphic rock.  

   Gooseneck        A section of pipe or duct curved like the profi le of a goose’s neck.  

   Gothic sash        A window sash composed of mullions that cross and form a pointed arch.  

   Gradient        The degree of incline of a road,  pipe, or other surface expressed as a percent.  

   Granular soil        Gravel, sand, or silt with little or no clay content, with no cohesive strength.  

   Gravel stop        A metal strip attached horizontally to the edge of a roof to prevent loose gravel from 
washing off the edge of the roof; also provides a decorative band around the roof that diverts 
water away from the edge.  

   Grease interceptor        A tank constructed in such a manner that grease and other waste water can 
be separated, allowing the grease to remain in the tank but allowing the waste water to pass 
through.  

   Grease trap        A tank installed to collect liquid grease from a restaurant operation so it can be emptied 
as required.  

   Ground-fault interrupter        An electric-shock protector, installed in a location where moisture or a 
water source is nearby.,  

   Grout        A mortar-type mixture with a consistency that allows it to be poured or placed in a space or 
crack to provide structural strength to that space.  

   Grouted door frame        A hollow metal door frame with the empty space fi lled with grout to provide 
extra rigidity to the frame.  

   Grouted masonry wall        Grout placed in the hollow cores of concrete masonry units (block walls) to 
provide added structural stability, particularly when combined with other seismic components.  

   Grub        Clearing a site of existing plants, shrubs, roots, and stumps.  

   Gypsum fl ooring        A liquefi ed, pastelike, self-leveling gypsum material applied to a fl oor deck; it 
hardens to provide a smooth fi nish for other fl ooring materials.  

   Hairline crack        A very fi ne crack that appears randomly in cast-in-place concrete that may present 
more of an aesthetic than a structural concern.  

   Half-mortise hinge        A hinge where one plate is surface-applied to a door or door frame and the 
other plate is mortised (recessed) in that frame or door surface.  

   Hardboard        A generic name for panels composed of medium-density wood fi bers or other types of 
wood fi bers compressed into a sheet.  

   Hardpan        Soil that has become rocklike because of the accumulation of cementing materials such 
as calcium carbonate.  

   Header        A brick that is laid in a wall with its end exposed as opposed to its long side (stretcher); a 
wood or metal member installed across of top of a door or window opening.  

   Heartwood        The center portion of a log.  

   Heat exchanger        A device that effi ciently transfers heat between one medium (generally a liquid) 
and another.  
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   Heat pump        A device where low-level heat is transferred from one location to another and in the pro-
cess raises the temperature to a higher level; when cooling is required, the process is reversed.  

   Heat sink        Heat transferred to another medium after it has been removed from its source.  

   Hiding power        The ability of a paint fi lm to cover an existing color or wall decoration.  

   High-early concrete        Concrete batched with high-early cement or a concrete additive that permits 
the concrete, when placed, to reach its design strength more quickly.  

   Hip roof        A roof structure that slopes downward from all four sides of a building.  

   Holiday        When referring to the application of paint, an area where a full coat has not been applied 
and where the prior coat or surface shows through.  

   Honeycomb        When concrete is placed in a form and a vibrator has not be used to consolidate the 
mixture, upon the removal of the forms small voids can be seen, much like a section through a 
honeycomb.  

   Hose bib        An outside water faucet, also referred to as a  sill cock .  

   House trap        A confi guration of plumbing pipe and fi ttings similar in shape to the letter P with the 
vertical member omitted, preventing sewer gases from passing below the trap into the room.  

   Hydraulic cement        A cementitous mixture that allows hardening under moist or trickling water 
conditions.  

   Impervious soil        Fine-grained soil such as clay that slows or prevents the passage of water.  

   Indirect-waste pipe        A pipe that is not attached directly to a building’s waste system but discharges 
through a plumbing fi xture’s trap.  

   Induced draft        Forced movement of air or gas created by a fan’s suction.  

   Inertia block        A mass of concrete onto which is mounted a piece of mechanical equipment that 
generates vibration, reducing the transmission of that vibration to other parts of the building.  

   Initial set        The fi rst sign of curing or strength of poured concrete or of mastic applied to a surface 
when a fi lm appears prior to installation of fl oor, wall coverings, or tile.  

   Interceptor        A device to trap or remove hazardous materials prior to discharging into a public system.  

   Interstitial        The space above the ceiling between fl oors.  

   Invert        A line that runs lengthwise along the base of a channel or pipe at the lowest point of its wet-
ted perimeter; the bottom portion of pipe or channel.  

   Invisible hinge        A door or cabinet front hinge that is not visible when that door or cabinet front is 
closed.  

   Jacked pile        A pile forced into suitable soil strata that will provide structural integrity for the load 
superimposed above it.  

   Jalousie window        A window consisting of a series of overlapping glass louvers that open and close 
together.  

   Jamb        A vertical wood or metal member on each side of a window or door that provides a place for 
anchoring.  

   Jetting        Sinking of piles by driving in via the use of a high-pressure water source.  

   Joinery        Cabinetry or woodworking involving the production and installation of wood doors, paneling, 
and cabinets to distinguish it from other carpentry work, such as framing.  
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   Joist        A parallel structural member made of wood or steel used to support fl oor and ceiling loads; 
steel joists are referred to as open-web joists; some fabricated-wood joists are referred to as truss 
joists.  

   Joist girder        A primary steel framing member whose design is a simple span that will support con-
centrated loads from open-web steel joists.  

   Junction box        A metallic or plastic electrical box where multiple wiring connections can be termi-
nated; typical boxes are round or octagonal; both have secured covers.  

   Kalamein door        An obsolete term referring to a door with a core of wood and a face of metal.  

   KD frame        Knocked-down metal or wood frame, requiring a carpenter to fasten the jambs and head 
together.  

   Kerfi ng        Making a series of closely spaced, small cuts in wood, primarily trim pieces, to enable the 
wood to bend without snapping.  

   Keystone        The top masonry unit in an arch that provides structural integrity to the arch.  

   Kickplate        A plastic or metal protective plate fastened to the lower portion of a door to prevent damage 
to the face of the door.  

   Kiln-dried lumber        Lumber that has been seasoned by artifi cial means to remove excess moisture.  

   Labeled door        A designation affi xed to a door identifying the fi re resistance of that door in terms of 
 “ hour ratings. ”   

   Labeled frame        A labeled door must be installed in a corresponding labeled frame to retain the unit’s 
fi re rating.  

   Labeled hardware        Special type of hardware required for a labeled opening such as a door and 
frame.  

   Labeled window        Same concept but applied to the fi re rating of a window to be installed in a fi re-
rated partition or wall.  

   Laminated beam        A structural and/or decorative beam composed of a number of built-up layers 
bonded together with adhesive under pressure.  

   Land survey        A survey of the property lines, referred to as  “ metes and bounds, ”  that defi ne the area 
of ownership of the property.  

   Lamp        The bulb used in a lighting fi xture.  

   Lath        Wood or metal backing to support a wall fi nish such as plaster or stucco.  

   Latticework        A panel composed of narrow strips of wood or metal interlaced usually in a diagonal 
pattern.  

   Lean mix        A concrete mix with low cement content, used as a nonstructural thin slab over exposed 
earth under a crawl space.  

   Ledger board        A horizontal board to which vertical members are attached.  

   Leveling coat        A thin layer of material spread over an existing wall or fl oor to provide a level surface 
prior to the application of a wall or fl oor covering, such as tile or vinyl fabric.  

   Life-cycle cost        All costs incident to the planning, design, construction, operation, and maintenance 
of a facility or system for a specifi ed life expectancy in terms of present value.  

   Lintel        A horizontal structural member, made of wood, steel, or stone, to support a door, wall, or 
window opening.  
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   Lintel block        A U-shaped concrete-masonry unit (CMU) serving as the top course in a wall, where 
a reinforcing bar can be placed longitudinally and continuously and then fi lled with mortar to 
create a strong integral structure.  

   Liquidated damages        A cost, generally applied on a daily basis, that a contractor agrees to incur in 
the owner’s favor for delaying the completion of the construction project beyond its original or 
adjusted contract time.  

   Load        A force placed on a structure. Dead load is the dead weight of the building; live load is a load 
imposed by the building’s furnishings, equipment, and occupants.  

   Loess        Silty material with high cohesive ability.  

   Loose lintel        A lintel not attached to any structural member but placed across an opening.  

   Low boy        A trailer for hauling excavating equipment to and from the site; built low to the ground to 
allow the equipment to easily ramp up and board.  

   Low-voltage electrical work        Systems requiring less than 120 volts of power to operate effectively, 
used for such work as data communications and decorative lighting.  

   Luminaire        A complete lighting fi xture including the lamp (bulb).  

   Luminous ceiling        A ceiling with a continuous surface of light-transmitting material.  

   Magnetic switch        A switch whose on-off cycle is controlled by an electromagnet.  

   Main        In HVAC or plumbing work, a major duct or pipe carrying air or liquid to a series of distribu-
tion ducts or pipes of smaller size.  

   Manhole        A covered opening providing access to an underground utility; a method to provide a 
90-degree turn in an underground storm or sanitary line to allow for a noninterrupted and 
smooth fl ow.  

   Mansard roof        A roof with a double slope on all four sides, with the lower slope quite steep.  

   Masonry anchors        Metal straps affi xed to metal door frames that allow them to be securely fastened 
to their masonry opening.  

   Master schedule        A summary schedule identifying the major components of a construction project, 
including sequence and durations.  

   Master switch        The main switch in the electrical switchgear that controls the power to the building.  

   Mechanic’s lien        A lien on the owner’s property in favor of a vendor or contractor who supplied 
labor, material, or equipment that was incorporated into the owner’s project but for which they 
had not been paid.  

   Medium-density fi berboard        A material used in panels, dark brown in color, made of compressed-
wood fi bers including as masonite  ®  .  

   Meeting rail        The horizontal member in a double-hung window where both upper and lower sash meet.  

   Metal stair pan        A metal form in a fl ight of stairs requiring concrete or mortar infi ll to create the treads.  

   Milestone schedule        A schedule refl ecting important key events in a construction schedule rather 
than detailed components.  

   Mill fi nish        The fi nish or appearance of a metal sheet, bar, or extrusion after manufacturing but 
before decoration.  

   Miter ( or  mitre)        An angled cut to join two pieces of material together, usually in a 90-degree angle.  
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   Miter box        A tool with precut slots at varying angles, allowing a hand saw to follow any angle with 
precision.  

   Mockup        A model of an actual detail in terms of both construction technique and appearance, to be 
reviewed and accepted by an architect as the standard.  

   Modular construction        A manufacturing system where repetitive units are built under factory-
controlled conditions, shipped to the construction site, and assembled.  

   Modulus of elasticity        A material that has been strained to a point below its limit.  

   Moment connection        A steel beam-to-steel column connection, either welded or bolted.  

   Monolithic concrete pour        An uninterrupted placement of concrete to create a single component.  

   Mortar        A plastic mixture of cement, sand, and lime to bond brick, block, or stone together.  

   Mortise        A cavity into which another member or material can fi t.  

   Mud jacking        A process of pumping concrete below an existing slab to fi ll a void beneath that slab.  

   Mullion        A vertical piece that divides a window sash.  

   Muntin        Pieces of wood that make up the divisions in a multipaned window.  

   Neat cement        Mortar made without sand.  

   Needling         A process of inserting steel or wood beams over an area in a masonry wall where a new or 
enlarged opening will be cut. These  “ needle ”  beams are supported by columns to take the weight 
off the area where the opening will be made.  

   Newel         A central post or column that supports a staircase.  

   Nonbearing wall         A wall that supports no load other than its own.  

   Noncohesive soil        A soil such as gravel or sand that lacks cohesiveness.  

   Nonconforming work        Work that does not meet the requirements of the plans and/or specifi cations.  

   Norman brick         A brick whose dimensions are four inches longer on one side than regular modular 
brick.  

   Notice to proceed        A formal document authorizing the contractor to commence work under the 
contract, offi cially marking the start of the project.  

   Obscure glass        Frosted or stippled glass that provides privacy.  

   Oculus        A round opening in an exterior wall.  

   Open-cell foam        Foam whose structure is made of soft interconnecting cells with lots of airfi ll and 
void space, used in packing materials.  

   Orange peel        The fi nish on a painted surface that looks like the texture of an orange.  

   Outdoor makeup air        An air-handling unit that draws in outside air to make up for the air lost to 
the exterior.  

   Overfl ow pipe        Pipe used to remove excess water from a storage tank due to expansion.  

   Packaged boiler        A boiler unit having all components attached and shipped as one unit.  

   Palisade        A series of strong poles, pointed on top and driven into the earth to form a fence.  

   Panelboard        An electrical component that permits the distribution of smaller circuits for lighting 
and power.  
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   Parabolic refl ector        A light refl ector in a lighting fi xture that concentrates the beam of light.  

   Parapet        A low wall often marking the edge of a signifi cant change in grade.  

   Parapet wall        The portion of the exterior wall that rises above the roof line.  

   Parge        To apply a thin coat of plaster or cement over a masonry, concrete, or plaster surface.  

   Partial occupancy        Occupancy of a portion of a new building while the other parts are still under 
construction.  

   Party wall         A wall dividing two or more adjoining buildings.  

   Pass        A single progression of a welding operation; the fi rst in a series.  

   Pavement base        The stone or compacted area under a concrete slab on grade of concrete or asphalt 
paving.  

   Paver        A block of stone, masonry, or precast concrete used in a sidewalk or area paving.  

   Payment bond        A bond issued by surety to provide an owner with protection in case the general 
contractor fails to pay for labor, materials, or equipment.  

   Peat        A soft, light swamp soil consisting of mostly decayed material.  

   Pediment        The triangular face of a roof gable used as a decoration over windows, doors, or dormers.  

   Pendant        A fi xture suspended by means of a fl exible cord or rigid tube through which electrical 
wiring is placed.  

   Penny        A unit denoting the size of a nail.  

   Pent  or  shed roof        A roof with a slope in one direction.  

   Percolation        The seepage of water through soil, measured by rate of seepage within a specifi c time 
frame.  

   Perforated brick        Brick with a series of holes in its core not to exceed 25 percent of its volume.  

   Performance bond        A commitment from surety to pay the owner (oblige) in the event of a default 
in performance of the contractor’s contract obligations.  

   Permeability        The property of a porous material that permits water vapor to pass through it.  

   PERT schedule        Project evaluation and review technique, a schedule used on many government 
projects.  

   Phased construction        When each sequential phase of defi ned work is considered a separate 
project.  

   Pier        A column designed to support a load.  

   Piezometer        A measuring device for liquid pressure.  

   Pigtail        An electrical conductor attached to one electrical component that provides a means for it to 
be connected to another electrical component.  

   Pilaster        A fl at, plain, or fl uted pier, with little projection, that is attached to the surface of a wall.  

   Pile        A structural support, either wood, steel, or concrete, driven or bored into the ground and meant 
to carry a vertical load.  

   Pile cap        A concrete cap placed on a pile or spanning several piles to act as a single support for the 
load to be imposed on it.  

   Pile driver        A machine that delivers repeated blows to a pile that is driven into the ground via a 
drop hammer.  
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   Pile, friction        A pile that attains its structural strength from the frictional forces imposed on its 
circumference.  

   Pipe hanger        An individual support along one length of pipe or a tray in which several runs of hori-
zontal pipes are supported.  

   Pipe, soil        Any pipe that carries a building sewer to a discharge point outside the building.  

   Pipe, waste        A pipe that carries liquid or liquid-borne waste that is free of fecal matter.  

   Pitch        The slope of a roof as a ratio of vertical rise to horizontal dimensions; the slope of a pipe car-
rying a gravity fl ow of liquid.  

   Pitch pocket        A small metal enclosure around a pipe penetrating a roof that is fi lled with pitch to 
seal the opening.  

   Plain sliced        A wood veneer sliced parallel to the pith (soft central core of a log) and approximately 
tangent to the growth rings.  

   Plasticizer        A chemical additive to mortar or concrete to increase its plasticity and make it more 
workable.  

   Plastic limit of soil        The lowest water content of a soil sample, at which point the soil begins to 
crumble when rolled into a cylinder approximately  1 / 8  inch in diameter.  

   Plate girder        A steel beam comprised of sheets, cut and welded together to form a beam.  

   Plate vibrator        A motorized, walk-along vibrating machine used to consolidate and compact soil.  

   Plenum        A separate space between the structural ceiling and the dropped ceiling, used for heating 
and air-conditioning distribution.  

   Plumb        A term meaning exact vertical, attained by using a weighted bronze tear-shaped instrument 
attached to sturdy cord line.  

   Pneumatic controls        An HVAC system using air pressure to operate control devices regulating the 
building’s working environment.  

   Pocket         A recess in a masonry wall that will act as a structural support for an inserted beam.  

   Pockmarking        Blemishes in a painted surface.  

   Pointing up        Removal of old, failed, or deteriorating mortar joints and replacement with new joint 
material, sometimes referred to as  tuck pointing .  

   Ponding        Accumulation of surface water on a roof, parking lot, or grassy that indicates there is inad-
equate pitch to drain properly.  

   Portland cement        A cementitous binder for normal use in mortar and concrete; special types such 
as high-early (quick setting) or sulfate-resistant cement are also available.  

   Posttensioned concrete        Concrete beams and fl oor slabs containing steel braided strands that are 
placed into tension by tightening after the beam or slab has been formed.  

   Precast concrete        Concrete components — walls, beams, columns, slabs — produced under quality-
controlled factory conditions.  

   Prestressed concrete        Concrete beams, columns, and fl oor slabs that contain internal steel braids 
embedded under tension to overcome weakness in concrete-tensile strength.  

   Prime contract        Direct contract with the owner.  

   Proctor test        A test to determine the density-moisture relationship in soil and thus the degree of 
compaction.  
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   P.S.I.        Pounds per square inch, used in defi ning soil compaction or compressive strength of steel or 
concrete.  

   Puddle weld        A process of fi lling a hole burned in the upper sheet of steel with a puddle of material 
to fuse the upper sheet to the lower.  

   Punch list        A list prepared by the architect/engineer as the project nears completion, indicating 
that certain items of work are either unfi nished or do not meet contract requirements and must 
either be completed or corrected prior to completing the terms of the contract.  

   Purge         To evacuate air or gas from a duct or pipe.  

   Quartered         Wood veneer produced by cutting in a radial direction to the pith.  

   Quirk         An indentation separating one molding from another; a V groove in a fi nish coat of plaster to 
provide a controlled crack.  

   Quit-claim deed        Conveyance by a seller of only the interest he or she has in the property, with no 
representation as to the nature of that interest.  

   Quoin        A unit of masonry in the corner of a building, often decoratively different from adjacent 
masonry units.  

   Rabbet        A longitudinal groove cut into the face of a wood-trim piece to receive another member.  

   Raceway        A channel provided to enclose electrical conductors.  

   Rafter        An inclined member to which roof sheathing is applied.  

   Rafter plate        A bottom wood member to which rafters are attached to fi x them in place.  

   Rail        The cross or horizontal pieces in the assembly of a wood door.  

   Rake        A slope on a wall or roof.  

   Raked joint        A mortar joint depressed while it is still soft to produce a shadow line on the entire wall.  

   Rat slab         A thin concrete slab with low cement content whose purpose is to seal off the surface 
over which it is placed.  

   Ready mix        Concrete that is prepared at a concrete batch plant and delivered to the construction 
site via truck.  

   Recovery schedule        A schedule that depicts special efforts required to recover lost time in the 
master or contract schedule.  

   Refractory        A nonmetallic material that withstands heat.  

   Refractory brick        Brick that can withstand high temperatures.  

   Refrigerant        A medium by which heat is absorbed by evaporation at low temperature and pressure 
and given up when condensed at high temperature and pressure.  

   Reglet        A sheet-metal receiver inset into the joint of a masonry wall for the attachment of fl ashing.  

   Reheat coil        A coil in an air-distribution system that heats the air, generally for a specifi c area.  

   Reinforced concrete        Concrete with reinforcing bars (rebars) that provide tensile strength to a 
material high in compressive strength but low in tensile (bending) strength.  

   Reinforced masonry        A masonry wall with vertical rebars installed and grouted in their core or 
with steel mesh incorporated horizontally in alternate coursing.  

   Release of lien        A legal document that releases a mechanic’s lien against the property where labor, 
materials, and equipment had been incorporated.  
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   Rendering        A detailed artistic drawing prepared by an architect to refl ect a potential building design.  

   Reproducible        A drawing or sketch or sections from a specifi cation manual that will be reproduced 
for distribution to a general contractor, subcontractor, or vendor.  

   Resilient fl ooring        A manufactured fl ooring material that is resilient in nature, usually sheet vinyl 
or individual vinyl tiles.  

   Retainage        The portion of the actual total price for which the owner temporarily withholds payment.  

   Retarder        A chemical added to mortar or concrete to delay the set of that mix.  

   Return air        Air returned from an air-conditioned or heated area for reheating or recooling.  

   Return wall        A horizontal short wall perpendicular to a longer wall.  

   Reveal        The space on the side of a window or door frame where a slight depression in the adjacent 
wall creates a shadow line.  

   Rift cut        A wood veneer produced by cutting at a slight angle to the radius.  

   Rigid-metal conduit        A conduit to house electrical wiring made of rigid steel coated with a rust-
resistant fi nish inside and out.  

   Riprap        Large irregularly broken stone laid randomly on a sloped area or in a swale to prevent erosion.  

   Riser        The vertical part of a stair tread.  

   Rodding        The consolidation of grout poured in vertical masonry cores or concrete placed in a 
confi ned area by repeated up-and-down movements with a small-diameter steel rod.  

   Roll roofi ng        A smooth or mineral-coated surface roofi ng material that comes in a roll and is 
installed by rolling over the roof sheathing secured by nailing.  

   Rotary cut        A method of producing a wood veneer by centering the entire log and turning it against 
a broad cutting knife.  

   Router        A machine with a high-speed revolving spindle that is used to cut a groove to create a deco-
rative edge on a piece of wood.  

   Rowlock        The sill of a window created in a brick wall with all the bricks laid on edge in the same 
direction.  

   Rubble stone        Irregularly shaped stone of a rough texture laid up in an irregular pattern.  

   S4S, S2S, S1S        A fi nish-carpentry term denoting a board that is planed smooth on four, two, or 
one side.  

   Sanitary cove        A vinyl or ceramic piece curved like the letter J that makes a smooth transition from 
a vertical to a horizontal plane, providing a curved corner surface for easy cleaning.  

   Sash        The window’s framework that supports the glass.  

   Scab        A short, fl at piece of wood bolted or nailed to adjacent pieces to splice them together.  

   Schedule of values        A listing of specifi c contract cost segments including related labor, materials, 
and equipment, a brief explanation of the work task, and the sum, equaling the contract sum.  

   Sconce        A light fi xture designed to mount on a wall.  

   Screed        A grade strip designed to level off newly poured concrete slabs or platforms prior to troweling.  

   Seal coat        A coating on asphalt paving, concrete, or masonry to deter weathering.  
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   Seasoning check        A longitudinal crack in lumber that develops during the drying-out process.  

   Sewage ejector        A pump designed to lift sewage to a higher elevation, thereby allowing for gravity 
fl ow.  

   Shaft        A vertical segment of a column or pilaster between the base and the capital; the empty verti-
cal space provided for the installation of plumbing pipes, mechanical ductwork, and electrical 
conduits.  

   Shake        A thick-cut wood shingle with a rough-hewn appearance.  

   Sheathing        The covering of studs or other structural members in an exterior wall with various types 
of panels, usually with a gypsum core.  

   Sheeting        Vertical and horizontal wood, steel, or concrete members used to hold up the face of an 
excavated area.  

   Sheet piles        A series of interconnected steel plates forming a barrier to retain the vertical face of an 
excavated area.  

   Shoe        A metal or wood baseplate.  

   Shop drawings        Drawings or manufacturer’s detailed diagrams in suffi cient detail to allow the re-
viewer (architect/engineer) to determine that what is proposed is consistent with the design 
and intent of the contract requirements.  

   Shoring        A lumber or steel framework to temporarily support a wall or suspended fl oor.  

   Shotcrete        Concrete or mortar forced through a nozzle under pressure to provide a stabilized sur-
face for a wall or other surface.  

   Shrinkage cracks        Small cracks that appear as concrete cures as the reduction of water takes place 
in the mix, usually aesthetic in nature and not structural.  

   Sidelight        A glass panel to either side of a door.  

   Sill        The horizontal structure of a window, door, or wall opening.  

   Skin        The hardwood or composition panel that provides the architectural face of a fl ush wood door; 
the outer shell or exterior of a building.  

   Slip form        A form designed to move along as concrete is poured into it; often used to produce con-
crete curbing.  

   Slump        A measure of consistency in fresh concrete; concrete is poured into an inverted cone, and 
when the cone is removed, the concrete’s diminishing height (slump) is measured.  

   Small tools        Tools used by the contractor to complete the work, each of which cost $500 or less.  

   Soffi t        A fl at wood or composite material used to fi nish the undersurface of any overhead exposed 
part of the building.  

   Soffi t vent        A premanufactured air inlet located on the back side of a soffi t to provide ventilation to 
the enclosed space above.  

   Soldier course        Bricks laid up by standing them on end like a row of soldiers.  

   Solid masonry wall        A masonry wall laid up contiguously with all joints and spaces fi lled with mortar.  

   Sound-transmission coeffi cient        A rating of the transmission or lack of transmission of sound 
through a wall, ceiling, or fl oor assembly.  

   Spalling        A condition of brick, stone, or exterior concrete where layers break or peel off due to the 
presence of internal pressure caused by crystallizing water or chemicals within the mixture.  
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   Spandrel beam        An exterior beam extending from column to column that carries an imposed load.  

   Splash block        A small masonry or composition block laid on the ground under a downspout to help 
prevent soil erosion.  

   Spot elevation        The elevation datum relating to a specifi c reference point on a site plan.  

   Standpipe        The vertical main that carries fi re-protection sprinkler water to each fl oor for distribu-
tion via branch piping to the sprinkler heads.  

   Starter course        The fi rst layer of roofi ng, applied along a line adjacent to the downslope perimeter 
of the roof.  

   Static pressure        In an air-distribution system, the air pressure required to overcome the resistance 
formed as air fl ows through the ductwork system.  

   Step fl ashing        Individual pieces of fl ashing installed around chimneys and dormers, each one over-
lapped up the vertical surface.  

   Stile        The upright or vertical pieces of a wood door.  

   S-trap        A plumbing fi tting shaped like an S that provides a seal against sewer gas.  

   Stirrup        A U-shaped bent rebar installed in a concrete form as part of its reinforcing.  

   Stretcher course        A brick pattern in which all units are laid up lengthwise.  

   Striker  or  striker plate        A recessed receptacle or notch in the jamb of a door frame that receives 
the door latch or bolt.  

   Subbase        The area under the base course of asphalt or concrete paving.  

   Subframe        A secondary frame for a window in an exterior wall that accepts the primary window 
frame.  

   Submittal        The transmittal of contract-required information such as shop drawings, samples, and test 
and inspection reports.  

   Substantial completion        The date, as certifi ed by the architect, that the contractor has attained the 
stage of the project’s completion at which the facility meets the purpose for which it is intended; 
not fi nal completion.  

   Superplasticizer        A chemical additive in a concrete batch that permits easy fl ow without reducing 
the concrete’s compressive strength.  

   Supplementary general conditions        Additions, changes, or modifi cations to the general condi-
tions included in the bid documents and part of the contract for construction.  

   Switchgear  or  switchboard        A large electric control panel that receives the incoming 
secondary electrical service for distribution to a series of electrical panels located throughout 
the building.  

   Tensile strength        The resistance of a material when subjected to a bending movement.  

   Terminal unit        In an air-distribution heating and cooling system, the unit at the end of the duct 
through which the heated or cooled air enters the space.  

   Thermal expansion        The movement of a building material as it changes volume when 
exposed to heat, such as materials in an exterior wall when exposed to intense sunlight.  

   Throat        The width of a door frame measured along the width of the door jamb.  

   Tongue and groove        Planks with a convex cut on one side and a concave cut on the other, allowing 
each piece to be fi rmly joined to an adjacent piece.  
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   Top rail        The top horizontal framing member of a window or door.  

   Total fl oat        The amount of contingency time included in a construction schedule.  

   Transformer        An electrical device that transforms a supply of one electrical voltage to 
another electrical voltage.  

   Transom        A glass panel placed over a door or window to provide additional natural light or ventila-
tion; the transom can either be fi xed or operable.  

   Tread        The fl at horizontal surface of a stair.  

   Tremie concrete        A method of placing concrete underwater through a tube.  

   Trim        Woodwork moldings used as baseboard, door, and window fi nishing materials to 
cover joints and provide decoration.  

   Trade contractors        Specialty contractors, also referred to as  subcontractors .  

   Tuck-pointing        Replacing deteriorated mortar from a masonry wall by troweling or tooling new 
mortar into the joint.  

   Two-week look-ahead        A schedule of intended work to be performed in the next two-week work 
period.  

   UL label        Underwriters Laboratory identifi cation label signifying that the product has achieved its 
prescribed rating.  

   Undercut door        Additional clearance provided between the fl ooring and bottom edge of the door 
to allow for more air movement in and out.  

   Underlayment        A sheet material such as plywood or medium-density fi berboard placed on a sub-
fl oor to provide a more even surface for the fi nish fl ooring material.  

   Unit heater        A small heating element with a fan in an enclosure to provide heat to an isolated area 
or room.  

   Unit prices        Prices charged by the contractor for specifi c services or materials.  

   UPS        Uninterrupted power supply, a device to provide temporary power in case the primary power 
source is interrupted.  

   Upstanding beam  or  upturned beam        A structural beam that is built on the upside of the fl oor 
slab instead of below it.  

   Valley        An internal angle formed by the intersection of two sloping roof planes.  

   Value engineering        A cost-control process utilizing a systematic analysis of a particular operation 
or component of construction to determine if costs can be reduced while retaining the intent, 
function, operation, reliability, and life-cycle properties of that operation or component.  

   Vapor barrier        A waterproof material such as a polyethylene sheet, used to prevent moisture from 
migrating from the soil into the concrete fl oor slab.  

   Vent pipe        A pipe attached to a waste line that allows outside air to enter the system and prevents 
the water seal in a plumbing-fi xture trap from being broken by siphoning action.  

   Vibration isolation        A mechanical device on which a vibrating piece of equipment, such as an air 
handler is mounted to decrease or eliminate the transfer of vibration from the equipment to the 
building’s structure.  

   Vitrifi ed-clay pipe        A glazed clay pipe with resistance to corrosion, used years ago in underground 
sanitary or storm-sewer systems.  
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   Vomitory        An entry or opening through a section of seats that provides special access in a sports 
stadium or theater  .  

   Waiver of lien        A legal document whereby a contractor waives his or her right to place a lien on 
the owner’s property in exchange for payment for labor, materials, and equipment installed in 
the owner’s building.  

   Warp        Deviation from a true or plane surface.  

   Weep hole        A small opening in an exterior concrete or masonry wall through which trapped con-
densation or moisture can escape.  

   Weighted criteria        An owner-established point system to judge a contractor’s qualitative rating and 
price to arrive at  “ best qualifi ed. ”   

   Well point        A hollow rod or tube with perforations that, when driven into the ground and attached 
to a suction pump, lowers the water level in that area.  

   Wicking        The process of water moving uphill due to capillary action.  

   Wind clip        An attachment device that fi ts over the roofi ng tiles or shingles to assist in securing the 
individual units from wind uplift.  

   Wind load        The load placed on a structure or a building component by the force of the wind.  

   Window stool        A horizontal wood or metal trim piece fi tted under the windowsill.  

   Wythe  or  with        A single wall width, of masonry.  

   Wye  or  Y fi tting        A plumbing fi tting shaped like a Y that joins two lines into one.          
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 B series contracts   ,  102 – 112   
 Client Relationships   ,  2   ,  3   
 Constructability and coordination matters   ,  43   ,  44   
 Contract administration   ,  20   ,  21   ,  28   
 Defi ning services required   ,  19   ,  20   
 Design fi rms   ,  46   
 Design process   ,  30 – 35   
 Engineers   ,  47 – 50   
 Forms   ,  165   ,  166   
 General conditions   ,  90 – 93   ,  128 – 131   
 Handbook of Professional Practices   ,  2   
 Industry snapshot   ,  13   ,  14   
 Inspection services   ,  22 – 25   
 Intern program   ,  46   
 Interviewing   ,  16   ,  17   
 Licensing requirements   ,  46   
 Negotiating the fee   ,  35 – 41  

 Reimbursable costs   ,  41    
 Owner-architect contract for services   ,  30   
 Owner’s responsibilities   ,  3   ,  21   ,  22   ,  42   
 Pre-construction conference   ,  28 – 30   
 Preparing bid documents   ,  25  

 Pre-bid conference   ,  26 – 28    
 Qualifi cations statement   ,  14 – 16   
 Selection process   ,  14 – 17  

 Qualifi cation statement   ,  14 – 16    
 Standard agreement principles   ,  41   ,  42   
 State licensing requirements   ,  46   
 Supplemental instructions (ASI)   ,  179   
 Training   ,  45   ,  46   
 Team   ,  17   ,  18    

 Architectural forms   ,  165   ,  166   
 A.I.A. Cost Plus Guaranteed Maximum price 

contract form   ,  364 – 375   
 A.I.A. Stipulated sum contract form   ,  356 – 361   
 American Institute of Architects   ,  1   ,  2  

 Working with an architect    

 Application for payment   ,  184 – 188   
 Associated General Contractors of America 

(AGC)   ,  67   ,  93      

 B   
 Bailment agreement   ,  194   
 Bids- preparing and evaluating   ,  113 – 135  

 Contractor selection   ,  134   ,  135   
 Contractor qualifi cation process   ,  113 – 131   
 Documentation in bidding process   ,  251 – 253   
 Evaluating   ,  131 – 135   
 General conditions   ,  128 – 131   
 Insurance and bonds   ,  124 – 126  

 subguard   ,  128   
 Surety bonds   ,  126 – 128    

 Invitation to bid   ,  121 – 124   
 Letter of credit   ,  128   
 References   ,  116   ,  118   
 Safety and quality issues   ,  115   ,  116    

 Bonds   ,  126 – 128  
 Bid bonds   ,  127   
 Payment and performance bonds   ,  127   
 Surety bonds   ,  126    

 Building information modeling (BIM)   ,  18   ,  19   
 Bridging   ,  89 – 90      

 C   
 Change orders   ,  149   ,  152 – 155   ,  162   ,  165   ,  166   ,  178   , 

 185   ,  201 – 222  
 Changes in scope of work   ,  210   ,  211   
 Controlling contractor’s overhead and profi t   , 

 154   ,  155   
 Contractor equipment rates   ,  213   ,  214   
 Cost issues   ,  209   ,  210   
 Documentation for   ,  206 – 208   
 Inordinate amount of   ,  265   
 Labor rates   ,  217 – 220   
 Premium time labor rates   ,  217 – 221   
 Proposed change orders (PCO)   ,  178   
 Provisions in AIA General Conditions   ,  203 – 205   
 Review procedures   ,  205   ,  206   
 Scheduling   ,  215 – 220  

 Float   ,  216    
 Time and material work   ,  207   ,  208   
 What are change orders?   ,  201   ,  202    
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 Change in conditions   ,  264   ,  265   
 Civil engineers   ,  48   
 Claims   ,  270 – 275  

 Acceleration   ,  270   
 Breach of contract   ,  272   ,  273   
 Differing site conditions   ,  272   
 Effective management   ,  276   
 Lack fo complete drawings   ,  272   
 Loss of productivity   ,  270   ,  274   
 Out-of-sequence work   ,  269   
 Trade stacking   ,  270    

 Constructability   ,  43   
 Construction components   ,  277 – 305  

 Concrete   ,  280 – 282  
 Characteristics   ,  281   
 Testing   ,  282   
 Types of   ,  281   
 Strength requirements   ,  280    

 Doors and frames   ,  295  
 Aluminum   ,  295   
 Door parts   ,  296   
 Door  “ handing ”    ,  298   
 Plastic laminate   ,  295   
 Steel   ,  295   
 Wood   ,  295    

 Drywall partitions   ,  292 – 294  
 Exterior sheathing   ,  294   
 Fire-rated   ,  293   
 Moisture resistant   ,  294   
 Sound-rated   ,  294    

 Electrical   ,  305  
 Primary and secondary service   ,  305    

 Fire protection   ,  302 – 303  
 Components of a fi re protection system   ,  303   
 Deluge system   ,  302   
 Dry systems   ,  302   
 Wet system   ,  302    

 Foundations   ,  278   ,  279   
 Glass and glazing   ,  291   ,  292  

 Types and uses   ,  291    
 Heating,ventilating and air-conditioning (HVAC)  

 Air handlers   ,  299   
 Chillers   ,  299   
 Cooling towers   ,  302   
 Condensers   ,  299   
 Heat exchangers   ,  302   
 VAV devices   ,  302    

 Masonry- brick and block   ,  285   ,  288 – 291  
 Brick shapes and positions in wall   ,  288   
 Concrete masonry units (CMU)   ,  288   ,  289   
 Mortar-types and uses   ,  288 – 290   
 Wall reinforcement   ,  291    

 Materials for various site utilities   ,  280   

 Paint and wall coverings   ,  295   ,  296   
 Piles- types and functions   ,  278   
 Plumbing   ,  297 – 299  

 Basic components   ,  297   ,  298   
 Types of piping   ,  298   ,  299    

 Roofi ng- single ply, built-up   ,  292   
 Site work test borings   ,  278   
 Structural steel   ,  282 – 285  

 Beams and angles   ,  283   ,  284  
 How to determine size/weight   ,  282   
 Grades   ,  282    

 Joists and metal deck   ,  287     
 Construction contracts   ,  63   ,  64   ,  70 – 112   ,  137 – 163   , 

 330 – 354  
 Allowances   ,  144   ,  145   
 Alternates   ,  142   ,  144   
 Basic elements   ,  137   
 Change orders   ,  161   ,  162   
 Controlling overhead and profi t on change 

orders   ,  154   ,  155   
 Cost of work plus a fee   ,  73   ,  74   
 Cost of work plus fee with guaranteed 

maximum price (GMP)   ,  75 – 83   ,  
146 – 149  

 Costs to be reimbursed   ,  80   ,  81   
 Costs not reimbursed   ,  82   ,  83   
 Documenting general conditions costs   ,  149   
 Limiting exposure to fi nal costs   ,  148   
 Qualifi cation and exclusions lists   ,  77    

 Construction management   ,  5   ,  83 – 87  
 Reimbursables   ,  86    

 Defi ning costs   ,  74   ,  160   ,  161   
 Design-build   ,  67   ,  87 – 89  

 Bridging   ,  89   
 Design-Build Institute of America   ,  67    

 Exhibits   ,  141   ,  142   
 Including a  “ Defi nitions section   ,  156   
 General conditions to the contract   ,  90 – 92   
 Liquidated damages   ,  156 – 158   
 Punch list   ,  162   ,  163   
 Requiring contractor to verify fi eld 

conditions   ,  158   
 Retainage   ,  140   
 Schedule adherence   ,  159   
 Schedule of Values form   ,  138 – 140   
 Standard contract forms   ,  93 – 112  

 American Institute of Architects   ,  93  
 A Series-Owner-Contractor   ,  95 – 102   
 B Series- Owner-Archittect   ,  102 – 112    

 Associated General Contractors   ,  93   
 Construction Management   ,  94   
 Design- Build Institute   ,  94    

 Stipulated or lump sum   ,  70   ,  72   ,  355 – 361  
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 Unit prices   ,  145   ,  146    
 Substantial completion   ,  162  

 Time and material work   ,  159   ,  160   
 Weather delays   ,  161     

 Construction Industry   ,  2   ,  3   ,  50 – 63  
 Ethics   ,  10   ,  11   
 Failure es   ,  54   ,  55   
 Master builders   ,  56   ,  57   
 Number of contractors   ,  1   
 Risky business   ,  52   ,  53   
 Size and revenue of contractors   ,  51 – 54   
 Typical company organization   ,  57 – 60  

 Accounting   ,  59   
 Estimators   ,  58   
 Purchasing   ,  59   
 Project executive   ,  58   
 Project manager   ,  57   
 Salary levels   ,  60   
 Shift to subcontracting   ,  60   
 Trade organizations   ,  61   
 Union, non-union, merit shop   ,  60 – 61  

 Differences   ,  61 – 63   
 Double-breasted   ,  61    

 Why contractors fail   ,  54 – 56     
 Construction Manager (CM)   ,  5   ,  6   ,  63   ,  64   ,  83 – 87   , 

 330 – 354  
 Basic services   ,  63   ,  64   ,  85   
 Construction Management Association of 

America (CMAA)   ,  67   
 Contract forms   ,  83 – 87   ,  330 – 354   
 For fee  &  At Risk   ,  84   
 Reimbursable costs   ,  86   ,  87    

 Construction consultant   ,  6   
 Contractor selection process   ,  134   ,  135   
 Contractor trade organizations   ,  61   ,  63   
 Contractors application for payment   ,  

184 – 192   
 Contracts   ,  9   ,  67 – 70   ,  73 – 83   ,  128   ,  154   ,  155   ,  

158 – 163   ,  330 – 354   ,  363 – 375   , 
 (  See also Construction Contracts )   

 Additional contract provisions   ,  158 – 163   
 Construction Management (CM)   ,  

330 – 354   
 Cost of work plus a fee   ,  73   ,  75   
 Cost plus fee with guaranteed maximum 

price   ,  75 – 83   ,  363 – 375   
 Letter of intent   ,  67 – 70   ,  128   
 Stipulated sum   ,  75 – 83   ,  355 – 361    

 Contingencies   ,  77   
 Coordination drawings- guidelines   ,  275   ,  276  

 Subcontractor involvement   ,  276    
 Cost-reporting   ,  58   ,  59   
 Court decisions re claims/delays   ,  271 – 274  

 Appeal of Clark Construction   ,  274   
 BEGL Construction v. Los Angeles   ,  273   
 C.L. Fairly   ,  271   
 John McShain v. U.S   ,  272   
 Hensel Phillips v GSA   
 Peter Kiewits Sons v Iowa Utility   
 Randa/Madison v Dahlberg   ,  272   
 S Leo Harmmonay v. Binks   ,  274   
 Spearin v Uited States   ,  266   
 Teufi l v Weinner   ,  273       

 D   
 Defi nitions   ,  156   
 Delays   ,  161   ,  268   ,  269   ,  271   ,  272   ,  274   ,  275  

 Compensable   ,  269   
 Concurrent delays   ,  269   
 Court decisions   ,  271   ,  272   ,  274   ,  275   
 Excusable delays   ,  268   
 Weather delays   ,  161    

 Design-build   ,  3 – 5   ,  64   ,  87 – 90  
 Bridging   ,  89   ,  90    

 Differing conditions   ,  261   ,  262   ,  272  
 Type I   ,  261   
 Type II   ,  262    

 Disputes and claim   ,  251 – 277  
 Contract provisions dealing with disputes   , 

 254 – 256   
 Documentation in bidding documents   ,  

251 – 253   
 Documentation during construction   ,  253   ,  254   
 Effective claim management   ,  271   ,  276   ,  277   
 Principle causes of disputes/claims   ,  254 – 271  

 Acceleration   ,  269   
 Errors and omissions in plans   ,  256   ,  257   
 Changed conditions   ,  264   ,  265   
 Coordination of drawings missing   ,  257 – 259   
 Delays caused by any/all parties   ,  268   ,  269   
 Disruptions to the pace of construction   ,  266   
 Drawing discrepancies   ,  265   ,  266   
 Financial problems- owner or contractor   ,  267   
 Inadequate administration of the project   , 

 259   ,  260   
 Out-of-sequence work   ,  269   ,  270   
 Poor response from owner, architect, 

contractor   ,  259   
 Site conditions   ,  260 – 263   
 Things to consider   ,  271   
 Unforeseen sub-surface condtions   ,  263   ,  264   
 Unwillingness to comply with  “ Intent ”    ,  260     

 Documentation   ,  251 – 254  
 During bidding   ,  251 – 253   
 During construction   ,  253 – 254       
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 E   
 Electrical engineers   ,  49   
 Electronic records   ,  273   
 Environmental engineers   ,  50   
 Estimators   ,  58      

 F   
 Fast track   ,  7   ,  68   
 Float   ,  216   
 FUTA/.SUTA   ,  159   ,  160      

 G   
 General conditions   ,  90 – 93   ,  128 – 131   ,  203 – 205  

 A.I.A. general conditions   ,  91 – 93   
 Change order provisions   ,  203 – 205    

 Glossary of architectural and construction 
terms   ,  307 – 326   

 Green construction   ,  8 – 10   ,  38   ,  223 – 249  
 Building design checklist   ,  236 – 237   
 Building products and processes   ,  245   
 Components   ,  234   ,  235   
 Cost effectiveness of green buildings   ,  243 – 245   
 Energy modeling   ,  240   ,  241   
 EPA Energy performance ratings   ,  235   ,  238   
 Green infrastructure   ,  241 – 243  

 Geothermal   ,  242   ,  243   
 Low impact development   ,  241    

 Impact on environment   ,  223   ,  224   
 Risks and pitfalls of green design   ,  248   ,  249   
 Sustainability   ,  245 – 248   
 U.S. Department of Energy Technology 

program   ,  238 – 240   
 U.S. Green Building Council (USBC)   ,  225 – 227   , 

 229   
 LEED   ,  225   ,  227 – 33   ,  234  

 Checklists   ,  227 – 233   
 Levels of certifi cation   ,  225 – 227    

 Promoting Green Buildings   ,  229   ,  232   
 Whole building design   ,  224   ,  225       

 L   
 Landscape architects   ,  47   
 Letter of Intent   ,  67 – 70   ,  128   
 Lien waivers   ,  188 – 191   
 Liquidated damages   ,  156   ,  157   
 Loss of productivity   ,  270   ,  274      

 M   
 Master builder   ,  56   ,  57   
 Material engineers   ,  50   

 Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS)   ,  200   
 Mechanical engineers   ,  49     

  O   
 Off-site storage of materials and equipment   , 

 192 – 195  
 Bailment agreement   ,  194   
 Bill of sale   ,  195    

 Out-of-sequence work   ,  269   ,  270   
 Owner   ,  2   ,  3   ,  16   ,  21   ,  22   ,  27   ,  35 – 41   ,  173 – 200   ,  202   , 

 203  
 Change order review   ,  202   ,  203   
 Commitment to project   ,  2   ,  16   ,  27   
 Importance of role   ,  173   
 Negotiating architect’s fees   ,  35 – 41   
 Project meetings   ,  173 – 200   
 Request for information   ,  176   ,  179   
 Responsibilties   ,  21   ,  22       

 P   
 Pay when paid   ,  267   
 Purchasing   ,  59   
 Punch list   ,  59   
 Preparing bid documents   ,  113 – 128  

 Contractor qualifi cation   ,  113 – 116  
 References   ,  116   ,  118   
 Safety and quality issues   ,  115   ,  116    

 General conditions   ,  128 – 131   
 Insurance and bonds   ,  124   ,  125  

 Owner/contractor controlled insurance 
programs   ,  125   ,  126    

 Invitation to bid   ,  121 – 124   
 Letter of credit   ,  128   
 Subguard   ,  128   
 Surety bonds   ,  126   ,  127    

 Principle causes of disputes and claims   ,  254 – 268   
 Project close out procedures   ,  193 – 200  

 Affadavits   ,  198   
 Consent of surety   ,  199   
 Equipment checklists   ,  197   
 Extra materials   ,  196   
 MSDS   ,  200    

 Project Management   ,  57   ,  58   ,  64   ,  65  
 Cost reporting   ,  58    

 Program manager   ,  6   ,  64   ,  65   
 Project close-out   ,  193 – 200   
 Project delivery systems   ,  3 – 8   ,  (  See also Contracts )   

 Considerations   ,  8   
 Construction consultant   ,  6   
 Construction management   ,  5   ,  6   
 Design-bid-build   ,  3   ,  4   
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 Design-build   ,  5   
 Fast-track approach   ,  7   
 Green and sustainable construction   ,  8   ,  9   
 Program manager   ,  6    

 Project meetings   ,  165 – 184  
 Architect’s supplemental instructions   ,  179   
 Contents   ,  168 – 169   
 Material and equipment substitutions   ,  170 – 171   
 Meeting minutes   ,  167   ,  169   
 Off-site storage of material   ,  192   
 Owner’s role   ,  173   ,  176   
 Pace of construction   ,  184   
 Requests for information   ,  176   ,  178 – 179   
 Schedule   ,  171   ,  172   
 Shop drawings   ,  170       

 Q   
 Quantum Meruit   ,  221   ,  222      

 R   
 Requests for Information (RFI)   ,  176   ,  178   ,  179   
 Retainage   ,  140      

 S   
 Schedules   ,  172   ,  173   ,  215 – 220   ,  266   
 Schedule of Values   ,  138 – 139   

 Shop drawings   ,  170   ,  182   ,  184   ,  274   ,  275  
 Prompt review required   ,  274   ,  275    

 Stipulated sum contract   ,  70 – 72   
 Structural engineers   ,  49   
 Subcontractors   ,  54   ,  55   ,  60   ,  149   
 Subguard   ,  128   
 Submittal log   ,  179   ,  180   ,  182 – 184      

 T   
 Trade stacking   ,  270      

 U   
 Union and non-union contractors   ,  60 – 63   
 Unit prices   ,  145   ,  146   
 Unforeseen subsurface conditions   ,  263   ,  264   
 Unjust enrichment   ,  221   ,  222      

 V   
 Value engineering   ,  72   ,  73   ,  171 – 172      

 W   
 Weather delays   ,  161   
 Winter conditions   ,  153   ,  208   
 Withholding payment on defective 

work   ,  273 – 274          
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